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A hundred years ago two Alexandrian photographers, Aziz Bandarli and
Umberto Dorés, ﬁlmed the ﬁrst Egyptian motion picture: The Visit of the
Khedive Abbas Helmi II to the Scientiﬁc Institute of Sidi el Morsi Abu el Abbas
Mosque. Though of great signiﬁcance in itself, this event alone would not
have been remembered had it not led to the birth of a whole new art and
industry in Alexandria: the Egyptian cinema.
Perhaps more than any other art form, cinema encompasses all forms of
artistic expression. In addition to its artistic as well as its entertainment
value, cinema soon demonstrated another dimension: the material value. It
is therefore not surprising that this new form would be born in Alexandria,
where an avant-garde spirit of modernism encouraged both artistic
innovation and entrepreneurial ventures. Its citizens were men and women
of vision and spirit who were not afraid to experiment with new forms or to
take risks at a time when both reputations and big sums of money could be
compromised. They were amply rewarded. Thanks to the creative synergy
between the open city and its citizens – foreigners and locals, men and
women – a new and exciting industry was born that would soon expand to
Cairo and eventually farther, to the rest of the Arab world. Egyptian cinema
quickly became popular throughout the Arab world, and acted as both a
unifying factor among countries that spoke diﬀerent dialects of Arabic and
a model which they aspired to follow.
The founding fathers in Alexandria felt they had stumbled on something
exhilarating and possibly lucrative, but they probably had no idea that
Egyptian cinema would rise to such heights. This catalogue is therefore a
tribute to those visionary Alexandrians who had the faith, artistic sense and
business acumen to see all the possibilities latent in the new form of art, and
turn it into a successful industry as well. The industry eventually moved to
Cairo, but Alexandria was the nurturer and the muse, and hers is the glory of
having founded the seventh art in Egypt.

Ismail Serageldin
Librarian of Alexandria
Director of the Bibliotheca Alexandrina
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This project started out as an attempt to explore the birth of the Egyptian
cinema industry in Alexandria, and the pioneering role that foreigners
played in establishing what has become known as the seventh art. Research
inevitably acquires a life of its own and leads to more discoveries and ideas,
and so the project grew beyond its original scope to include the interaction
between Egyptians and foreigners, Alexandrians who pursued a cinema
career in Cairo and abroad, as well as current actors, cinemas and attempts
to revive the industry in the city of its birth. Just as Alexandria the city was
the pioneer in the industry, so too this catalogue is groundbreaking in its
Thème on the history of the cinema in Alexandria and the cinematic career
of Alexandrians.

Introduction

The research, challenging and exciting though it was, was fraught with
diﬃculties and occasionally insurmountable problems. While we could not
have done the work without the ground already covered by earlier cinema
scholars and critics, and can claim, like Einstein, to have seen farther than
others only because we were standing on the shoulders of giants, sometimes
those earlier works have been the very cause of diﬃculty and confusion.
Often the dates do not tally, and consensus is rarely reached about the
most basic things, such as when the ﬁrst Lumière ﬁlm was screened. There
is contradicting data, along with conﬂicting dates and names and lack of
early documentation. And primarily because they are not Alexandrians,
much information about the city that they lack causes inaccuracies in
their research. The most obvious is the inability to decide whether the ﬁrst
Lumière ﬁlm was screened in the Toussoun Bourse or in the Café Zawani.
In fact, both were one and the same place: a bourse was often a café, and
the Toussoun Bourse had many halls, one of which was the Café Zawani.
Another stumbling block for non-Alexandrians is the street names that have
been changed, making it diﬃcult to identify addresses and locations of old
studios and screening halls. Cinemas, too, often changed their names, so
there would be diﬀerent names and inauguration dates attached to cinemas
with the same location.
Our task, therefore, has not been simply to ﬁll in the gaps left by research the
main concern of which had been Egyptian cinema as a whole rather than
Alexandria, but also to verify and authenticate available data. Where we
were unsure of the information, we chose to omit it altogether, rather than
risk mistakes. Nevertheless, inaccuracies still persist, particularly in spelling,
for posters, press-books, magazines and documents of the time spell names
and titles diﬀerently. Also, going over old ground, we came upon new
material, or old material long forgotten. In this sense, our work has been
revision as well as vision. For, in addition to veriﬁcation and authentication,
this catalogue is an attempt to chart territory that is sometimes uncharted
and untrodden – but never without promise. There is a vast stretch of
land separating the past from the present, but the landscape is inspiring
and compelling. We have accordingly attempted to trace and recover the
early attempts at Cinematic Art and awareness in Alexandria at the turn of
the previous century and the ﬁne synergistic eﬀect the city had on those
attempts.
This, therefore, is also a tribute to the pioneers and visionaries who took
risks and experimented with an art that was new not just to Alexandria but
to the whole world. Together, they and the art grew, moving from the spirit
of the amateur that created cinema in Alexandria to the professionalism
that eventually took them to Cairo. At the beginning, cinema depended on
photographers, who could be scriptwriters, directors, editors, distributors
– and even actors – all in one. Often, it was a family aﬀair: two or three
brothers; two brothers and a wife; father and son; father, son and daughter;

Toussoun Bourse
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and so on. Some of these domestic attempts took oﬀ with a bang, such as
the Lama and Gazayerly trios who became stars. In other instances, they
remained modest attempts that never developed into a real business,
like René Tabouret, director of the Gaumont Stores Company, who made
one of the earliest amateur ﬁlms in Alexandria, The Cinema in Egypt in
1924. Generous patrons of the city and its elite citizens were often willing
to ﬁnance those experiments: among them were Count de Zogheb and
Baroness de Menasce who produced René Tabouret’s ﬁlm, and Prince Omar
Toussoun who ﬁnanced productions and also donated land to be used for
ﬁlming purposes. But this concept of the amateur also depended on the
principle of apprenticeship and discipleship, where photographers and
ﬁlmmakers taught the younger generation (who were often Egyptians) the
trade. Youssef Chahine, trained in the studios of Alvise Orfanelli and Gianni
Vernuccio, passed the torch on to Yousri Nasrallah and Khaled Youssef.
Similarly, Shadi Abdel Salam worked with Henri Barakat, Helmi Halim and
Salah Abou Seif, and had his own disciples who were Salah Marei, Atef el
Tayeb and Onsi Abou Seif. Khairi Beshara is also the disciple of Tewﬁk Saleh.
Another feature of the early Jours was the practice of name changes. Mostly,
it was the actors and actresses who acquired new names, perhaps using
names that they thought would appeal to an Egyptian audience. Togo
Mizrahi acted as Ahmed Meshriqi, Henriette Cohen as Bahiga el Mahdi,
Samir Lama as Samir Abdallah, Josephine Sarkis as Badreya Raafat, and
Zeinab Mossaad as Zeinat Sedki. The best known is Michel Chalhoub, who
acquired international fame as Omar Sharif.
Either out of national pride, or a desire to integrate, names of ﬁlm companies
owned by both Egyptians and foreigners inevitably carried Egyptian names.
In fact, a number of those names were ancient Egyptian, such as Isis Film
(Aziza Amir), Ramsis Group (Fatma Rushdi), Mina Film (the Lama Brothers,
before changing to Condor Film to recall their Chilean past), and Lotus Film
(Assia). Bahiga Hafez went for an Alexandrian name, Fanar Film Company,
while Mohamed Bayoumi and Togo Mizrahi settled for plain Egypt: the
Egyptian Cinema Institute and the Egyptian Films Company respectively.
At the beginning, the excitement of the nascent form appealed to the
foreign photographers who had, or could get, the necessary equipment
and exclusive rights. The very ﬁrst names were French: Lumière, Promio,
Mesguish. Soon, however, the Italians took over the photography, which
was the most important element in ﬁlmmaking, and the names to be
remembered were Umberto Dorés, Alvise Orfanelli, Togo Mizrahi, Tullio
Chiarini, Clelio and so on. By acquiring exclusive rights for the distribution
of all Lumière ﬁlms, Dello Strologo monopolized the early foreign movies
in Egypt. Italians also took charge of the actual storing of ﬁlms, as statistics
indicate. Between 1915 and 1925, ten permits for ﬁlm storehouses and
warehouses were issued. Of the ten, ﬁve were issued to Italians, while one
was issued for each of the following: Greek, Swiss, French, and English (one
nationality is unknown). With the exception of the Gaumont storehouse
(run by René Tabouret in Moharrem Bey), these stores were in Attarine, a
neighbourhood heavily populated with foreigners.
But if the Italians excelled at photography and ﬁlmmaking and trained
Egyptians in the art and technique, acting was from the beginning the
forte of the Egyptians. Drawn from the theatre troupes of Alexandria, or
others who were lured to the city by the magic of the silver screen (such as
Mohamed Karim), Egyptian and Syrian-Lebanese (Shawam) actors became
stars overnight. Egyptians in particular excelled at comedy, which appealed
greatly to the Egyptian audience, turning those ﬁlms into box oﬃce winners
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that were mentioned by the number of laughs they aroused. The comic ﬁlms
of Shalom and the Gazayerly family (Fawzi, Fouad and Ehsane), for instance,
still enjoy great popularity toJour. Italian blood may have coursed in the
veins of Togo Mizrahi, but he certainly understood the Egyptian audience
and its preferences, and he realized early on that comedy appealed to the
Egyptian temperament.
Also, if it was French and Italian men who started ﬁlmmaking in Alexandria, it
was Egyptian women who made it a lucrative business involving art, quality
and stardom. In a strictly patriarchal society, it was a wonder how these
women emerged from behind the veil to behind and in front of the camera.
Like the men, they were also actors, directors and producers (though not
photographers) at the same time, and Bahiga Hafez, Fatma Rushdi and
Aziza Amir won as much praise as Umberto Dorés, Togo Mizrahi and Alvise
Orfanelli – and certainly much more stardom! The birth of the Egyptian
cinema in Alexandria was almost a labour of their love, and its growth to
become the second source of foreign currency in the country after cotton,
undoubtedly owes as much to its women as it does to its men.
In the ﬁnal analysis, there was a synergy between the open city that
encouraged innovation, entrepreneurship and modernism, and its people
who were a healthy mix of foreigners recently arrived at the port or who
had been in Alexandria for a few generations, and Egyptians arriving from
Cairo or who had been in Alexandria for a few generations. Such a synergy
– the product of a certain time and place – was the reason why Alexandria
was a pioneer in many areas, not just in the cinema industry, and it was in
inspiration and innovation that Alexandria excelled.
This catalogue is an attempt to document the inspiration and innovation
that created ﬁlmmaking in Alexandria. While our interest was initially in
the early period and the synergy between locals and foreigners, we felt
that such a catalogue would be incomplete if it ended at 1939, so we have
supplemented the entries with lists that bring names up to date. Thus there is
mention of Alexandrian born or related actors/directors/producers, of ﬁlms
(local or foreign) ﬁlmed in or which are about Alexandria, of cinemas that
were recently opened, and of current attempts that are in a way an echo of
early ﬁlmmaking. Also, much social history can be found between the lines.
One example is the names of cinemas. At the beginning they bore foreign
names like Pathé and Cosmograph, and then there was a move towards
names derived from the Egyptian royal family: Ferial and Farouk. After the
1952 revolution there was a burst of names that were overtly nationalistic,
such as Cinema Gamal (after Gamal Abdel Nasser) and Cinema el Qowat
el Mosalaha (the Armed Forces). It was a sign of the times and remains a
reﬂection even toJour with cinema compounds by the names of Renaissance,
whose founders perhaps wish to herald a revival of past cinematic glory.
Undertaken in the same spirit of amateurism that had prompted the earliest
cinematographers to embark on a new form, we acknowledge that this is a
labour of love that does not claim to be a comprehensive study nor an indepth research, but we hope it will be a useful guide to the relation between
Alexandria, the Egyptian cinema, and the cinema industry at large.
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Mohamed Ali Square (formerly Place des Consuls)
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

1. Alexandria, Why ?
The Egyptian cinema industry began in Alexandria. This is no
coincidence, for Alexandria was a pioneer in many other areas.
It had an atmosphere diﬀerent from the rest of Egypt, which
encouraged entrepreneurship and innovation and led to a
boom in all major ﬁelds.
Historically, Alexandria was referred to as “Alexandrea Ad
AEgyptum” – Alexandria next to Egypt. Since it was founded by
Alexander the Great in 331 BCE to be an open city that crystallized
his vision of Hellenizing the world, Alexandria has been a multiethnic, multi-cultural and multi-denominational city. In antiquity
it was the capital of the classical world, and its Pharos and Library
endure as universal symbols of enlightenment. In the modern
world it remains ﬁxed in human memory as the cosmopolitan
city par excellence – a rich mosaic of diverse races, tongues and
faiths – where tolerance and diversity made possible all kinds of
cultural interaction and development.
Mohamed Ali (ruled 1805-1847), the founder of modern Egypt,
paid especial attention to Alexandria. He realized that for Egypt
to become a world power, it needed a strong navy, which was
to be created in Alexandria. The city itself had to be prepared for
this giant undertaking, and so its infrastructure was re-hauled
and steps were taken to encourage experts to come, bringing
with them modern technology, commerce and initiative. The
Western Harbour for commercial shipping, previously closed to
Christian ships, was now opened to them. Privileges were granted
to foreigners such as consular protection under the system
of Capitulations, the right to be tried in the Mixed Tribunals
(1876), and a certain exemption from taxes and customs. The
security and wealth the city oﬀered contrasted with the wars,
persecution and poverty rife in the Mediterranean, Europe
and Asia, and acted as a magnet for all who sought refuge and
asylum, or the possibility of a fortune.
As it was the principal point of entry into Egypt, it also became
the place where most newcomers settled and thus where many
of the commercial and cultural activities were conducted. The
concept of nationhood was still a nascent one, and many of the
countries surrounding Egypt, including Egypt itself, were part of
the Ottoman Empire. The Egyptian nationality only appeared in
1929, and it was not until 1936 that the Montreux Convention
abolished Capitulations and forced people to choose a
nationality (thereby also hammering a nail in the coﬃn of
Alexandrian cosmopolitanism). Because of this ﬂuidity between
borders and the fact that the citizens of those countries were all
Ottoman subjects, “nationality” did not count for much. Mobility
was easy, and harsh immigration laws did not exist to deny
Ottoman subjects entry into the country. Once in Alexandria, the
immigrant could aﬃliate himself to one of the foreign consular
powers present in the city and acquire that nationality. It was
not unusual for brothers of the same family to hold a diﬀerent
nationality. An Alexandrian of mixed origins, Eugenie Sinano

Horwitz, writes in 1949 of her ancestors: “My grandfather, of
Syrian origin, living in Egypt, with an Italian passport, was
consul of Portugal. His brother was the Danish consul. I never
discovered why those countries chose them or how they came
into the family’s sphere of inﬂuence” (Awad and Hamouda 51).
In the absence of a national identity, these foreigners, many of
whom were born and died in Alexandria and had never seen
their “native” country, owed allegiance to Alexandria. They
became the citizens of a city: Alexandrian citizens. Eventually,
the new arrivals organized themselves into communities
according to their country of origin, so that the Greeks formed
the Greek community (1843, the ﬁrst established in Egypt, and
also the largest), the Italians the Italian community, the Shawam
(the Syrian-Lebanese) formed the Syrian community, and so
on. The only community to be organized according to religion
was the Jewish one, but it was organized along the same lines
as the ethnic communities: it had its hospital, schools and
welfare organizations. The healthy rivalry between the diﬀerent
communities as to which would build the most beautiful
church or the largest hospital only led to the development and
embellishment of the city. Undoubtedly foreigners lived in other
parts of Egypt as well, but it was in Alexandria that there was
the largest congregation of foreigners. In 1879 the foreigners
in Alexandria made for 61% of the total foreign population of
Egypt.
This incredible variety and ﬂuidity did have a positive eﬀect on
all aspects of life in Alexandria, notably in the establishment of
institutions that would guarantee the generation of wealth, the
organization of urban growth, the creation and maintenance of
services, and the encouragement of cultural activities. Trade was
the lifeblood of the city, as 94% of Egypt’s exports left through
Alexandria. The traditional export of onions was replaced by the
export of the new white gold: cotton. The Alexandria Cotton
Exchange (1871) soon rivalled that of New York and Liverpool
and brought fabulous wealth to the cotton merchants. The
other institutions were more geared towards regulating life in
the city and many of them were the ﬁrst of their kind in Egypt.
For instance, due to the outbreak of epidemics of cholera and
the plague in Alexandria, many of which were brought in by the
sailors, the Intendance Sanitaire, or Egyptian Board of Health was
created by the combined eﬀorts of the Khedive and the consuls
of Britain, Austria, France, Russia and Tuscany. It was headed by
the British Consul-General, and is one of the earliest attempts
at health reform, carried out by the Government together
with the foreign consuls. Another pioneering institution was
the Commissione di Ornato, or Board of Works (1934). Like the
Board of Health, it was the ﬁrst of its kind in Egypt, and was also
composed of foreign consuls and merchants. Its ﬁrst president
was Michael Tossizza, the Greek Consul-General, who was
followed by the Italian architect Francesco Mancini. Its aim was
to supervise the planning of the city and monitor construction
and esthetic standards. Such collaboration between locals and
foreigners is most evident in the creation of the Municipality of
Alexandria, also the ﬁrst of its kind in Egypt. It was established in
1890 and was composed of elected members who formed the
leaders of the foreign communities and the leading merchants
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and cotton kings. This new institution gave Alexandria a certain
degree of autonomy, since it represented most of the communities
resident in Alexandria, including Egyptians, though not more
than two were allowed to represent a foreign community. The
Municipality was responsible for taxation, urban growth and
major projects.
Perhaps the best example of shared space is the establishment of
the ﬁrst secular school in Egypt: the famous Victoria College, the
alma mater of Michel Chalhoub (better known as Omar Sharif ) and
of Youssef Chahine, both of whom are originally from Lebanon.
Established in 1901 by the British community in Alexandria to
provide a liberal and secular education to the sons of Alexandria,
it was soon attracting boys from over 22 communities and
denominations. The greatest witness to the spirit of diversity and
liberalism that Victoria College reﬂected and encouraged is the
article written by an old boy in the school magazine The Victorian
in 1930:
This is what every boy and what every old boy feels, that we
all belong to the same race, that the only real and natural
ties among men are the ties of human fellowship, without
distinction of nationality, colour or creed. The great, the
unique achievement of Victoria College, placed as it is in a
cosmopolitan centre like Alexandria, is to have created for
its boys an atmosphere so pure and healthy, so deeply and
essentially human, that no germs of national or religious
animosity can exist, far less thrive, in it.

liberty and freedom of thought. It was in Alexandria, in the Place
des Consuls (later Place Mohamed Ali, and later still Manshieh
Square) that the equestrian statue of Mohamed Ali was mounted:
the ﬁrst statue of a human ﬁgure to be set up in a public space
in a Moslem country. And it was in this city that a cemetery for
free thinkers was found, lying in the same area as the cemeteries
of Moslems, Jews, Maronites, Anglicans, Copt Orthodox, Greek
Orthodox, Armenian Orthodox, Syrian Catholics, Armenian
Catholics and Latin Catholics.
And where institutions run by both foreigners and Egyptians
provided progress and proper planning for the city, the cultural
interaction between foreigners and Egyptians made certain
things appear in Alexandria ﬁrst before spreading to Cairo. Just
as foreigners and foreign goods ﬁrst arrived in Egypt through
the port, so too did cultural innovation. The ﬁrst private Arabic
press was established in Alexandria by the Shawam (el Kawkab el
Sharqi 1873), as were the ﬁrst feminist papers (el Fatah 1882). The
theatre had been non existent, as actors were considered little
better than clowns and the stage was for the performance of
puppet shows and shadow plays. When the Syrian troupes started
arriving in Alexandria, encouraged by the opportunities it oﬀered
and the spirit of freedom and tolerance it enjoyed, people such
as Adib Ishaq and Selim Naqash began performing in Alexandria,
in the Zizinia Theatre in 1876. Thrilled by this new form of art,
Alexandrians like Sayed Darwish, Bairam el Tonsi and Sheikh
Salama Hegazi joined them to establish the Arabic lyrical theatre.
And from the theatre, it was only one step to the cinema.

It was not only in the creation of these institutions that Alexandria
had become a pioneer. The ﬂow of ideas and interaction between
diﬀerent ethnicities and denominations provided a spirit of

Lumière Brothers’ Cinematographe

The Lumière Brothers
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2.

The Beginnings of the
Cinema Industry in
Alexandria

The ﬁrst screening of a motion picture in Egypt was in Alexandria.
The port was of course the ﬁrst point of entry into the country,
but it provided an atmosphere that was more tolerant towards
innovations and creativity, so that it was in Alexandria that the
Lumière Brothers chose to show their short ﬁlm on 5 November
1896 in one of the halls of the Toussoun Bourse (the Café Zawani),
less than a year after it was ﬁrst shown to the world in Le Grand
Café in Paris. It was immediately cause for much talk and wonder.
One of the issues it raised was the vast diﬀerence between East
and West in such matters. An anonymous writer in El Mou’ayed
12 November 1986 laments how far behind the East is, but how
capable of catching up if people applied themselves:
“When Will We Catch Up With Them?”
I will not go into all those things people wonder about
regarding the aﬀairs of foreigners, for endless tomes are
needed to explain that. There are all sorts of evidence for
us to see and almost touch with our ﬁngers, to admit that
we are as far behind them as a tortoise is from a hare. But
what has made me use this title is not a futile matter which
can be comprehended by anybody who has a heart or heard
and was witness. What has happened is that a few Jours ago
some foreigners came to Alexandria with a camera capable of
capturing motion pictures, which they call “cinematograph”.
They presented it in a spacious hall in the Toussoun Pasha
Bourse. An incredible number of people gathered round to
watch it, and I among them. I left intoxicated by the wonders
I had seen.
This marvelous invention which has aroused such amazement
has also made me aware of a multitude of things, the most
important of which is that I apprehended the secret of the
progress of the foreigners. I found out that we would be no
less than them if we had the same material, and if, like them,
we related work to science and linked the tangible with the
intangible.
Indeed, how could a scholar in their country not progress
towards invention and creativity, towards generating
wondrous things in his works? At school, he ﬁnds all the tools
of science readily available to him, present before his eyes to
reveal to him the mysteries of knowledge. This he receives,
opening to him the closed doors of science and invention. He
leaves school with his mind full of all that is necessary for the
progress of his country and the race against others to get the
happiness and leisure we see the foreigners enjoying. Then,
wherever we turn, in the capitals of Europe and its ﬂourishing
cities, we see wonderful museums and exhibitions, scientiﬁc
and political clubs, and industrial and artistic oﬃces and

gatherings. If an ignoramus were to visit them once a week,
he would become a scientist in a few years. …
If we know all this, and also that trade, industry and
agriculture are resources in the lands of the foreigners, …
which make life easier for them and eliminate the fear of
hunger and poverty that is so ﬁrmly ﬁxed in our country. If
we know all this we will no longer hesitate to confess that
to compare us Orientals to the West is to compare the dead
to the living or earth to sky. All we can do is lament our luck,
wail at our destiny, and grieve that our government is in the
iron grip of the foreigners. The souls of its people are rising to
their throats from harsh pressure and murderous oppression.
Then there is no harm in blaming our rich, who have made
of their safes a graveyard of piles of money at which termites
are gnawing. …
This is all that came to my mind when I saw that wonderful
machine I have referred to. I left thinking that as long as we
were proceeding down that road, we were heading for an
inevitable abyss that has been dug for us by the progress
and civilization of the foreigners. If we do not do as our
ancestors have done, and shake oﬀ the dust of apathy, we
will be overwhelmed by their ﬂood. Oh, people, our only
salvation lies in following in their footsteps and making the
progress of our country our only aim, so that we can catch
up with them. I showed in toJour’s letter, that described
the progress of the West, the beauty of the cinematograph
(motion pictures).
He little knew that his words would soon come true, and if in
1896 a foreign ﬁlm was shown in Alexandria, then in a few years
Alexandrians would themselves be producing their own ﬁlms. Yet
it was still diﬃcult to determine who exactly those Alexandrians
were. In the beginning they were all foreigners – ﬁrst French
then Italians – but eventually there were Egyptians too. Despite
the liberal spirit of tolerance that reigned in the 19th and ﬁrst
half of the 20th centuries, the relationship between Egyptians
and foreigners could be uneasy at times. Egyptians could not
forget that their country was occupied by the British, and that
most of the top posts, trade and wealth were in the hands of the
foreigners. But in general the feeling among Egyptians was not
rejection of this Western form of art and technology, but a proud
determination to be as good by creating their own ﬁlm industry.
It was Aziz and Dorés, the famous Alexandrian photographers,
who made the ﬁrst cinematic ﬁlm in 1907, The Visit of Khedive
Abbas Helmi II to the Scientiﬁc Institute of the Sidi Abu el Abbas
Mosque. This has been documented in Ahmed el Hadari’s Tarikh
el cinema ﬁ Misr (Cairo, 1989) under the title “The ﬁrst local
cinematic ﬁlming”, thereby avoiding the thorny question of
determining whether it was Egyptian or not. But when he came
to 1914 he decided to use the subtitle “Egyptian ﬁlms” when he
documented another Aziz and Dorés production: the reception
held for the hero Aziz Bey el Masri on his arrival at Alexandria.
By 1922 the ﬁlm Soloman’s Ring was classiﬁed as an Egyptian
short narrative ﬁlm, though the director was Léonard Laricci and
the photographer was Alvise Orfanelli. With the production of
the long narrative ﬁlm, In the Land of Tutankhamun (1923), the
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Still from Lumiere ﬁlm showing the port
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foreign ﬁlmmaker grew to be acknowledged as a friend who had
done the country a favour. The Italian director, Victor Rossito,
was thanked over and over in the papers for having presented
Egypt and its people as being noble and beautiful. The cinema
magazine El Sowar el Mutaharika published an article (26 July
1923) saying: “We congratulate Monsieur Victor Rossito for the
cinematographic reel that he made and on which he spent 2,900
pounds and did not fear failure. … It was an Italian man’s idea to
teach peasants by means of the cinema. … His ﬁrst work is a ﬁlm
with an Egyptian content, using a foreign form.” This is perhaps
an apt description of the collaboration between foreigners and
Egyptians to produce those early ﬁlms. Ahmed el Hadari resolves
the issue when he emphatically states: “It is an Egyptian ﬁlm,
because it was written, directed and funded by Victor Rossito,
one of the foreigners living in Egypt – a well known lawyer. And
if Rossito was of Italian origin, his judgment here is the judgment
of all foreigners who worked in the cinema in Egypt. These are
Egyptian ﬁlms to be labelled ‘Made in Egypt’” (p. 72). Alexandrians
involved in the various branches of the world of the cinema
would encompass all sorts of identities: those born in Alexandria
of Egyptian or foreign origins, those who were born in Cairo but
came to work in Alexandria when the cinema started there, and
those who were born in Alexandria but moved to Cairo with the
cinema when it moved there.
One of the special gifts of Alexandrians was that they were
polyglot. It was natural for Alexandrians to be ﬂuent at three
languages and know a smattering of another two. Italian had
succeeded Turkish as the lingua franca, but Italian had been
replaced by French. Nevertheless, there was soon a demand in
Alexandria that the ﬁlms be translated into Arabic. By 1912 el
Cinema el Misreyah, located in a popular area in Alexandria, had
started providing Arabic subtitles on a separate screen. It was
an instant success. Still, in the early Jours the ﬁrst specialized
cinema magazine was Cinégraphe Journale, issued in Alexandria
in 1919. It was Francophone, for French remained the language
of culture, even if Arabic was soon to be used in the ﬁlms
themselves and in Arabic specialized magazines such as El Sowar
el Mutahrika and Ma‘rad el Cinema (which appeared three times
in Alexandria: 1924; 1925; 1927). It was also in Alexandria that the
ﬁlm Dr Farahat (1935) directed by Alexandrian Togo Mizrahi was
translated into Greek, so that the ﬁrst Greek ﬁlms were produced
in Alexandria.
Mainly because of the atmosphere that encouraged innovation
and enterprise, it was in Alexandria that the industry took root.
In the absence of specialization in those early Jours, many of the
principal ﬁgures in the ﬁeld wrote, ﬁlmed, directed, produced
and sometimes acted in the ﬁlms. They were cinematographers
rather than directors or cameramen. The ﬁrst cinemas, ﬁlms,
studios, cinema companies, specialized magazines, and critics

were in Alexandria. For instance, the ﬁrst cinema theatre in
Egypt was opened on 30 January 1897 – a few months after the
projection of the Lumière ﬁlm – in Mahatet Misr Street (Rue de
la Gare du Caire) in Alexandria. It was called Cinématographe
Lumière. Soon afterwards, on 9 March 1897, Monsieur Promio
was sent by the Lumière Brothers to shoot a number of ﬁlms
in Egypt. The ﬁrst scenes they shot were in Alexandria, making
their ﬁlm Place des Consuls à Alexandrie the ﬁrst ﬁlm ever to be
shot in Egypt.
But for ﬁlms to be made in Egypt, rather than simply shot, a
production company had to be established. This did happen
when one was founded in Alexandria by Aziz and Cornel in 1917
with several other Italian investors and the assistance of Banco di
Roma. This company, SITCIA, also created the ﬁrst studio in Egypt
in Hadra, Alexandria.
From Alexandria, too, came the ﬁrst cinema critic in the country.
The Egyptian, El Sayed Hassan Gomaa, started out as a school
teacher in Alexandria, and became editor-in-chief of Ma‘rad
el Cinema until it shut down. Then he moved to Cairo where
he worked for Dar el Helal, and eventually became editor of El
Kawakeb.
Egyptians and foreigners working together in Alexandria
created ﬁlms that reﬂect the cosmopolitanism and tolerance of
this multi-ethnic, multi-denominational city. Diﬀerent religions
are portrayed in Bayoumi’s ﬁlm Barsoum Looks for Employment
(Barsoum yabhas ‘an wazifa) 1923/4, where Beshara Wakim (a
Coptic Christian) plays the role of a Muslim, Abdel Hamid Zaki
(a Muslim actor) plays the role of the Christian, and a Jew, Victor
Cohen, is the banker. In A Kiss in the Desert (Qoublah fî-l-sahrâ’)
1928, the team includes a variety of nationalities, such as Ibrahim
and Badr Lama (Chileans of Palestinian origin), Alvise Orfanelli
(Italian), and Ibrahim Zoulﬁcar (Egyptian), to name just a few.
Nevertheless, the demands of the market eventually aﬀected the
site of the industry. Simply because the population in Cairo was
greater, the cinema became more lucrative in the capital. Also,
foreign ﬁlmmakers realized that for a ﬁlm to succeed in Egypt,
the actor had to be an Egyptian star, someone the population
loved and could identify with. As most theatre troupes had
moved to Cairo, it was in the capital that actors could be found
from among whom the cinema stars would be recruited. And,
most importantly, in 1934 Talaat Harb created Studio Misr, which
was more sophisticated than anything in Alexandria, thereby
attracting all cinematographers to it. So the cinema industry
gradually moved to Cairo. Alexandria was left with the glory
of having founded the Egyptian cinema – an industry that was
soon to conquer not only Egypt but the entire Arab world.
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3.

A Chronology of Firsts
in Alexandria

1896

The screening of the Lumière Brothers’ ﬁlm in Toussoun
Bourse (the ﬁrst projection of motion picture in Egypt)

1897

Inauguration of the Lumière Cinematographe
(the ﬁrst cinema hall in Egypt)

1897

Eugene Promio shoots the ﬁrst ﬁlm in the Place des
Consuls (the ﬁrst camera to shoot motion ﬁlm in Egypt)

1906

The ﬁrst projection accompanied by gramophone
Gaumont in the Aziz and Dorés cinema hall

1907

Aziz Bandarli and Umberto Dorés establish a studio in
Alexandria (the ﬁrst studio in Egypt)

1907

The Visit of the Khedive Abbas Helmi II to the Scientiﬁc
Institute of Sidi el Morsi Abu el Abbas Mosque, shot by
Alexandrian photographers Aziz and Dorés, is the ﬁrst
short documentary ﬁlm shot by “Egyptians”

1908

The ﬁrst foreign newsreel projected in Egypt is
screened in Cinema Pathé in Alexandria (Le Journal
Pathé)

1912

El Cinema el Misreyah in Alexandria shows subtitles
in Arabic for the ﬁrst time in Egypt, on a separate
screen, the invention of Leopoldo Fiorello

1917

The ﬁrst production company SITCIA founded in
Alexandria by Aziz and Cornel and Italian investors,
and supported by the Banco di Roma (the ﬁrst cinema
production company in Egypt)

1918

Mohamed Karim is the ﬁrst Egyptian actor to appear in
a ﬁlm. The Honour of the Bedouin (Charaf el Badawî),
ﬁlmed in the Hadra studio in Alexandria. It was
between 30-45 minutes long.

1919

Cinégraphe Journal, published in Alexandria in French,
is the ﬁrst specialized magazine on the cinema (the ﬁrst
specialized publication on the cinema in Egypt)

1919

The ﬁrst Egyptian actor to take a leading role is the
Alexandrian Fawzi el Gazayerly in Madame Loretta.

1926

The ﬁrst Cine Club, Mina Film, is founded by the Lama
Brothers before they establish Condor Film.

1927

The establishment of the Chamber of Cinema Industry
in Alexandria (the ﬁrst in Egypt)
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Bahiga Hafez and Serag Mounir in Zeinab

1928

The ﬁrst jeune premier in Egyptian cinema, Badr Lama
in A Kiss in the Desert (Qoublah fî-l-sahrâ’), in the sultry
tradition of Valentino

1929

Daughter of the Nile is directed by the Alexandrian
Aziza Amir, the ﬁrst female director in Egypt

1930

Zeinab, the ﬁrst ﬁlm adapted from an Arabic literary
work, is shown, starring the Alexandrian Bahiga
Hafez, the ﬁrst woman of Egyptian aristocratic
birth to act in the cinema. It is also the ﬁrst
ﬁlm to introduce romantic and melodramatic themes
that have continued to inﬂuence Egyptian cinema
to this Jour. Most of the early works, including Laila
(1942), have laid the foundation of many plots
and storylines in toJour’s cinema that are mere
variations on the same old themes.

1932

Mohamed Bayoumi founded the ﬁrst Egyptian
cinema institute, the Egyptian Cinematographic Institute
in Alexandria.

1932

Mustafa, or the Little Magician directed by Mahmoud
Khalil Rashed, is the ﬁrst Egyptian ﬁlm to use
special eﬀects.

1937

The ﬁrst Greek speaking ﬁlms were made in Alexandria.
Togo Mizrahi translated his ﬁlm Dr Farahat into
Greek, and it was shown in Greece under the title
Dr. Epaminondas

1942

Laila, directed by Togo Mizrahi, is the ﬁrst adaptation
from the French, La Dame aux Camelias. It is produced
by the Alexandrian Aziza Amir, the ﬁrst female producer

1943

Cleopatra, the ﬁrst historical ﬁlm, by the Lama Brothers

The Egyptian Cinema Institute letterhead

Cleopatra, the ﬁrst historical ﬁlm by the Lama Brothers
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Cinematographers

Cinematographer, or ﬁlmmaker, is an umbrella term that includes
all those who work behind the camera. Directors, producers,
executive producers, directors of photography, cameramen
and costume designers fall under this category, as opposed to
actors and actresses who work in front of the camera. In Egypt,
two independent syndicates were founded in 1955, one for
cinematographers and another for actors and actresses.
Cinema developed from still photography, and so it was natural
for photographers to play a pioneering role in the development
of movie making in Alexandria. As cinema was a new-born art
still gathering momentum, and development had not yet led to
specialization, these amateur ﬁlmmakers wrote, directed, ﬁlmed,
produced, edited and sometimes even acted in their ﬁlms.
The early giants of the cinema industry began modestly, in
makeshift studios with very primitive equipment. Most were
Alexandrians of foreign origins, or foreigners who came speciﬁcally
to work in the cinema in Alexandria. Others – foreign or Egyptian
– were lured from Cairo or the provinces to Alexandria by the
glamour and glitter of the silver screen. Though they were lacking
in technical sophistication, these studios, run by the hardworking
and ingenious foreigners, were the incubators that produced most
of Egypt’s ﬁlmmakers, who in one way or the other came under
the inﬂuence of the founding fathers. The second generation was
almost entirely trained in the studios of Umberto Dorés, Alvise
Orfanelli, Togo Mizrahi, and Ibrahim Lama, whether those studios
were still located in Alexandria or had moved to Cairo with the
exodus of the thirties.
The photographers Aziz and Dorés are undoubtedly the fathers
of the profession. David Cornel, of unknown origin, probably
started work as photographer in their studio, and it was with
him that Dorés established SITCIA (where Mohamed Karim,
Egyptian director, made his debut as actor). Cornel was director of
photography of the three ﬁlms produced by SITCIA, and when it
was shut down, he made seven other ﬁlms. The Italian Bruno Salvi
(born 1904) worked with Aziz and Dorés before working with
the royal family in Cairo. In the photography studio of Aziz and
Dorés, also, worked a ten-year-old Italian boy – Alvise Orfanelli.
He remained with them when they started ﬁlming outdoor
newsreels and school sports Jours, learning the technique of
cinematic ﬁlming. When he started his own studio in Qaid Gohar
Street, Manshieh, he worked with Leonard Laricci, who directed
Madame Loretta in 1919. Of the well-known names who worked
under Orfanelli are Fouad el Gazayerli, the Nasr brothers (Abdel
Halim Nasr and Mahmoud Nasr), and Youssef Chahine. Mustafa

Emam belongs to a later generation, those who were trained in
the Cairo studios Galal and Shoubra. Orfanelli also encouraged
Ohan Hagop, an Armenian born in Alexandria in 1913, to make his
own cameras. Although he occasionally worked as photographer
(his ﬁrst ﬁlm was El Shater Hassan, directed by Fouad el Gazayerly
in 1948), his genius lay in making cameras and studio equipment.
He helped create Studio Rami in Alexandria and made its principal
camera, and created the full photography and studio equipment
for Studio Al Ahram during World War II. Though of Italian origins,
Orfanelli had an Egyptian passport, and thus was not interned
along with other Italians in camps, but continued producing ﬁlms
and training ﬁlmmakers until he died in 1961.
The Lama brothers came to Alexandria in 1924, and moved
to Cairo within a few years, where they established the ﬁrst
professional studio complete with advanced technology and
equipment. Both the Alexandria and Cairo studios produced a
number of photographers who were to leave their mark on the
industry. Some made only one ﬁlm (Meyer Alsendiski, A Kiss in the
Desert, 1928), and others made no less than 62 (Victor Antoun,
1923-1979). Primavera, an Italian from Alexandria, is perhaps the
best known of those who worked with the Lama Brothers. Others
were Youssef Karama, Ibrahim Shbeib, George Saad, and Rashad
Salama.
Very little is known about Tullio Chiarini’s beginnings. He started
in Alexandria, worked on Laila (1927), and moved to Cairo. He
was mostly a photographer who ﬁlmed 20 ﬁlms, but he also
tried his hand at directing. When World War II broke out, he
left Egypt, but returned via Tobruk as a war photographer with
the Axis armies. He was killed in 1943 and buried in the Italian
cemetery in Alamein. Julio di Luca started with Chiarini, ﬁlming
his ﬁrst movie in 1932 (The Elite). Hassan el Helbawi also began
his career with Chiarini, working on Laila. Others about whom
little is known, despite their contribution to Egyptian cinema, are
the two Hungarian brothers François (better known as Feri) and
Alexander Farkaš, and the three Jewish brothers Maurice, Elie and
Alexandre Aptekman, who formed the Aptekman Film Company.
Yet another Italian from Alexandria whose origins are vague is
Clelio, although he produced 70 ﬁlms.
It was the foreigners who, in the beginning, had the knowledge
and the equipment to get the cameras and the business rolling,
but they passed the torch on to Egyptians and the other
foreigners who developed the ﬁlm industry. It was because of
those innovative ﬁlmmakers that cinema began in Alexandria.
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Mohamed Karim
(1886–1972)
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Mohamed Karim was born on 8 December 1886 in Abdeen
in Cairo. He remembers vividly the ﬁrst time he went to the
cinematograph as a child, and asked his elder brother to take him
there again, because he had been absolutely fascinated by it. It
was this second time that “determined [his] future and led [him]
along the path he took” (Ali, p. 34). Since that time “I started to
imagine myself in the place of the actors I see on screen” (Ali, p.
36).
One September Jour in 1917 his Italian friend and neighbour told
him that the Banco di Roma had established an Italian production
company in Alexandria called The Italian Cinematographic Society
(SITCIA). This, the ﬁrst production company in Egypt, would
produce ﬁlms adapted from The Thousand and One Nights. Karim
wrote to it, attaching 36 of his photos in several positions imitating
famous actors. However, he did not succeed in his attempt for a
very simple reason: he was not ﬂuent in either Italian or French.
But Karim did not give up. He immediately started learning Italian
and practising it with his friends. Six months later he sent another
letter to the company, this time attaching 86 new photos of
himself. As a result, he received a letter from the company asking
him to come to Alexandria for a screen test.
Thus it was in Alexandria that Mohamed Karim started his career.
On SaturJour 20 July 1918 Karim stood in front of the camera for
the ﬁrst time to play the role of an oﬃcer in The Honour of the
Bedouin (Charaf el Badawî). Later, he also played a small role in
The Deadly Flowers (el Azhâr el Momîta). And so the man famous
for being a great director started his cinema career as an actor;
in fact, the ﬁrst Egyptian actor in the entire history of Egyptian

cinema. However no sooner had they ﬁnished the ﬁlm than he
realised that this was not what he desired. He decided to travel
to Europe to seek the opportunity that matched his abilities
and skills.
He travelled to Italy in 1920, where he played small roles in the
Italian ﬁlms Camello’s Revenge and Messaline. He also travelled to
Germany where he took part in some German ﬁlms and studied
at UFA Studios. It was also there that he shifted to directing and
decided to make that his career.
He returned to Egypt on 28 August 1926 and applied to Sherket
Misr Lil Tamthîl we el Cinema (The Egyptian Company for Acting
and Cinema) where he was asked to direct a short ﬁlm about the
zoo. He started the ﬁlm on 15 June 1927 in which the director of
photography was Hassan Mourad. Talaat Harb liked it and hired
Karim in the company.
However, when he did not ﬁnd a chance to fulﬁl his dream in
directing a feature ﬁlm in the company, he suggested to his
childhood friend Youssef Wahbi that he direct Zeinab, his ﬁrst ﬁlm,
starring Bahiga Hafez.
He formed a duet with Mohamed Abdel Wahab, who never acted
in a ﬁlm unless Karim was the director. Abdel Wahab acted in
seven ﬁlms all of which were directed by Karim. Karim was the
ﬁrst to introduce the nine year old Faten Hamama to the screen,
to introduce coloured scenes in I am not an Angel (Lasto malâkn),
to make a sound ﬁlm, The Elite (Awlâd el dhâwat), and to be ﬁrst
director of the Higher Institute of Cinema in 1959.
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Filmography
Short Films
1927
1931
1949
1953
1954
1955
1956

The Zoo (Hadîkat el hayawân)
Co-operation (El Ta’awon)
A hundred Boulbouls (Mît Boulbol)
The Song of the Valley (Oghneyat nashîd el Wadî)
Police Academy (Koleyat el Bolis)
The Good Jour (Youm el hana)
All is Well (Kolloh Tamam)

Feature Films
1930
1932
1933
1935
1938
1940
1942
1944
1946
1946
1946
1948
1952
1952
1954
1956
1959

Zeinab (silent)
The Elite (Awlâd el dhawât)
The White Flower (el Wardah el baydâ)
The Tears of Love (Doumo’ el houbb)
Long Live Love (Yahyâ el houbb)
A Happy Jour (Yawm sa’îd)
Love is Forbidden (Mamnou’ el houbb)
A Bullet in the Heart (Rasâsah fî-l-qalb)
Donia (Douniâ)
Their Excellencies (Ashâb el sa’âdah)
I am not an Angel (Lastou malâkan)
A Love that does not Die (Houbb lâ yamout)
Nahed (Nâhid)
Zeinab (Zeinab)
The Madness of Love (Gounoun el houbb)
Dalila (Dalîlah)
A Heart of Gold (Qalb min dhahab)

Mohamed Karim shooting Zeinab

Mohamed Karim and Gaston Madri while shooting the documentary The Zoo
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Mohamed Bayoumi
(1894–1963)

Mohamed Bayoumi is the ﬁrst pioneer of Egyptian cinema as
he issued the ﬁrst newsreel in Egypt, made a self-made camera
and established the ﬁrst cinema institute. He was also the ﬁrst
Egyptian to establish a studio. Sadly enough, this towering ﬁgure
died in dire poverty without receiving any recognition.
Mohamed Bayoumi was born on 3 January 1894 to a family of
cotton merchants in Tanta, a city that lies in the middle of the
Egyptian Delta. As a child, he professed genuine interest in a
number of extra-curricular activities which clearly foreshadowed
his eventual involvement with cinema. For instance, he drew, took
photos with an outstanding air of professionalism, and repaired
clocks. These embryonic visual and technical talents were to bloom
later and drive him into cinematography. They also pinpointed his
entrepreneurial spirit, and his independent nature as he used to
take photos of his friends in return for money, worked in clock
shops to earn his living during summer vacations and started a
number of commercial projects during his childhood and early
youth.
Another important aspect of his character started to formulate
as early as 1911 when at the age of 17 he was to join the youth
of the National Party. This early encounter with politics nurtured
his nationalism and fostered his dissatisfaction with the British
occupation of Egypt, an attitude which was to colour all his
actions later in life.
Bayoumi was to ﬁnish his primary education at the age of 17, an
unusually advanced age for this educational level because his
diverse artistic, commercial and political interests had consumed
much of his time and energy. He started his secondary education
in October 1911 but abruptly shifted to military education in
October 1912.
After graduating from military school, he served as an oﬃcer in
the Egyptian army in the Sudan and Palestine, but was eventually
made a reservist on 19 April 1918 because of his refusal to give in
to the orders of the British oﬃcers, an attitude which can be easily
understood in light of his nationalist loyalties.
He then spent his time in dress- and furniture-making, two crafts
which clearly shed light on his resourceful spirit and his love
for manufacture and creation. Predictably enough, when the

revolution of 1919 broke out, Bayoumi took an active part in it.
He wrote poems and issued a magazine called The Scissors to ﬁre
the enthusiasm of the people, and generously donated money to
support the revolution.
After the revolution, Bayoumi founded along with his friend, actor
Beshara Wakim, who was later to become a famous comedian, a
theatrical troupe, Valley of the Nile (Wadî el Nîl), which started its
performances on 22 July 1919 in Alexandria. This troupe served as
a good starting point for many actors of the time. Mary Mounib,
the famous Egyptian actress, and a number of Alexandrian
amateurs, who later became professional such as El Sayed Soliman
and Ahmed Hamaki, were some of its members.
Suddenly, however, Bayoumi decided to travel to Europe without
any premeditated plan, where he lived in the lap of luxury. This
transient phase in his life could be attributed to his restless and
adventurous spirit. He ﬁrst went to Italy and then Austria where
he was to meet his future wife, the seventeen-year old Charlotte
Joseph Kralowetz, who was greatly impressed by his gallantry
and generosity. They got married in 1920 and returned to Egypt
to start a home. Drawing on his extensive experience in diﬀerent
ﬁelds, Bayoumi busied himself with manufacturing the furniture
of his new home and their clothes and shoes.
After some time, he decided to travel to Europe once more. But,
unlike the ﬁrst aimless trip, he went to Berlin with the speciﬁc goal
of studying cinema. Wilhelm Carol, the well-established German
director, helped him to take his ﬁrst steps into the world of
German cinema by showing him UFA Studios and then giving him
the opportunity to act a number of minor roles. He eventually got
to meet the well-known German cinematographer Boehringer
who taught him a lot and helped him with buying the necessary
equipment to start a small-scale cinema studio in Egypt. It was
also during this trip that Bayoumi managed to become a member
of the League of the Cinema Professionals in Austria, thanks to
his qualiﬁcations.
On his return to Egypt in 1923 and before establishing his company,
Bayoumi worked as a cameraman in In the Land of Tutankhamun
(Fî bilâd Toutankhamon), a narrative ﬁlm produced and directed
by the Italian ﬁlmmaker Victor Rossito in Cairo, hence emerging
as the ﬁrst Egyptian to work behind the camera.
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With Charlotte Kralowetz

the first Egyptian to work be
hind the camera
He then established a studio called Amon Film in Shubra, Cairo.
The importance of this studio was twofold: on the one hand, it
was the ﬁrst studio to be established by an Egyptian; second, it
was from this studio that he issued the ﬁrst news ﬁlm in Egypt, The
Amon Newsreel. His newsreels and short documentaries recorded
important events in Egyptian life. For instance, his ﬁrst ﬁlm, which
appeared in 1923, covered the impressive public reception in the
streets of Cairo of the revolutionary leader, Saad Zaghloul, upon
his return from exile.
After the ﬁrst issue of The Amon Newsreel, he started working
on a short ﬁction ﬁlm, Barsoum Looks for Employment (Barsoum
yabhas ‘an wazîfa), starring Beshara Wakim in 1923. This ﬁlm is
considered the ﬁrst ﬁlm in the history of Egyptian cinema to be
directed, ﬁlmed, written, edited and produced by an Egyptian.
Bayoumi’s new interest in the production of narrative ﬁlms
alongside the production of actualities was equally marked by
an ardent interest in the lives of the Egyptian people and their
betterment. The ﬁlm’s portrayal of the friendship between a
Muslim and a Christian clearly expresses Bayoumi’s view that
religious tolerance is important for establishing a modern, uniﬁed
country. Bayoumi’s casting proves this point for Beshara Wakim,
a Coptic Christian, played the role of a Muslim, a Muslim actor,
Abd el Hamid Zaki, played that of the Christian, and a Jew, Victor
Cohen, was the banker.
Bayoumi was dealt a blow when his son contracted diphtheria
and died in December 1923. He went into mourning for his son
but eventually managed to overcome his grief through his work.
In January 1924, he directed The Chief Clerk (El Bachkateb), an
adaptation of the popular play The Chief Clerk, starring Amin
Atallah and his troupe. It is a comedy that was partly shot as a ﬁlm
and partly performed on stage.

After these ﬁlms, he reissued The Amon Newsreel. In 1924, the
premises of Amon Film Company were to move temporarily to
Tanta. Bayoumi, then, returned to Cairo once more to establish
Bayoumi Studio in which he resumed making a number of
documentary ﬁlms.
In 1925, he met Talaat Harb. During their meeting, Harb agreed
to Bayoumi’s proposal to ﬁlm the diﬀerent stages of constructing
the new building of Bank Misr. The importance of this meeting,
however, is that it was to change the face of cinema in Egypt
because Bayoumi suggested later on a number of pioneering ideas
to Talaat Harb. For instance, he suggested to Harb the founding of
a cinema branch aﬃliated to Misr Advertisement Company.
Bayoumi’s love for cinema, coupled with his perceptive insight,
not only made him suggest a number of groundbreaking ideas to
Harb but also played a major role in executing them. For example,
the nationalist Bayoumi agreed to sell his valuable cinematic
equipment at a very low price to Bank Misr as he ﬁrmly believed
that institutionalizing cinema would help set it on its feet. This
equipment was to become the cornerstone of Misr Company for
Performance and Cinema which was established in 1925 under
the chairmanship of Bayoumi. He also travelled with Talaat Harb
and El Sayed el Beshlawy to Germany, France, Austria, Palestine,
Lebanon, Syria and Turkey to equip Misr Company for Performance
and Cinema with new and up-to-date equipment.
After accomplishing their mission, Bayoumi decided not to
return to Egypt with them and to stay in Austria for a while,
where he received training under the supervision of the expert
Leopold Swoboda and was awarded a certiﬁcate from the Central
Cinema Centre in Vienna attesting to his superb cinematographic
experience.
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Bayoumi’s studio at 16 Saad Zaghloul Street

Bayoumi in front of his studio on Saad Zaghloul Street
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When Bayoumi returned to Egypt, he found that everything had
changed dramatically. In the speech delivered by Harb on the
occasion of the oﬃcial opening of Misr Company for Performance
and Cinema, he neglected mentioning the pioneering role of
Bayoumi and ﬂeetingly acknowledged the eﬀorts of the people
who helped him with founding Misr Company. The second blow
dealt to Bayoumi was when he found out that he had no ﬁnancial
rights in Misr Company for Performance and Cinema although
he was orally promised 5% of its proﬁts. To save face, he was
forced to resign. This company was the seed that bloomed into
Studio Misr which was founded in 1934-5 by Bank Misr under the
management of Talaat Harb. Bayoumi’s role in initiating a national
ﬁlm industry can be easily detected.
After that traumatic experience, he went to Alexandria and
established a studio, Bayoumi Photo Film for Photography and
Cinematography, at 16, Saad Zaghloul Street near Ramleh Station
in 1929. The studio was specialized in photography and repairing
cinematographic equipment.
Despite the fact that the studio succeeded and Bayoumi’s
reputation as a photographer soared, he decided to leave all of
that success behind and to travel to Europe, where he performed
in shows of palm reading in a circus in Poland along with an
Egyptian conjurer who could eat anything apart from wood, iron
and human ﬂesh.
Eventually Bayoumi returned penniless from this adventure but
with a great mission; he founded the Egyptian Cinematographic
Institute in Alexandria in 1932 with the ultimate aim of protecting
the cinema industry by equipping Egyptians with the necessary
knowledge that would enable them to take cinema into their own
hands. It is worth noting that that was the ﬁrst cinema institute to
be founded in Egypt. To accommodate the new institute, Bayoumi
moved from 16, Saad Zaghloul Street to 39, Missalla Street (now
Saﬁa Zaghloul), where he took three apartments: one for the
studio, one for the institute, and one for residence.

The students of the institute made the ﬁlm Fiancé Number 13
(El Khatîb nimrah talatâshar) under the guidance of Bayoumi
who designed the set of the ﬁlm on a piece of land owned by
Prince Omar Toussoun next to the institute, acted, along with his
daughter, wrote the script, shot, directed, and edited the ﬁlm.
That is why the advertisements in the newspapers promoted it
as a 100% Egyptian because even the equipment used in it had
been manufactured by Bayoumi himself.
In 1934, he was to shoot a documentary on the inauguration of the
branch of the Upper Egypt Club in Alexandria with the assistance
of his student Hassan Mourad, the founder of Misr Newsreel.
With this ﬁlm, Bayoumi’s relationship with ﬁlm production came
to an end. In 1935, he participated with the Alexandrian artists
Seif Wanli, Adham Wanli and others in founding Alexandria’s Hall
for Fine Arts with the aim of uplifting ﬁne arts in general and
photography, acting and cinema in particular.
In 1937, King Farouk allowed all the Egyptian oﬃcers who had
been made reservists by the British army to return once more to
the Egyptian army. Bayoumi proudly returned to the army, but to
his dismay, this time he discovered the corruption of the Egyptian
oﬃcers themselves. He bravely tried to put his foot down but was
forced to resign in 1941. After leaving the army, he lived in a village
called Saft, where he built a house for himself and furnished it,
cultivated the land, painted and wrote poetry. In 1946, he wrote a
book entitled The Unknown Soldier which contained his memoirs
and poems. In it, he voiced his pain and suﬀering, complained
about the persecution which he had been subjected to and
enumerated his achievements.
His love for cinema seems never to have faded for he eventually
went to Tanta where he teamed up with his friend Abdel Raouf
Bassiouni to establish a cinema studio. However, they only
managed to shoot a number of commercials.
Although he no longer produced ﬁlms, Bayoumi remained
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Dawlat Bayoumi

interested in ﬁlm technology. In the Agricultural and Industrial
Exhibition held in 1949, he displayed his self-made equipment
and called for founding a factory for manufacturing this
equipment by the Egyptians themselves but did not ﬁnd any
response. Similarly, in 1953, he started planning for founding a
factory for raw ﬁlm materials, chemicals and lenses and sought
the support of the Ministries of Commerce and Industry but
after six months of extensive work, he found no response. Sadly
enough, his groundbreaking ideas, which could have improved
cinema in Egypt by leaps and bounds, were neglected.
In 1956, he was to travel to Europe for the third time, where he
went to Jena in East Germany to visit the Lens factories and then
to Frankfurt in West Germany to study colour photography in
the factories of the ADOX Company. After receiving this training,
Bayoumi took to colour photography and carried out all the
related processes, ranging from developing to printing, himself.
When the Suez Aggression struck in 1956, he volunteered to join
the army to defend his country. This spontaneous reaction is in
keeping with his strong nationalist feelings which were not only
conﬁned to his homeland but embraced the whole of the Arab
world for when the war of 1948 broke out in Palestine, Bayoumi
immediately volunteered to join the army again and worked as a
communication oﬃcer in Palestine.
Towards the end of his life, the increasingly marginalized Bayoumi
persisted in painting in his studio at Chatby in Alexandria to pass
the time, despite his weak eyesight. With the passage of time,
however, he became extremely ill. To make matters worse, on
going to the bank to withdraw the last sum of money he had in
order to pay for his medication, he was to ﬁnd out that he had
lost it all as the bank had been nationalized. The shock left him
paralyzed.

Bayoumi’s son, Mohamed Youssef

He was admitted to the gratis section of El Mouassat hospital
in Alexandria, where he died on July 15, 1963, at the age of 69.
This pathetic end brought down the curtain on the distinguished
career of a great pioneer who traded his health and peace of
mind for the sake of cinema.
After his death, Bayoumi’s family, including his wife, Charlotte,
their daughter, Dawlat, and several grandchildren, carefully
preserved his legacy. It was in 1987, however, that ﬁlm director
and historian Mohamed el Qalyoubi decided to bring Bayoumi’s
pioneering contribution in Egyptian ﬁlm history to the foreground.
He carried out extensive research, contacted Bayoumi’s family
and conducted interviews with his family and friends. Qalyoubi
then wrote a book on Bayoumi, and directed and produced a
documentary on the remarkable ﬁlmmaker.Entum lictur hostatui
sustia terites me cum perit, quit, P. Dec tilicon vid iamquemquo et
pubis voctu ego in prarem Rommod patquam vis avesid int? Ocus
An stea vatus ca pere nequam atiam omnisquos, ta, nostrebatus,
querferit, vit iam ignocrena, nostant ribute inerevis vid rem ia
ius contere nostemquo noraturor publiconlos avehebat, sedero
ublint.
Sultorae te pere triorunume am ia defaus eﬀrent. Marit omnequiuri
clus, senteres! Sp. Qua potatin atuitam ocri popoenitabem
nosulvi stravocuro, quem in sulatia cchili postre ad diene cris
faciena timiliisus Marem. egit. Gra actorbe rideo, que ingulinter
untionsunte, vescrev iverfec faucontem Pala vesimiussus inte
consum ditique forehem, sentis hemendam labuntiorum quo
catusta nterum ia nonderf ecommoe rvivivius, nonum in tesin
timortus es, comneme in sultilis, senductatil ut Catatis co unum
octora menium in sulius culudeortus? Aste publi, se peremul
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Filmography
1923
1923

1923
1924
1924
1924

1924
1924
1924
1924
1924
1924
1924
1924
1925
1925
1928
1930
1931
1933
1934
1934

In the Land of Tutankhamun (Fî bilâd Toutankhamon)
The Amon Newsreel: The reception of Saad Zaghloul,
the leader of the 1919 revolution against the British
occupation, after his return from exile to Cairo on 18
September 1923.
Barsoum Looks for Employment (Barsoum Yabhas ‘an Wazîfa)
The Chief Clerk (El Bachkateb)
The Amon Newsreel: The opening of Tutankhamun’s tomb.
The Amon Newsreel: Saad Zaghloul looking out of the
balcony of Beit el ûmma (“The House of the People”)
to greet the people who came to congratulate him on
assembling his Cabinet.
The Amon Newsreel: The Sports Festival Organised by
the Royal Guards on the Occasion of Coronation of the
King in Abdine
The Amon Newsreel: The Release of Abdel Rahman Bey
from Prison
Hamad el Bassil Pasha greeting one of the Deputies
of Fayoum
The Funeral of Saad Zaghloul
The Funeral of Ali Fahmi Bey, Killed by his Wife
The return of the holy Mahmal before pilgrimage
because of a disagreement between the Egyptian
government and the Saudi king
The funeral of Sir Lee Stack Pasha, the British governorgeneral of the Sudan and Sirdar of the Egyptian army
A documentary on the celebration held on occasion of
the football match between the Cairo and Hakoua
Teams
The Visit of the Members of the Geographic Colloquium to
Qanater (documentary)
A documentary on the Mehallah train
The Victim (El Dahiyah)
The Wafd committee receiving and bidding farewell to
the oﬃcial negotiation party under the leadership of
Nahas Pasha
A documentary on the rejoicing of the people on the
occasion of the coronation of King Fouad in Egypt
A ﬁfty minute narrative ﬁlm: Fiancé Number 13 (El
Khatîb nimrah talatâshar)
A short ﬁction ﬁlm: A Night to Remember
(Layla ﬁ el omr)
A documentary on the opening of theUpper Egypt Club
in Alexandria under the auspices of Hussein Sabri
Pasha, the Governor of Alexandria

Dawlat, Bayoumi’s daughter, in Fiancé 13
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Advert for The Little Magician
Under the auspices of HRH Prince Omar Toussoun
Excellent Week, Unique Programme,
From August 29th
Film Introduced by the Institute of Science and
Modern Inventions, Alexandria
The great Egyptian ﬁlm
Mustafa, or The Little Magician
A Sound Musical
A Wonder of Cinematic Art
The pride of every Egyptian, a testimonial to the
Egyptian achievement rivaling that of Europe
and America
250 Actors and Actresses

The latest in the Art of Cinema
2500m of ﬁlm
Mind blowing magic
Continuous laughter
Life changing experience
Words of Wisdom
Fabulous oriental music
Starring in leading roles:
Mustafa Kamel Rashed (the Egyptian Jackie
Coogan), Mr. Ahmed El Sedoudi, Mrs. Malaka Gamal,
Michel Eﬀendi Haddad, Egypt’s heavy weight
champion and deputy of Sports Syndicate Yehia
Eﬀendi Nagati, Mahmoud Eﬀendi Korra

The Little Magician
(1) First ﬁlm ever to use oriental music
(2) First ﬁlm void of scenes compromising the
reputation of Egypt
(3) First ﬁlm to introduce sublime thought and noble
intent
(4) First ﬁlm to attract viewers repeatedly
(5) First ever totally Egyptian ﬁlm in its photography,
its direction and its acting
(6) First ﬁlm ever to introduce the strangest and
latest in cinema technique
Showing at the National Cosmograph in Tanta,
starting 19th September 1932
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Born in Ras el Tin in Alexandria, Mahmoud Khalil Rashed
showed early promise. He was an outstanding pupil at school in
Damanhour, and published two issues of Rashed Magazine using
primitive tools. While he was at Ras el Tin High School, his cultural
and intellectual activities increased, resulting in his ﬁrst novel
Saneya or The Girl from Alexandria (Fatat el Iskandariya) in 1912,
a pop ﬁction in the manner of Sherlock Holmes, with a scene on
the Titanic. In 1913 he published his series of novels Reality and
Fiction (el Haqiqa wa el Khayâl), wrote a play Salma and Salama
(Salma we Salama) and opened a bookshop.
While he was at school he was interested in other things besides
art and culture. Watching the Wright Brothers land in Alexandria
Sporting Club fuelled his fascination with modern science, which
was to manifest itself in his ﬁlm Mustafa, or the Little Magician
(Mustafa aw el Saher el saghîr) in 1932. He was also deeply
involved in moral issues and believed that his mission was to help
people, which could be done through the cinema.
Rashed graduated from school in 1914 with ﬂying colours, ranking
sixth in the national list. He was taught maths by Noqrashi Pasha,
who was to become Egypt’s prime minister. He may have had an
inﬂuence on Rashed, who worked as a maths and physics teacher
after graduating from the Faculty of Education in 1917. During
his 14 years as teacher at Abbassia High School in Alexandria, he
published scientiﬁc books and invented several machines. In 1924,
he established The Institute of Science and Modern Inventions to
further provide people with knowledge.
Rashed was the deputy director of the Society for Temperance
(Gam‘yet man‘ el moskerat), and, not satisﬁed that all his
contributions to science and the society were helping
people suﬃciently, Rashed sought a more direct method of
communication. He thus established the Department of Cinema
and produced his ﬁlm Mustafa, or the Little Magician (Mustafa
aw el Saher el saghîr) in 1932 to discourage people from drink.
He was the actor, writer, director and director of photography,

his son Mustafa Kamel Rashed played the main part, and Alvise
Orfanelli and Mohamed Bayoumi shot parts of the ﬁlm. As
the east of Alexandria was as yet sparsely inhabited and was
consequently called Ramleh (sand), it was possible to shoot the
India scenes in Victoria and the rest of the outdoor scenes in Sidi
Bishr. The interior scenes were shot in Rashed’s villa in Moharrem
Bey. Rashed’s fascination with science was put to good use in his
ﬁlm, for it was the ﬁrst in the history of Egyptian cinema to use
cinematic special eﬀects.
Rashed also wrote two other scripts that were published but
not released: Saluting the Flag (Taheyet el ‘alam) and The Song of
Dawn (Onshoudet el Fagr). He continued to have an active role in
social and charity organizations like el Orwa el Wothka, the Young
Muslims Association and el Magles el Kashﬁ el A‘la, and true to
his belief in the power of direct communication with people, he
established a private radio channel in Helwan which broadcast
scientiﬁc lectures and comic programmes that he wrote himself.
With a Ph D in psychoanalysis, a diploma in economy and a BA
in education and science, Rashed completed only one ﬁlm, but
his contribution did not end here. He was a proliﬁc writer and
published a number of books on the cinema that were useful to
both amateurs and professionals: Cinematics (Cinemâ’iyat), The
Art of Acting (Fan el tamthîl) and Chemistry in Filming and Cinema
(el Kemya’ ﬁ-l- taswîr we el Cinema); other publications in science,
medicine, electricity, arts, linguistics, literature, sociology and
other diverse ﬁelds; and an autobiography The Story of Myself and
my Inventions (Qisaty wa qisat mokhtara‘aty).
His The Dawn of Cinema (Fagr el Cinema), whose date of publication
is uncertain but is placed at 1923 by Samir Farid, is considered by
critics the ﬁrst Egyptian book on cinema. Very much a product of
the time when cinema was still a young art (which explains the
naivety of the book), and of the strong moral code of its author,
the book contains a wealth of deﬁnitions and instructions related
to all aspects of cinema, from the need for censorship (see the
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section on censorship) to how educative cinema could be, or
detrimental to the morals of a nation, to directions on how to act
and to write a script. For instance, an actor is informed on how to
walk in the dark: as incidents that take place at night are ﬁlmed by
Jour, and then the ﬁlm is dyed, the actor has to be careful about
verisimilitude. If he is playing the part of a thief, he should feel the
walls with his hands and occasionally stumble against a chair or
desk, but that he should go out faster than when he came in. As
Mahmoud Khalil Rashed is most famous for being the ﬁrst to use
special eﬀects, a few of his “secrets” are translated from his text:
“When somebody is thrown from a cliﬀ top, the two wrestling
ﬁgures are ﬁlmed, then the camera is stopped. A statue is put in
the place of one of the men, and ﬁlming is resumed as the statue
is thrown from the top. The camera is then stopped, the statue is
removed, and the man lies in its place at the bottom. His face may
be smeared with a liquid to imitate blood, and he is ﬁlmed in this
state.”
“Moving furniture: the furniture is ﬁlmed, then its position is only
slightly changed, and is ﬁlmed again. This is to be repeated many
times, so that when the picture is shown, the audience will see
furniture moving from its place on its own.”
“A man jumping from the river to a high aqueduct: a man is ﬁlmed
jumping from the aqueduct to the river, while the ﬁlm moves in
the opposite direction in the camera. When the ﬁlm is played, it
will seem as if the man is jumping from the river to the aqueduct.”
“The amazing transformation: a young man would be courting
a young woman. He approaches to kiss her, but before their lips
touch, she turns in a second into an old hag. This transformation
is eﬀected by stopping the camera, replacing the actress with
another, and resuming the ﬁlming.”
“A man walking through a wall: to get this scene, the wall is ﬁlmed,
then the man is ﬁlmed on his own, as he is walking away from the
camera, with a dark curtain in front of him. The two ﬁlms are placed
one on top of the other, and they are printed on the positive ﬁlm.”
“A man falling from a great height: the First Aid Society in
Alexandria wanted to alert people to the noble services it was
doing mankind, in order to encourage them to be charitable. So
it showed a ﬁlm of a builder falling from a great height, and the
arrival of the First Aid men to carry him to hospital. Needless to
say, it is highly unlikely that a photographer and his camera would
happen to be, by chance, on site as the accident happened. Here
is the explanation. The builder, standing on a wall two metres
high, would throw himself on a sand dune and so not get injured.
His picture would be taken as he lay fallen, without the ground
appearing in the photograph, so that the viewer would not see
the height he fell from. The builder would then stand once more in
the same place and throw himself again. His photo would be taken
as he lay on the sand dune, without showing the top of the wall
he had fallen from. In this way, the viewer would see the place the
builder had fallen from and where he fell, but not see the distance
between the two, which would not exceed two metres.”

On Sound Movies
1.
It is diﬃcult to manage the showing machine and the
sound machine in synchronization, so that the words
uttered coincide with the lip-movements of the actors.
2.
The sound is not natural, and is more like the sound
produced by a phonograph.
3.
The spoken narratives are only popular with those who
understand the language.
On Ethical Considerations
Beware that the narrative include any form of abasement of
country, slander of religion, or disparagement of a political
principle.
On Choosing a Title
The title of the movie should be short and attractive. It is the ﬁrst
thing to catch the eye, and it informs of the subject-matter of the
narrative. Often the acceptance or rejection of the movie is related
to its title.
An attractive titillating title is a main factor inﬂuencing the
success of the movie, as it is in all other matters. Books are chosen
according to their titles, so are novels, plays and cinematography.
They attract the audience through various means, most important
of which is the title.
The title should also be brief so as to hint at the purpose of the
movie without explicating its subject-matter in Détails.
The title may also be a proverb or a saying. It is preferable,
however, not to use the name of one protagonists as a title unless
the character be known historical ﬁgure. It is also imperative to
avoid vulgar titles. If it proves diﬃcult to choose a suitable title,
this process should be postponed till after ﬁnishing ﬁlming the
movie.
The Characters
It is better for the author to keep the number of main characters to
a minimum, since the excess in characters distracts the audience
and blurs the narrative.
From Dawn of the Cinema (Fagr el Cinema). Alexandria: the Printing
Press of Doctor Rashed, 1923.
Prince Omar Toussoun was a generous benefactor with a strong
moral character. He was founder of the First Aid Society in
Alexandria, president of the Society for Temperance, and patron
of Mustafa, or the Little Magician.
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Newspaper clippings
(Cited in Dawn of the Cinema (Fagr el Cinema). Alexandria: the
Printing Press of Doctor Rashed, 1923.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

Mr. Rashed is a major scholar in electrical and cinematic work.
(Al-Ahram)
He has made great contributions to science. (El Nil)
His writings are precious holdings in any collection. (El Ta’ef el
Mossawara)
He is a walking encyclopedia, who has worked on almost every
form of art both scientiﬁcally and practically. (El Mosbah)
A venerable scientist and writer who needs no introduction. (El
Siyasa)
He is a passionate scientiﬁc and literary scholar. (El Mossawer)
The simplifying illustrative nature of his work makes the normal
reader beneﬁt from it. (El Helal)
The Herald of a New Age in the World of Authorship. (AlAhram)
A scholar rich in knowledge and well-read. (Al-Ahram)
Through dedication and hard work, he has attained the
standard of working scientists and genius inventors in Europe
and the USA. (El Reda)
He has innovated new means of numeration and writing styles.
(El Balagh)
Mr. Mahmoud Khalil Rashed is a distinguished personality.
His writings and inventions have won the admiration of the
greatest scientists in Europe and the USA. He has become
worthy of the title “Edison of Egypt”. (El Gehad)
He presents his speeches in utmost eloquence and with a style
that shows his excellence in both elocution and oration. (El
Radio)
When introducing this book it suﬃces to say that it is a
publication by Mr. Mahmoud Khalil Rashed, who has secured a
participation in producing and diversifying ﬁelds of study and
research.

Filmography
1926
1926
1926
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1932

Rab‘a the Egyptian (Rab‘a el Misreyah)
The Institute of Modern Inventions (Ma‘hed al mokhtara‘t
el hadîtha)
Cinematic Art (Fan el Cinema)
The Metro Station in Alexandria (Mahatet el metro bel
Iskandariya)
The Lights of the Shore of Alexandria (Anwar Shate’ el
Iskanadariya)
The Arab Institute of Inventions (el Ma‘had el ‘Arabi lel
ekhtera‘at)
The Cinema Club in Alexandria (Nadî el cinema bel
Iskandariya)
The Bride of Egypt (‘Arous Misr)
Salma’s Impressions (Enteba‘at Salma)
Mustafa, or the Little Magician (Mustafa aw el Saher el
Saghîr) (writer, director, director of photography and
actor)

(The ﬁrst nine ﬁlms are documented only in Samir Farid’s Safahât
Maghoulah min Târîkh el Cinema el Misreyah quoting from an unpublished
article by Moﬁd Fahim)

Mustafa Kamel Rashed as the Little Magician
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Togo Mizrahi
(1901–1986)

Togo Mizrahi acted
under the pseudonym
Ahmed el Meshriqi,
and producded the
first Greek speaking
films.

Togo Mizrahi is not only one of the founding fathers of Alexandrian
cinema in the thirties, but he also contributed greatly to Egyptian
cinema as a whole. Equally important is that the forceful presence
and the total integration of Togo Mizrahi, an Italian Jew, into the
Alexandrian scene attest to the tolerance and co-existence of
the cosmopolitan Alexandria of his time, where diverse ethnic
and religious groups lived in harmony. This cosmopolitan spirit
seems to have inﬁltrated into Mizrahi’s consciousness for it was to
ﬁgure in a number of his ﬁlms, such as Seven o’clock and The Two
Delegates.
Mizrahi was born on 2 June 1901 to an Italian family that lived in
Alexandria. After receiving his education in Alexandrian schools
and earning a diploma in commerce, he left for Italy in 1921 to
continue his studies. He then went to France but eventually
came back to Alexandria in 1928 with a Ph D in economics. On
his return, he started his career in cinema by issuing a newsreel
in Alexandria. He then founded The Egyptian Films Company and
turned to feature ﬁlms.
In his ﬁrst ﬁlm The Abyss (el Hâwiyah) in 1930, Mizrahi proved to
be a man of many talents for he produced, directed, edited, acted,
designed the set and wrote the script. This ﬁlm was made in Bacos
Studio, a cinema theatre which Mizrahi had bought and converted
into a studio with a plateau, the necessary equipment and actors’
rooms. It was in this studio that he made all his Alexandrian ﬁlms
until he moved the premises of his company to Cairo in 1939. The
ﬁlm premiered in Alexandria and was next shown in Cairo on 2
February 1931, but under a new title, Cocaine (el kokaïn).
Togo chose to act under the pseudonym of Ahmed el Meshriqi,
and his brother, who acted in this ﬁlm, used the pseudonym
Abdel Aziz el Meshriqi.

Mizrahi, who was in the habit of discovering new actors, presented
in this ﬁlm Shalom, a Jewish actor, who became a famous
comedian in Egyptian cinema. Shalom was to work with him in
a number of ﬁlms such as 5001(khamsat âlaf wa wâhid) in 1932,
Shalom the Dragoman (Shalom el tourgmân) in 1935, Much Wealth
is a Nuisance (el ‘Izz bahdalah) in 1937, and Shalom the Athlete
(Shalom el riyâdî) in 1937.
In the following year, Mizrahi directed his second feature ﬁlm
5001(khamsat âlaf wa wâhid) and in 1935, he directed his ﬁrst
sound ﬁlm Sons of Egypt (Awlâd Misr).
After his ﬁrst three ﬁlms Cocaine (el kokaïn), 5001 (khamsat âlaf
wa wâhid), and Sons of Egypt (Awlâd Misr), which basically tackled
social issues, he was to shift to comedy. He started with The Two
Delegates (el Mandoubân) in 1934, a comic ﬁlm starring the most
famous duet of the Egyptian theatre at the time, Fawzi and Ehsane
el Gazayerly. Mizrahi was to capitalize on the success of that ﬁlm
by teaming up with that successful duet in other ﬁlms which he
also acted in, Dr. Farahat (el Doktor Farhât) in 1935 and The Sailor
(el bahhâr) in 1935.
After his successful experience with the Gazayerlys, he worked with
Ali el Kassar, another famous comedian of the time. Together, they
made nine successful ﬁlms: One Hundred Thousand Pounds (Mit alf
guinih) in 1936, The Guard of the Barracks (Khaﬁr el darak) in 1936,
Seven o’clock (el Sâ‘ah Sab‘ah) in 1937, The Telegram (el Telegraf )
in 1938, Osman and Ali (‘Othman wa ‘Ali) in 1939, The Thousand
and One Nights (Alf Lailah wa Lailah) in 1941, Ali Baba and the Forty
Thieves (‘Ali Bâbâ wa-l-arba’in harâmi) in 1942, and Nour Eddine
and the Three Sailors (Nour Eddine wa-l-bahhârah el thalâthah) in
1944. Interestingly enough, the last three movies were inspired
by folktales and Arab heritage. The spectators greatly enjoyed the
hilarious stories of the unlucky Nubian, played by Ali el Kassar, not
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Back cover of the programme of Sallama starring Omm Kalthoum

only because of his naiveté and the absurd situations he got into,
but also because of his ethnic clothes and strong Nubian accent.
One of Mizrahi’s most notable contributions to Egyptian cinema
was that he turned Laila Mourad, the famous Egyptian singer
and actress, into a legendary ﬁgure by presenting her in a new
light. Together they made ﬁve ﬁlms which he produced and
directed: A Rainy Night (Laylah moumtirah) in 1939, Laila from the
Countryside (Layla bint el rif ) in 1941, Laila the School Girl (Layla
bint el madâris) in 1941, Laila (1942), and Laila in the Dark (Layla
ﬁ-l-zalâm) in 1944.
Mizrahi had another successful experience with Greek cinema for
he produced and directed four Greek-speaking ﬁlms which were
a success in Greek cinema theatres. It was customary for Greek
theatrical troupes to ﬁnish oﬀ their season with a grand tour to
diﬀerent countries where they would perform their plays before
the Greek communities. The largest and most important Greek
community was the one in Egypt. That is why most of the Greek
theatrical troupes presented their plays in Alexandria, Cairo, Port
Said and Ismailia from the turn of the twentieth century till the
ﬁfties.
When Mizrahi met the Kaltos Sisters Troupe in 1937, while they
were performing in Egypt, he approached them with a translated
script of a ﬁlm he had already directed, Dr. Farahat, which he
proposed to produce and direct for the troupe. The troupe
immediately agreed to his proposal and the ﬁlm was made and
shown in Greece under the title of Doctor Epaminondas. The
success of the ﬁlm seems to have triggered competition for in 1938,
the owner of the largest Greek troupe, Soﬁa Fembo, approached
Mizrahi with a script, which he was to direct and produce for her,
and in the same year he was to direct and produce another Greek
ﬁlm for the Kaltos Sisters Troupe. Finally, in 1943, he directed and
produced The Sailor for the Kaltos Sisters, a ﬁlm which he had
already directed in 1935.
Another important ﬁlm in Mizrahi’s career is Sallama (Sallâmah) in
1945, a historical ﬁlm set in the Umayyad times, starring the most

famous Egyptian singer Omm Kalthoum. Towards the end of his
career, he produced ﬁlms that were directed by young promising
Egyptian directors: The Son of the Blacksmith (Ibn el haddâd) in
1944, Divine Providence (Yadu Allah) in 1946 and The Great Artist
(el Fannân el ‘azîm) in 1945 by Youssef Wahbi, Mohamed Ali Street
(Shâri’ Mouhammad ‘Ali) in 1944 and Beauty Queen (Malikat el
gamâl) in 1946 by Niazi Mustafa, and Appearances el Mazâhir in
1945 and Love Train (Express el houbb) in 1946 by Hussein Fawzi.
In 1939, with the outbreak of World War II, Mizrahi moved to a
studio in Cairo, on 4, Hosni Street, Guiza, while retaining his old
one in Bacos. Until the studios were sequestrated then liquidated
in the 1960s, the letterhead of the The Egyptian Films Company
continued to carry the two addresses: Studios Bacos and Studios
Guiza. Mizrahi himself left Egypt for good in 1948, settling in
Rome until his death in 1986.
The studios went on functioning under the direction of his
nephew Alfredo, who operated from Cairo, until the The Egyptian
Films Company was liquidated in 1966. Thus ended the Mizrahi
saga in Egypt.
While he worked at a reduced rate in the cinema in Rome, due
to health problems, Mizrahi continued to show a keen interest
in what was happening in Egypt. He arranged for a subscription
to the Egyptian cinema magazines El Messawar and El Kawakeb,
although money and transfer arrangements had become
complicated during the 1960s. Wanting a little bit of Egypt in
Rome, he asked Georges Behna for some of his old posters and
photographs with which to decorate his oﬃce, and though
all material had had to be handed over to the liquidator of the
Egyptian Films Company, Georges did manage to ﬁnd some in his
stores to send to his friend. Mizrahi also followed Omar Sharif’s
rise to international stardom, and noted that he was now acting
with Sophia Loren. His personal letterhead carried, in addition
to his Rome address, his Egyptian one at Guiza, complete with
telephone number.
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Letter dated 18 August 1966, from Togo Mizrahi to Behna Brothers,
requesting subscriptions to Egyptian cinema magazines,
and noting that Omar Sharif had become an international star.
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From top to bottom:
Laila in the Dark
Laila from the Countryside
Laila the Schoolgirl
Laila in Laila the Schoolgirl
Right: Shalom
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Filmography
1930
1932
1933
1934
1935
1935
1935
1936
1936
1937
1937
1937
1938
1938
1939
1939
1939
1940
1940
1941
1941
1941
1941
1942
1942
1943
1943
1944

Cocaine or The Abyss (el kokaïn) (el Hâwya)
5001 (khamsat âlaf wa wâhid)
Sons of Egypt (Awlâd Misr)
The Two Delegates (el Mandoubân)
Doctor Farahat (el Doktor Farhât)
Shalom the Dragoman (Shalom el tourgmân)
The Sailor (el bahhâr)
A Hundred Thousand Pounds (Mit alf guinih)
The Guard of the Barracks (Khaﬁr el darak)
Much Wealth is a Nuisance (el ‘Izz bahdalah)
Shalom the Athlete (Shalom el riyâdî)
Seven o’clock (el Sâ‘ah Sab‘ah)
The Telegram (el Telegraf )
This is my nature! (Anâ tab ī Kidah)
Osman and Ali (‘Othman wa ‘Ali)
Lend me Three Pounds (Sallifnî talâtah guinîh)
A Rainy Night (Laylah moumtirah)
The Chief Contractor (el Bâchmouqâwil)
The Heart of a Woman (Qalb imira’ah)
The Three Musketeers (el Foursân el thalâthah)
Laila from the Countryside (Layla bint el rif )
The Thousand and One Nights (Alf Lailah wa Lailah)
Laila the School Girl (Layla bint el madâris)
Laila (Layla)
Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves (‘Ali Bâbâ wa-l-arba’in harâmi)
The Right Path (el Tariq el moustaqîm)
Long live Women! (Tahyâ el sittât)
Laila in the Dark (Layla ﬁ-l-zalâm)

1944
1944
1945
1945

Lies, Lies! (Kidb ﬁ kidb)
Nour Eddine and the Three Sailors
(Nour Eddine wa-l-bahhârah el thalâthah)
Sallama (Sallâmah)
Long live Men! (Tahyâal-riggâlah)

Greek-Speaking Films
1937
1938
1938
1943

Δκρ· Επαμινόνδας
Doctor Epaminondas (Doktor Epaminondes)
Προσφυγοπούλα
The Girl Refugee (Prosﬁgopoula)
Όταν ο σήζυγος ταξιδυει
When the Husband is Absent (Otan o syzygos taxidevi)
Καπετάνιος Σκορπιός
Captain Scorpion (Kapetan Skorpios)

Films produced by Togo Mizrahi and directed by others
1944
1944
1945
1945
1945
1946
1946
1946

The Son of the Blacksmith (Ibn el haddâd)
Mohamed Ali Street (Shâri’ Muhammad ‘Ali)
Appearances (el Mazâhir)
The Great Artist (el Fannân el ‘azîm)
Love Story (Qissat gharâm)
Divine Providence (Yadu Allah)
Love Train (Express el houb)
Beauty Queen (Malikat el gamâl)

Divine Providence (Yadu Allah)
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Letter dated 14 July 1966 from the liquidator of the Egyptian Films Company, Mr. Hassan Labib, to the representative of
the General Sequestrator of Behna Films, notifying him that the Egyptian Films Company ﬁlms, photographs, posters,
promotional material and exclusive distribution rights were sold to one Taha Zaafarani Tantawi on 4 July 1966.
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Togo Mizrahi with Sami Brill to his right, and Youssef Wahbi and Stéphane Rosti standing behind him
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Stills from Mizrahi’s Greek ﬁlms
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Alvise Orfanelli
(1902–1961)
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Alvise Orfanelli, the Italian cinematographer resident in
Alexandria, began his career in Alexandria working for Aziz
and Dorés Cinematograph as an operator of the phonograph
and discs, a technology introduced by Aziz and Dorés to make
simultaneous commentary on ﬁlms during their projection.
In 1917 the SITCIA (Italian Cinematographic Society) was
established in Alexandria by Aziz and Cornel, and Italian investors
with the support of the Banco di Roma, to produce longer ﬁlms
than had as yet been made. It went bankrupt within a year, and
sold its equipment and laboratories to Alvise Orfanelli, since it
did not have enough funds to settle the arrears of his overdue
wages.
Historically, this is considered a turning point in his professional
career as a cinematographer of Egyptian ﬁlms. He turned to
Egyptian actors as a step to approach the citizens of the host
country. So he made Madame Loretta (Madâm Lourîtâ), directed
by Leonard Laricci and starring the famous theatre actor Fawzi el
Gazayerly and his troupe. The Ring of Solomon (Khâtim Soulaymân),
ﬁlmed and produced in 1922, and featuring Fawzi Mounib and his
troupe, is another example.
In 1928, he founded the Egyptian Artistic Films Society in
collaboration with the Italian Amadeo Puccini and the French
Jacques Schultz. Its ﬁrst production was Souad the Gypsy (Sou’âd

el ghagariyyah). Orfanelli worked with Mahmoud Khalil Rashed
and Mohamed Bayoumi in The Little Magician (Mustafa aw el
sâhir el saghîr) in 1932, and then worked with Togo Mizrahi in his
Studio in Bacos in Cocaine (The Abyss) (el Kokaïn), 5001 (Khamsat
âlaf wa wâhid), Sons of Egypt (Awlâd Misr), the Two Delegates (el
Mandoubân), Shalom the Dragoman (Shalom el tourgmân) and
Antar Eﬀendi (‘Antar afandi).
Between 1936 and 1940, he directed seven feature ﬁlms. In
1938, he produced and directed two versions of his ﬁlm My Maid
(Khaddâmati), one in Arabic and one in Greek, and in 1939 he
produced and directed his second Greek ﬁlm Agnoula based on
a Greek script.
Abdel Halim Nasr, the well known director of photography, started
his career as an assistant to Orfanelli in his studio in Manshieh
Square, Alexandria.
It is as an assistant of Orfanelli’s that the internationally acclaimed
Alexandrian Egyptian director Youssef Chahine started his career
in cinema. Orfanelli further helped Chahine in the ﬁlm business
by introducing him to production companies in the late nineteen
forties. Orfanelli then worked as in Chahine’s ﬁlms Son of the Nile
(Ibn el Nil) in 1951, Only Women (Nisâ’ bilâ rigâl) in 1953 and Cairo
Station (Bâb el hadîd) in 1958.
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Mariam Fakhreldin in Light of Night
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Filmography
1919

Madame Lorreta (Madâm Lourîtâ)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Leonard Laricci

1922

The Ring of Solomon (Khâtim Soulaymân)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Leonard Laricci

1928

A Kiss in the Desert (Qoublah ﬁ-l-sahrâ’)
Photography: Meyer Alsendeski/ Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Ibrahim Lama
Producer: Condor Films

1928

Souad the Gypsy (Sou’âd el ghagariyyah).
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Jacques Schutz
Producer: The Egyptian Films Company

1928

The Sea is Laughing (el bahr biyidhak)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Stéphane Rosti
Producer and Scriptwriter: Amin Atallah

1930

In the Moonlight (Tahta daw’ el qamar)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Shoukri Madi
Producer: Nahdet Misr Films

1930

Cocaine (The Abyss) (el Kokaïn)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Producer: The Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)

1932

Mustafa, or the Little Magician
(Mustafa aw el sâhir el saghîr)
Photography: Mohamed Bayoumi/ Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Mahmoud Khalil Rashed
Producer: Institute of Science and Modern Inventions,
(Cinema Department)

1932

5001 (Khamsat âlaf wa wâhid)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director, Scriptwriter and Producer: Togo Mizrahi

1933

Sons of Egypt (Awlâd Misr)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr/ Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Producer: The Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)

1934

The Two Delegates (el Mandoubân)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director, Scriptwriter and Producer: Togo Mizrahi

1935

Shalom the Dragoman (Shalom el tourgmân)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director, Scriptwriter and Producer: Togo Mizrahi

1935

Antar Eﬀendi (‘Antar afandi)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Stéphane Rosti
Producer: Oriental Films Company

1935

Master Bahbah (el Mou’allim Bahbah)
Photography: Tullio Chiarini/ Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Fawzi el Gazayerly/ Shoukri Madi
Scriptwriter: Shoukri Madi
Producer: El Gazayerly Films Company
Distribution: Behna Films

1936

The Black Hand (el Yad el sawdâ’)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Alexander Aptekman
Scriptwriter: Amin Sedki
Producer: Alexander Aptekman
Distribution: Behna Films

1936

Abou Zarifa (Abou Zarîfah)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Alvise Orfanelli
Scriptwriter: Fouad el Gazayerly
Producer: El Gazayerly Films/ Alvise Orfanelli
Distribution: Behna Films

1936

Black and White (el Abyad wa-l-aswad)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Fouad el Gazayerly/ Alvise Orfanelli
Scriptwriter: Fouad el Gazayerly/ Fawzi Mounib
Producer: El Gazayerly Films/ Alvise Orfanelli
Distribution: Behna Films

1937

A Night in the Life (Laylah ﬁ-l-’oumr)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Alvise Orfanelli
Scriptwriter: Fouad el Gazayerly
Producer and Distribution: El Gazayerly/ Alvise

1938

My Maid (Khaddâmati)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Alvise Orfanelli
Producer and Distribution: Nahas Films

1938

A Much Awaited Jour (Yawm el mounâ)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scripwriter: Alvise Orfanelli
Producer and Distribution: Nahas Films

1938

Bahbah Pasha (Bahbah Bâshâ)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Fouad el Gazayerly
Producer: El Gazayerly Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1939

The Price of Happiness (Thaman el sa’âdah)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scripwriter: Alvise Orfanelli
Producer and Distribution: Nahas Films

1940

Under Fire (Tahtâ el silâh)
Photography: Primavera
Director and Scriptwriter: Fouad el Gazayerly
Producer: Alvise Orfanelli
Distribution: Behna Films
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Top: Son of the Nile starring Shoukri Serhan
Bottom : Princess of Dreams starring Nour el Hoda
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1940

Men of Reason (Ashâb el ‘ouqoul)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Mohamed el Aqqad
Producer: Egyptian Nile Valley Company

1947

Zahra (Zahrah)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Hussein Fawzi
Scriptwriter: Ibrahim Hussein el Aqqad
Set Design: Robert Scharfenberg
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: Fanar Film Company
Distribution: Charles Leﬁntz

1945

First Jour of the Month (Awwal el shahr)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Abdel Fattah Hassan
Producer and Distribution: Cairo Films Company
Set Design: Robert Scharfenberg

1948

The Murderer (el Qâtil)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Hussein Sedki
Scriptwriter: Hussein Sedki/ Abdel Aziz Sallam
Set Design: Robert Scharfenberg/ Abdel Moneim Shoukri
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: Modern Egypt Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1948

Bound for Glory (Nahw el magd)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Hussein Sedki
Set Design: Robert Scharfenberg
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli/Said Shalabi
Producer: Modern Egypt Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1949

A Bride for Rent (‘Arousah li-l-îgâr)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Farid el Guindi
Producer: Harb Films

Don’t Exceed your Limits (‘Alâ ‘ad lihâfak)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Fouad Shebl
Scriptwriter: Aboul Saoud el Ebiari
Producer and Distribution: Mabazim Films

1950

Oum el Saad (Oumm el Sa’d)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Ahmed Galal
Producer: Galal Films

Your Mother-in-Law Loves You (Hamâtak tihibbak)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Fouad Shebl
Producer: Sami Films

1951

I am a Noble Woman (Anâ bint nâs)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Hassan el Emam
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: Mary Queeny

1951

Son of the Nile (Ibn el Nil)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Youssef Chahine
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: Mary Queeny

1951

People’s Secrets (Asrâr el nâs)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Hassan el Emam
Scriptwriter: Hassan el Emam/ Mohamed Mustafa Sami
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: Behna Films

1952

The Wrath of Parents (Ghadab el wâluJourn)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Hassan el Emam
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: Arab Films Company

1945

Princess of Dreams (Amîrat el ahlâm)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Ahmed Galal
Scriptwriter: Abbas Kamel
Producer: Galal Films

1945

Patience is a Virtue (el sabr tayyib)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Hussein Fawzi
Producer: Youth Films
Distribution: Charles Leﬁntz

1946

1946

1946

My Cousin and I (Anâ wa ibn ‘ammî)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli/ Julio di Luca
Director and Scriptwriter: Abdel Fattah Hassan
Producer: Arab Films Company
Distribution: Behna Films

1946

Salwa (Salwa)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Abdel Alim Khattab
Producer: Egyptian Cinema Films

1946

The White Angel (el malâk el abyad)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Ibrahim Emara
Producer and Distribution: Amin Films

1947

Angels in Hell (Malâ’ikah ﬁ gahannam)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Hassan el Emam
Producer: Wadi Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1947

The Vagabond (el Moutasharridah)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Mohamed Abdel Gawwad
Producer: Arab Unity Films

1947

The Lottery Seller (Bayyâ’at el yânasib)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Abdel Fattah Hassan
Producer: Gharram Sheiba Films
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Correspondence over royalties between Orfanelli and Behna Brothers
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1953

Only Women (Nisâ’’ bilâ rigâl)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Youssef Chahine
Scriptwriter: Youssef Chahine/ Nairouz Abdel Malek
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: Mary Queeny

1956

Enough Darling, no more (Kîfâyah yâ ‘ayn)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Producer: Hussam Eddine Mustafa

1956

Spring of Love (Rabî el houbb)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Ibrahim Emara
Scriptwriter: Mohamed Mustafa Sami
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: Mary Queeny

1957

Lawahez (Lawâhiz)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Hassan el Emam
Scriptwriter: Mohamed Mustafa Sami
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: El Mansoura Films

1953

Such is our Destiny (Maktoub ‘alâ el guibîn)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Ibrahim Emara
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: Mary Queeny

1953

Blame me Not (Anâ dhanbî ih)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Ibrahim Emara
Scriptwriter: Mohamed Mustafa Sami
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli

1954

A Dozen Handkerchiefs (Dastit manâdîl)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Abbas Kamel
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: Galal Films

1957

The Great Love (el Houbb el ‘adhîm)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli/ Mahmoud Nasr
Director: Hassan el Emam
Scriptwriter: Nairuz Abdel Malek
Producer: Mustafa Hassan/ Kassem Wagdi

1954

With you Forever (Dâyman ma’âk)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Barakat
Set Design: Robert Scharfenberg
Producer: Mohamed Fawzi Films

1957

Ismail Yassin at the Zoo (Ismâ’il Yâsin ﬁ guininet el haywân)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Seif Eddine Shawkat
Scriptwriter: Aboul Saoud el Ebiari
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: Mary Queeny

1954

The Demon of the Desert (Chaytân el sahrâ)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli/ Bruno Salvi
Director: Youssef Chahine
Scriptwriter: Hussein Helmi el Mouhandes
Producer: El Entesar Films

1957

Temptation (Ighrâ)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Hassan el Emam
Scriptwriter: Mohamed Mustafa Sami/ Hassan el Emam
Producer: Abdel Wahab/ Barakat

1958

Cairo Station (Bâb el hadîd)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Youssef Chahine
Scriptwriter: Abdel Hai Adeeb
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: Gabriel Telhami

1958

The Midnight Driver (Sawwâq nisf el layl)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Niazi Mustafa
Scriptwriter: Mohamed Othman/ Kamal Ismail/ Abdel
Haiy Adeeb/ Niazi Mustafa
Producer: El Ahd el Jadid Films

1958

Fiery Love (Houb min nâr)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Hassan el Emam
Scriptwriter: Mohamed Mustafa Sami
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: Mary Queeny

1958

My Lover’s Fault (Ghaltat habîbî)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: El Sayed Bedeir
Scriptwriter: Mohamed Mustafa Sami
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: El Mansoura Films

1955:

1955:

1956:

1956:

Call Girls (Banât el layl)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Hassan el Emam
Scriptwriter: El Sayed Bedeir
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: El Ettehad Films
The Body (el Gasad)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Hassan el Emam
Scriptwriter: El Sayed Bedeir/Mohamed Othman
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: Hassan el Emam
A Criminal Record (Sahîfat el sawâbiq)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Ibrahim Emara
Scriptwriter: Mohamed Mustafa Sami/ Ibrahim Emara
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: El Ettehad Films (Abbas Helmi)
Platform No.5 (Rasîf nimra khamsah)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Niazi Mustafa
Scriptwriter: El Sayed Bedeir/ Bretty Badar/ Niazi Moutafa
Producer: El Ahd el Jadid Films
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Continuation of previous correspondence
We just received your letter yesterJour and we regret to inform you that we are not in agreement with your oﬀer. What we are
requesting for our ﬁlm ‘Down With Love’ is a percentage of 60% for the ﬁrst week, 55% for the second and 50% in case of a third week.
If, and in case, as you told us verbally last SunJour, the expenses of the cinema are calculated on the base of the ﬁrst 300LE we are
willing to accept 50% for the ﬁrst three hundred LE and 70% for the income exceeding this amount. It is understood that these
conditions apply to the total income of the ﬁrst two weeks of the projection combined.
Please take note however that you should inevitably stipulate in the contract of loan the two following clauses:
1. The cinema is obliged to undertake the publicity of the ﬁlm.
2. The cinema is obliged to give us a certain number of free entry tickets in order to avoid the problem created by the Cosmo
of Alexandria; and for each of those tickets refused the owner pledges to pay an indemnity of 1LE per ticket.
We exact this clause because we want to be respected.
Please accept my regards.
Alvise
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1958

Mercy from Above (Rahmah min el samâ’)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Abbas Kamel
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: Mary Queeny

1959

Beware of Love! (Ihtaris min el houbb)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Hassan el Seiﬁ
Set Design: Robert Scharfenberg
Producer: Hassan el Seiﬁ

1958

Sultan (Soultân)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Niazi Mustafa
Scriptwriter: Niazi Mustafa/Abdel Hai Adeeb
Producer: Ramsis Naguib

1959

1958

Ismail Yassin for Sale (Ismâ’îl Yâsîn lil-bay’)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Scriptwriter: Kamel Hefnawi
Producer: Ahmed Kamel Hefnawi

Love in the Desert (Gharâm ﬁ-l-sahrâ’)
Photography: A. Blasterios/ Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Leon Clemovski/ G.Votoshow
Scriptwriter: Alfonso Yasu/ Marino Osiris/ Mohamed
Mustafa Sami
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: Mary Queeny

1960

Light of Night (Nour el layl)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Raymond Nasour
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: Raymond Nasour

I Accuse! (Innî attahim)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Hassan el Emam
Scriptwriter: Mohamed Mustafa Sami/ Hassan el Emam
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: El Mansoura Films (Sayed Wali/ Sayed Tantawi)

1960

A Sad Tune (el Nagham el hazîn)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Hassan el Seiﬁ
Scriptwriter: Mohamed Othman
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: Hassan el Seiﬁ

1961

My Dearest Love! (A’azz el habâyib)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Youssef M’alouf
Scriptwriter: Youssef Eissa/ Ibrahim Aboud/ Barakat
Producer: Barakat

1961

The Swindler (el Nassâb)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Niazi Mustafa
Scriptwriter: Abdel Hai Adeeb
Producer: El Ahd el Jadid Films

1961

A Man in my Life (Ragoul ﬁ hayâtî)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Youssef Chahine
Scriptwriter: Abdel Rahman el Sharqawi/ Waguih Naguib
Producer: Samira Ahmed Films
Distribution: El Sharq Films

1961

Fattouma (Fattoumah)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Hassan el Seiﬁ
Scriptwriter: Zaki Saleh
Producer: Dinar Films

1959

1959

1959

1959

1959

1959

Meeting with the Unknown (Maw’id ma’ el mag’houl)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Atef Salem
Scriptwriter: Youssef Eissa
Producer: Abdel Wahab/ Barakat
Hassan and Naiima (Hasan wa Na’imah)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Barakat
Scriptwriter: Barakat/ Abdel Rahman el Khamissi
Producer: Abdel Wahab Films
The Poor Millionaire (el Millionnaire el faqîr)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Hassan el Seiﬁ
Scriptwriter: Aboul Saoud el Ebiari
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Producer: Mary Queeny
The Highwayman (Qâti’ tarîq)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Hassan el Seiﬁ
Set Design: Robert Scharfenberg
Producer: Semiramis Films
Hassan and Marika (Hasan wa Mârîkâ)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Hassan al Seiﬁ
Producer: El Mansoura Films (Wali & Co.)

Greek-Speaking Films
1938
An Engagement with Problems (Arravon met’ empodion)
1939
Agnoula (Agnoula)
1954
Wind of Hate (Anemos tou misous, O)

References
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Ibrahim Lama
(1904–1953)
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Ibrahim Lama was born in Chile, South America in 1904. In 1924,
he decided together with his brother Badr Lama to return to his
homeland, Palestine. On their way to Bethlehem, however, they
stayed for a while in Alexandria. The cosmopolitan city seems to
have appealed to them, for they decided to settle in it.
Back in Chile, Ibrahim had worked as an amateur photographer
while his younger brother had worked as an assistant director in
two short ﬁlms. Drawing on their previous experience, they started
working as photographers in Alexandria but quickly converted to
cinema which was gathering momentum in Alexandria.
They joined the Association of the Supporters of Motion Pictures
(Gamâ’t Ansâr el Sowar el Mutaharika) which was founded by a
number of amateurs in Alexandria and which eventually turned
into a cinema company under the name of Mena Film. Soon,
however, they withdrew from that company and established their
own company, Condor Film.
The lives of the Lama Brothers were closely intertwined and
so were their careers. In perfect harmony, the brothers divided
labour amongst themselves from the outset: Ibrahim was to write
and direct, while the good-looking Badr was to act. Josephine
Sarkis, Ibrahim’s wife, who came to be known as Badriyya Raafat,
was another member of the family who took part in this familial
success by acting in their ﬁlms.

Ibrahim wrote the script of his ﬁlm debut A Kiss in the Desert
(Qoublah ﬁ-l-sahrâ’) and his brother Badr was to play the leading
role opposite Yvonne Goeine. Ibrahim directed it in 1927 in a
small-scale studio in a villa in the Victoria district in Alexandria. It
took them six months to ﬁnish the ﬁlm which was shot in deserts
and natural locations. The ﬁlm abounded with adventures, sword
ﬁghts and chivalry as the Lama Brothers were inﬂuenced by
Rudolf Valentino’s ﬁlms.
This ﬁlm aroused controversy for it was considered by some the
ﬁrst feature ﬁlm produced by Egyptian cinema. However, Ahmed
el Hadari dismisses this fact in his book Tarikh el Cinema ﬁ misr,
especially that all the news about this ﬁlm in the newspapers
reveal that it was not ﬁnished till the end of 1927 and then
released in 1928. The ﬁlm, thus, emerges as the third feature ﬁlm
in the history of Egyptian cinema after In the Land of Tutankhamun
(In the Land of Tutankhamun) in 1923 by Victor Rossito and Laila
(Laylah) in 1927 by Aziza Amir.
He was to make his second ﬁlm A Tragedy on the Pyramid (Fâgui’ah
fawq el haram) in 1928. Lama was a man of many hats for he
directed, edited, acted, designed the set and wrote the script of
the ﬁlm, which starred Badr Lama and Fatma Rushdi. Nonetheless,
this ﬁlm was doomed for it not only failed in cinema theatres but
was met with censure to the extent that Fatma Rushdi, out of fear
for her reputation, withdrew from a ﬁlm she had already started
acting in.
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Bahiga Hafez and Zaki Rustom in The Victims
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In 1930, the two brothers moved to Cairo and established the
ﬁrst well-equipped studio under the name of the Lama Studio in
Qoubbeh Gardens, Cairo.
Besides drawing on stories of knighthood and adventures for his
ﬁlms, Ibrahim also made socially oriented ﬁlms such as Pricks of
Conscience (Wakhz el damir) in 1931, The Victims (el Dahâyâ) in
1932, The Ghost of the Past (Chabah el mâdî) in 1934, Bewildered
Souls (Noufous hâ’irah) in 1938 and A Man Torn between Two
Women (Ragoul bayna imra’atayn) in 1940; he made a number
of comic ﬁlms such as The Miracle of Love (Mou‘guizat el houbb)
1931, Cairo Nights (Layâlî el Qahirah) in 1939, The False Bey (el
Beh el mouzayyaf ) in 1945; he also had a go at historical ﬁlms:
Saladin (Salah Eddine el Ayyoubî) in 1941, Cleopatra (Cléôbatra)
in 1943 and Qaïs and Laila (Qays wa Layla) in 1939. Nevertheless,
his historical ﬁlms were characteristically weak due to deﬁcient
ﬁnancing. Interestingly enough, while in 1941 Saladin was only
worth a poorly designed adventure ﬁlm produced by the Lama
Brothers, twenty years later it was to turn into Youssef Chahine’s
spectacular Saladin (El Nâsir Salah Eddine) in 1963.
In 1947, Ibrahim Lama was dealt a blow as his brother Badr passed
away after his return from America to which he had travelled to
buy some equipment for their studio. He grieved over his dear
brother for a long time but eventually managed to start over
again. He was to replace his brother with Badr’s son Samir Lama
who was known as Samir Abdallah. Ibrahim was to make ﬁve
adventure ﬁlms starring Samir Abdallah. Two of those ﬁlms, The
Missing Link (el Halaqah el mafqoudah) and The Caravan moves
Forward, (el Qâﬁlah tasir) were shot in the jungles of the Sudan
and Kenya. Ibrahim is thus considered the ﬁrst Arab director to
tread that path.

Filmography
1928
1928
1931
1931
1932
1934
1935
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1939
1939
1940
1940
1941
1942
1942
1943
1943
1944
1944
1944
1945
1946
1947
1947
1948
1948
1951
1951

A Kiss in the Desert (Qoublah ﬁ-l-sahrâ’)
A Tragedy on the Pyramid (Fâgui’ah fawq el haram)
The Miracle of Love (Mou‘guizat el houbb)
Pricks of Conscience (Wakhz el damir)
The Victims (el Dahâyâ) (Silent)
The Ghost of the Past (Chabah el mâdî)
Maarouf the Bedouin (Ma’rouf el badawî)
The Victims (el Dahâyâ) (Sound version)
The Runaway (el Hârib)
Just what’s needed (‘Izz el talab)
Bewildered Souls (Noufous hâ’irah)
The Lost Treasure (el Kanz el mafqoud)
Nights of Cairo (Layâlî el Qahirah)
Qaïs and Laila (Qays wa Layla)
A Man Torn between Two Women
(Ragoul bayna imra’atayn)
A Cry in the Night (Sarkhah ﬁ-llayl)
Saladin (Salah Eddine el Ayyoubî)
Child of the Desert (Ibn el sahrâ’)
The Mysteries of Life (Khafâyâ el douniâ)
Cleopatra (Cléôbatra)
The Call of Blood (Nidâ’ el dam)
Down with Love! (Yasqout el houbb)
The Ideal Bridegroom (‘Arîs el hanâ)
Wahida (Wahidah)
The False Bey (el Beh el mouzayyaf )
Daughter of the East (Bint el sharq)
The Beautiful Bedouin (el Baddawiyyah el hasnâ’)
The Treasure of Happiness (kanz el sa‘âdah)
The Safe Road (Sikkat el salâmah)
The Missing Link (el Halaqah el mafqoudah)
A Storm in Spring (‘Âsifah ﬁ-l-rabî’)
The Caravan Moves Forward (el Qâﬁlah tasir)

On 14 May 1953, his life ended tragically as he shot himself and
his beautiful young Greek wife dead. Rumour has it that he caught
her in bed with another man.

The crew of A Kiss in the Desert
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Playing with Fire (el Li’b bi-l-nâr)
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Omar Gemei
(?–1951)

Omar Gemei was born in Alexandria. He spent seven years in
France and the European capitals. In 1937 he returned to join The
National Troupe and became a member of its board of directors,
in the Jours of Khalil Bey Moutran.
Love and Conspiracy (Houbb wa mou’âmarah) was the ﬁrst play he
directed for the troupe in 1938. Then he directed The Second Bride
(el Zougah el thânyah), A Woman’s Cry for Help, Jour of Judgement,
Nana and Klinov.

Filmography
1943

Call of the Heart (Nida’ el qalb)
Photography: Ahmed Khorshid
Director and Scriptwriter: Omar Gemei
Production: Artistic Films Co. (Omar Gemei)

1945

Raga (Ragâ)
Photography: Feri Farkaš
Director and Scriptwriter: Omar Gemei
Production: Gemei Films Company
Distribution: Behna Films

1945

The Mother (el Oumm)
Photography: Sami Brill
Director and Scriptwriter: Omar Gemei
Production: Gemei Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1947

The Father (el Abb)
Photography: Feri Farkaš
Director and Scriptwriter: Omar Gemei
Production: Gemei Films Company
Distribution: Behna Films

1948

Playing with Fire (el Li’b bi-l-nâr)
Photography: Abdel Aziz Fahmi
Director and Scriptwriter: Omar Gemei
Production: Omar Gemei
Distribution: Behna Films

1949

Prisoner No.17 (el Saguinah raqam sab´at ‘achar)
Photography: Mohamed Abdel Azim
Director and Scriptwriter: Omar Gemei
Production and Distribution: Mary Queeny

1951

Farewell my Love (Wada’an ya gharamî)
Photography: Mohamed Ezz el Arab
Director and Scriptwriter: Omar Gemei
Production: Misr Studio

1951

My Children (Awlàdî)
Photography: Abdel Aziz Fahmi
Director and Scriptwriter: Omar Gemei
Production: Misr for Acting and Cinema Co.

Dr. Taha Hussein Pasha presented the play Klinov on the radio
after a brief statement from Gemei.
Call of the Heart (Nida’ el qalb) was the ﬁrst ﬁlm he produced
and directed. Then he produced Ragaa (Ragâ), The Mother (el
Oumm), The Father (el Abb), Playing with Fire (el Li’b bi-l-nâr) and
My Children (Awlàdî). He also participated with Studio Misr in
the movie Farewell my Love (Wada’an ya gharamî).
Gemei had intended to produce two ﬁlms the stories of which he
had prepared, but died before doing so.

Omar Gemei was born in
Alexandria. He spent seven
years in France and the
European capitals.
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Abdel Halim Nasr
(1913–1989)
History has it that the ﬁrst scientiﬁc investigation into the natural
phenomenon of vision and reﬂection, hence lens, aperture and
projection, is to be found in the great optical treatise of the Arab
philosopher Alhazen who died in Cairo in AD 1083. However, if
the esoterics of photography are as deeply rooted in Arab soil as
in Italian history, it was not until the turn of the last century, and
through the portal of Alexandria that natives from both cultures
teamed together to give us the art of photography.
From black-tent still photography to the early experiments with
the motion camera, it is to the salad Jours of the light-reﬂecting,
glass-ceiling, green-houses that were the primitive studios of
the Alexandrian school of simple, basic photography that we
owe some of our ﬁrst and best home grown top of the crop
cinematographers. If not state of the art technology by toJour’s
standards, the city’s special studio system based on dexterity and
versatility of talent and role, its master and apprentice division of
labour was a forerunner of the modern Jour incubator concept.
It fostered talents which were to provide Egyptian cinema with a
long list of potential artists and technicians.
Although primitive, this Alexandrian school of cinema with its
masters, its teachers, its disciples and its pupils counted among
its graduates a keen Alexandrian who was soon on his way to
his postgraduate and professional Jours in the city that was later
to become the capital of Egyptian and Arab cinema. Eventually
leaving the shores of Alexandria, Noah’s Ark of cinematographers
sailed to Cairo and Studio Misr. Amidst the cast and crew his face
stands out from among the crowd of mostly foreign nationals,
and he would one Jour stand at the helm steering the national
industry to land on the ground we tread toJour.
Abdel Halim Nasr was initiated into cinema in the Alexandria
that harboured talents but lost them to the lure of the promise
and the city lights of the capital. He trained at the hands of the
Italian studio owner Alvise Orfanelli where he spent his formative
years in this most proliﬁc studio and later gained his right to an
autonomous future with the help and support of Togo Mizrahi to
whom he remained faithfully indebted.
If not many Egyptian talents were hatched, or for that matter,
actively encouraged, it is to Nasr’s credit that he managed his
odyssey into the world against all odds, landing jobs and earning
renown. But it is also thanks to Togo, for bridging what at times
looked like a cultural divide and making for creedal healing, the
role Mizrahi played in his career was of primordial importance.
From the obscurity of his dark room Jours of apprenticeship and
learning to the lights of the professional studios of the capital
shone this Egyptian star of cinema photography with an illustrious
career. If directors of photography are often overlooked and their

work overshadowed by a long list of credits topped by director
and acting stars, Abdel Halim Nasr belongs to a generation when
the man behind the camera was the hand that rocked the cradle.
It is from those Jours that we trace his career.
Writing about the ‘Ostaz’, or the ‘Master’ as he was called by his
followers and fellow photographers, Said el Shimi mentions the
ground-breaking achievement of Nasr as primarily to have broken
the foreign monopoly on the art of cinematic photography. This,
however, should in no way undermine Shimi’s recognition of the
importance of the ‘founding fathers’ of the craft; even calling
theirs ‘The Classical School’ that laid the infra- structure of all the
schools to come.
To borrow a phrase often used in the trade: it was from under
Alvise’s cloak that Abdel Halim Nasr emerged as one of Egypt’s
foremost photographers in his own right.
Born in 1913 in Kafr el Zayyat where he attended school and
where his father owned a small photography shop, the young
Abdo, as he was known to friends, would ﬁnish his homework and
rush to his father’s studio where he would spend a great deal of
time. He had grown fond of the smell of chemicals and the special
atmosphere of the dark room and the red light bulb so typical of
the time. Sensing this eagerness his father assigned him tasks in
the processing laboratory and the young apprentice was always
willing to comply.
At seventeen his mind was already set that this was the career he
would like to pursue, and for which a move to Alexandria would
be necessary. The dream of leaving for the city that he knew
only from brief vacations in the summer ﬁnally came true; and
with it a dream job with one of the city’s major studios owned
by the Italian Egyptian Alvise Orfanelli who had owned a photo
shop there since 1919. Nasr was quick to learn and Orfanelli no
sooner found that out than Nasr became an important aid in spite
of his young age. He was given signs to write out on celluloid,
with words such as: ‘entre-acte’ (interval) and ‘prochainement’
(forthcoming attraction) etc, all of which, in retrospect, seems
easy but the fact remains that he was the only one allowed to
handle those screens apart from the master.
Later with the advent of American movies, Nasr was put in charge
of ﬁxing plates bearing French translations for those ﬁlms. These
would arrive already printed but needed transposing, and often
they would get muddled up and be all the more confusing to
sort out and make sense of for the spectator. Nasr toiled Jour and
night in the studio and soon outside, when Orfanelli who was
often commissioned to ﬁlm school activities and sports events as
for the city’s renowned Victoria College or Abassia School, would
send Nasr to ﬁlm instead. The young enthusiast would carry the
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heavy equipment and do his outdoor work, rushing back to the
studio at the end of a hard Jour to work in the lab.
It was all interesting, but Nasr had one complaint that was so
nagging that it cost him his job. He wished to have his wages
supplemented by a couple of pounds, to raise his salary from 7 to
9 LE, not even daring to round it into a double digit. Unfortunately
this ended his stint with Orfanelli who categorically refused even
at the risk of the young man leaving him, which he threatened to
do and, in fact, did.
With not a penny and many a regret for the job he lost, Nasr went
for a long walk along the sea-front, his pockets empty save for a
precious piece of paper signed by Alvise who had accorded him
this certiﬁcate of merit stating that he had trained and worked
at his studios. As he fumbled with the paper and stood lost in
thought, a hand touched his shoulder: it was Togo Mizrahi.
It was this hand that not only lent him the bountiful sum of thirty
pounds to subsist on for the next three months until Mizrahi
came back from a trip abroad, but it also lent him the support
and help to forge a career and a future ﬁrst with him and later on
his own. Nasr had worked with Mizrahi just once before and now
Mizrahi wanted to work with him again; he had just been to the
Alvise studio to look for him and having not found him there set
out to ﬁnd him.
And so Nasr’s career took a new turn. He became the one
photographer to shoot most, if not all, of Togo’s ﬁlms; starting
with The Two Delegates, Doctor Farahat and The Sailor, after which
his salary was augmented to 15 LE, a colossal sum for the mid
1930s. In fact, by the time Nasr left Togo his wages had reached
250 LE per month.
Nasr made headlines, literally. In 1935, the Arabic magazine
El Aroussa issued an apology to the young and upcoming
photographer who had written to the magazine oﬀended that
he had been deliberately ignored in a recent review of Togo’s The
Sailor. The review had made only a passing allusion to the ﬁlm’s
photography that ignored the man behind the camera, only to
fuel an underlying conﬂict that sometimes threatened to surface.
Unfortunately this was a conﬂict that is only too easy to attribute
to a rising nationalistic origin toJour, but the truth of the matter
was not as grave as it might be made to seem and which can be
an all too facile allegation.
The very candidness with which complaint and apology were
conducted should really attest to the fact that it could be
openly expressed and discussed, and that the magazine found
no problem with issuing an apology. That such an incident may
all too easily denote a certain refusal of ‘the other’, in that case
the foreigner, has of course, been considered, but it has to be
remembered that instead of the myopia of xenophobia this may
well have been the artist wishing to be perceived and recognized.
Patriotism apart, Nasr craved recognition and the right to exist
independently of a patron and this was probably what fuelled his
ire. He had, after all, never been averse to learning at the hands

of the Italian or working for the Jew even recognizing his deep
indebtedness, to the latter especially, with never the shadow of
any reservation throughout his career.
At twenty two he was the youngest photographer in the business,
and understandably a pride to the nation as he must have been,
no doubt, to his teachers and his mentors. Over the years, Abdel
Halim Nasr ﬁne-tuned his work and gradually moved away from
the classical school of photography of the older generation of
Alexandrians. The technology of making cameras and ﬁlm had
made giant steps and he was in every position to make use of
it; he traveled a great deal and was constantly exposed to the
innovations that were taking place in the world.
He had a good eye for discovering new locations and it is said that
he was responsible for making Mersa Matrouh a favourite spot for
vacationers after making a ﬁlm there The Love Shore. He had an
eye for new stars and was the ﬁrst to introduce Yousra and, earlier,
Mariam Fakhr el Din to the screen. He was the ﬁrst Egyptian to
ﬁlm underwater with the help of his brother Mohsen and his aide
Kamal Selim, by using a specially manufactured buﬀer ﬁlter that
he attached to the camera lens. It was a very primitive contraption
that could not go deep below the surface of the water, but it did
solve a problem and was his invention, after all, and a contribution.
Nasr produced a number of ﬁlms, directing only one in 1980, A
Castle in the Air.
A kind and aﬀable man of few words, he helped many young
photographers along with his two younger brothers Mohsen
and Mahmoud, Mohamed Taher and fellow Alexandrian Abdel
Moneim Bahnassi upon his arrival to Cairo fresh from Alexandria.
He taught at The Cinema Institute of Cairo for two years, but a
heavy workload and ﬁlming schedule made it too stressful for
him to pursue a teaching career as well.
Constantly pre-occupied with the future of the industry, he
regretted that much talk about a brighter future always amounted
to little more than words in the absence of a government that
would take concrete steps by way of providing funds, buildings
and scholarship grants. He lamented the lack of initiative by
government and individuals, and always lauded the early
generation of ﬁlmmakers in Alexandria as pioneers who took the
plunge and gambled with their money in a spirit of adventure
he longed to see again. He also wished the team spirit that once
inspired a generation would ﬁnd its way again to the business
without petty considerations and selﬁsh motives that would
jeopardize any hope of progress.
Nasr was convinced that it was in its photography that the forte
of the Egyptian ﬁlm lay, and that the credit that invariably went
to directors was over-rated by the critics, and often unfair to the
cinematography. In the absence of a good story which he cites
as the weakest spot in Arabic ﬁlms, it is the photography that
saves the Jour by setting the pace and ensuring that the audience
remains interested in the visual aspect at least of an otherwise
mediocre work.
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It was his belief that the dictatorship of the image in toJour’s
world has left Egyptians lagging behind with their legacy of the
word, a problem French cinema managed to circumvent resulting
most recently in a brand new market only just re-opened in Egypt
after years of total absence from the scene. His dream was to see
the Egyptian ﬁlm make it internationally and blamed its failure to
do so, among other things, on the prevalent language of cinema.
Instead of emphasis on dialogue which is the stuﬀ of theatre and
which restricted the ﬁlm’s chances of being truly appreciated,
even considering translation and subtitles, he pleaded for a
diﬀerent cinema. This would be a cinema where the visual impact
would act as a unifying force bringing viewers to the screen
whatever their national background or their language, for his
was the language that knew no frontiers, like the city where he
grew up whose scalloped seashore and universal language of coexistence may well have painted the landscape of his vision.
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1939
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1940
1940
1941
1941
1941
1941
1941
1942
1942
1942
1942
1942
1943
1943
1943
1943
1944
1944
1944
1944
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1944
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1945

Doctor Farahat (el Doktor Farhât)
Shalom the Dragoman (Shalom el tourgmân)
The Sailor (el bahhâr)
A Hundred Thousand Pounds (Mit alf guinih)
Barrack Guard (Khaﬁr el darak)
Much Wealth is a Nuisance (el ‘Izz bahdalah)
Seven o’clock (el Sâ‘ah Sab‘ah)
The Telegram (el Telegraf )
This is my nature! (Anâ tab ī Kidah)
Osman and Ali (‘Othman wa ‘Ali)
Lend me Three Pounds (Sallifnî talâtah guinîh)
Children of the Beloved Ones (Khalaf el habâyib)
The Chief Contractor (el Bâchmouqâwil)
The Heart of a Woman (Qalb imira’ah)
The Three Musketeers (el Foursân el thalâthah)
Laila from the Countryside (Layla bint el rif )
The Thousand and One Nights (Alf Lailah wa Lailah)
Laila the School Girl (Layla bint el madâris)
A Groom from Istanbul (‘Aris min Istânboul)
Laila (Layla)
Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves (‘Ali Bâbâ wa-l-arba’in harâmi)
Children of the Poor (Awlâd el fouqarâ’)
Noble Girl (Bint dhawât)
If I were Rich (Law kont ghanî)
The Right Path (el Tariq el moustaqîm)
Long live Women! (Tahyâ el sittât)
Gawhara (Gawharah)
The Accused (el Moutahamah)
Who did it (Man el gani)
Laila in the Dark (Layla ﬁ-l-zalâm)
Lies, Lies! (Kidb ﬁ kidb)
Nour Eddine and the Three Sailors
(Nour Eddine wa-l-bahhârah el thalâthah)
Mohamed Ali Street (Châri’ Mouhamad ‘Alî)
Son of the Blacksmith (Ibn el hadâd)
Sallama (Sallâmah)
Long live Men! (Tahyâal-riggâlah)

1945
1945
1945
1945
1945
1946
1946
1946
1946
1946
1946
1947
1947
1947
1948
1948
1948
1949
1949
1950
1950
1950
1951
1952
1952
1952
1954
1954
1956
1957
1957
1957
1958
1959
1959
1959
1959
1960
1960
1960
1960
1961
1961
1961
1961
1961
1961
1962
1962
1963
1963
1963
1964
1964
1965
1965
1966
1966
1966

A Kiss in Lebanon (Qoublah ﬁ Lebnân)
Appearances (el Mazâhar)
Dreams of Love (Ahlâm el Houbb)
Love Story (Qesat gharâm)
The Great Artist (el Fanân el ‘azîm)
Glory and Tears (Magd wa domou’)
Beauty Queen (Malikat el gamâl)
The Orphan (el Yatîmah)
Daughter of the East (Bint el Charq)
I am not an Angel (Lasto Malâkan)
Laila Daughter of the Wealthy (Layla bint el aghniyâ’)
Cairo Baghdad (el Qahirah Baghdâd)
My Heart is my Guide (Qalbî dalîlî)
Fatma (Fâtmah)
Boulboul Eﬀendi (Boulboul afandî)
The Divorce of Soad Hanem (Talâq Sou’âd hânem)
Anbar (‘Anbar)
Girls’ Flirtation (Ghazal el banât)
The Eve of the Feast (Laylat el ‘eid)
The Shore of Love (Châti’ el gharâm)
The Last Lie (Âkher kidhbah)
Yasmine (Yâsmîn)
Night of Passion (Laylat gharâm)
The Great Clown (el Mouharig el kabîr)
Zeinab (Zeineb)
The Monster (el Wahish)
God Stand with us Please (Allah ma’anah)
The Story of my Love (Qesat houbbî)
How Can I Forgot You (Izây ansâk)
Port Said (Port Sa’îd)
Sleepless (Lâ anâm)
The Dealers of Death (Tougâr el Mawt)
The Lady of the Palace (Sayidat el qasr)
She Lived for Love (‘Âchat lil houbb)
Swimmer in Fire (el Sabihah ﬁl nâr)
For My Love (Min agl houbbî)
The Unknown Woman (el Mar’âh el maghoulah)
A Heartless Man (Ragoul bila qalb)
Love and Deprivation (Houbb wa Hirmân)
Bahiyya (Bahiyyah)
Three Heiresses (Thalath warithat)
Love Beach (Châti’ el houbb)
A Jour in my Life (Youm min ‘omrî)
A Woman and a Devil (Imra’ah wa chaytân)
I will not Confess (Lan a’tarif )
Without Tears (Bila doumou’)
Do Not Let the Sun Set (La toutﬁ’ el chams)
No Tomorrow (Yaum bila ghad)
The Miracle (el Mou’gizah)
No Time For Love (La waqt lil houbb)
Shaﬁqa the Copt (Shafîqah el qebtiyyah)
The Epitome of Happiness (Mountaha el farah)
The Thousand and One Nights (Alf layla we layla)
The Spy (el Gasous)
The Mameluks (el Mamâlîk)
In the Name of Love (Bi’sm el houbb)
Naughty Men (Chaqâwet regâlah)
Konouz (Konouz)
The Yemeni Revolution (Thawret el Yaman)
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Youssef Chahine
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Youssef Chahine, one of the most outstanding directors of
Egyptian cinema, is credited with introducing Egyptian Cinema to
the world; he has managed to make the local transcend national
borders and reach out to people from all over the world, not only
because of his perceptive rendering of his subject matter and his
innovative technique but also because of his early cosmopolitan
experience in Alexandria.
Chahine was born on 25 January 1926 in Alexandria. He began his
education at a French Missionary school, and then continued his
studies at Victoria College, one of the region’s most prestigious
schools, counting among its graduates the late King Hussein of
Jordan, King Simeon of Bulgaria, Prince Abdulillah of Iraq, actor
Omar Sharif, ﬁlm directors Tewﬁk Saleh and Shadi Abdel Salam.
The cosmopolitan nature of the school, which basically reﬂected
that of Alexandria at large, played an exceptionally important
role in shaping Chahine’s consciousness during the formative
years of his life as it fostered his love and tolerance towards all
ethnic and religious groups, a theme which was to ﬁgure in many
of his ﬁlms, such as Alexandria…Why? (Iskandariyyah lîh), Saladin
(El Nâsir Salah Eddine) and many others.
As a young boy, he was so fascinated with cinema, theatre
and Hollywood musicals that he dreamt of becoming an actor
and dancing like Gene Kelly. This dream never faded away and
accompanied him into adulthood for after spending one year at
the University of Alexandria, he went to California to study acting
at the Pasadena Playhouse to pursue his persistent dream of

becoming an actor. Surprisingly enough, when he went to the
United States, he decided to study directing instead of acting
because he felt that he did not resemble the stars of his time.
Guided by the extraordinary stage director Leonore Shanwise and
the friendship of Victor Jory and Robert Preston at the prestigious
Pasadena Playhouse, he received his diploma in 1948.
On his return to Egypt, he started promoting a script he had
written entitled Son of the Nile (Ibn el nîl) but was turned down
by all the producers he approached.
He thus worked as an assistant director to the Italian documentarist
Gianni Vernuccio, and then assisted the Italian cinematographer
Alvise Orfanelli who was the one who really helped Chahine into
the ﬁlm business by introducing him to the Zeyad Film Production
Company in 1950.
The company agreed to hire Chahine, encouraged by his meagre
salary, but did not agree to his script. Chahine, therefore, proposed
another idea. The company agreed to the new idea but out of
mistrust for the twenty-three year old youth, they entrusted
Hussein Helmi with writing the scenario and Ali el Zorkani with
the dialogues of Daddy Amin (Bâbâ amîn), Chahine’s ﬁrst ﬁlm.
Despite his young age, Chahine not only managed to accomplish
the ﬁlm beautifully but also displayed an outstanding ability to
lead experienced actors like Hussein Riad and Mary Mounib. After
the success of Daddy Amin (Bâbâ amîn), producers were now
willing to produce his ﬁrst creation Son of the Nile (Ibn el nîl) in
1951.
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Chahine’s autobiographical films
are the only ones of this kin
d in
Egyptian cinema, as no other
Egyptian director has had the
courage
to uncover his life with such
honesty.
The ﬁlm relates the story of a villager’s dream of immigrating to
the city as he is dissatisﬁed with the narrow range of experience
open to him at the village. Despite the ﬁlm’s simplistic view of
the village/city dichotomy, it could still be interpreted on many
levels. The villager’s dream in this ﬁlm could be said to stand
for the dream to immigrate to the United States, the Promised
Land of many youths at that time, including Chahine himself. In
fact, Chahine does pick up this parallel later in Alexandria…Why?
(Iskandariyyah lîh) when Yehia, Chahine’s mouthpiece in this
autobiographical ﬁlm, constantly gazes at the ships that dock at
the harbour of Alexandria and dreams of sailing on board one of
them to the land of fortune, glory and opportunity but comes to
see a completely diﬀerent reality on arriving at the States.

Chahine, who is credited with discovering Omar Sharif, gave this
international star his ﬁrst role in 1954 in The Blazing Sun (Sirâ‘ fîl
wâdî). He was to give him another role in the very same year in The
Demon of the Desert (Chytân el sahrâ’), a ﬁlm which he eventually
disclaimed as he did not see it to completion.

In 1952, he was to return once again to the city with its bourgeois
class in The Great Clown (El mouharrig el kabîr) and The Lady of
the Train (Sayyidet el qitâr) respectively. It is clear from these
social ﬁlms that till that time Chahine had not formulated a solid
political stand and thus only tapped into social issues, with an
occasional dabbling in politics. Chahine says in this respect:

In 1958, Chahine was to direct another important ﬁlm in his
career, Jamila the Algerian (Gamîlah), hence proving that he is not
only the ﬁrst Arab director to practically react to the struggle of
the Algerian people and relate it to that of the Arab world, which
suﬀered from the yoke of imperialism, but that he is also the
ﬁrst Arab director to hail the patriotism of an Arab woman and
stress her positive participation in her country’s aﬀairs; Jamila, the
heroine of the ﬁlm, actively takes part in resisting the French and
is consequently captured, savagely tortured, unfairly tried and
sentenced to death.

Undoubtedly, the defeat of 1967 contributed strongly to my
awareness of the artist’s responsibility toward society. Yet, to
be honest, already after the revolution in 1952 I became aware
of that responsibility – though in an abstract and diﬀuse way
– when I found myself given a choice between participating
in the events of reality that surround me or being content to
observe them. This was maybe expressed in The Blazing Sun
(Sirâ‘ fîl wâdî). After June 5 I started changing: ﬁrst I moved
from bourgeois entertaining cinema by addressing certain
topics within that cinema and started then to make ﬁlms that
correspond to society’s needs. You have to produce ﬁlms that
are indispensable. (Farid, 1971, p. 20)

In Cairo Station (Bâb el hadîd) (1958), one of Chahine’s best ﬁlms,
he chooses to bring to the foreground the suppressed narrative
of a marginalized sector of society by presenting the tragedy of
Qenawi, a sexually frustrated crippled young man who works at
Cairo Central Station. It was many years later that the ﬁlm came
to be appreciated and counted among the classics of Egyptian
cinema.

In 1963, Chahine directed Saladin (El Nâsir Salah Eddine), one of
the greatest historical ﬁlms in the history of Egyptian cinema, with
the ultimate aim of refuting the negative Western prejudices and
misconceptions regarding Islam and Islamic culture by casting
light on the heroism of Saladin, the twelfth-century Syrian sultan
who liberated Jerusalem from the Crusaders.
Both the content of the ﬁlm and its technical achievement are to
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be applauded for Chahine managed to shoot eight large-scale battles
and creatively made use of costumes, décor, light, colour, movement of
camera and theatrical scenes to enhance the ﬁlm’s visual aspect with a
total budget of one hundred and twenty thousand Egyptian pounds,
a huge budget for Egyptian ﬁlms then but a slim one if compared to
similar American ﬁlms of the time. Chahine accepted this challenge
to prove that lack of facilities cannot hamper enthusiastic ﬁlm-makers
from achieving their dreams. Many factors seemed to have worked
equally for the beneﬁt of the ﬁlm, for the acknowledged writers Naguib
Mahfouz, Abdel Rahman el Sharkaqawi and Youssef el Sibai contributed
to the screenplay, and the exceptionally talented set designers Shadi
Abdel Salam and Wali Eldin Samih created the costumes and set of the
ﬁlm.
Like many Egyptian intellectuals and artists, Chahine was stunned
by the defeat of 1967 which sent reverberating waves throughout
the Egyptian society. He now attempted a deep and perceptive
understanding of the defeat and its causes in four consecutive ﬁlms:
The Land (El ’Ard) in 1970, The Choice (El Ikhtiyâr) in 1971, The Sparrow
(El ‘Osfour) in 1974, and The Return of the Prodigal Son (‘Awdat el-ibn el
dâll) in 1976.
The Sparrow (El ‘Osfour) was banned in May 1973, then received in
December of the same year the country’s highest cultural award. More
importantly, however, is that starting from The Sparrow (El ‘Osfour),
Chahine departed from the conventional mainstream cinema of
his time and developed his own individual style, hence emerging as
a pioneer in this respect; instead of using a linear plot, he displayed
a new liking for fragmented forms, discontinuous narratives, and
random-seeming collages of disparate material such as ﬂashbacks,
actual events, associations and documentary sequences. The overall
result of these shifts was the inception of a new phase in his ﬁlms which
was dedicated to experimentation and innovation.
After suﬀering from a serious heart attack in his early ﬁfties, Chahine
had a major open heart surgery in London. This experience initiated a
new phase in his life for it made him reﬂect on his past, and evaluate his
achievement and choices. The result was that Chahine embarked on a
quest for self-knowledge which found expression in Alexandria…Why?
(Iskandariyyah lîh) in 1978, the ﬁrst ﬁlm in what would prove to be an
autobiographic quartet, completed with An Egyptian Story (Haddoutah
masriyyah) in 1982, Alexandria Again and Forever (Iskandariyyah Kamân
we Kamân) in 1990, and Alexandria…New York (Iskandariyyah…
NewYork) in 2004. Alexandria, the city of Chahine’s childhood and early
youth, is central in these ﬁlms for it is not just a mute background or
location but a lively and vivid place that leaves a strong inerasable
imprint on the lives and fortunes of all its inhabitants. In fact, it could
be argued that Alexandria.. Why? (1978), An Egyptian Story (1982),
Alexandria Again and Forever (1990), and Alexandria...New York (2004)
are not Chahine’s autobiographical quartet but rather Alexandria’s
quartet.
In 1985, Chahine managed to raise a fund from French institutions
to produce his grand spectacle Adieu Bonaparte (Wada‘n Bonaparte),
starring the French stars Michel Piccoli and Patrice Chéreau. In this
ﬁlm, Chahine attempted a perceptive exploration of the nature of
the relationship between the colonizer and the colonized in light of
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Bonaparte’s expedition to Egypt in 1798.
Chahine was to venture into another daring experience when
he chose the famous singer Dalida to play the role of a poor
Egyptian woman in The Sixth Jour (El Yawm el Sâdis) in 1986.
The ﬁlm is an adaptation of a novel written in French by the
Lebanese writer André Chedid.
In the same year, he started writing The Emigrant (El
Mouhâguir), a story inspired by the Biblical character of
Joseph, son of Jacob. The ﬁlm, however, created controversy
in Egypt between the enlightened wing and the conservatives
who opposed the depiction of religious characters in ﬁlms.
In Destiny (El Massîr) in 1997, Chahine used the life and
achievements of Averroes (Ibn Rushd) to project onto it the
conﬂicts and tensions of the present. In 1999, his ﬁlm The
Other (El âkhar) which dealt with terrorism, globalization,
corruption and American hegemony, was selected for the
opening of Un Certain Regard section at Cannes International
Film Festival. Similarly, Alexandria...New York (Iskandariyyah…
NewYork) in 2004 was selected for the opening of “Un Certain
Regard” section at Cannes International Film Festival. In 2001,
he directed his musical Silence… We’re rolling (Sokout.. ha
nesawar), which received special distinction by the Venice
festival committee. There again, he dared cast Tunisian
singer Latifa in the leading role, although she had no acting
experience prior this ﬁlm.
Like many directors of his time, Chahine found diﬃculty in
realizing his plans as no producer was willing to ﬁnance his
ﬁlms and as he was not willing to give in to the demands of
the producers. To ﬁnd an outlet, Chahine established his own
private production company (Misr International) with other
members of his family and sought foreign co-productions
to help ﬁnance his projects. His ﬁrst co-productions were
with the former ONCIC in Algeria for The Sparrow (El ‘Osfour)
in 1974 and The Return of the Prodigal Son (‘Awdat el-ibn el
dâll) in 1976 and later with the French ministry of Culture
and French Television for his more expensive projects, such
as Adieu Bonaparte! (Wada‘n Bonaparte) in 1985, Alexandria
Again and Forever (Iskandariyyah Kamân we Kamân) in 1990,
The Emigrant (El Mouhâguir) in 1994, and Destiny (El Massîr)
in 1997.
He has deservedly won a number of prestigious awards among
which are the Golden Tanit at the Carthage Film Festival for
The Choice (El Ikhtiyâr) in 1970, the Berlin Grand Jury Prize for
Alexandria.. Why? (Iskandariyyah lîh) in 1978 and a Lifetime
Achievement Award on the occasion of the 50th anniversary
of the Cannes Film Festival in 1997. He has also been awarded
3 doctorates: the ﬁrst from Paris VIII University in 1997, the
second from the American University in Cairo in 2002, and the
third from Marseille Summer University in 2002. He has been
decorated 12 times with the order of Commander of the Arts
and Letters by Egypt, Tunisia, Lebanon, and France. Moreover,
a major highway in Zahlé in Lebanon is named after him.
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Filmography
1944

School Life A ﬁlm made by Youssef Chahine when he was a
student in Victoria College in Alexandria.
1950
Daddy Amin (Bâbâ amîn)
1951
Son of the Nile (Ibn el nîl)
1952
The Great Clown (El mouharrig el kabîr)
1952
The Lady of the TRain (Sayyidet el qitâr)
1953
Only Women (Nisâ bilâ rigâl)
1954
The Blazing Sun (Sirâ‘ fî-l-wâdî)
1954
The Demon of the Desert (Chytân el sahrâ’)
1956
Dark Waters (Sirâ‘ fî-l-mînâ’)
1957
Farewell my Love (Wadda‘tou houbbak)
1957
My One and Only Love (Anta habîbî)
1958
Cairo Station (Bâb el hadîd)
1958
Jamila the Algerian (Gamîlah)
1959
Forever Yours (Houb ilâ el-abad)
1960
Only You (Bein îdek)
1961
Lovers’ Complaint (Nidâ el ‘ouchâq)
1961
A Man in my Life (Ragol fî hayâtî)
1963
Saladin (El Nâsir Salah Eddine)
1964
Dawn of a New Jour (Fagr Yawm gadîd)
1965
The Ring Seller (Bayaa el Khawatem)
1966
Golden Sands (Rimâl min Dahab)
1968
Once upon a time … the Nile (El Nîl wa-l-haya)
1969
The Land (El ’Ard)
1970
The Choice (El Ikhtiyâr)
1973
The Sparrow (El ‘Osfour)
1976
Return of the Prodigal Son (‘Awdat el-ibn el dâll)
1978
Alexandria, Why? (Iskandariyyah lîh)
1982
An Egyptian Story (Haddoutah masriyyah)
1984
Adieu Bonaparte (Wada‘n Bonaparte)
1986
The Sixth Jour (El Yawm el Sâdis)
1989
Alexandria Again and Forever (Iskandariyyah Kamân we Kamân)
1994
The Emigrant (El Mouhâguir)
1997
Destiny (El Massîr)
1998
It’s Only One Step (Kolaha Khatwah)
1999
The Other (El âkhar)
2001
Silence.. We’re rolling (Sokout.. ha nesawar)
2002
11’09’01’ (In collaboration with eleven directors)
2004
Alexandria…NewYork (Iskandariyyah…NewYork)
Forthcoming
What a Mess! (Heya fâwda)
Documentaries
1967
1972
1974
1991

The Sacred Oil (Documentary)
Salwa the Girl who Talked to Cows (Unicef documentary)
Forward We Go (Intilak) (Documentary)
Cairo... as told by Chahine (Documentary)

Dark Waters

Plays
1947
1948
1993

Ibsen’s Love Comedy
The Magniﬁcent Vanes
Caligula (Comédie Française)
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Tewﬁk Saleh
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Tewﬁk Saleh was born on 27 October 1926 in Alexandria. He lived
in Wingate St. in Bulkeley, a district that was heavily populated
with foreigners of diﬀerent nationalities.
Despite his father’s discouragement, his love for cinema started
since childhood. He would sneak out to the cinema every SunJour
to watch a new movie. Moreover, his ﬂuent English and French
enabled him to establish relationships with the foreigners who
lived in Alexandria and who were also interested in the cinema.
But it seems that he had a clear target very early on because he
was particularly infatuated by the role of the director. That is why
he read a lot about directing, its diﬀerent schools and the most
important directors.
After graduating from Victoria College in Alexandria, he earned
a BA in English Literature from Alexandria University in 1949. He
eventually moved to Cairo to study directing but there was no
academic institute that taught cinema. That is why he helped in
founding the Cinema Institute later.
He went to France in 1950 on a scholarship to study the art of
cinema. He also worked as an assistant director in three French
ﬁlms. More importantly, his sensibility was enriched in France
because he did not limit himself to studying cinema but also
took up painting and photography, and frequently visited André
Lhote’s studio. It was also in France that he had his ﬁrst encounter
with Russian literature, especially Dostoyevsky’s oeuvre.
He came back to Cairo in 1953, but with a diﬀerent outlook and
an enriched sensibility. Another important factor that shaped
his consciousness was his new friendship with Naguib Mahfouz.
Through this friendship, he came to know more about Old Cairo,
its Détails and the people that inhabit it.
He wrote in collaboration with Naguib Mahfouz his ﬁlm debut
Fools’ Alley (Darb el mahâbîl) and directed it in 1955. The ﬁlm
basically exposes the greed, materialism and opportunism of
an alley’s inhabitants who chase a mentally retarded homeless
person after he won the lottery.

It took Saleh another seven years to direct The Struggle of Heroes
(Sirâ’el abtâl) in 1962 set during the cholera epidemic of the 1930s.
The epidemic was not only a disease that ravaged the village
but it also evoked the peasants’ ignorance, and the self-serving
interests of the aristocratic landowners.
The Rebels (el Moutamarridoun) in 1966 was set in a sanatorium
where the discrepancy between the conditions of the ﬁrst–class
privileged patients and the third-class ones was glaring. The
unprivileged patients rebel and take charge of the sanatorium. At
the beginning, they create just conditions, but the rot soon sets in
and their utopia falls apart.
He wrote and directed El Sayed el Bolti (el Sayyed el Boltî) in
1967 based on Saleh Morsi’s novel The Alley of Sayed el Bolti. The
ﬁlm, which deals with the struggle of poor ﬁshermen against a
monopolist, was shot in El Ma’adiya in Alexandria.
Saleh often had a hard time with the censorship. His ﬁlms
produced by the ﬁlm organization El Sayed el Bolti (el Sayyed el
Boltî) and The Rebels both had to wait two years until their release.
In the case of the The Rebels (el Moutamarridoun), the censor
understood Saleh’s The Rebels (el Moutamarridoun) as an allegory
of Nasser’s regime and consequently the ﬁlm was banned for two
years. As for El Sayed el Bolti (el Sayyed el Boltî), the censor used
a scene of two young women waxing their legs to postpone the
release of the ﬁlm (Shaﬁk, p. 137).
His next ﬁlm, Diary of a Country Prosecutor (Yawmiyyât nâ’ib ﬁ-laryâf ), based on Tewﬁk el Hakim’s novel, is counted among the
best adaptations.
Saleh, who often came up against censorship and bureaucracy,
was turned down by the private sector and had great diﬃculties
realizing his plans in the public sector, and decided to leave for
Syria in 1969 to seek foreign production. It was there that he
directed The Dupes (el makdu’un), an adaptation of Ghassan
Kanafani’s acclaimed novella, Men in The Sun. The Dupes (el
makdu’un) is one of the ﬁrst Arab ﬁlms to address the Palestinian
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predicament. It presents the pathetic story of three Palestinian
refugees who want to make their way across the border into
Kuwait in search of employment. But because it is quite diﬃcult to
obtain an entry visa, they strike an agreement with a truck driver
to smuggle them illegally by hiding them in the steel tank of his
truck. Their attempt is doomed to fail for they die inside the tank
in the scorching heat at the Iraqi-Kuwaiti border. The ﬁlm received
critical acclaim and collected many awards, among which are the
Golden Tanit at Carthage Film Festival in 1972, the First Prize from
Strasbourg Festival in 1973, the First Prize from the International
Catholic Centre in Belgium in 1973 and Lenin’s Peace Award from
Moscow Festival in 1973.
In 1973, he moved to Iraq in order to teach cinema at Iraq’s Radio
and TV Institute and its Art Academy. During his stay, he managed
to secure funding for his feature ﬁlm, Long Jours (el ayyam el
tawîlâ), from the Iraqi Theatre and Film Organization. He returned
to Egypt in the mid 1980s to teach at the Higher Film Institute.
Despite the fact that Saleh is not a proliﬁc director, his ﬁlms have
left their mark on Egyptian and Syrian cinema. His ﬁlms Fools’
Alley (Darb el mahâbîl) and The Diary of a Country Prosecutor
(Yawmiyyât nâ’ib ﬁ-l-aryâf ) are counted among the classics of
Egyptian cinema and The Dupes among the classics of Egyptian
and Syrian cinema.
His love for literature is clear, for most of his ﬁlms are adaptations
of literary works. The Dupes (el makdu’un), based on Ghassan
Kanafani’s novel Men in the Sun, and The Diary of a Country
Prosecutor (Yawmiyyât nâ’ib ﬁ-l-aryâf ), based on Tewﬁk el Hakim’s
novel, are obvious examples. He also had a strong friendship with
the poet Salah Jahin and the novelists Youssef Idris and Naguib
Mahfouz. In fact, most of his friends were from the literary rather
than the cinema circles.
Saleh the scriptwriter and director, who always worked behind
the camera, was to appear once before the camera in Youssef

Chahine’s ﬁlm Alexandria Again and Forever (Iskandariyyah Kamân
we Kamân).
The output of this eminent committed Egyptian set him apart
from the commercial cinema of his country. His intellectual vision
coloured his oeuvre for all of his ﬁlms deal with social injustice,
underdevelopment, political abuse, ignorance and the class
struggle. That is why he was deservedly awarded a ﬁrst-class
Sciences and Arts Decoration from President Abdel Nasser in
1967, the Tunisian Medal for Cultural Distinction in 1988 and the
State Appreciation Prize in 1996.

Filmography
Feature Films
1955
1962
1968
1968
1969
1972
1980

Fools’ Alley (Darb el mahâbîl)
The Struggle of Heroes (Sirâ’el abtâl)
The Rebels (el Moutamarridoun)
Diary of a Country Prosecutor (Yawmiyyât nâ’ib ﬁ-l-aryâf )
El Sayed el Bolti (el Sayyed el Boltî)
The Dupes (el makdu’un)*Syrian Production
Long Jours (el ayyam el tawîlâ) *Iraqi Production

Documentaries and Short Films
1956
1957
1959
1960
1960
1961
1977

Corniche el Nil
Puppet Show
Our Industrial Renaissance
Who are we? (An English-speaking documentary on the
Palestinian refugees)
Towards the Unknown
The Minority
The Dawn of Civilisation (Iraqi Production)

Actor-Filmography
1989

Alexandria Again and Forever
(Iskandariyyah Kamân we Kamân)
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Shadi Abdel Salam
(1930–1986)
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Shadi Abdel Salam, who directed only one full-length feature
movie, has become ﬁrmly established as one of the most
important Egyptian directors and his reputation has transcended
local borders to international fame. The memory of this great
artist is still engraved in the minds and hearts of his disciples who
uphold the idol’s vision, adhere to his views and are still trying
to bring his deferred dream Akhenaton, the Tragedy of the Great
House (Ikhnâtoun) to light.
Abdel Salam was born on 15 March 1930 in Alexandria to a family
that originally came from Upper Egypt. He received his education
at Victoria College. It seems to have played an important role in
shaping his consciousness for when he started writing his scripts,
he found out that he could only write them in English because
English had inﬁltrated unawares into his consciousness as it
was the language of the education he received in his formative
years. He would then seek the help of some one to translate his
creations into Arabic. Victoria College also seems to have fostered
his love for drama as his art and drama teacher encouraged him
a lot and his headmaster recommended him on the strength of
those two points.
It was also during childhood that he started drawing and painting
but was neither encouraged nor rebuked by his family who did
not appreciate the arts. As a young boy, he was eager to read,
but his father’s library, which only included dry law and history
books, did not appeal to his imagination. At the age of thirteen,
he was bed-ridden for two whole years because his heart was

endangered by his abnormal rapid growth. It was during this
period that he read avidly to kill the long monotonous hours of
the Jour. Those two years gave him ample time to broaden his
horizons through reading and to develop his drawing talent.
After graduating from Victoria College, he travelled to Paris,
London and Rome to study drama but came back to Egypt without
achieving his aim. On his return, he joined the Architecture
Department of the Faculty of Fine Arts, Cairo University from
which he graduated in 1954. After graduation, he went back to
England to study drama in 1956 in order to fulﬁll his old dream.
He started his career in cinema by working as an assistant
director to Salah Abou Seif, who happened to be his neighbour
in Zamalek in Cairo. During the ﬁrst ﬁlm, The Thug (el Futuwwa)
(57/8), he was more or less a spectator and all he did was jot
down the duration of each shot. He later worked as an assistant
director to Henri Barakat and Helmi Halim. It was during his
work as an assistant director to the latter in A Love Story (Qessat
houbb) that his ability to create the set design was discovered
when the designer happened to be absent and he was asked to
replace him. Many ﬁlmmakers were impressed by his décor for
that ﬁlm and he subsequently received many oﬀers. In fact, he is
still considered one of the most extraordinary Egyptian set and
costume designers.
It was his profound and intense knowledge of the environment
and civilization of diﬀerent historical epochs which made him
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excel designing the sets and costumes of historical ﬁlms. He
worked not only on Egyptian ﬁlms, like Oh Islam! (Wa Islamah) in
1961 by Andrew Marton, Almaz and Abdou el Hamouli (Almaz we
‘Abdou el Hamoulî) in 1962 by Helmy Raﬂa, Saladin (El Nâsir Salah
Eddine) in 1963 by Youssef Chahine, Shaﬁka the Copt (Shaﬁqah el
qibtiyyah) in 1963 by Hassan el Emam, Rabea el Adweya (Râb’a el
‘Adawiyyah) in 1963 by Niazi Mustafa and Prince of Cunning (Amîr
el daha’) in 1964 by Henri Barakat, but also designed the costumes
and décor for foreign ﬁlms.
For example, in 1964, he was to take part in setting the décor of
Cleopatra. But it seems that this experience was not fruitful for
Abdel Salam never got close to the world of Joseph Mankiewiz, the
director of this movie. In 1965, he was appointed as consultant for
the historical set and costume designs of the ﬁlm Pharaoh by the
Polish director Kawalerowicz. His experience in this ﬁlm was quite
diﬀerent from the former as Kawalerowicz taught him a great deal
and gave him the golden opportunity of standing behind the
camera and directing one of the shots of the ﬁlm. Speaking of the
impact of these two experiences on him, Abdel Salam beautifully
compares working with Mankiewiz to working in an assembly line
in a factory, while working with Kawalerowicz to going to school.
In 1967 he designed the décor and costumes of the documentary
ﬁlm Mankind’s Fight for Survival by the Italian director Roberto
Rossellini. The inﬂuence of Rossellini on Abdel Salam seems to
have surpassed the inﬂuence of any of the other directors for it
was after the completion of this ﬁlm that Abdel Salam decided to
become a director.
Interestingly, Rossellini not only encouraged him to become a
director, but also helped him in executing his ﬁrst project, The
Mummy (el moumya’): the story goes that when Abdel Salam
proposed his idea to Rossellini, who was staying in Cairo at the
invitation of Tharwat Okasha, Minister of Culture, to supervise
the founding of a cultural centre for cinema, he was enamoured
with it and approached the enlightened Tharwat Okasha who
immediately adopted the project. Naguib Mahfouz, Chair of the
Cinema Institution then, also played an important role in funding
the ﬁlm.
Thus, in 1969, Abdel Salam started directing his ﬁrst and only
full-length feature, The Mummy (el moumya’) also known as The
Night of the Counting of the Years with the assistance of Abdel Aziz
Fahmi and Mustafa Emam as photographers, Samir Auf as second
assistant and Salah Marei and Onsi Abou-Seif as set designers.
The ﬁlm tells the story of Wanis who learns after the death of his
father, the chief of the Hurrabat tribe, that the tribe makes its
living from the theft of the mummies of the royal tombs that lie
in the bowels of the mountains near Thebes. Wanis is torn apart
between his duty towards his country and his loyalty to his tribe
but eventually decides to disclose the secret of the place to the
archaeologists who are excavating nearby.
The visual impact the ﬁlm leaves on the spectator is ever-lasting
as Abdel Salam aimed at expressing the essence of things and
sought artistic narration through image, architecture, light and
colour rather than through dramatic action, literary narration or

linguistic dialogues. The abstraction, silence, slow rhythm, and
digniﬁed movement of the actors allow the spectator to Thème
on the visual elements and reﬂect on their dramatic value.
Moreover, Abdel Salam’s choice of classical Arabic contributed to
the monumental inﬂuence of the ﬁlm which stands out as a great
epic peopled with larger-than-life characters.
His next project on Akhenaton was never accomplished, in spite
of twelve years of intensive preparation and research, due to lack
of Egyptian ﬁnancing for this ambitious and expensive project.
Sadly enough, Abdel Salam designed the drawings of the ﬁlm,
and diligently supervised all the designs that were carried out in
his atelier by Salah Marei and Onsi Abu Seif, his students who later
became his colleagues. Although Abdel Salam received a number
of oﬀers from foreigners who were more than willing to produce
his outstanding project, he insisted on Egyptian funding as he
ﬁrmly believed that the ﬁlm had to be fully Egyptian. Speaking of
those hard times in his life, he says:
Throughout my life, I have protected myself from commercial
pollution and enhanced it with reading, research and
education. I have gone through moments of extreme
depression because I didn’t work; time is ﬂying and my head
is full of visions which need to be brought to light. I want
to do something worthwhile but lack of facilities always
hampers my dreams. I wish the government would take me
under its wing. For me, work is life. All Jour long, I read, write,
draw, sculpt, take photos and store everything in my mind
in preparation for the Jour on which I would stand behind
the camera to shoot Akhenaton. (From interviews with Abdel
Salam collected by Magdi Abdel Rahman)
Abdel Salam inability to bring his feature movie Akhenaton, the
Tragedy of the Great House to light made him channel his energy
towards making short ﬁlms and documentaries.
In 1970, he directed the short ﬁction movie The Eloquent Peasant
(el Fallâh el fasîh) and the documentaries Horizons (Afâq), Armies of
the Sun (Gîyoush el shams), Tutankhamun’s Chair (Korsî Tout Ankh
Amon), The Pyramids and Before it (el ahrâm wa ma qablâha) and
Ramsis II (Ramsîs el thânî) in 1972, 74, 82, 84 and 86 respectively.
The most notable characteristic of those short movies and
documentaries is their emphasis on the visual element, something
which Abdel Salam seemed to be obsessed with throughout
his career in cinema for even when he was appointed as head
of the Department of Experimental Film, which constituted an
under-section of the Public Documentary Film Centre in 1968, he
attempted to make the image the cornerstone of experimental
ﬁlms. In fact, the most important innovation of the short ﬁlms
produced by Abdel Salam’s department was that they did not
comment on the images, which had been a habitual practice in
all Egyptian documentaries. The image alone was supposed to
convey the meaning of the ﬁlm. Abdel Salam’s short ﬁlm Horizons,
which depicts without commentary a panorama of contemporary
artistic activities in the country ranging from music, ballet to
drama is a case in point.
During his chairmanship, the centre became a venue for
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Costume sketches by Shadi Abdel Salam
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experimentation for young ambitious ﬁlmmakers, among whom
were Hisham el Nahas, Daoud Abdel Sayed, Atif el Bakry, Samir
Auf, Mohamed Shaaban and Ibrahim el Mugi, who were lovingly
encouraged to give vent to their artistic expressions.
Abdel Salami’s talent made him accumulate a long list of local and
international awards among which are: Georges Sadoul’s Award
for The Mummy (el moumya’) in 1970, The Critics’ Award from
Carthage Festival for The Mummy (el moumya’) in 1970, The Lion
of San Marc Award from Venice Film Festival for Documentaries
for The Eloquent Peasant (el Fallâh el fasîh) in 1970, The Second
Award from Leipzig for The Farewell Hymn with others in 1970,
Sidalic’s Great Award for the Best Documentary for The Eloquent
Peasant (el Fallâh el fasîh), Screenplay and Directing Award from
the Egyptian Festival for Short Films and Documentaries in 1971,
Golden Film Award from Fladolida Festival in Spain in 1971 for
The Eloquent Peasant (el Fallâh el fasîh), a Lifetime Achievement
Award from the Catholic Centre in Egypt in 1975, Screenplay and
Directing Award from the Egyptian Festival for Short Films and
Documentaries for Horizons (Afâq) in 1975, Directing Award from
Egyptian Festival for Short Films and Documentaries for Armies of
the Sun in 1976, Directing and Costume Designing Awards from
The Film Association for Armies of the Sun (Gîyoush el shams) in
1976, Award of Association of Arab Critics in Europe from Toulon
Festival in 1976, State’s Encouragement Award for Tutankahamon’s
Chair (Korsî Tout Ankh Amon) in 1985, and a Lifetime Award from
the African Cinema Festival held in Italy in 1982.
Abdel Salam died at the age of ﬁfty-six of cancer in Cairo on 8
October 1986 without having realized his dream of directing
Akhenaton, The Tragedy of the Great House (Ikhnâtoun).
His dedicated friends and disciples immediately founded The
Association of the Friends of Shadi Abdel Salam after his death
in 1986 with the ultimate aim of preserving the heritage he left
behind. They managed to collect his entire legacy, which included
his sketches, paintings, parts of his scripts and personal library.
On celebrating the Diamond Jubilee of Shadi Abdel Salam, the
Bibliotheca Alexandrina commemorated the birth of this great
Alexandrian artist by acquiring his valuable legacy and putting
it on permanent display in a hall that is called the World of Shadi
Abdel Salam.

Filmography
1969
1970
1972
1974
1982
1984
1986

The Mummy
(The Night of the Counting of the Years) (el moumya’)
The Eloquent Peasant (el Fallâh el fasîh)
Horizons (Afâq)
Armies of the Sun (Gîyoush el shams)
Tutankhamun’s Chair (Korsî Tout Ankh Amon)
The Pyramids and before it (el ahrâm wa ma qablâha)
Ramsis II (Ramsîs el thânî)

A ﬁlm that he took part in directing
1970

The Farewell Hymn (Ounshoudat el wada’)

Incomplete ﬁlms
1979
1980

The Fortress (el hîsn)
El Dandaraweya (el dandaraweyyah)

A screenplay that was not shot
Akhenaton, The Tragedy of the Great House (Ikhnâtoun)
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Asma el Bakry and her favourite
companion Stamboulin
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Asma el Bakry was born in Cairo to an aristocratic and communityoriented family. Her maternal grandfather, Sakakini Pasha, is
known to have established the Sakakini quarter in El Zaher
district in Cairo, the Roman Catholic Patriarchate in Faggala
and the Roman Catholic Cemetery in Old Cairo. She moved to
Alexandria, however, as a young girl with her mother and brother,
where she received her education in the renowned French school,
Notre Dame de Sion and Lycée, and then earned a BA in French
literature from the University of Alexandria in 1970.
Though El Bakry’s mother rarely allowed her to go to the cinema
as she believed that reading books was more important for
cultivating her children, El Bakry’s love for cinema surfaced as
early as schoolJours. She was so fascinated by the few ﬁlms she
was allowed to watch that she reproduced parodies of those
ﬁlms; she would cast her friends at school in the diﬀerent roles
and then play the role of the director herself.
During her last year at university, she attended the shooting of
the ﬁlm A House Made of Sand (Bayt min al-rimâl) 1972. El Bakry,
the swimming champion, volunteered to do a diﬃcult stunt by
pretending to drown in the rough cold sea in place of Poussi,
the star of the ﬁlm. She also got so caught up in the making of
the ﬁlm that she became an indispensable hand on location.
It was meeting with Abdel Aziz Fahmy, the ﬁlm’s Director of
photography, which was to change the course of her life, for he
was the one who helped her into the ﬁlm business by allowing
her to work as an assistant in his next ﬁlm Strangers (Ghorbâ’),
directed by Saad Arafa.
She eventually worked as an assistant director with many directors
among whom were Saad Arafa and Khairi Bishara. She also
worked as an assistant director with Youssef Chahine in Return of
the Prodigal Son (‘Awdat el-ibn el dâll) and as a location manager
in Adieu Bonaparte (Wada‘n Bonaparte). Speaking of Chahine’s
inﬂuence on her, El Bakry says: “I have never been inﬂuenced
by his thought, but what I really learnt from him is how to have
a good eye; he has an outstanding ability to choose excellent
locations, something which has left an indelible imprint on me”
(Interview with Asma el Bakry 3 Oct. 2006).
She also worked as an assistant director and location and
production manager for a number of foreign ﬁlms, documentaries

and serials among which are Death on the Nile, The Awakening,
King Tut, Ruby Cairo and Fortunes of War. Scenes of the latter
were shot in the Cecil Hotel, Fort Qaitbey and Villa Antoniadis in
Alexandria.
She produced and directed her ﬁrst documentary, A Drop of
Water (Qatrat ma’), in 1979. It is basically a journey in the Western
Desert from sunrise to sunset. It could be argued that most of
her documentaries reveal deep interest in Egyptian history and
a keen desire to shed light on the greatness and glamour of its
past civilizations with the ultimate aim of instructing the new
generation. In Dahsha, for instance, she traces the history of
wooden boats used by the ancient Egyptians until modern times.
The History of Marble (el marmar) also traces the history of the
usage of marble in Egypt since the Ancient Egyptian civilization.
In El Zaher District (Hayy el Daher), she sheds light on the history
of that district in Cairo which was established by the Sultan Zaher
Baibars in the thirteenth century. Her fascination with the Islamic
Civilisation is evident in The Fatimids (el Fatimiyun) and The
Ayubbyids (el Ayubiyun).
Interestingly enough, during the shooting of her documentary
The Greco-Roman Museum, which also aimed at exploring the
history of Alexandria through the monuments of the GrecoRoman Museum, she dived underwater to shoot the remains
of the lighthouse of Alexandria outside the Eastern Harbour.
To her dismay, she discovered that blocks of concrete were
carelessly thrown on the underwater monuments. Outraged by
that irresponsible behaviour, she immediately reported it to the
authorities and this triggered oﬀ the underwater excavations that
were led by the French in that part of the city.
Her ﬁrst feature ﬁlm, Beggars and Nobles, is an adaptation of
Albert Cossery’s celebrated novel. In the ﬁlm, she dexterously
managed to capture the atmosphere of Old Cairo at the end of
the Second World War, which serves as the principal backdrop
for the story of Gohar, the university professor, who decides to
live among the poor instead of teaching at university because
of his disillusionment. “I own nothing, I want nothing, I am free”
becomes his new philosophy, if not the philosophy of the entire
ﬁlm.
The ﬁlm was deservedly received with critical acclaim and
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El Bakry during the shooting of The Greco-Roman Museum
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numerous awards among which are the Critics Prize, CICAE
(International Confederation of Art Cinemas) Prize, and Audience
Grand Prize in Montpellier, Audience Prize in Freiberg 1992 and
Best Film Prize in Rennes in 1992.
Her second feature ﬁlm, Concert in the Street of Happiness
(Kunchirtu ﬁ darb sa‘da) , was equally successful. The ﬁlm depicted
the quiet and placid life of Azouz, an opera employee, which is
turned up side down by the violinist Sonia who came to Cairo to
perform at the opera house.
Like many directors of her time, El Bakry found diﬃculty in
realizing her plans as no Egyptian producer was willing to ﬁnance
her ﬁlms. To realize her own cinematic dreams, she sought coproductions as in Beggars and Nobles, and Concert in the Street
of Happiness. She also established her own production company,
Les Films du Palmier, in 1992, so as not to concede to the demands
of the producers.
El Bakry’s love of music, which was evident in her ﬁlm A Concert in
the Street of Happiness, seems to have driven her into treading a
new path for she was to direct two operas, La Cavalleria Rusticana
and Pagliacci, for the Cairo Opera House in 2005 and 2006.
She provided the photographic illustrations for Nayra Atiya’s
book, Khul-Khaal: Five Egyptian Women Tell their Stories (1982). The
book presents the life stories of ﬁve working class women from
Egypt in the 1970s and was issued by Syracuse University Press in
the United States.
She also works as a freelance writer for a number of Arabic journals.
She always writes on social, political and historical topics, areas
which she knows a great deal about due to her insatiable love of
reading.

Filmography
Documentaries
1979

A Drop of Water (Qatrat ma’), 35mm, 15 mins.
*El Bakry’s Production

1981

Dahsha, 16 mm, 23 mins.
*El Bakry’s Production with Mary Dungen

1982

Portrait (Burtreh), 35 mm, 15 mins.
*El Bakry’s Production

1983
1983
1992
1994

1995
1998
1999
2006
2006

History of Marble in Egypt (el marmar), 35 mm, 15 mins.
*Egyptian TV
El Zaher District (Hayy el Daher), 35 mm, 15 mins.
*Egyptian TV
The Harrawi House (Bayt el harrawî), 35 mm, 26 mins.
Greco-Roman Museum in Alexandria (Mathaf el
Iskandariyyah), 35 mm, 58 mins.
*Co-production: Les Films du Palmier, Agence de Cooperation
Culturelle et Technique (France), Egyptian National Bank,
Ministry of Culture
The Nile, 35 mm, 52 mins.
*French TV Production
The Fatimids (el Fatimiyun), 35 mm, 23 mins.
*Egyptian TV
Ayubbids (el Ayubiyun), video digital, 52 mins.
*Les Films du Palmier
Handcraft in the Mediterranean, digital, 25 mins.
*UNESCO Production
Wrath of the Kings, digital, 26 mins.

Feature Films
1990
1998
2004

Beggars and Nobles (Shahhatin wa nubala’), 35 mm,
92 mins.
*Co-produced by Misr International Films and France
Concert in the Street of Happiness (Kunchirtu ﬁ darb sa‘da),
35mm, 110 mins.
*Co-produced by Misr International Films and France
Violence and Derision (el ‘Unf wa-l-sukhriya), video digital
blown up to 35 mm, 113 mins.
*Les Films du Palmier Production

Filming under water near the site of the Pharos
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Ikram Haggar
(1958)

Producer Ikram Haggar was born in Alexandria in 1958 and went
to the EGC. His ﬁlms have been awarded several prizes. Good Shot
(Darbet Me’alem), directed by Atef el Tayeb was awarded best
ﬁlm by the Egyptian Film Syndicate. Ossama Anwar Okasha’s The
Attackers (el Haggama), directed by Mohamad el Naggar, also
received an award at the Egyptian Film Festival in 1991. Other
ﬁlms also of Haggar’s production are The Age of Wolves (Assr
el Ze’ab), directed by Samir Seif and Humilation (El Zol), again
directed by Mohamad el Naggar. He has worked with a large
group of renowned actors and actresses, amongst them are Yehia
el Fakharani, Nour el Sherif, Adel Adham, Salah Zoulﬁcar, Samir
Sabri, Hesham Selim, Huda Ramzi and Simone. Leading actress
Laila Elwi starred in all his ﬁlms.
Asked why he stopped producing ﬁlms although they were all
hits, he said that he stopped right after the Gulf War in 1990
because of the then slacking ﬁlm industry in the Middle East.

Filmography
Good Shot (Darbet Me’alem)
The Attackers (el Haggama)
The Age of Wolves (Assr el Ze’ab)
Humilation (El Zol)

From left to right: Ikram Haggar, Nour el
Sherif and Laila Elwi in Good Shot
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Atef Shoukri
(1960)

Born in Alexandria, Atef Shoukri joined the Faculty of Commerce
for just one year before deciding to travel to Cairo to study at the
Higher Institute of Cinema in 1980. He graduated in 1984 and
immediately set out to work as an assistant director to Hussein
Kamal, Ali Abdul Khaleq, Samir Seif, Mohamed Abdul Aziz, Atef el
Tayyeb and Inas el Degheidi.
He directed the award winning documentary: The Killing Gardens
in 1999, about the problem of mines in the Western Desert and
Alamein which earned him ﬁrst prize for documentary ﬁlm in
Riyadh in 2002. In 2004, he made The Bride of the Suez Canal, a
ﬁlm about the city of Ismailia.
His ﬁrst and only feature ﬁlm to date is Cool Baby! (Qishta Yaba),
made in 2004.
Atef Shoukri has worked mainly in Cairo, and asked whether the
prospects of a Cinema Institute in Alexandria looked promising,
he does not hide his skepticism and simply wonders whether that
project will ever see the Jour.

Filmography
1999
2002
2004

The Killing Gardens (Hada’eq Al-Qatl)
The Bride of the Suez Canal
Cool Baby! (Qishta Yâbâh)
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Born In Alexandria,
Worked Abroad
Raymond Hakim (1909-1980)
Robert Hakim (1907)
Both Egyptian born in Alexandria, Robert (b. 1907) and Raymond
(b. 1909), were educated in France. They both worked for
Paramount in France. They then became independent producers
in 1934, ﬁnancing Duvivier’s Pépé le Moko and Renoir’s La Bête
Humaine. These sensational and discreetly salacious ﬁlms by
directors who, though well-established, were slightly out of the
mainstream, established a strategy that would help the Hakims
survive the French cinema’s most disastrous decades.
In 1940, they joined many colleagues (including Julien Duvivier
and Jean Renoir) in ﬂeeing to California. During World War II,
the Hakims produced only The Southerner, a lean picture of
sharecropper life, co-produced with David Loew. Renoir’s ﬁlm,
which is unlike anything else the brothers ever backed, has all the
marks of a project engineered by Hollywood to keep distinguished
emigrés aﬂoat.
The Hakims remained in America after the war but, of their three
productions, only The Long Night, a remake of Marcel Carné’s
1939 Le Jour se lève, with Henry Fonda replacing Jean Gabin, is
notable, while the limp comedy Heartbeat eﬀectively ended the
Hollywood career of Jean-Pierre Aumont. The youngest Hakim,
Andre (born 1915), remained in America, where he married into
the Zanuck family and became producer for 20th Century-Fox, but
in 1950, Robert and Raymond returned to France.
They ﬁnanced Duvivier’s Pot-bouille and the two ﬁlms that
launched Simone Signoret as a star, Becker’s Casque d’or and
Carne’s Thérèse Raquin. However, intellectually out of sympathy
with the nouvelle vogue, the Hakims failed to imitate fellow
independent producers Pierre Baunberger and Georges de
Beauregard in backing the New Wave. Their only productions
with the younger directors were Chabrol’s Les Bonnes Femmes and
his upper-class whodunnit, A Double Tour. The latter, also known
as Web of Passion and advertised with the graphic of a keyhole
framing Bernadette Lafont in bikini underwear, was among the
New Wave’s ﬁrst international commercial successes.
Throughout the 1960’s the Hakims seldom deviated from the style
of ﬁlm successful for them in the 1930’s: star-driven melodramas
with plenty of sex, and international market built in. The recipe
that launched Simone Signoret in Casque d’or proved equally
serviceable for Alain Delon in René Clément’s Plein Soleil, Roger
Vadim’s remake of La Ronde, Luis Buñuel’s Belle de jour and Karel
Reisz’s Isadora. All shrewdly exploited the European cinema’s

reputation for sophisticated sensuality without surrendering
totally to the mass market.
The Hakims’ methods were not always popular. Attempting to
make a BBC TV ﬁlm on Isadora Duncan, Ken Russell found every
available biography and memoir of the dancer bought up by the
brothers to protect their 1969 production The Loves of Isadora.
At the same time, François Truﬀaut, negotiating with the Hakims
to ﬁlm Cornell Woolrich’s Mississippi Mermaid, quickly became
deadlocked with them over casting. Truﬀaut wanted Jean-Paul
Belmondo opposite Catherine Deneuve, but the brothers prefered
Alan Bates or Alain Delon. After breaking oﬀ the deal, Truﬀaut
discovered that the story rights belonged, not to the Hakims
at all, but to 20th Century-Fox, from whom he purchased them
to make La Sirene du Mississippi, with Belmondo and Deneuve.
Such charges however, should be weighed alongside the Hakim’s
impressive record. By putting their skills to work on behalf of great
directors, they managed to make high-quality, bankable ﬁlms.
Raymond died in Deauville in August 1980.
Filmography
1937
1938
1939
1945
1947
1947
1949
1951
1952
1953
1956
1957
1959
1960
1960
1962
1962
1963
1964
1964
1967
1967
1968
1969
1976

Pépé le Moko
La Bête Humaine
Le Jour se lève
The Southerner
Her Husband's Aﬀairs
The Long Night
Without Honor
The Blue Veil
Casque d'or
Thérèse Raquin
The Hunchback of Notre Dame
Pot-bouille (Duvivier)
A double tour
Plein Soleil
Les Bonnes Femmes
L'éclisse
Eva
Chair de poule
Weekend à Zuydcoote
La Ronde
Belle de jour
Isadora
Heartbeat
The Loves of Isadora
La Marge

Riccardo Freda (1909–1999)
Ricardo Freda, born to Neapolitan parents in Egypt 1909, died
in Paris 1999, was a famous Italian ﬁlm director, best known for
horror and thriller movies I Vampiri (1957). He attended school
in Milan and also took classes at the Centro Sperimantale. Freda
supported himself as a sculptor and art critic before entering ﬁlms
in a supervisory capacity in 1973.
Freda directed his ﬁrst ﬁlm, Don Cesare di Bazan, in 1942. Exhibiting a
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preference for historical spectacles, he turned out such sprawling,
big-budget eﬀorts as Les Miserables (1947) and Theodora, Slave
Empress (1954). He later traﬃcked in sword-and-sandal ﬁlms like
Giants of Thessaly, and in such graphic melodramas as Caltiki the
Immortal Monster (1959) and The Horrible Dr.Hitchcock (1962).
Ricardo Freda continued writing and directing into the late 1970’s,
often working pseudonymously as Robert Hampton, George
Lincoln or Willy Pareto.
Daughter of Dartagnan (1994) was Freda’s last ﬁlm after an
absence of 14 years.
Filmography
1942
1947
1953
1954
1957
1959
1962
1963
1969
1971
1981
1994

Don Cesare di Bazan
Les Miserables
Spataco
Theodora, Slave Empress
I Vampiri
Caltiki the Immortal Monster
The Horrible Dr. Hitchcock
Lo Spettro
A Doppia Faccia
L’ Iguana dalla Lingua di Fuoco
L’ Ossessione che Uccide
Daughter of Dartagnan

Ibrahim Moussa (c.1947)
Born in Alexandria, Ibrahim Moussa left for Germany as a young
man and started a career ﬁnancing movies, and acted in one
ﬁlm, Harem (1985). Little is known about him, and his marriage
to Nastasia Kinsky, the famous international star, unfortunately
eclipsed his own news. Even now, after their separation, news of
their three children and the disputes that occasionally arise are
more in Thème than any professional news about Moussa.
A quiet man by nature, he has declined to give any information
about himself, saying he would rather have his work speak for
him. His brother, Sami, still lives in Alexandria where Ibrahim
occasionally visits.
Filmography
1982
1983
1983
1987
1991
2000

Miss Right
Exposed (production associate)
Gabriela, Cravo e Canela
Fellini’s Intervista
The Insulted and the Injured
Tom Sawyer

Chirine el Khadem (1937)
Chirine el Khadem was born in Cairo into a well-to-do aristocratic
family, to an Egyptian father and Norwegian mother, but soon
moved to Alexandria with his parents where he attended school
at the Lycée Français and later joined the Faculty of Engineering.
He continued his studies in Switzerland before turning to the

study of ﬁlm in New York earning both a BFA and an MFA from the
New York University Graduate Institute of Film and Television.
In Zurich he married a Swiss, whom he later divorced (they had
no children) and moved to Montreal, Canada. He developed an
interest in photography and moved to the United States where he
got his graduate and postgraduate degrees. He made a number
of movies, including Smithereens, which was shown at the Cannes
Film Festival in France.
In New York he met a young actress, Joanna Peled, whom he
married in 1986 and had a son, Yousri Alﬁ Nadeer el Khadem. They
all live in New York. Asked about her husband, with whom she
worked extensively, Joanna said:
Chirine was very strongly inﬂuenced by the structuralists Levi
Strauss and Michel Foucault, and even referred to himself
as one. He read both of them heavily as well as Structural
Marxism and the linguist Naom Chomsky.
Chirine el Khadem invented a Polymetronome, a machine which
can keep time and track of many diﬀerent rhythms. Apparently,
inspiration for this invention came from his years in Alexandria,
from the sound of a stick being held against a bike wheel with lots
of spokes. The idea of the Polymetronome is very structural; you
can have many rhythms without having to decide which the
best is.
Chirine el Khadem noticed everything around him with a keen
cinematographer’s eye. He noticed the strength or lack of colour,
a sound, a smell and every little detail took a world of attention
from him. He was never harshly critical or judgmental, he accepted
almost everything; in that it can be said that he was infused with
the spirit of a true Alexandrian. He did have a few whimsical
prejudices, however; he could not accept that people were fat,
and he loathed bad manners. Nothing much else bothered him.
When asked “How do you decide whether you are going to shoot
this or not?” he would answer: “It’s very simple, you look at it,
and you either like it or not.” Simple indeed. A simplicity that has
earned him kudos in almost all the ﬁlms he helped bring about
since most of them enjoyed participation in various Film Festivals,
and a nomination for a Golden Palm at Cannes in 1982.
Fluent in a number of languages, including English, French,
German, Norwegien, Italian, and his native Arabic, Chirine el
Khadem was a very versatile artist, a fact to which attest a variety
of awards and nominations he received.
He was nominated for the ASC award for cinematography
Awarded Sound Recording on Mother for Dinner, a 30 minute ﬁlm
by Liz Nonas, was Scenic Decorator for Conversations of a Woman
Alone, an award winning ﬁlm by Anthony Jones and produced by
Togg Film Production. Chirine el Khadem was guest of honour
at the Cairo Film Festival in the 1980s and was interviewed for
Egyptian Television by ﬁlm critic Youssef Sherif Rizkallah.
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Director of photography
1993: Molly Bloom four-hour video production for Access Tucson,
produced with Joanna Peled.
1993: Smithereens Feature ﬁlm by Susan Seidelman, entered in oﬃcial
competition at Cannes Film Festival. Nominated for a Golden Palm,1982.
Yours Truly Featurette by Susan Seidelman, won the Blue Ribbon Award
at the American Film Festival.
1978: The Foreigner Feature ﬁlm by Amos Poe, shown at the Whitney
Museum, the Deauville Festival, and the Edinburgh Festival. A Guest Status
Featurette by Josef Segal, Nominated for ASC award for cinematography.
Also shown at the Florence Film Festival.Deﬁcit Featurette by Susan
Seidelman. Cypress Dance ﬁlm written by Ntozake Shange. If the Walls
Could Talk documentary for the New York Department of Health
Education and Welfare. Playground Documentary for the Children’s Health
Program, Department of Labour. The Application of Hypnosis in Medicine
Documentary by Adam Malec.
Produced and Directed (between 1978 and 1995)
TV spot with James Taylor and Carly Simon for Columbia Records.
The Conspiracy: a feature ﬁlm. Y-a multi-screen 20 minute ﬁlm.TV
productions at NYU studios.
Actor-Filmography
The Foreigner…Mr Kool.
Molly Bloom…He.
Writer
Salome A ﬁlm script.
Rigo Stage production, produced with Joanna Pelled.

Ovidio Assonitis (1943)
Ovidio G. Assonitis, a Greek national known as “The Rip-oﬀ King”
for making rip-oﬀs of famous Hollywood movies, was born in
Alexandria on January 18th 1943. Like Ricardo Freda before him
who was also credited as George Lincoln and Robert Hampton,
Assonitis was also sometimes known as Oliver Hellman.
A proliﬁc ﬁlmmaker working as director, screenwriter and
producer, much like Freda and the Hakims whose multiple skills
and specializations should perhaps suggest versatility echoing
the multiplicity of names and the plurality of technical identities,
he started his career in Italy directing the movie Chi Sei? (1974).
The ﬁlm was a rip oﬀ of The Exorcist, which got him into trouble
with Warner Bros. who took legal action against him. When played
in Italy, however, it was a huge success and he managed to make a
few other Italian ﬂicks throughout the 1970s.
Just as Freda had chosen to do horror movies, making Italy’s
ﬁrst horror talkie, Assonitis decided to make rip oﬀs and
remakes. Before them, too, the Hakims had their formula of big
productions, star driven melodramas with plenty of sex and an
international market built in. All three seem to have stuck by
a formula the recipe of which they had an instinctive means
of discovering. All three cleverly and shrewdly exploited the
European Cinema’s reputation for sophisticated sensuality as in
the case of the Hakims, or an open market for introducing horror,

or the fascination with animal ﬂicks during the 1970s. By putting
their skills to work on behalf of great directors the likes of Ken
Russell, Karl Reisz and Truﬀault they managed to make bankable
ﬁlms. No less can be said of Moussa who worked with Fellini, and
El Fayed who ﬁnanced an Oscar winner.
To speculate that our Alexandrian born cinematographers
possessed special talents or were themselves possessed by
cinematic genies or genius, requires more than this present work
has set out to research. However, the shrewd sense of cinema and
ﬂair for the needs of the market may well owe its origin to that
which runs deeper than we can tell; or to blood that runs thicker
than the water of the sea.
.
In 1977, he made another rip oﬀ, Tentacoli, about a giant Octopus
loose in the ocean killing swimmers, very closely imitating Jaws
(1975). In 1989 he made Beyond the Door III which grossed over
40 million dollars, a tremendous achievement by the standards
of that time.
From the 1970’s to 2000 Assonitis ﬁnanced and produced 53 ﬁlms
many of which were joint ventures with the USA and Japan. His
partners have included the likes of Prince Anusom Yokol, brother
of the king of Thailand. Releases of his ﬁlms were made through
Columbia Pictures, 20th Century Fox Film Corp, Warner Bros. and
United Artists.
Interestingly, in 1980 Assonitis made Piranha II which was to launch
the career of director James Cameron who went on to direct The
Terminator and later The Titanic. Assonitis ﬁred Cameron during
post production of the ﬁlm deciding the ﬁnal cut himself, and
evoking a temper similar to that of Freda on the set of his last ﬁlm
Daughter of d’Artagnan his comeback after an absence of fourteen
years. In 1990 he assigned to Universal Pictures the remake of The
Scent of a Woman which was released in 1993 starring Al Pacino.
Apart from a very keen sense of business, reminiscent of the Hakim
brothers’ shrewd choice of ﬁlms and sure sense of the market,
Assonitis is also a philanthropist and takes interest in the social
and economic infrastructure of countries in Asia. He continues to
make ﬁlms to this Jour.

Vassilis Vafeas (1944)
Born in Alexandria, Egypt in 1944, he studied chemistry at the
Universities of Athens and Paris, and cinema in Athens. He directed
his ﬁrst short ﬁlm Absorption at 257 in 1973. From 1975 to 1977 he
made four documentaries: From FriJour to MonJour, A Jockey, Akis
Panou and The Usherettes. In 1979 he produced and directed his
ﬁrst full length feature ﬁlm Eastern Periphery. It was followed by
Jour Oﬀ (1982), The Love of Ulysses (1984) and a few others. Vassilis
Vafeas has also directed for the stage.
In 120 Decibels, (1987) Vafeas reaﬃrms that he is “one of Greek
Cinema’s few essential moralists”, according to general consensus.
He has a gift for capturing minute Détails, the petit bourgeois
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mundane Jour to Jour existence and the rhythms of the city, like
no other: a sensibility totally unique to Vafeas. In Kathimerini, he
dissects and examines the superﬁcial in human relations and the
vanity of mankind in a way that would pass completely unnoticed
by many others. In his words, “we live in a world which raises
the wall of egoism in such a way as to shut oﬀ access to all our
fellowmen”.
Along with other Alexandrian-born Greeks, Vafeas shares a
typically Alexandrian vision of the human condition and man’s
urge for commiseration and empathy in a world exposed to
storms from without and tempests from within. This is a world
with a constant ﬂux of changing fortunes, as in the proverbial
Arabic idiom of the rotating wheel with its twists of fate that
elicits a worldly wise almost comic approach.
In his very interesting survey of Egyptian-born Greek Cinema
Who’s Who, Yannis Melakhrinodis mentions an instance during
one Cairo Film Festival when the audience’s reception of a Greek
ﬁlm directed by Costa Viris was so overwhelming that it was a
moment of epiphany for the delighted director: “I always felt there
was something in my ﬁlms that set them apart from other Greek
ﬁlms; toJour, I realize how much aﬃnity I have with Egyptian
culture and that must be due to my nativity in this country. We
speak a common cinematic language that cinematographers in
Greece do not always share with me. I still remember watching
Egyptian ﬁlms as a child, and they must have left that mark I am
often teased about by my fellow directors in Greece. At any rate, I
am honoured by the comparison.”
“Such,” comments Melakhrinodis, “is the impact of that part of
a second motherland that lives inside of every Egyptian and
Alexandrian Greek and which he carries with him wherever he
may be”.
Selected Filmography
1990
1993

But El Fayed's contribution to British cinema did not end there.
He accidentally came across a script called Chariots of Fire at
Goldcrest Production Company. The script had been there for
sometime doing nothing but gather dust. However, it caught El
Fayed's attention and he took it to his father. But he did not need
much persuading. The story was about one man who will not
compromise his conscience but still wins an Olympic God Medal
and another man who overcomes anti-Semitism to triumph in
the 100 meters. It had nothing very catchy about it. It was later
even said "No one except an Egyptian and his son believed such
a ﬁlm would be popular". And it was indeed for Chariots of Fire is
the only entirely British ﬁlm ever to be awarded four Academy
awards, including Best Film. The producer David Puttnam said
that the ﬁlm would never have been made without the Fayeds'
faith in the project and in all likelihood, the script would have
remained on the dusty shelf.
El Fayed then set up his own production company, Allied Stars.
He played a major part in the production of FX Murder by Illusion,
Parts 1 and 2, starring Brian Brown and Brian Dehenny.
El Fayed died in a road accident in a tunnel in Paris while he and
Princess Diana, to whom he was romantically linked, were being
chased by paparazzi on motorcycles. Diana also died in the
same accident. Mohamed el Fayed erected a memorial to Dodi
and Diana at Harrods on April 12, 1998, and unveiled a second,
grander memorial in 2005.
Filmography
1980
1981
1986
1991
1991
1995

Breaking Glass (Executive Producer)
Chariots of Fire (Executive Producer)
F/X – Murder by Illusion (Producer)
Hook (Executive Producer)
F/X2 The Deadly Art (Producer)
The Scarlet Letter (Executive Producer)

The Red Daisy
The Cosmic Dissecting Room Show

Dodi El Fayed (1955-1997)
Dodi el Fayed was born in 1955 in Alexandria as Emad el Din
Mohamed el Fayed. He went to St. Marc College in Alexandria
then joined the Institut Le Rosey in Switzerland. Later he settled
in London with his father Mohamed el Fayed who owns the
Harrods chain and the Fulham Football club in London as well as
Ritz Hotel in Paris.
As a teenager, El Fayed loved being on the set of ﬁlms that his
father took part in. He was fascinated to watch how every person
played their part in making the creative whole. This was the
starting point of his ﬁrst ﬁlm Breaking Glass (1980) which looks
at the fractured rock generation of young people in a bleak and
comfortless Britain.
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Theatre paved the way for cinema in Alexandria, introducing the
generations of actors and actresses who would eventually become
movie stars. At ﬁrst, however, there were no actresses – or actors,
for that matter. Acting was frowned upon even in Alexandria (or
Le Petit Paris, as it was called) in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. It was only towards the end of the nineteenth century
that the upper classes began to bring in foreign theatrical groups
for their private parties. Selim Naqash came from Bar el Sham (as
Greater Syria, which included Syria and Lebanon, was called) to
start a theatrical group of 12 actors and 4 actresses who gave
their ﬁrst performance in 1876. Obviously, in the early years of
cinema, most actors came from a theatrical background. George
Abyad, Fawzi el Gazayerly, Hassan Fayeq, Zeinat Sedki, Stéphane
Rosti and Fatma Rushdi are good examples.
The cosmopolitan spirit cannot pass unnoticed at this particular
point of history. Names ranging from typical Egyptian (Bahiga
Hafez, Aziza Amir, Hassan Fayeq) to foreign ones (Stéphane
Rosti, Michael Dimitri Chalhoub – better known as Omar Sharif
– and Badr Lama – elsewhere Pedro Lamas) bear witness to the
tolerance and pluralism of the city. Whether they were from Chile
or Bar el Sham or Italy, they all had equal opportunities. It was not
a case of Egyptians versus foreigners: they were all “Alexandrians”.
The names also indicate the diversity of religious backgrounds.
In those early Jours, Mahmoud, George and Shalom would have
lived happily in perfect coexistence, echoing the title of the ﬁlm
Hassan, Morcos and Cohen (1954).

Actors

Their educational background is a dimension of this cosmopolitan
spirit. The variety of their schools alone may reﬂect this. Omar
Sharif went to an English school (Victoria College), Rushdi Abaza
and Hind Rustom went to French ones (St. Marc and St. Vincent
de Paul respectively) and Mahmoud Morsi went to the Italian
school Don Bosco. As typical Alexandrians of the time, they spoke
a couple of languages ﬂuently. Some even had diﬃculty with
Arabic. The scenarios of Badr Lama’s ﬁlm were written in French
and then translated into Arabic to make it easier for him.
Male actors continued to play female roles until Jewish Egyptian
actresses or Christian Shawam were gradually introduced. The
Alexandrian born Mounira el Mahdeya was proclaimed the ﬁrst
Muslim Egyptian actress to appear on stage. It was this daring
spirit that urged the Alexandrian females Bahiga Hafez, Fatma
Rushdi and Aziza Amir to conquer the ﬁeld.
Men and women, those Alexandrians were pioneers in the full
sense of the word. They were not chasing fame, personal glory or
wealth, but worked only for art’s sake. No wonder many of them
faced diﬃculty and hardship. Zeinat Sedki had to run away from
home and change her family name. Bahiga Hafez was proclaimed
dead by her aristocratic family who mourned her. Choosing
an artistic career was not even to be considered at that time,
especially by women. These actors and actresses took “the road
not taken… and that has made all the diﬀerence”. They shaped
the history of cinema not only in Egypt but in the whole region.
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George Abyad
(1880–1959)

George Elias Abyad was born in Beirut, Lebanon, to a religious
family. His childhood and early manhood predicted the great
actor he was to become. He used to recite Omar el Khayyam’s
poetry, and at his graduation party he played the main part in The
Red Pennies in French, which was being performed at the same
time in Paris. Jean Freige, the French actor who played that same
part in Paris, congratulated Abyad and encouraged him to study
acting in France.
Abyad’s ambition was to travel to Alexandria, to which his uncle
had immigrated earlier. One Jour while he was with a friend he
excused himself to say goodbye to someone who was travelling
to Alexandria. Abyad oﬀered to accompany this friend, as the
word Alexandria in itself acted like a charm upon him. Once on
board the ship, he was so exhilarated that he decided not to
leave, and not even his friend could convince him to return. At
this moment, “he thought of Alexandria as a huge stage lasting
forever” (Abyad, p. 33). On the ship, he befriended its captain and
managed to arrive safely. In Alexandria, he stayed with his uncle’s
family and worked at the train station, his original job before
coming to Alexandria. At the same time, he used to accompany
his uncle to Sheikh Salama Hegazi’s theatre.
One Jour, as he was at work, two clergymen from St. Catherine’s
College asked him to play the same role in The Red Pennies which
he had played earlier in Lebanon. After the play, the Consul of
France, who was in the audience, congratulated him and added,
“Your real place is there … In the Conservatoire in Paris” (Abyad p.
45). From then onward, Abyad started his theatrical activity with
amateur troupes in Alexandria.
One Jour he decided to write to Khedive Abbas (whom he had
met more than once in the station) that theatre was a school in
itself and that Egypt was badly in need of an acting institute. When
he got no reply, he sent a longer letter and waited for two years,
and again received no answer. Then he got yet another original
idea, to invite the Khedive himself to a play. Several weeks later,
he was summoned to Ras el Tin Palace and received the following
message: “To Mr. George Abyad, Master of Sidi Gaber Station …We
have the pleasure to inform you that we have condescended and
accepted your invitation to the play to be performed in Zizinia
Theatre on 11 June 1904”.
Abyad immediately printed the tickets, and added “Under the
auspices of His Majesty the Khedive”. On the big Jour, between

the third and fourth acts, a royal oﬃcial told him, “Now you can
prepare yourself to travel”. On 29 July 1904, when he was 24 years
old, he left for France.
In France, Abyad tried to make use of his stay as much as possible.
He joined the Conservatoire, and regularly attended Sarah
Bernhardt’s salon and Sylvain’s sessions. He returned to Egypt in
1910 with a French troupe that performed plays such as Louis XVII
and Tartuﬀe in Cairo and Alexandria. In 1912, he formed his own
troupe, which performed King Oedipus, Othello, The Merchant
of Venice, The Taming of the Shrew and The Enemy of the People
among others. Like the rest of his generation, he stopped the
activity of his troupe during the 1919 revolution so that they
could all participate in the demonstrations.
In June 1931, the owners of Nahas Film, Edmund and Gabriel
Nahas met Abyad and signed the contract of Song of the Heart
(Onshoudat el fou’âd), co-starring Nadera and the French actress
Liane Dorvil, and directed by the Italian Mario Volpi. All the actors
spent 3 months in Paris to record sound in Gaumont Studios. The
ﬁlm, which was the ﬁrst Arab musical ﬁlm, was released in Cinema
Rialto in Alexandria on 3 April 1932 and in Cinema Diana in Cairo
on the following Jour.
Abyad got an invitation in September 1932 from Tunisia to
supervise its theatrical group Gam‘eyet el Tamthîl el ‘Arabi which
he had launched 11 years earlier. He was once asked if he would
like to continue working in the cinema forever. His answer was
“I would like to work in the cinema but in our country it is still a
baby. When we produce great ﬁlms like my plays then I will work
in both, side by side, because I believe that the theatre is the
origin as it addresses people directly” (Abyad p. 198-9).
In 1942, Abyad was elected as the ﬁrst director of the Actors’
Syndicate, and when the Acting Institute was launched in 1944,
he taught there until his death. He married Dawlat Habib in 1923
who eventually became Dawlat Abyad. He was granted the title
of Bey in 1945.

Filmography
1932
1946
1958

Song of the Heart (Onshoudat el fou’âd)
Land of the Nile (Ard el Nîl)
I am the East (Anâ el charq)
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Nadra in Song of the Heart
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Nadera and George Abyad in Song of the Heart

References
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Amin Attalah in The Chief Clerk

Amin Attalah in The Sea Is Laughing
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Amin Attalah
(1880–?)

Amin Atallah was born in 1880 in Alexandria to a Lebanese father.
He received his education in a Jesuit school and later worked as
an amateur in his brother’s, Selim Atallah’s, theatrical troupe.

He retired in the 50s and published his memoirs in El Kawakeb
magazine in 1953 and 1954. He spent his last years in Cairo where
he passed away.

Afterwards, he worked in El Amal newspaper in 1904. He then
joined Eskandar Farah’s theatrical troupe and left it in 1905. He
also published a magazine entitled El Magnoun but eventually
chose acting in Sheikh Salama Hegazi’s troupe over journalism.
He then joined a new group formed by his brother in Alexandria.
He left for the Levant in 1912 with Sayed Darwish. In the summer
of 1915, he joined Aziz Eid’s troupe in Cairo, then returned to
Selim Atallah’s troupe in 1917.

Filmography
1924
1928
1928

The Chief Clerk (El Bachkateb)
The Sea is Laughing (El Bahr Biyidhak)
The Maker of Clogs (Sâne‘el Qabâqîb)

In 1919, he formed with his brother a comic troupe that performed
several plays in Alexandria. He also wrote plays, ones that tackled
moral themes such as The Insane (El Magnoun), The Feelings of
a Wife (‘Awâtif el zawgah) and Tears of the Desperate (Doumo’ el
ba’sah).
The two brothers moved to Syria in 1920, owing to the pause of
theatrical activity after the 1919 revolution, where he formed a
musical acting troupe which successfully performed El Rehani’s
plays. He returned to Egypt in 1924 with his wife the actress Ibreez
Staty, and they both joined Youssef Wahbi’s troupe. However, at
the beginning of 1925, he started a new troupe and moved to the
Levant where he performed several plays including Charlemagne,
The Feelings of a Wife (Âwatif al zawgah), Hassan the Good Boy
(el Châtir Hasan), Her Excellency (Sâhibat el simow) and The New
Baghdadi Nights (Layâli Baghdâd el gadidah). In 1935, he resumed
his activity in Egypt and worked in a night club as an actor and a
writer of comic sketches. In 1937, he joined Aziz Eid’s troupe and
travelled to Syria and Lebanon.
As for the cinema, he played the main role in The Chief Clerk (El
Bachkateb), which was directed by Mohamed Bayoumi. The ﬁlm
was an adaptation of the popular play by the same name. Part
of this comedy was shot as a ﬁlm and the rest was shot while it
was performed on stage. Atallah played the role of a civil servant
whose relationship with a dancer made him steal and he was,
consequently, imprisoned. He also wrote, produced and acted
inThe Sea is Laughing (El Bahr biyidhak), sometimes referred to
as Why is the Sea Laughing (el Bahr biyidhak leih) in 1928, not to
be confused with Why is the Sea Laughing (el Bahr biyidhak leih)
written and directed by Dr. Mohamed Kamel el Qalyoubi in 1995
and starring the Alexandrian born actor Mahmoud Abdel Aziz.
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Mounira El Mahdeya
(1885–1965)

Born Zakiyya Hassan, famous mainly as a singer known as the
Sultana of Song, she was born in Alexandria where she attended
a French Nuns’ school. She started her career in show business
singing and dancing in local coﬀee houses of the Jour before
making her debut on screen in Hassan el Emam’s ﬁlm The Sultanas
of Song (Soltanat al Tarab). She acquired what acting skills she
had from joining the Aziz Eid Theatre Troupe known for fostering
talents of stars like Fatma Rushdi.
Rooted mainly in the tradition of the time, she had the typical
looks of the Jour, with large smoky eyes and short wavy hair. A
characteristically opulent but pleasing ﬁgure made her a typical star
in the tradition of the great singing divas with a characteristically
local touch. She enjoyed great popularity with fans from diﬀerent
social classes and was succeeded perhaps only by her upcoming
contemporary Omm Kalthoum.

Filmography
1935

The Coquette (el Ghandourah)
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Fawzi and Ehsan Gazayerly in Abou Zareefa
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Fawzi El Gazayerly
(1886–1947)

Fawzi el Gazayerly was born in Alexandria where he began his
career acting in its theatrical troupes, but eventually moved to
Cairo and formed his own troupe in 1917. While in Alexandria,
el Gazayerly participated in the cinema associations that were
established by amateurs, marking the beginning of the cinema
industry in Egypt. He is given credit as the ﬁrst Egyptian actor to
take a leading role on screen in Madame Lorreta in 1919.
He was famous for the comic character of el Mou‘alim Bahbah and
his wife Om Ahmed who was actually his own daughter, Ehsane
el Gazayerly (1905-1943). They formed a duet in several ﬁlms
directed by Togo Mizrahi and he stopped acting after her death.
El Gazayerly’s son, Fouad el Gazayerly (1910-1979), started his
career as an actor in his father’s ﬁlms but eventually turned to
directing. He directed some of his father’s ﬁlms such as Bahbah
Pasha (Bahbah Bâshâ) and Children of the Beloved (Khalaf el
habâyib) in 1939.
It is said that el Gazayerly formed a production company with the
Italian Alvise Orfanelli who worked as a director and director of
photography in Egyptian cinema from 1936 until the ﬁfties.

Filmography
1919
1923
1934
1935
1935
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1942
1945
1947

Madame Lorreta (Madâm Lourîtâ)
In the Land of Tutankhamun (Fi bilâd Tout Ankh Amon)
The Two Delegates (el Mandoubân)
The Sailor (el Bahâr)
Dr. Farahat (el Doktor Farahât)
Master Bahbah (el Mou‘alim Bahbah)
Abou Zareefa (Abou Zarîfa)
A Night in a Life time (Laylah ﬁ-l-‘oumr)
Bahbah Pasha (Bahbah Bâshâ)
Children of the Beloved (Khalaf el habâyib)
The Chief Contractor (el Bâchmouqâwil)
The Three Musketeers (el Foursân el thalâthah)
Bahbah in Baghdad (Bahbah ﬁ Baghdâd)
Women in Danger (el Sittât ﬁ khatar)
A Good Coin (el Qirsh el abyad)
Congratulations (Mabrouk)

References
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Gazayerly and Abdou in The Two Delegates
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The Gazayerlys wishing the Behnas a merry Christmas
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Ebtessame Gazayerly asking the Behnas for the money needed for her husband at the mental hospital. The fees were 50 LE per month.
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Fawzi Gazayerly acting with his daughter Ehsane
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Stéphane Rosti
(1891–1964)
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Stéphane de Rosti was born in Alexandria in 1891. His father, an
Austrian Baron, married to an Italian, bought a palace in Shoubra
and decided to live there. As the mother was about to give birth
to her child, the father returned to Vienna in obedience to his
aristocratic family. When Stéphane Rosti was born, she gave him
his father’s name. He lived with his mother in Shoubra, and went
to el Khedeweya, an Egyptian school. (Another source says that
Rosti lived with his mother in Ramleh in Alexandria and went to
Ras el Tin Primary School. He probably lived in Alexandria during
his childhood then moved with his mother to Cairo.)
When he got his school certiﬁcate, he decided to try to meet his
father. At the same time, he got in touch with an Austrian ballet
dancer in Teatro Abbas with whom he travelled to Vienna. He
managed to meet his father there but eventually fell from favour
because of his relation with the dancer, in addition to his artistic
tendencies.
Rosti decided to stay in Europe to acquire some cinema
experience, and earn a living in the meanwhile. In Italy, he worked
as a translator and as a worker in the port of Naples to accompany
immigrants to America, a salesman, and an entertainer for
aristocratic children. In France, he worked as a tour guide, and in
a library and a theatrical troupe. Some critics include other jobs
such as a dancer in nightclubs, an undertaker and a butcher.
It was in Europe that he met the director Mohamed Karim who
was studying cinema in Germany at the time. Later, he also met
the actor Serag Mounir who was there for the same purpose. In
1917, Rosti met Aziz Eid who was about to form his own theatrical
group, El Comedy el Arabi. Eid was fascinated by Rosti’s French
and Italian (he also spoke English and German) and decided to let
him join the troupe. He also gave him the role of a Russian Prince
in the play Take Care of Emily (Khali balak min Imilî) which made
the critics notice him.
Later, Rosti together with Naguib el Rihani presented comic
Franco-Arab one-act plays at the Epie de Rose theatre in Alﬁ Bey
Street. It was el Rihani who created the character of el Sheikh
Batshot which Rosti performed in a way that allowed him to
participate in most of the operettas of the group. The most

important was perhaps el ‘Ashara el Tayeba (1920), directed by Aziz
Eid, in which he played “Hagy Baba Homes Akhdar” (He played
this role again in 1961 when he was 70. This time the operetta
was directed by Zaki Toleimat and starring Karem Mahmoud
and Shahrazad). In 1922, Rosti met Youssef Wahbi and Aziz Eid
in Paris at the time they were about to form Ramsis Group. He
returned with them to Egypt and had such a great role to play
in the group since its launching in 1923 that Wahbi considered
him one of its founders. Rosti was not only an actor in Ramsis
Group but he also translated and adapted several plays such as
The Elixir of Love (Aksîr el houbb), Maxim’s Bar (Hanet Maxîm),
The Mental Hospital (Moustachfa el magânîn), and Aunt Charlie
(el ‘Ama Chârlî). In addition, he directed some plays such as The
Accusation (el Itihâm).
It was his activity in Ramsis Group that made his colleague Aziza
Amir decide to let him complete what was considered the ﬁrst
Egyptian feature ﬁlm The Call of God (Nedâ’ Allah) that eventually
changed to Laila in 1927. The Turkish director Wedad Orﬁ was
supposed to direct the ﬁlm but he clashed with its producer and
heroine Aziza Amir. Thus it was coincidence, or perhaps destiny,
as some critics put it, which made Rosti direct this important ﬁlm,
and play the part of Raouf Bey.
In addition to Laila, Rosti directed ﬁve ﬁlms and was co-writer
of six others. However, his reputation rests heavily on his acting
career. Even though he was famous for playing the villain, he used
to interpret such roles with a unique sense of humour that made
the audience sometimes actually like and sympathise with his
character. He succeeded in combining the villain and comedian,
to become a comic villain, facing competition from only Adel
Adham in the seventies. He used to take part in the writing of
his character and add some words that usually became a feature
of his character. It is a measure of his success that some of his
lines are still remembered until this very Jour, the most famous is
perhaps “nashint ya fâlih” (good shot, dude). Rosti would always
be remembered also for his unique accent and tone of voice
especially when playing a foreigner .
Stéphane Rosti died on 12 May 1964, while shooting the last
scenes of Midnight Story (Hikayat nous el layl).
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Stéphane Rosti and Fatma Rushdi in The Right Path
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Filmography
1927
1928
1931
1932
1934
1935
1937
1937
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1945
1945
1946
1946
1947
1947
1948
1948
1948
1948
1948
1948
1949
1949
1949
1949
1949
1950
1950
1950
1950
1950
1950
1950
1950
1950
1951
1951
1952
1952
1952

Laila (Layla) (actor and director)
The Sea is Laughing (el Bahr biyidhak)
(actor, director and writer of scenario)
His Excellency Keshkesh Bey (Sâhib el sa’âda Kichkich bek)
silent (actor and director)
Song of the Heart (Ounchoudat el Fou’âd)
(co-director with Mario Volpi)
His Excellency Keshkesh Bey (Sâhib el sa’âda Kichkich bek)
sound (actor and director)
Antar Eﬀendi (‘Antar afandî)
(actor, director, writer of scenario and co-writer of script and
story with Ahmed Zaki Saleh)
The Song of Hope (Nachîd el amal)
Eternal Glory (el Magd el khâlid)
Salama is Fine (Salama ﬁ khayr)
That’s my Nature (Anâ tab’î kidah)
A Rainy Night (Laylah moumtirah)
The Workshop (el Warchah)
(actor and director)
Mr Omar (Si ‘Omar)
The Countryman (Ibn el balad)
(actor and director)
The Right Path (el Tarîq el moustaqîm)
Martyrs of Love (Chouhadâ’ el gharâm)
Appearances (el Mazâhir)
The Prettiest (Ahlâhoum)
(actor, director, writer of scenario and co-writer of story and
script with Ahmed Zaki Saleh)
Gamal and Dalal (Gamâl we Dalâl)
(director and writer of scenario)
Their Excellencies (Ashâb el sa’âdah)
False Pride (el Nafkhah el kaddâbah)
My Heart is my Guide (Qalbi dalîlî)
Antar’s Son (Ibn ‘Antar)
Love and Youth (el Hawâ wa-l-chabâb)
The Adventurer (el Moughâmir)
Boulboul Eﬀendi (Boulboul afandî)
Anbar (‘Anbar)
The Adventures of Antar and Abla
(Moughâmrât ‘Antar wa’Ablah)
A Woman’s Imagination (Khayâl imra’ah)
A HoliJour in Hell (Agâzah fî gohannam)
The Murderer (el Qâtilah)
Girls’ Flirtation (Ghazal el banât)
Ms Ghost (‘Ifritah hânim)
The Eve of the Feast (Laylat el ‘îd)
Tears of Happiness (Doumou’ el farah)
Love Beach (Châti’ el gharâm)
The Hero (el Batal)
Local and Cute (Baladî wa-khiﬀah)
The Thorny Road of Dangers (Tarîq el chowk)
Never Mind, Dice (Ma’lich yâ zahr)
The Millionaire (el Millionnaire)
The Wedding Night (Laylat el doukhlah)
The Last Lie (Âkhir kidbah)
Fayrouz Hanem (Fayrouz hânim)
My Father Deceived Me (Khada’anî abî)
Do not Tell Any One (Mât’oulch li-hadd)
Good News (Bouchret Khayr)
I believe in God (Âmint billah)
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1952
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1955
1955
1955
1956
1956
1957
1957
1957
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1959
1959
1959
1960
1960
1961
1961
1961
1961
1962
1962
1963
1963
1963
1963
1964
1964
1964

It’s For You (Halâl ‘alayk)
The Administrative Board (Maglis el idârah)
The Hell of Jealousy (Gahîm el ghîrah)
The Night Train (Qîtâr el-layl)
(actor and co-writer of story and script with Ahmed Zaki Saleh)
The Unfair Judgement (Houkm qarâqouch)
The Elite (Ibn dhawât)
(actor and co-writer of story and script with Ahmed Zaki Saleh)
This is Unfair (Harâm ‘alayk)
When it Smiles (el Douniâ lamma tidhak)
The Farewell Dance (Raqsat el wadâ’)
Hassan, Marcos and Cohen (Hasan wa Morkqos wa Kohîn)
April Fool (Kidbat abrîl)
Sheikh Hassan (el Chaykh Hasan)
Women Cannot Lie (el Sittât mâ ya’rafouch yikdibou)
The Country Girl (Bint el balad)
(actor and co-writer of story and script with Ahmed Zaki Saleh)
The Lover (‘Âchiq el rouh)
The Lovers (‘Ahl el hawâ)
Love and Tears (Houbb wa doumou’)
Wondering Souls (Qouloub hâ’’rah)
Enough Darling, No More Tears (Kefaya Ya ‘Ain)
The Prisoner of Abou Zouboul (Saguîn Abou Zou’boul)
Tamarind (Tamr Henna)
I Claim my Heart Back (Roudda qalbî)
Fierce Love (Houb min nâr)
Ismail Yassin Tarazan (Ismâ’îl Yâsîn Tarazân)
I Love You, Hassan (Ahibbak yâ Hasan)
My Dark Lover (Habîbî el asmar)
Lady of the Palace (Sayyidat el qasr)
Daring Eyes (Abou ‘ouyoun garî’ah)
Hassan and Naima (Hasan we Na’îmah)
The Poor Millionaire (el Millionnaire el faqîr)
The Highway Man (Qâtî’ tarîq)
(actor and co-writer of story and script with Ahmed Zaki Saleh)
The Hairdresser (Hallâq el sayyidât)
Ismail Yassin in Prison (Ismâ’îl Yâsîn ﬁ-l-sign)
No Return (Bilâ ‘awdah)
Do not Remember Me (Lâ tadhkourînî)
The Crook (el Nassâb)
The Interpreter (el Tourgmân)
The Tyrants’ Struggle (Sirâ’ el gabâbirah)
The Oil King (Malik el bitroul)
The Pickpocket (el Nachchâl)
Crazy People are in Bliss (el Magânîn ﬁ na’îm)
The Funny Crime (el Garîmah el dâhikah)
A Woman Set Aside (Imra’ah ‘alâ el hâmich)
The Black Bag (el Haqîbah el sawdaâ’)
Very Naughty (Âkhir Chaqâwah)
Midnight Story (Hikâyat nos el layl)

References
Ali, Hussein. Mawsou’at el Gîb li Mokhrgî el Cinema el Misreyah. Cairo: 1997.
Daoud, Abd el Ghani. El Rahiloun fe Ma’at ‘Âm (1896- 1996). Cairo: Wezârat el Thaqafah, 1997.
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Hassan Fayeq
(1898–1980)

It is said that Saad
Zaghloul himself at
tended one of his
and made a political
plays
speech between the
acts. Hassan Fayeq
led the members of
also
his troupe in a dem
onstration in their st
costumes. He was
age
perhaps the only ac
tor who was invited
parties organized by
to the
Hoda Shaarawy and
Safia Zaghloul

Alexandrian born Hassan Fayeq Mohamed el Kholi left school
after ﬁnishing his elementary education. His father quit his job in
the port, and the family moved to Helwan, where the boy helped
his father in their newly opened shop. It was in Helwan that Fayeq
got in touch with Salama Hegazi and his troupe, the man who
initiated him into acting.
He started his career at the age of 16 with a group of amateurs
and formed a group called Gam’eyet el Ittahâd el Tamthilî which
performed historical plays. In 1914 he wrote and directed a play
entitled The Baker of Venice (Farrân el Boundouqiyah) in which he
played the lover of Rose el Youssef who not only supported the
group but also participated in some of their plays. Later in 1916,
Fayeq joined the group of Aziz Eid after a recommendation from
el Youssef who also recommended Hussein Riad and Youssef
Wahbi. Fayeq also joined the troupes of Sheikh Salama Hegazi
and Abd el Rahman Rushdi. Later, he tried his hand at tragedy
in George Abyad’s group where he acted in King Oedipus and
Hamlet.
Eventually, he left to form his own troupe which also included
Hussein Riad, Abbas Fares, Stéphane Rosti, Abdel Latif Gamgoom
and Ahmed Galal. Later, Youssef Wahbi joined too. They played
Beauty Qieen (Maleket el gamâl), starring Rose el Youssef. During
the 1919 revolution, Fayeq became famous for presenting a
number of humorous songs that attacked the British occupation
and praised the resistance. It is said that Saad Zaghloul himself
attended one of his plays and made a political speech between

the acts. He also led the members of his troupe in a demonstration
in their stage costumes. He was perhaps the only actor who was
invited to the parties organized by Hoda Shaarawy and Saﬁa
Zaghloul. He also put on the play Mohamed and Hanna when the
British tried to start a problem between Muslims and Christians.
This national and political activity dates back to Fayeq’s own
father who left his job after a ﬁght with an English oﬃcer. But it
was also his belief that he did have a role both as an actor and
an Egyptian citizen. Regardless of what he really did, this in itself
gives him credit, as he recognized the role of art in shaping public
opinion.
Fayeq started his cinematic career when he was 35 in The Elite
(Awlâd el Dhawât) (1932). He did not care for fame and always
said, “I totally trust that my name would always be forgotten and
that I would be the ﬁrst one to forget it; so I would not spend
my precious life forming a name”. He co-starred in comic roles,
several of which were with Ismail Yassin. He was famous for
playing the part of a kind man with a weak personality. He had
a special charisma and was famous for his signature laugh. He
never exaggerated but was always natural and spontaneous and
that is why he had his own school of comic acting.
In 1965, Fayeq was paralysed and could not go on with his career.
He also suﬀered from the neglect of the authorities and his
colleagues. However, the 1973 war reminded him of the good
Jours of 1919. He phoned el Akhbar newspaper and dictated
them a humorous song about the war. He passed away in 1980.
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Filmography
1932
1935
1936
1936
1937
1937
1938
1939
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1943
1944
1944
1945
1945
1945
1945
1946
1946
1946
1946
1946
1946
1946
1946
1946
1946
1947
1947
1947
1947
1947
1947
1947
1947
1947
1947
1947
1948
1948
1948
1948
1948
1948
1948
1949
1949
1949
1949
1949
1949
1949
1949
1950
1950
1950
1950

The Elite (Awlâd el Dhawât)
Antar Eﬀendi (‘Antar afandî)
He Wants to Get Married! (Bisalamtouh ‘awiz yitgawwiz)
Abou Zarifa (Abou Zarîfah)
The Song of Hope (Nashîd el amal)
Salama is Fine (Salama ﬁ khayr)
My Maid (Khaddâmtî)
The Price of Happiness (Thaman el sa’âdah)
The Apple Seller (Bayyâ’at el touﬀâh)
The Chief Contractor (el Bâshmouqâwil)
The Triumph of Youth (Intisâr el shabâb)
The Dreams of Youth (Ahlâm el shabâb)
Old is Gold (Min fât qadîmouh)
Gawhara (Gawharah)
The Ideal Bridegroom (‘Aris el hanâ)
Lies, Lies! (Kidb ﬁ Kidb)
Money (el Foulous)
Miss Boussa (el Ânisah Boussah)
The Prettiest ( Ahlâhoum)
The Honeymoon (Chahr el ‘asal)
The Trick of the Lady (Li’bat el sitt)
The Anonymous Singer (el Moughanni el maghoul)
Glory and Tears (Magd wa domou’)
A Bride for Rent (‘Arousah li-l-îgâr)
False Pride (el Nafkhah el kaddâbah)
Beauty Queen (Malikat el gamâl)
The Return of the Caravan (‘Awdat el qâﬁlah)
The First Sight (Awwal nazrah)
Laila, the Daughter of a Wealthy Family
(Layla bint el aghniyâ’)
I Cannot (Ma’darch)
The Lady (el Hânim)
Flowers and Thorns (Azhâr wa ashwâk)
The Three Musketeers (el Forsân el Thalâtha)
The Lifelong Lover (Habîb el ‘omer)
The Singer of the Valley (Châdyat el wâd’)
The Treasure of Happiness (Kanz el sa’âdah)
My Heart is my Guide (Qalbi dalili)
The Dove of Peace (Hamâmit el salâm)
The Husband of Two Women (Gouz el itnîn)
The Father of Halmous (Abou Halmous)
Fatma (Fatmah)
Love and Youth (el Hawâ wa-l-shabâb)
Above the Clouds (Fawq el sahâb)
Boulboul Eﬀendi (Boulboul afandî)
The Forbidden Happiness (el Sa’adah el mouharamah)
The Lost Link (el Halqa el mafqoudah)
A Girl from Palestine (Fatât min Filastîn)
Anbar (‘Anbar)
Bread and Salt (el-’ish wel milh)
Halawa (Halawah)
A HoliJour in Hell (Agâzah ﬁ gohanam)
Hoda (Houda)
Lahalibo (Lahâlibo)
Watch the Wallet (Ou’a el mahfazah)
El Bahlwan Street (Châri’ el bahlawân)
The Eve of the Feast (Laylat el ‘îd)
You and Me (Anâ wa enta)
My Sister Steita (Oukhtî steitah)
Some time for Yourself (Sâ’ah li qalbak)
Full Moon (Qamar arba’tachir)
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1950
1950
1950
1950
1950
1951
1951
1951
1951
1952
1952
1952
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1956
1956
1956
1956
1956
1956
1957

The Wedding Night (Laylat el doukhlah)
Dad is a Groom (Bâbâ ‘arîs)
The Love of a Belly Dancer (Gharâm râqisah)
The Ruse of Women (Kayd el nisâ)
Something’s Going to Happen (‘Aynî bitriﬀ )
It Got Solved (Fourigat)
The Circus Girl (Fatât el sîrk)
Khadra and Sinbad el Kebly
(Khadira wa-l-sindibâd el qeblî)
The Pretty One’s Cheek (Khadd el gamîl)
The Great Clown (el Mouharrig el Kabîr)
The Happy House (el Bayt el sa’îd)
The Spring Festival (Cham el nasîm)
Ms Snatcher (Nashâlah hânim)
The Administrative Board (Maglis el idârah)
Your Horoscope this Week (Hazzak hâdhâ el ousbou’)
Destiny and Fate (el mouqaddar wa-l-maktoub)
A Conspiracy (Mou’âmarah)
A Son for Rent (Ebn li-l-îgâr)
Love Taxi (Taxi el gharâm)
The Apple of My Eye (Nour ‘aynî)
A Girl’s Honour (Charaf el bint)
A Dozen Handkerchiefs (Dastit manâdîl)
Hassan, Marcos and Cohen (Hassan we Morqos we Kohîn)
People come in Diﬀerent Ranks (el Nâs maqâmât)
For your Sake (‘Alashan ‘ouyounak)
First Love (Awwal gharâm)
Love and Humanity (Houbb wa insâniyyah)
The Merry Widow (el Armalah al taroub)
The Young Bride (al ‘Arousah al saghîrah)
Her Right to Divorce (Sâhibat el ‘ismah)
Zanouba (Zannoubah)
Ismail Yassin at the Zoo
(Ismâ’în Yâsîn ﬁ guininet el haywân)

1957
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1959
1959
1959
1960
1960
1960
1960
1961
1961
1961
1961
1962
1962
1962
1963
1964
1965
1965
1965
1967
1971

My Knight in Shining Armour (Fata ahlamî)
Catch the Thief (Imsik harâmî)
The Festival of Love (Mahragân el houbb)
Ismail Yassin in Damascus (Ismâîl Yâsîn ﬁ Dimachq)
Mrs Nawaem (el Sitt Nawa’im)
The Love of my Life (Habîb hayâtî)
My Happy Jours (Ayyâmî el sa’îdah)
The Street of Love (Châri’ el houbb)
I Have Only You (Mâlîsh gheirak)
Kiss Me in the Dark (Qabbilnî ﬁl zalâm)
Ismail Yassin in the Secret Police (Ismâ‘îl Yâsîn bolis sirî)
Om Ratiba (Oumm Ratîba)
Love and More Love (Houbb fe houbb)
To Earn a Living (louqmat el ‘aysh)
Oh My Love (Yâ habîbî)
Sokkar Hanem (Soukkar hânim)
Love and Suﬀering (Houb wa ‘adhâb)
A Husband for Rent (Zawg li-l-îgâr)
Husbands and Summer (el Azwâg wa-l-sayf )
The Husband of my Wife (Gouz mirâtî)
Almaz and Abdou el Hamouly
(Almaz wa ‘Abdou el Hâmoulî)
Wife Number 13 (el Zawgah raqam talatacher)
The Association for the Killing of Wives
(Gam ‘iyyat katel el zawgât)
His Majesty (Sâhib el galâlah)
The Story of a Marriage (Hikâyat zawâg)
The Technical Director (el Moudir el fannî)
Reason and Money (el ‘Aql wa-l-mâl)
The Memories of a Student (Zikrayyat telmîza)
The People’s Sweetheart (Ma‘boudat al gamâhîr)
Mum’s Fiancé (Khatîb Mama)

References
Daoud, Abd el Ghani. Madâres el Adâ’ el Tamthîlî fî târîkh el Cinema el Misreyah. Cairo: El Hay’a el ‘Aama li Qosour el Thaqâfah, 1997.
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Shalom
(1900–?)

Shalom was a Jewish actor who starred in ﬁlms directed by Togo
Mizrahi in the 1930s. He featured in comic ﬁlms that sometimes
carried his real name, which had never happened before in
Egyptian cinema and was only repeated years later with Ismail
Yassin. His performance was described as spontaneous and
funny. His fragile frame and innocent look cast him in the role of
the naïve and easily duped punchbag. Unfortunately, not much
is known about him, and recent screenings of his ﬁlms prove him
naturally endowed with a special charisma that has found favour
with audiences to this Jour.

Filmography
1930
1932
1934
1935
1937
1937

Cocaine (el Kokaïn)
5001 (Khamast âlaf we wâhid)
The Two Delegates (el Mandoubân)
Shalom the Dragoman (Chalom el tourgmân)
Too Much money is a Nuisance (el ‘Izz bahdalah)
Shalom the Athlete (Chalom el riyâdî)

References
Bahgat, Ahmed Raafat. El Yahoud we-l-Cinema ﬁ Misr. Cairo: el Qasr Publishing House, 2005.
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Shalom in Too Much Money is a Nuisance
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Aziza Amir
(1901–1952)

Moﬁda Mohamed Ghoneim was born in Alexandria. In 1923, on one
of her trips to Europe, she applied to Gaumont Company in Paris to
work as an actress, but her acting career began in Youssef Wahbi’s
troupe in 1925. Eventually she joined Okasha’s troupe and played
leading roles. It was there that she got to know Elie Derie, a Jewish
millionaire who supported her ﬁnancially. She later joined the Ramsis,
el Rehani and the Teatro el Ezbekieh troupes.
But she had other aspirations. “I am more inclined to cinema and I
hope that I might be a cinema actress. I tried my best to make this
dream come true” (el Ghandour, p. 64). To achieve that, Amir married
Ahmed el Sherei, a wealthy young gentleman from Upper Egypt. This
gentleman, who was also the Mayor of Samalout, not only broke with
his family and disregarded their continuous threats, he also supported
her career ﬁnancially and morally. The couple formed a production
company “Isis Film” and appointed Wedad Orﬁ as art director.
Amir signed a contract with Orﬁ stating that he would direct the ﬁrst
ﬁlm to be produced by the company The Call of Allah (Nedâ’ Allah),
which eventually became Laila. The contract also stated that Orﬁ was
to have 3 meals daily: breakfast consisting of 10 boiled eggs, white
cheese, 3 loaves of bread, jam and tea with milk; lunch consisting of a
big chicken, a plate of rice, a plate of vegetables and fruit or dessert;
dinner consisting of meat and rice. This was in addition to 3 packets
of cigarettes and 6 bottles of beer. She used part of her villa in Garden
City as a studio. When the ﬁlm was ﬁnished and shown on a very
small scale to a number of reliable critics and friends, the result was
absolutely disappointing. Amir asked Orﬁ to terminate his contract.
She ﬁrst appointed the cameraman Hassan el Halabawi to direct the
ﬁlm then she chose Stéphane Rosti.
In its new version and title, it was considered the ﬁrst Egyptian feature
ﬁlm and was such a great success that Talaat Harb congratulated her
saying “You have accomplished what no man has accomplished”
(Hillauer p.28). Ahmed Shawqi, the great Egyptian poet expressed
how proud he was of her by saying “I hope this crescent turns into
a beautiful full moon” (Darwish p.11). In the original ending of the
ﬁlm the heroine dies, but as this did not appeal to the audience, the
ending was changed so that the heroine and her saviour, Raouf Bey
(Stéphane Rosti), could get married.
Aziza lived with Ahmed el Sherei for seven years, but eventually they
got a divorce because (she claimed) she loved him too much to be
the cause of more problems between him and his family. Yet, this did
not stop her from marrying his younger brother, Mustafa el Sherei.
Oppostie: Aziza Amir in The Countryman
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Amir did not limit herself to Egyptian Cinema. She acted
in the French ﬁlm The Tunisian Girl in 1930 and the Turkish
ﬁlms The Egyptian Author (el Moalefa el Misreyah) and In
the Streets of Istanbul (Fi chawar‘ Istanbul) in 1932 to prove
that Egypt has great actresses. Interestingly, the latter was
her ﬁrst ﬁlm in classical Arabic. She indulged herself in yet
another adventure when she directed the silent ﬁlm Repent
your Sins (Kaferi ‘an Khatî’tek) when sound ﬁlms were already
in cinema houses. Amir defended her choice by claiming
that a sound ﬁlm would have been diﬃcult to handle as it
was a love story between an Egyptian man and an Indian
woman. Since she could not make up her mind which
language to use, she decided to make it a silent ﬁlm. As a
result, the ﬁlm was a failure and Amir lost a lot of money. To
gain success once again, she decided to act in the comedy
He Wants to Get Married! (Besalamto ‘ayoz yetgawez).
Later, when she started working in The Apple Seller (Bayyâ‘et
al Touﬀâh) 1939, an adaptation of Shaw’s Pygmalion, she
got to know Mahmoud Zoulﬁcar, who was playing the main
role, and established with him “Amir Film”. This aroused the
jealousy of her husband and eventually they got divorced
in 1944 and she married Zoulﬁcar who became her partner
in marriage and cinema.
Hillauer summarizes her view of Aziza Amir:

Hababa

Aziza Amir has become a true legend in Egypt. Shortly
after the revolution in 1919, strong national sentiment
and a sense of an “Egyptian soul” prevailed throughout
the country. Even Lebanese and Syrians whose families
had been living in Egypt for centuries were regarded
as foreigners. Aziza Amir was therefore celebrated as
a “genuine” Egyptian, in contrast to Assia Dagher and
Mary Queeny, whose names alone betrayed their nonEgyptian background. (Haillauer p29)
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Contract of rent between Aziza Amir and Prince Mohamed (through Mr. Aziz Osman) whereby Aziza Amir rents a copy of the ﬁlm The Night is Ours (El
Leil Leina) to Prince Mohamed of Hijjaz for private viewing for the sum of 130 pounds on condition that the ﬁlm will not be taken outside the
borders of Hijjaz.
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Filmography
1927
1929
1930
1932
1032
1933
1936
1939
1940
1942
1942
1943
1944
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

Laila (Layla) (actress and producer)
Daughter of the Nile (Bint el Nîl)
The Tunisian Girl (el Bint el Tuniseyah)
The Egyptian Author (el Moualefa el Misreyah)
In the Streets of Istanbul (Fi chawar’ Istanboul)
Repent your Sins (Kaferi ‘an Khatî’tek)
(actress, producer and director)
He Wants to Get Married! (Besalamto ‘awiz yetgawez)
The Apple Seller (Bayyâ‘t el touﬀâh)
The Workshop (el Warsha)
The Countryman (Ibn el Balad) (actress and co-writer of script
with Mahmoud Zoulﬁcar)
The Wedding Night (Laylat el farah)
Valley of Stars (Wadi el Nogoum)
My Daughter (Ibnatî)
Hababa (Habâbah)
Money (el Folous)
A Burning Candle (Cham‘a tahtarek)
Hadiyya (Hadiyyah)
Above the Clouds (Fawq el Sahâb)
Nadia (Nâdyyah)
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Badr Lama
(1907–1947)

Badr Lama, originally Badro Lamas or el A‘ma (the blind),
according to some sources, is a Palestinian actor born in Chile,
South America. He worked there as an assistant director in two
short ﬁlms, and in 1924 he and his elder brother, the director
Ibrahim Lama, decided to go back to Palestine. However, on their
way home, they stopped in Alexandria and decided to settle
there. They worked in cinematography and joined the society
of Ansar el Sowar el Motahareka which later became Mena Film.
Eventually, they started their own production company, Condor
Film, which produced several ﬁlms.

saw the ﬁlms and found them very silly. Nonetheless, people were
fond of them. It was then that I thought of making an action ﬁlm”.
Ironically, it was not even Lama who starred in the ﬁlm. Mustafa
explains that two Jours after they had started shooting the ﬁlm,
Lama got a heart attack and spent three full months in hospital.
However, the director did not panic. “I’ll complete the ﬁlm without
Badr Lama”, he decided. And he did ﬁnish the ﬁlm using a double,
whose name was Ali el Gabri. When he recovered, Lama uttered
just two sentences to ﬁnish the ﬁlm.

In 1930, the brothers moved to Cairo and established Studio Lama.
They wrote, acted and directed ﬁlms together, which were hugely
successful in Egypt, and the Lama Brothers went on making ﬁlms
until the late 40s. Badr Lama’s wife Badriyya Raafat also worked
with him in many ﬁlms. (Her original name was Josephine Sarkis
before Lama chose to change it to Badriyya Raafat.)

Filmography

Lama was fascinated by the romantic, desert adventure ﬁlms
that dominated Hollywood in the 1920s and 30s, especially The
Sheikh and The Son of the Sheikh. Most of Lama’s ﬁlms imitated
them, and he imitated Rudolf Valentino in the way he looked,
acted and dressed. The audience was fond of these ﬁlms. When
he ﬁrst arrived at Alexandria, Lama could speak only French, and
hardly any Arabic. He wrote the scripts of his early ﬁlms in French,
and they were then translated into Arabic. His weak Arabic was a
serious handicap, and was disastrous in the historical ﬁlms, for he
had to speak classical Arabic and recite poetry.
Lama played the main role in 20 ﬁlms directed by his brother and
produced by Condor Film. Only one, Rabha (Râbha), was directed
by Niazi Mustafa and produced by Studio Misr. This ﬁlm allowed
Lama Studios to publish an advertisement saying “The success of
Badr Lama tempted Studio Misr to sign a contract with him, and
not any other actor, to play the hero in Rabha (Râbha) because
there was no one else to do so”. However, Niazi Mustafa has a
diﬀerent view: “I discovered that there was someone called Badr
Lama who makes action ﬁlms, rides horses and is very successful. I

1928
1928
1930
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1939
1940
1940
1941
1942
1943
1943
1943
1944
1944
1945
1947

A Kiss in the Desert (Qoublah ﬁl-sahrâ’)
A Tragedy on the Pyramid (Fâgui‘ah fawq el haram)
The Miracle of Love (Mou‘guizat el houbb)
The Ghost of the Past (Chabah el mâdî)
Maarouf the Bedouin (Ma‘rouf el badawî)
The Runaway (el hârib)
Just What’s Needed (‘Izz el talab)
Bewildered Souls (Noufous hâ’irah)
The Lost Treasure (el kanz el mafqoud)
Qais and Laila (Qays wa Layla)
A Man Torn between two Women
(Ragoul bayna Imra ’tayn)
A Cry in the Night (Sarkhah fî-l-layl)
Saladin (Salah Eddine el Ayyoubî)
Child of the Desert (Ibn al saharâ’)
Cleopatra (Cleôbatra)
The Call of Blood (Nidâ’ el dam)
Rabha (Râbha)
The Ideal Bridegroom (‘Aris el hanâ)
Wahida (Wahîdah)
The False Bey (el Beh el mouzayyaf )
The Beautiful Bedouin (el Badawiyyah el hasnâ’)
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Obituary of Badr Lama, 1947. The cross
indicates that the Lamas were Christians,
not Jews as some historians claim.
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Fatma Rushdi
(1908–1996)

Fatma Rushdi was born in Alexandria. Her career also began
there, when she was ten years old. She had gone to Amin Atallah’s
theatre one Jour, to watch RushdiAnsaf who was singing there,
and was given her ﬁrst role. They had to work for a living after the
death of their father. By mere coincidence Sayed Darwish heard
her singing “Tel‘et ya mahla nourha”, and was so impressed that
he bought her 2 LE worth of sweets and chocolates, a large sum
of money at the time. He convinced Rushdi’s mother to travel to
Cairo with her two talented daughters where Ansaf would work
in the operetta “el Ashra el Tayeba” and Rushdi would sing little
ditties between the acts. There he introduced her to Naguib el
Rihani who gave her small parts in plays.
Rushdi was grateful to the people who had launched her in her
career, saying:
I owe so much to two of the masters of music and theatre:
the musician Sayed Darwish and the writer Mohamed
Taymour. The ﬁrst one took me from Alexandria to Cairo
where there was a career ready to reach the furthest horizons
… Moving from Alexandria to Cairo would have never
been possible but for the 10 LE that Sheikh Sayed Darwish
gave my mother so that we could travel. (Refaat p.15)
However, the main turning point in her life was meeting Aziz Eid in
“Qahwet el Fan” in Emad el Din Street. Eid rediscovered her talent
and introduced her to diﬀerent theatrical genres and techniques.
He actually taught her writing and reading in addition to bringing
teachers from el Azhar to teach her the Holy Koran which would
deﬁnitely help her in the art of oration. Fatma was such an
intelligent student that within two years she became the best
actress in Ramsis Group. Eid converted to Islam and Fatma was
soon married to her Pygmalion. The couple formed a theatrical
troupe named after Fatma Rushdi which gave her the opportunity
to become famous and acquire the nickname “Sarah Bernhardt of
the East”. (Rushdi had other names too: “Prima Donna of the East”,

“The People’s Sweetheart” and “The Friend of Students” because
she oﬀered them a discount on tickets in addition to hosting a
salon for the students of the Cinema Institute). However, the
couple eventually broke up owing to Eid’s jealousy although she
had always been faithful to her teacher whom she called “the
Monk of Art”. She granted permission that he be buried in the
family mausoleum.
Rushdi also established a production company called Sherket
Aﬂam el Negma el Misreyah, ﬁnanced by the Jewish businessman
Elie Derei. The company produced Under Egypt’s Sky (Taht sama’
Misr), in which her daughter Aziza featured. Wedad Orﬁ wrote the
story, directed and acted in this ﬁlm. However, it was not released
as and Orﬁ disagreed and she burnt the ﬁlm in the desert of
Heliopolis. She did not fret over the thousands that she paid as
she was “seeking perfection, not money” as she claimed. She then
tried her hand at directing Marriage (el Zawâg) in 1933 in which
she shot some scenes in Seville, Granada and Cordoba.
Rushdi also married the director Kamal Selim who gave her the
main role in Determination (el ‘Azîma), the ﬁlm that made her
famous. She later married another director Mohamed Abdel
Gawad, a businessman, and ﬁnally a police oﬃcer. Fatma Rushdi
wrote two books about her career, Men and Me (Ana wa-l-Regâl),
and My Struggle in the Theatre and Cinema (Kefahi ﬁl Masrah wal-Cinema).
Critics categorized Fatma Rushdi under the school of theatrical
performance as her acting was the same whether she was on
stage or on screen. Perhaps her career is best summarized in
her own words: “I lived an artistic career full of happiness and
misery. But I enjoyed it all because art has its own pleasure that
is the remedy for any troubles and the solace for any deprivation”
(Refaat, p.23).
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Filmography
1928
1933
1936
1939
1939
1941
1943
1943
1945
1945
1946
1946
1946
1948
1955
1955

A Tragedy on the Pyramid (Fâgui‘a fauq el haram)
Marriage (el Zawâg) (actress and director)
The Runaway (el Hârib)
Determination (el ‘Azîmah)
The Price of Happiness (Thaman el sa‘âdah)
Forever (Ila el abad)
The Worker (el ‘Amil)
The Right Path (el Tarîq el moustaqîm)
City of Gypsies (Madinat el ghagar)
Girls of the Countryside (Banât el rîf )
The Reckless (el Tâ’ishah)
Storms (‘Awâsif )
Elderly Love (Gharâm el shouyoukh)
The Sad Countryside (el Rîf el hazîn)
Let Me Live (Da‘ounî a‘îsh)
The Body (el Gasad)
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Fatma Rushdi and Hussein Sedki in The Countryman
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Bahiga Hafez
(1908–1983)

Despite the fact that at the beginning of the twentieth century
women were still relegated to an inferior position in Egypt,
Egyptian cinema was founded in the twenties by pioneering
women who were kindled by a strong desire to develop a national
ﬁlm industry. Among those women was the Alexandrian Bahiga
Hafez, a talented woman who ventured into the ﬁeld of cinema,
despite overwhelming odds, to not only act but also direct,
produce, edit, design the costumes and compose the sound track
of her ﬁlms, hence emerging as one of the pioneers of Egyptian
cinema.
Bahiga was born on 4th August 1908 to a respectable and wellestablished Alexandrian aristocratic family. She enjoyed and
beneﬁted from that immensely privileged background: she
came to master, apart from Arabic, English, French and Italian,
thanks to the education she received in language schools and
the cosmopolitan spirit of Alexandria at that time. She was also
taught music at a very early age and learned to appreciate the
arts as she was brought up in an artistic milieu created by her
father who was a patron of the arts and encouraged promising
young artists, among whom were Abdel Hai Helmi and Abdou el
Hamouli, at his house in Moharrem Bey.
She got married at a young age, as was customary at that time,
to an Iranian prince. This premature marriage, however, lasted
for a short while after which she left for Paris to study music
academically. She was able to obtain a degree in music in 1930
and after her return to Egypt and her father’s death, she became
a professional teacher of music.
Fate, however, had something in store for her, for on meeting
Mohamed Karim, the actor-turned-director, her life turned
about dramatically. Impressed by her beauty and intelligence,
Karim chose her for the leading role in his silent movie Zeinab,
a cinematic adaptation of Mohamed Hussein Heikal’s novel
by the same title. In his memoirs, the director Mohamed Karim
wrote that he chose Hafez because of her Egyptian features
and her elegance. He added that she spoke broken Arabic in an
Alexandrian dialect (Ali, p.126).
Hafez’ love for the arts encouraged her to accept his oﬀer.
Her decision, however, provoked the ire of her conservative
aristocratic family which considered it an aﬀront to their dignity.
Her insistence on her decision, which was ﬁred by her powerful
spirit, drove her family to disavow her. It is even said that her sister

went into mourning and people oﬀered their condolences to her
for, in their eyes, Bahiga Hafez was dead.
Her multi-faceted talent surfaced in this ﬁlm for she not only
acted but also composed the sound track of the ﬁlm which was
recorded and played back during the show. It was during the
shooting of this ﬁlm, which lasted for twenty-one months, that
she met and married Mahmoud Hamdi.
Karim mentions in his memoirs that there was a scene in which
the heroine was supposed to suﬀer from tuberculosis while Hafez
was notably overweight. Karim refused to continue shooting and
ordered her to lose weight and she complied (Ali, p. 141).
After the completion of that ﬁlm, Youssef Wahbi, the famous
Egyptian actor, director and producer all in one, singled her out to
star opposite him in the ﬁrst Egyptian sound ﬁlm The Elite (Awlâd
el dhawât) that was to be shot in Paris. It seems, however, that she
fell out with Youssef Wahbi for she left Paris without completing
the movie and sued him on her arrival to Egypt. It is worth noting
that this case was a precedent in Egyptian courts.
Being the strong character she was, this quarrel did not keep
her from pursuing a career in cinema, for on her return to Cairo,
she teamed up with her husband and established Fanar Film
Company to produce her own movies.
The ﬁrst ﬁlm of their production was the silent movie The Victims
(el Dahâyâ) by Ibrahim Lama, which was released in 1932. This ﬁlm
stands as proof of her all-round talent as she was the producer,
actor, editor, costume designer and composer of the music of the
movie. The dialogues of the ﬁlm alternate between colloquial and
standard Arabic; the actors use colloquial Arabic for everyJour
scenes and switch to standard Arabic in the serious dramatic
scenes. One explanation for the constant shift is that standard
Arabic was associated at that time with the theatre and was thus
considered more appropriate for the serious dramatic scenes.
After the introduction of sound movies in Egypt, she produced
a sound ﬁlm called The Accusation (el Ittihâm) directed by Mario
Volpi in 1934. Starring in this ﬁlm were Bahiga Hafez herself,
Zeinab Sedki and Zaki Rustom.
Aiming at reviving her old silent movies which seemed decrepit
after the advent of talking movies, she redirected some of the
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scenes of her silent ﬁlm The Victims and added a sound tape to it to
reshow it in 1935.
The establishment of Studio Misr, the ﬁrst well-equipped Egyptian
studio, in 1935, encouraged her to realize the dream of her life
which was to produce and direct the grand-scale historical ﬁlm Laila,
Daughter of the Desert (Laila bint el sahrâ’).
Hafez spent a lot of time and a huge sum of money on preparing
and executing this great ﬁlm which was considered a precedent in
the history of Egyptian cinema because of its outstanding décor and
costumes. That is why when Salah Marei, one of the most important
set designers in Egyptian cinema and one of the disciples of Shadi
Abdel Salam, watched the ﬁlm he said that its sets could not have
been designed except by an aristocratic girl who had at her disposal
a huge library that contained many of the sketches and paintings of
Orientalists.
After the release of the ﬁlm in 1937, it was banned because of the
betrothal of the Egyptian princess Fawzia to the Shah of Iran. The
Iranian Foreign Ministry regarded the ﬁlm as particularly oﬀensive
because it depicted Kisra an Cherwan trying to seduce and rape
an Arabian girl who courageously resisted his lecherous desires
to remain faithful to her lover. The ban made Bahiga Hafez suﬀer
considerable ﬁnancial losses and to add more salt to the wound it
prevented her from showing her ﬁlm at the Venice Film Festival for
which it was nominated in 1938. That is why she took the case to court
to lift the ban on her ﬁlm. Nevertheless, it was only after the political
circumstances had changed, that she was allowed to show it in 1944.
It seems, however, that Laila, the Bedouin (Laila el badawiyyah), the
new name given to the old ﬁlm, was doomed from the start for it was
not a success in cinema theatres.
After ten years of stagnation, Hafez decided to resume work through
her company by producing a new movie called Zahra (Zahrah) in
1947. But it seems that this ﬁlm was equally ill-fated and its failure
decided her to quit cinema for good.
She now devoted her time to composing music and founded the ﬁrst
syndicate for musicians in Egypt. She also became a patron of the
arts through a cultural salon she held at her house. Many well-known
names, such as the actress Magda, the composer Abou Bakr Khayrat,
the famous critic Abdallah Ahmed Abdallah (nicknamed Mickey
Mouse) and others attended and beneﬁted immeasurably from that
salon.
In 1966, Bahiga was to stand before the camera once more for the
director Salah Abou Seif, the master of cinematographic realism in
Egypt, insisted that she play the role of one of the princesses of the
royal palace in his ﬁlm Cairo 1930 (el Qâhirah talâtîn). The scenes she
appeared in were the only coloured ones in the whole movie.
On the fortieth anniversary of the ﬁrst Egyptian feature ﬁlm, she had
to sell her fur coat to update her ﬁlm Laila, Daughter of the Desert
(Laila bint el sahrâ’). Here Abdallah Ahmed Abdallah had a story to
tell:
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I visited her during those Jours in 8, Kasr el Nil Street together
with el Sharq el Awsat (Middle East) presenter Afaf Zahran
to do an interview to a series entitled “Where are they now?”
(Ayn Houm Al’ân). We found the owner of the house sick in a
bare room void of any furniture. She did not have any drink to
oﬀer us, not even tea or coﬀee ... Months later, she invited me
again but I found her in a better condition and in high spirits.
The house was now furnished with some chairs and mediocre
curtains. She told me that she had nothing left except her
oﬃce in 46, El Falaki Street which she sold. “I invited you to see
my precious library. Although I have suﬀered many hardships,
I never thought of selling any of its items”, said Bahiga. “I am
preparing it to oﬀer it to the public”, she added. “Thousands
of rare books, records and photos, hundreds of musical
scores, original paintings by well-known artists and more...
When I ﬁnish organizing and cleaning them, I will oﬃcially
address Dr. Hatem (Minister of Information) to provide a
suitable place that beﬁts their great value” ... Her neighbours
suddenly realized that it had been two Jours since they last
saw her. They knocked at the door but got no answer. Before
the arrival of the police, the library with all its treasures was
open to any robber or opportunist. Neither she nor the public
made use of it ... (Abdallah, pp. 79-81)
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Abdallah rightly described her pathetic condition for with the
passage of time, she became extremely needy. In her attempt
to ﬁnd an outlet, she sought the help of the Ministry of Culture
but was totally ignored. Poverty, disease and loneliness devoured
her mercilessly; she became increasingly fragile, eventually lost
her eyesight and lived in a dirty and unattended house with no
electricity or telephone, as she could not meet the bills. Ironically
enough, the star that used to be in the limelight was consigned to
oblivion. She died miserably all by herself in her old, decaying and
morbid apartment in Cairo on 13 December 1983. Forensic tests
announced that she had died of heart failure and senility.
Filmography
1930
1932
1934
1935
1937
1944
1947
1966

Zeinab (Zeinab)
The Victims (el Dahâyâ) (Silent)
The Accusation (el Ittihâm)
The Victims (el Dahâyâ) (Sound Version)
Laila, Daughter of the Desert
(Laila bint el sahrâ’) (Banned)
Laila, the Bedouin (Laila el badawiyyah)
Zahra (Zahrah)
Cairo 1930 (el Qâhirah talâtîn)
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Zeinat Sedki
(1913–1978)

Zeinab Mohamed Mosaad was born in El Gomrok district in
Alexandria to a Jewish mother. She had hardly ﬁnished primary
school when her father decided that this humble education
was enough and that she should now wait for a bridegroom to
come along. Indeed, she married when she was 15 but eventually
divorced, and started her career as a belly dancer and monologue
artist in local weddings. She then joined an acting association
formed by Zaki Toleimat in Alexandria, but her family did not
allow her to do that either. So, she ran away with her friend
Khaireya Sedki to Syria. When she returned, she worked with
Badi‘a Masabni.
The turning point in her career came when she went to visit
a friend of hers at the Rihani theatre, and met Naguib el Rihani
there. She joined his troupe, and he changed her name to Zeinat
so she would not be confused with Zeinab Sedki (she had been
using Sedki as her surname since she left her family).
Her ﬁrst role with the Rihani troupe was that of a maid in the play
The Egyptian Pound (el Guineih el Masrî), December 1931. Zeinat
Sedki is best known for this role (of a maid), and for the role of a
single girl waiting for her man. Sedki also worked with the troupes
of Youssef Wahbi and Fatma Rushdi, in addition to Ismail Yassin’s
troupe, with whom she formed a successful duet in cinema.
As was often the case, she later suﬀered from total neglect,
which made Galeel el Bendari write in El Akhbar newspaper (18November-1966):
I cannot believe that this is actually happening to a great actress,
a student of Naguib el Rihani. The most comic actress is now
selling her own furniture ... Zeinat Sedki, who made millions
laugh, now cannot ﬁnd anyone to sympathise with her in her
tragedy. (Gharib pp.183-4)
She received an award from President Anwar el Sadat in 1976.
Despite its moral value, the award did not help much in improving
her condition, and she passed away in March 1978.
Hers was the school of spontaneous performance and farce. She
hardly used excessive body language or resorted to jokes to be
funny, but was known to use accessories in an extravagant and
totally innovative manner. Although she never played the leading
role in any of the ﬁlms she featured in, she always asserted her
presence even if she appeared in two or three scenes.
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Filmography
1934
1936
1937
1939
1940
1942
1943
1943
1944
1944
1944
1945
1945
1945
1945
1945
1945
1945
1946
1946
1947
1948
1948
1948
1948
1948
1948
1948
1949
1949
1949
1949
1949
1949
1949
1949
1949
1950
1950
1950
1950
1950
1950
1950
1950
1950
1950
1951
1951
1951
1951
1951
1951
1951
1952
1952
1952
1952
1952

The Accusation (el Ittihâm)
He Wants to Get Married! (Bisalamtouh ‘awiz yitgawwiz)
Behind the Curtain (Warâ’ el sitâr)
The Price of Happiness (Thaman el sa‘âdah)
Under Fire (Tahtâ el silâh)
Love is Forbidden (Mamnou‘ el houbb)
Long Live Women (Tahyâ el sittât)
The Call of the Heart (Nidâ’ el qalb)
What a Wonder (Imma guinân)
Berlanti (Berlanti)
The Son of the Blacksmith (Ibn el haddâd)
City of Gypsies (Madinet el ghagar)
First Love (el Houbb el awwal)
The Prettiest (Ahlâhoum)
The Honeymoon (Chahr el ‘assal)
El Latafa Casino (Casino el latâfah)
Bleeding Hearts (Qouloub dâmiyah)
The Mother (el Oumm)
A Bride for Rent (‘Arousah li-l-îgâr)
I Destroyed My House (Hadmt baytî)
The Ghost of Midnight (Chabeh nisf el layl)
Love and Madness (Houb wa gounoun)
Playing with Fire (el Li ‘b bi-l-nâr)
A Girl from Palestine (Fatât min Filastîn)
Women are Devils (el Setat ‘afarît)
The Landlady (Sâhibat el ‘imârah)
The Lucky Girl (Bint hazz)
Anbar (‘Anbar)
I Love You (Ahibbak inta)
The Madwoman (el Magnounah)
Girls’ Flirtation (Ghazal el banât)
Congratulations (‘Oqbâl el bakârî)
Afrita Hanem (‘Ifritah hânim)
Hoda (Houda)
Captive of Love (Asîr el ‘Ouyoun)
El Bahlwan Street (Châri‘ el bahlawân)
The Eve of the Feast (Laylat el ‘eid)
You and I (Anâ wa anta)
The Tears of Happiness (Doumou‘ el farah)
Beware of Men (Âh min el rigâlah)
Reason is a Blessing (el ‘Aql zînah)
The Hero (el Batal)
Local and Cute (Balady we Khefa)
The Family Elder (Mahsoub el ‘â’lah)
Miss Mum (el Ânisah Mâmâ)
The Millionaire (el Millionnaire)
The Love of a Belly Dancer (Gharâm râqisah)
My Sweetheart’s Country (Balad el Mahboob)
Girls are so Sweet (el Banât charbât)
The End of a Story (Nihâyat qissah)
Fayeq and Rayeq (Fâyeq wa râyeq)
Patience is a Virtue (el Sabr gamîl)
Without Farewells (Min ghayr wada‘)
Qatr el Nada (Qatr el nadâ)
The House of el Natash (Bayt el nattâch)
Where’s That Money From? (Min ayna laka hâdhâ)
Belly Dancing (‘Achrah baladî)
I Want to Marry (‘Ayza atgawwiz)
Love is so Sweet (Yâ halâwat el houbb)

1952
1952
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1953
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1956
1956
1956
1956
1956
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1958
1958

The Spring Festival (Chamm el nasîm)
The Victorious (el Montaser)
Ms Snatcher (Nachâlah hânim)
Daughter of Fortune (Bint el hawâ)
Women without Men (Nisâ’ bilâ rigâl)
Daughter of the Nobility (Bint el akâbir)
Uncle Abdou’s Ghost (‘ifrît ‘amm ‘abdou)
Dahab (Dahab)
After Goodbye (Ba‘da el wada‘)
Me and My Lover (Anâ we habîbî)
My Lovers Wronged Me (ZalAmoni el habâyib)
The Last Encounter (el liqâ’ el akhîr)
Watch Your Tongue (Lesank hosanak)
Between Us (Baynî wa baynak)
Deprivation (el Hirmân)
No One Is Beside Me (Mâlîsh had)
Son of the Alley (Ibn el hârah)
An Appointment with Life (Maw‘id ma‘ el hayâh)
When it Smiles (el Douniâ limma tidhak)
A Million Pounds (Million guineih)
The Taxi of Love (Taxi el gharâm)
I was about to Destroy my House (Kidtou ahdoumou baytî)
The Hearts of People (Qouloub el nâs)
Stronger than Love (Aqwâ min al houbb)
I am Love (Anâ el houbb)
The Daughters of Eve (Banât hawwâ’)
Miss Hanaﬁ (al ‘anissah hanaﬁ)
It is only one Life (el ‘Oumr wâhid)
Four Girls and an Oﬃcer (Arba‘ Banât wa dâbit)
The Apple of My Eye (Nour ‘ouyounî)
A Girl’s Honour (Charaf el bint)
The Ghost of Ismail Yassin (‘Ifrîtat Ismâ’îl Yâsîn)
Hassan, Marcos and Cohen (Hasan wa Morqos wa Kohîn)
The Unjust Angel (el Malâk el zâlim)
Be with God (Khalik ma‘Allah)
Faleh and Mehtas (Faleh we Mehtas)
I want to Get Married Now (Ilhaqouni bel ma’dhoun)
Women Cannot Lie (el Sittât mâya’rafoush yikdibou)
Long Live Men (Tahyâ el riggâlah)
Aziza (Azizah)
A Night in My Life Time (Layla min ‘oumrî)
Good Morning (Nahârak sa‘îd)
I am Leaving (Innî râhilah)
Fagr (Fagr)
Brides in Auction (‘Arâyis ﬁ-l-mazâd)
The Kingdom Of Women (Mamlakat el nisâ)
The Girls’ School (Madrasat el banât)
The Captain of Egypt (kabtin Misr)
Our Good Jours (Ayyâmounâ el houlwah)
We Promise Happiness (el Sa‘d wa‘d)
The Victims of Feudatory (Dahâyâ al iqtâ‘)
The Merry Widow (el Armalah el taroub)
Ismail Yassin in the Police (Ismâ‘îl Yasîn ﬁ-l-bolîs)
Her Right to Divorce (Sâhibat el ‘ismah)
Enough (Kifayah yâ ‘ayn)
The Heart has its Own Rules (el Qalb louh ahkâm)
The Attractive Conductors (el Koumsariyyât el fâtinât)
Ibn Hamidou (Ibn Hamido)
Ismail Yassin at the Zoo (Ismâ‘îl Yasîn ﬁ guininet el haywân)
Ismail Yassin in the Navy (Ismâ‘îl Yasîn ﬁ-l-ostoul)
The Young Devil (el Chaytânah el saghîrah)
Say Hello to the Dear Ones (Sallim ‘ala el habâyib)
Ismail Yassin in the Mental Hospital
(Ismâ‘îl Yasîn ﬁ moustachfa el magânîn)
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1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1959
1959
1959
1959
1960
1960
1960
1962
1962
1962
1962
1963
1967
1968
1968
1970
1975

Ismail Yassin Tarazan (Ismâ‘îl Yasîn Tarazân)
Ms Nawaem (el Sitt Nawâ‘m)
The Love of my Life (Habîb hayâtî)
The Street of Love (Châri‘ el houbb)
The One with Daring Eyes (Abou ‘ouyoun garîah)
Coming back to Life (‘Awdat el hayât)
The Bridegroom of my Wife (‘Arîs mirâtî)
The Poor Millionaire (el Millionaire el faqîr)
Ismail Yassin in the Secret Police (Ismâ‘îl Yasîn bolis sirî)
In Your Hands (Bein îdek)
Love and More Love (Houbb ﬁ houbb)
The Hairdresser (Hallâq el sayyidât)
The Association of the Killing of Wives
(Gam’iyyat qatl el zawgât)
The Judge of Love (Qâdî el gharâm)
The World of Women (Doniâ el sittât)
No Discussion (Mafîsh tafahom)
A Marriage in Danger (Gawaz ﬁ khatar)
The People’s Sweetheart (Ma‘boudat el gamhîr)
The Circus (el Sîrk)
The Most Courageous Man in the World
(Ashgaâ‘ ragoul ﬁ-l-‘âlam)
The Mirage (el Sarâb)
A Girl Called Mahmoud (Bint ismouhâ Mahmoud)

Zeinat Sedki and Mary Mounib
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Mahmoud Morsi
(1923–2003)

Mahmoud Morsi was born in Alexandria – “the Alexandria of
Lawrence Durrell” as he called it. He went to diﬀerent language
schools: English, French and Italian, then moved to Egyptian
state schools. He felt much more comfortable there in spite of
the diﬃculty he encountered in learning Arabic.
I never thought of becoming an actor and never wanted to
become one. However I was destined to become an actor, as
if acting was my inevitable fate. Whenever I tried to escape
from it, I would ﬁnd it before me once again. Throughout,
acting for me has been like a ball that I wanted to get rid of.
Whenever I kicked it with all my strength, it hit a wall and
bounced back, stronger. (Ramzi, p. 11)
He remembers well the year 1938 when he was a high school
student studying Louis XVII. When the teacher asked the
students who would be the best candidate for the main role,
“for some reason and without any hesitation they all replied
“Mahmoud Morsi”. And I was forced to act”, (Ramzi, p. 11). What
he ﬁnds signiﬁcant about his ﬁrst acting experience is having
the opportunity to watch George Abyad play the same role. The
supervisor of the acting team decided to organize a trip to Cairo
to visit the Opera House and attend the performance of the play
starring Abyad:

character: a kind, sensitive and tranquil man”, (Ramzi, p. 13). The
night of the performance came. They brought costumes from
the Opera House and the make-up artist was Helmi Raﬂa, who
later became a famous director. Dr. Taha Hussein, who translated
the script, attended the performance and shook hand with each
of the participants.
Before his graduation, Dr. Zewar suggested that Morsi should
work in the ﬁeld of art. These words “asserted my hopes and
expressed my wishes. But which kind of art? And how? I did not
want to be an actor. I preferred to be a director. During the ﬁve
years [1946-1951] that I worked as a teacher, I never stopped
dreaming about directing”, (Ramzi, p. 13). He recalls:
The performance that had the greatest inﬂuence on me at
the time was Othello, played by George Abyad in the Opera
House. What aﬀected me was not the tragedy of Shakespeare,
but the cruelty of the tragedy of life. George Abyad, who was
full of life and action, seemed weak and feeble. … Everything
that glittered became dull. My heart broke when I saw the
audience uninterested in Abyad’s performance. … It was
then that I realized that there is an end to everything. (Ramzi,
p. 14)
This was eventually paralleled by a turning point in his life:

It was such a beautiful and exciting night that I still remember
its greatness until this very Jour ... George Abyad was in full
control of his breathless audience … A performance that
can rival any other international performance … Of course
Abyad’s performance was not realistic but it was “a case”
full of light that takes the audience to distant horizons. The
night I watched George Abyad, I clapped as I clapped to no
one before or after until my hands hurt. In my performance
of Louis XVII, I was not just inspired by George Abyad, but
I imitated him and adopted his style as much as I could.
(Ramzi, p. 12)
Morsi’s relationship with Abyad did not end there. When he later
joined the Faculty of Arts, the supervisor of the acting team
was Dr. Mustafa Zewar, one of the pioneers of psychoanalysis,
who chose Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex for performance. Again, “for
some reason”, he chose Morsi to play Oedipus. However, another
surprise was waiting for Morsi: George Abyad was to direct
the play. “In the rehearsals, we saw the human side of Abyad’s

In 1951, I took my decision. I sold the house that I inherited
from my father and travelled to France to study directing
in The Institute of Post-Graduate Cinematic Studies in Paris
(EIDIC). While I was working on my graduation project, a ﬁlm
of several minutes, my supervisors commented that I was
more of an actor than anything else. (Ramzi, p. 14)
After he ﬁnished his studies, he stayed on in Paris. He provided
summaries and commentaries of Egyptian ﬁlms for the Radio.
However, during 1954-1955, hatred and discrimination against
Egyptians made him leave. “I realized that my Jours in Paris were
over”, he said. He moved to London where he worked at the BBC.
However, the 1956 Triple Aggression eventually took place and
he returned to Egypt, refusing to stay in the country that was
attacking his homeland.
He worked in the Egyptian Radio as a director. He directed some
programs about Egypt’s great artists such as Mahmoud Mokhtar,
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in addition to some international plays written by Tennessee Williams,
Arthur Miller and Ibsen. This allowed him several chances:
As I later knew, in 1958 Abdel Ghani Qamar told Youssef Chahine
that there was a good actor in the Radio who had lost his way and
become a director. He was not just expressing his own personal
opinion but the belief of most of the actors who worked with me.
I was supposed to play the role played by Farid Shawki in Cairo
Station (Bab el Hadid).
When the Egyptian Television was launched in 1960, Morsi went on a
scholarship to Rome to study television directing for several months
and he worked in television for some time after his return. One Jour
the producer Ramsis Naguib called him and he thought that this was
his chance to move to directing in the cinema. “I went on time and
as I entered the room I found the director Niazi Mustafa. So I realized
that I was called for acting not directing. And they actually gave me a
role in I am the Runaway (Ana el hârib). It was then that I believed that
acting was my fate” (Ramzi, p. 8).
He considers that his real beginning was with Kamal el Sheikh in The
Last Night (el Laylah el akhîrah), and that Faten Hamama’s consent that
he play the role was in itself a reward. She gave him another reward
when she watched him in a master scene, confessing his actions.
“When I ﬁnished, there was total silence. It was she who ended it with
clapping and saying “Bravo… Mr. Morsi” and everyone followed her.
This was the ﬁrst and last time I received any clapping in the studio”
(Ramzi, p. 20). He received the ﬁrst acting award in 1964 for that ﬁlm
and the same award in 1969 for A Touch of Fear (Chay’ min el khawf ).
Morsi also worked in the Television as an actor in several serials, such
as The Man and the Horse (el Ragol wa el hosân), The Sparrow of Hell
(‘Osfour el Nâr), Abou Elela el Beshrî, Zeinab and the Throne (Zeinab wa
el ‘arsh), The Family (el ‘A’ela) and ﬁnally Child of my Thoughts (Banât
afkarî).
Although he taught at the Higher Institute for Dramatic Arts and the
Higher Institute for Cinema, Morsi confesses that when he acts, he
does not follow any of the theories he teaches:
When I act, whether in the cinema or television, I forget all the
theories and methods that I know and I work on understanding
the role I am playing … I tend more towards realism and I try to
avoid total integration so that I do not get carried away by the
character’s reactions. I must be mentally aware of actions and
reactions. I also avoid getting inspired by an actor or a certain
person that I might have met in real life. In addition, I try to avoid
clichés as I realize there are small internal diﬀerences between
diﬀerent characters. (Ramzi, p. 24)
Reﬂecting on his career, he says:
Now, when I look back on my artistic career, I feel happy because
I refused without hesitation to participate in many bad ﬁlms
that were not up to standard. I respected my fans and never
underestimated any colleague. I may be dissatisﬁed with some
of my work, but there is nothing that I am ashamed of. I am very
satisﬁed with the love and respect the audience has for me.
(Ramzi, p. 28)
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Several of his roles became studies for reﬂection. Ramzi remembers
Morsi as a teacher who allowed his students room for discussion
and self expression. Ramzi also observes that several actors gave
their best performance when acting before Morsi: Tewﬁk el Dekn
in Night and Rods (Layl wa qodbân) is an example. Amina Rizq
once said that Morsi falls under the category of actors who feel
and understand the whole scene and the character before them,
thus allowing the other actors a better chance to complete the
picture in a perfect way.
Ramzi also believes that Morsi aﬀected the course of cinematic
criticism as far as acting is concerned. Morsi’s complex roles
make critics give more attention to the actor’s performance and
defy the traditional rating of Excellent, Good, Can Do Better, Not
Convincing, and so on.

Filmography
1962
1963
1963
1963
1964
1964
1965
1965
1966
1967
1967
1969
1971
1971
1972
1973
1974
1974
1976
1976
1977
1977
1977
1985
1986
1986

I am the Runaway (Anâ el hârib)
The Last Night (el Laylah el akhîrah)
The Open Door (al Bâb el maftouh)
The Rebel (el Moutamarridah)
The Prince of Cunning (Amîr el dahâ’)
The Price of Freedom (Thaman el hourriyyah)
Bitter Grapes (el ‘Inab el mourr)
The Adulteress (el Khâ’inah)
The Knight of Hamadan (Fâris banî Hamdân)
Autumn and the Quails (el Simân wa-l-kharîf )
The Long Nights (el Layâlî el tawîlah)
A Touch of Fear (Chay’ min el khawf )
My Wife and the Dog (Zawgatî wa-l-kalb)
The Dawn of Islam (Fagr el Islâm)
A Song on the Pathway (Oughniyah ‘alâ el mamarr)
The Beggar (el Chahhât)
Sons of Silence (Abnâ’ el samt)
A Woman in Love (Imra’ah ‘âchiqah)
Waves without a Beach (Amwâg bilâ châti)
Viva Zalata
The Encounter (el Talâqî)
The Sad Bird of the Night (Tâ’’r el layl el hazîn)
Sun of the Hyenas (Chams el dibâ’) (Tunisia and Holland)
Saad the Orphan (Sa’d el yatîm)
The Edge of the Sword (Hadd el sayf )
Who Will Pay the Price (Man yadfa’ el thaman)
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Shoukri Serhan
(1925–1997)

Although one of his names is Ibn el Nîl (Son of the Nile), Mohamed
Shoukri el Husseiny Serhan (better known as Shoukri Serhan)
was in fact born and educated in Alexandria. He went to St. Marc
College and had some acting experience in high school that
made him decide to take acting as a career following the steps
of his elder brother actor Mohsen Serhan. After ﬁnishing school
he joined The High Institute of Acting shortly after it opened its
doors to cinema lovers.
He had just graduated when director Fatin Abdel Wahab chose
him to participate in Nadia (Nâdiah) in 1949. The same year saw
his ﬁrst main part in Lahalibo (Lahâlîbou) with Naema Akef. He
went on playing the roles of a gentleman for some time due to his
good looks. But his his typical Egyptian features that Alexandrian
director Youssef Chahine in Son of the Nile (Ibn el Nîl) where
he played the part of a hard working innocent farmer (fellah)
whose ambition leads him to Cairo only to face a totally diﬀerent
society.
It was another Alexandrian actor too, Tewﬁk Saleh, who gave
Shoukri Serhan's career another turn in Fools' Alley (Darb el
mahâbîl) in 1955. Shortly afterward he played the main role in
The Youth of a Woman (Shabâb imra'ah) with Tahiyya Carioca.
The ﬁlm was a success and went to international ﬁlm festivals.
Another signiﬁcant ﬁlm in his career was A Woman on the Road
(Imra'ah fîl tarîq) in which he played the role of a weak husband
who cannot meet the desires of his emotional wife who is in love
with his strong manly brother played by Rushdi Abaza. It was said
that director Ezz Eddine Zoulﬁcar ﬁrst oﬀered Shoukri Serhan
the role of Saber, the strong brother. However, after reading the
script, Serhan found himself much more inclined to the role of the
weak brother and decided to play that part recommending the
then newcomer to ﬁlm industry, Rushdi Abaza for his initial role.
He is also remembered for I Claim my Heart Back (Roudda qalbî), a
classic of love and patriotism.
But his best performance came perhaps in 1967 in The Second Wife
(el Zawgah el thâniyah). The scene in which the corrupt Mayor
played by Salah Mansour forces him to divorce his wife (Soad
Hosni) is a landmark not only in his career but in Arab cinema as
a whole.
Successful in all kind of roles farmer, gentleman, student, criminal,
policeman … he rightfully deserves the title of "Best Actor in the
History of Egyptian Cinema" that he was given in a survey in 1996,
only one year before he passed away.
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Filmography
1949
1949
1950
1951
1951
1951
1951
1952
1952
1952
1952
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1956
1956
1956
1956
1956
1956
1956
1956
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1958
1958

Nadia (Nâdiah)
Lahalibo (Lahâlîbou)
Dad is a Groom (Bâbâ 'rîs)
I Come from a Good Family (Anâ bint nâs)
Son of the Nile (Ibn el Nîl)
The Outlaw (el Khârig 'n el qânoun)
Secrets of People (Asrâr el nâs)
Parents' Wrath (Ghadab el wâlidîn)
Luring Flowers (el Zouhour el fâtinah)
You are My Life (Hayâtî enta)
Heaven and Hell (Ganah we nâr)
Am Abdou's Ghost ('Afrît 'm 'abdou)
Rayya and Sakinah (Rayyah we Skînnah)
In Whose Law (Fî shar' mîn)
The Road of Happiness (Tarîq el sa'âdah)
My Soul Mate (Shirîk hayâtî)
My Heart is with my Son (Qalbî 'la waladî)
Between Two Hearts (Bîn qalbîn)
The Bread Seller (Bâ't el khoubz)
I have No One (Mâlîsh had)
The Careless (el Moustahtirah)
A Meeting with Life (Maw'id ma'a el hayâh)
When it Smiles (el Doniâ lama tedhak)
A Million Pounds (Million ginîh)
People's Hearts (Qouloub el nâs)
Hassan, Morcos and Cohen (Hasan we Morqous we Kohîn)
People are in Diﬀerent Ranks (el Nâs maqamât)
The Happiest Jours (As'ad el ayâm)
April Fool (Kidhbat Ibrîl)
The Criminal (el Mougrim)
Women Cannot Lie (el Sitât mayi'rafoush yekdibou)
Have Pity on My Tears (Irham domou'î)
Aziza ('Azîzah)
For Your Sake ('alashân 'ouyounik)
Guide Me People (Dilounî ya nâs)
American from Tanta (Amrîcânî min Tantâ)
Brides in Auction ('Ara's fî el mazâd)
Kingdom of Women (Mamlakit el nisâ')
God Stands in Our Side (Allaho ma'anâ)
Those who Love (Ahl el hawâ)
The Jingle of the Anklet (Ranit el khoulkhâl)
Shore of Memories (Shâti' el zikrayât)
The Youth of a Woman (Shabâb imra'ah)
The Call of Love (Nidâ' el houbb)
The Stranger (el Gharîb)
Devils of the Air (Shayâtîn el gaww)
I Granted You My Life (Wahabtak hayâtî)
The Spring of Love (Rabî' el houbb)
Our Green Land (Ardinâ el khadrâ')
Zanouba (Zanoubah)
Love Trip (Rihlah gharâmiyyah)
Crime and Punishment (el Garîmah wa-l-'iqâb)
Port-Said (Por Saîd)
Den of Pleasures (Wakr el maladhât)
The End of a Love (Nihâyyit houbb)
The Road of Hope (Tarîq el amal)
I Claim my Heart Back (Roudda qalbî)
Temptation (Ighrâ')
A Horrible Night (Layla rahîbah)
A Fierce Love (Houbb min nâr)
I Love You Hassan (Ahibak ya Hasan)
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1958
1958
1958
1958
1959
1959
1959
1959
1959
1959
1959
1959
1960
1960
1960
1960
1960
1960
1960
1961
1961
1961
1961
1961
1961
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1963
1963
1963
1963
1963
1963
1963
1964
1964
1964
1964
1964
1964
1964
1965
1965
1966
1967
1967
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1970
1970
1971

Closed Road (el Tarîq el masdoud)
My Dark Lover (Habîbî el asmar)
The Runaway (el Haribah)
A Woman on the Road (Imra'ah fîl tarîq)
I am Free (Ana Hourrah)
Thinking of the One who has Forgotten Me
(Bafakkar ﬁ-llî nâsînî)
Virgins' Prison (Sign el 'adhârah)
Girls' Dreams (Ahlam el banât)
Kiss Me in the Dark (Qabbilnî ﬁ-l-dhalâm)
Swimmer in Fire (el Sabihah ﬁl nâr)
We are the Students (Ihnâ el talâmdhah)
Mrs. X (el Mar'ah el maghoulah)
Qais and Laila (Qais wa Layla)
Between your Hands (Bayn îdîk)
The Gypsy (el Ghagariyyah)
A Man with No Heart (Ragoul bila qalb)
Immortals' Bridge (Gisr el khâlidîn)
Lovers' Call (Nidâ' el 'oushâq)
Hunter of Men (Sâ'idat el rigâl)
Why Should I Live (Limadhâ a'îsh)
Lady Aziza (el Safîrah 'azîzah)
The Road of Heroes (Tarîq el abtâl)
My Dearest Love! (A'azz el habâyib)
A Man in My Life (Ragoul fî hayâtî)
Do not let the Sun Set (Lâ totﬁ’ el shams)
Almaz and Abdou el Hamouli
(Almaz we ‘abdou el hamoulî)
Three Naughty Men (el ashqiyâ’ el thalâthah)
Remains of a Virgin (Baqâyâh ‘azrâ’)
Salwa in Danger (Salwâ fî mahab el rîh)
The Struggle of Heroes (Sirâ’ el abtâl)
All My Sons (Kolohom awlâdî)
Thief and Dogs (el lis wa-l-kilâb)
Life of a Single Man (Hayât ‘azib)
Banned Story (Kisah mamnou’ah)
The Secret of the Runaway (Sirr el hâribah)
Night Prisoner (Sagîn el layl)
Love Years (Sanawât el houbb)
The Price of Love (Thaman el houbb)
The Pretty and the Students (el Hasnâ’ wa-l-talabah)
If I were a Man (Law kont ragoulan)
The Black Bag (el Haqibah el Sawdâ’)
Escaping from Life (Harb min el Hayah)
Daughter of the Neighbourhood (Bint el hitah)
Life is Only Jours (el ‘Omar ayâm)
Flames (el lahab)
Story of a Marriage (Hikayet Gawaz)
Silence of a Storm (Sikon el ‘asifah)
Son of Cleopatra (Ibn Cleobatra)
Farewell to Night (Wadâ’an ayohâ el layl)
The Rain Dried Up (Gafat el amtâr)
The Second Wife (el Zawgah el thâniyah)
The Postman (el Boustagî)
The Rebels (el Moutamaridoun)
The Headmistress (el Sett el nâzirah)
The Student and the Teacher (el Tilmîdhah wa-l-oustâz)
Om Hashim’s Lantern (Qandîl Oum Hâshim)
Three Women [Tawhida] (Thalathat Nisâ’) [Tawhîdah]
A Story from our Country (Hikayah min baladnâ)
Pretty Aziza (el Helwah ‘Azizah)
No My Love (Lâ lâ ya habîbî)
The Yellow Valley (el Wâdî el asfar)
University Girls (Banât fî-l-gâmi’ah)
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1971
1971
1971
1971
1971
1972
1972
1973
1973
1975
1975
1975
1976
1978
1978
1978
1981
1983
1983
1984
1984
1984
1985
1987
1988

Forbidden Love (el Houbb el Moharam)
El Gabalawy (el Gabalâwî)
Something Within (Shay’ fî sadrî)
A crime of Honour (Hâdithat sharaf )
The Secrets of Houses (el Biyout asrâr)
Naughty Sailors (Shayâtîn el bahr)
In Love With Herself (‘Ashiqat nafsihah)
A Woman from Cairo (Imra’ah min el Qahirah)
Strangers (Ghourabâ’)
Dawn Visitor (Zâ’r el Fager)
Divorced (el Motalaqât)
The Caller (el Nadâhah)
Return of the Prodigal Son (‘Awdat el ibn el dâll)
Journey Inside a Woman (Rehlah dâkhil Imra’ah)
Desire and Price (el Raghbah wa-l-thaman)
Behind the Sun (Warâ’ el shams)
Lovers’ Struggle (Sirâ’ el ‘oushâq)
The Heroes of Bab el Shireya (Gid’ân bâb el shi’riyyah)
The Singer (el Moughanawâtî)
The Night Fatma was Arrested (Laylat el qabd ‘ala fatmah)
Heroes of the Harbour (Osoud el mînâ’)
Guard Dogs (Kilâb el hirâsah)
The Angels of the Street (Malâ’ikat el shawâr’)
A Man from Upper Egypt (el Ragoul el si’îdî)
The Legitimate Father (el Abb el shar’î)
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Rushdi Abaza
(1927–1980)

Rushdi Said Abaza was born to an Italian mother, Tereza Luigi, and
an Egyptian father who worked as a police oﬃcer. He graduated
from St. Marc College in Alexandria and did not complete his
university education. The Abaza family is deeply rooted in Egyptian
society and many of its sons played signiﬁcant roles in the history
of the country. Many of them were politicians, journalists, writers
and lawyers. However, none of these careers attracted Abaza
whose aim was to become a body building athlete.
A turning point in the life of the handsome gentleman was to
occur in 1948 when Abaza attracted the attention of the director
Kamal Barakat while he was playing billiards in the Riviera Casino
in Emad el Din Street. Barakat found something amazing about
the 22 year old young man that made him give Abaza the main
role in The Young Millionaire (el Millionnairah el saghîrah) and
150 L.E. as a salary. “But the boy bought clothes for 200 L.E.” says
Daoud (p. 214).
“The experiment failed in the beginning, and it was bound to be
a failure”, concludes Ramzi (p. 88) as acting had progressed in 20
years and looks alone were no longer the only criteria for actors.
To make matters worse for the young amateur, after the shooting
of the ﬁlm was over, his father and the entire Abaza family
strongly objected to his acting any further. Art was not allowed
in such an aristocratic family. However, Abaza insisted that there
was nothing wrong with art. “Poetry is a kind of art … Did you
get angry at the poet Aziz Abaza” he argued (Labib p. 158). His
mother, on the other hand, supported him with “fascist heroism”
(Labib p. 158).
For three years Abaza played the main roles in four ﬁlms but he
did not meet with much success as his “artistic character was not
yet shaped” (Ramzi, p. 88). He decided to travel to Italy in 1950 to
try his luck in cinema there, since he spoke Italian, in addition to
English, French and Spanish ﬂuently. The Italian director Goﬀredo
Alessandrini who directed Abaza’s second ﬁlm Amina (Aminah)
tried to help him there but in vain. During the six months he
stayed in Italy, he was given only minor parts.
He did not fare any better in the cinema on his return to Egypt, so
he turned to other things, such as working in the Suez Canal and
buying a restaurant. But his love for the cinema was overpowering
and he returned to it again, starting at the beginning this time. He
accepted small parts that matched his ability and experience.

“If it was Kamal Barakat who discovered Rushdi Abaza, then it
was Ezz Eddine Zoulﬁcar who made a star out of him”, (Daoud,
p. 216). Ramzi made the same comment and added: “It seems
that in 1958 he found in Rushdi Abaza what Kamal Barakat had
found 10 years earlier, but in a clearer and more mature way”
(Ramzi, p.89). Zoulﬁcar directed A Woman on the Road (Imra’h
fî-l-tarîq), a turning point in the life of Rushdi Abaza. Their next
ﬁlm together was the following year (1959), The Second Man (el
Ragoul el thânî). The ﬁlm changed the typical image of a gangster
presented in Egyptian cinema, for Abaza played the role of the
updated criminal: a handsome, smooth man who hides his evil
nature. From then on, Abaza became a star.
Abaza’s career is rich and complicated. He reached the peak of
his career in political ﬁlms such as Jamila the Algerian (Gamîlah),
A Man in Our House (Fî baytinâ ragoul), No Time For Love (Lâ
waqt li-l-houbb), Sunset and Sunrise (Ghouroub wa Chourouq),
Something in My Heart (Chay’ fî sadrî) and Behind the Sun (Warâ’
el chams). He also played some comic roles in which the comedy
emerged from the situation itself such as Wife Number 13 (el
Zawgah raqam talatacher), Beware of Women (âh min Hawwâ’),
For a Bunch of Children (Min agl hifnat awlâd), and Half an Hour of
Marriage (Nouss sa’at zawâg). “The core of all his roles is that he
is a strong, self-conﬁdant man”, concludes Daoud (p. 220). Labib
sees in the heart of Rushdi Abaza a “touch of sadness” for his lost
chances. While shooting The Valley of Kings, Eleanor Parker invited
him to go to Hollywood where she, together with Robert Taylor,
intended to introduce him to international cinema. However,
he refused. When David Lean came to choose an actor to play
Lawrence of Arabia, the competition was between Rushdi Abaza,
who behaved like a star during the meeting with the director, and
Omar Sharif who grasped the chance and played the role (Labib,
p.160).
More than one critic saw Rushdi Abaza as the successor of Anwar
Wagdi. But Kamal Ramzi took it a step further. He saw that Ahmed
Ramzi was a continuation of the merry side of Anwar Wagdi,
while Rushdi Abaza inherited the bold and adventurous side that
attracts women. As such, he had “his own independent character
with its distinctive features” (Ramzi, p. 89).
Rushdi Abaza wrote one ﬁlm Achour the Lion Heart (‘Achour qalb
el asad) in 1961 and produced The Naughty Men (Chaqâwat
riggâlah). He diedin 1980 while making The Strong Men (el
Aqwiyâ’’) and actor Salah Nazmi completed his role.
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The Three Brave Men
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Rushdi Abaza and Georgina Rizk in Bye Pretty One (Bay bay yâ helwah)
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Filmography
1948
1949
1949
1950
1951
1952
1952
1952
1953
1954
1954
1954
1954
1955
1955
1955
1955
1956
1956
1956
1956
1956
1956
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1959
1959
1959
1959
1959
1959
1959
1960
1960
1960
1960
1960
1960
1960
1960
1960
1960
1961
1961
1961
1961
1961
1961
1961

The Young Millionaire (el Millionnairah el saghîrah)
Amina (Amînah)
The Man with Two Faces (Zou el waghân)
A Woman of Fire (Immra’ah min nâr)
My Children (Awlâdî)
The Victorious (el Mountasir)
The Spring Festival (Chamm el nasîm)
Master Hassan (el Ousta Hasan)
A Conspiracy (Mou’âmarah)
They Made a Criminal out of Me (Ga’alounî mougriman)
Have Pity on my Tears (Irham doumou’î)
Life or Death (Hayât aw mawt)
The Valley of Kings (Wadi el Mulouk)
I am Leaving (Innî râhilah)
Brides in Auction (‘Arâyis ﬁ-l-mazâd)
The Sea of Love (Bahr el gharâm)
Square Fortune
Who is the Killer? (Man el qâtil)
How Can I Forget You? (Izzây ansâk)
Ismail Yassin in the Police (Ismâ‘îl Yasîn ﬁ-l-bolîs)
The Ten Commandments (El Wassaya el Ashara)
Delilah (Dalîlah)
Love Appointment (Maw’id gharâm)
I Shall Never Weep (Lan abkî abadan)
Tamarind (Tamr henna)
Port Said (Por Sa’îd)
Nights Without Sleep (Lâ anâm)
The Merchants of Death (Touggâr el mawt)
The Road of Hope (Tarîq el amal)
Virgin Hearts (Qouloub el ‘adhârâ)
Sultan (Soultân)
I Have Only You (Mâlîch gheirak)
Jamila the Algerian (Gamîlah)
A Woman on the Road (Imra’h fî-l-tarîq)
The Second Man (el Ragoul el thânî)
A Struggle in the Nile (Sirâ’ fî-l-Nîl)
Thinking of the One who has Forgotten Me
(Bafakkar ﬁ-llî nâsînî)
The Highwayman (Qâti’ tarîq)
The Brunette of Sinai (Samrâ’ Sinâ’)
I am Innocent (Anâ barî’ah)
The Police Inspector (Moufattich el mabâhith)
Men in the Storm (Rigâl ﬁ-l-’âsifah)
Angel and Devil (Malâk wa chaytân)
Love and Deprivation (Houbb wa hirmân)
Meeting at Dusk (Liqâ’ fî-l-ghouroub)
Bahiyya (Bahiyyah)
My Love’s Anklet (Khoulkhâl habîbî)
Oh My Love (Yâ habîbî)
My Mother and I (Anâ wa oummî)
The End of the Road (Nihâyat el tarîq)
The Teenagers (el Mourâhiqât)
No Return (Bilâ ‘awdah)
H3 (Heh thalâthah)
A Struggle in the Mountain (Sirâ’ fî-l-gabal)
A Man in Our House (Fî baytinâ ragoul)
The Prettiest Girl (Sitt el banât)
A Heart in the Dark (Qalb fî el zalâm)
Love Date (Maw’d gharâm)

Rushdi Abaza and Georgina Rizk in Bye Pretty One (Bay bay yâ helwah)
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1961
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1963
1963
1963
1963
1963
1963
1964
1964
1964
1964
1965
1965
1965
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1967
1967
1967
1967
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969
1970
1970
1970
1970
1970

Oh Islam (Wa Islâmâh)
The Martyr of Divine Love (Chahiâdat el houbb el ilâhî)
The Secret of the Absent (Sirr el ghâ’ib)
Wife Number 13 (el Zawgah raqam talatacher)
Salwa is in Danger (Salwa fî mahabb el rîh)
Pretty and Liar (Hilwah wa kaddâbah)
The World of Girls (Douniâ el banât)
Beware of Women (âh min Hawwâ’)
Crazy People are in Bliss (el Magânîn fî na’îm)
The Princess of Arabs (Amîrat el ‘arab)
No Time for Love (Lâ waqt li-l-houbb)
The Devil’s Road (Tarîq el chaytân)
The Small Fairy (el Sâhirah el saghîrah)
Bride of the Nile (‘Arous el Nîl)
The Road (el Tarîq)
The Three Devils (el Chayâtîn el thalâthah)
A Weird Girl (Fatât châdhdhah)
A Bedouin in Paris (Badaweyyah fî Paris) Lebanon
The Troublemakers (el Mouchâghiboun)
The Seeker of Love (el Bâhithah ‘an el houbb)
The Three Sane Men (el ‘Ouqalâ’ el thalâthah)
Too Young to Love (Saghîrah ‘alâ el houbb)
The Women’s Enemy (‘Adouww el mar’ah)
The Naughty Men (Chaqâwat riggâlah) (actor and
producer)
His Excellency the Ambassador (Ganâb el safîr)
Lover’s Lamentation (Mabkâ el ‘ouchchaq)
A Wife from Paris (Zawgah min Paris)
Women and Him (Houwa wa-l-nisâ’)
The Shame (el ‘Ayb)
The Last Kiss (el Qoublah el akhîrah)
When We Love (‘Indamâ nouhibb)
A Crime in the Calm Neighbourhood
(Garîmah fî-l-hayy el hâdî’)
The Splendour of Love (Raw’t el houbb)
Dad Wants it So (Bâbâ ‘âyiz kidah)
The Three Prisoners (el Masâguîn el thalâthah)
Eve on the Road (Hawwâ’ ‘alâ el tarîq)
Do not Touch My Wife (îdak ‘an mirâtî) Lebanon
The Three Brave Men (el Choug’ân el thalâthah)
The Struggle of the Professionals (Sirâ’ el mouhtarifîn)
For a Bunch of Children (Min agl hifnat awlâd)
Half an Hour of Marriage (Nouss sa’at zawâg)
The Fire of Passion (Nâr el chawq)
The Mirage (el Sarâb)
Those were Good Jours (Kânat ayyâm)
The Pickpocket (Sâriq el mihfazah)
A Wife for Five Men (Zawgah li-khamsat riggâlah)

1970
1970
1970
1970
1970
1971
1971
1971
1971
1971
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1973
1973
1973
1974
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1976
1976
1977
1977
1977
1977
1977
1978
1978
1978
1978
1979
1979
1979
1980
1980
1981
1981
1982

Youth Adventures (Moughâmarat chabâb)
The Evil Ones (el Achrâr)
The Lost Love (el Houbb el dâ’î’)
Sunset and Sunrise (Ghouroub wab Chourouq)
The Loss (el Dâyyâ’) Lebanon
The Man of the Night (Sab’ el layl)
A Man and a Woman (Immra’ah wa ragoul)
Something in My Heart (Chay’ fî sadrî)
My Dear Daughter (Ibnatî el ‘azîzah)
A Woman for all Men (Immra’ah lî kol el riggâl) Lebanon
Den of the Wicked (Waker el achrâr)
Zero Hour (Sa’at el sifr)
A Word of Honour (Kalimat charaf )
Emotions and the Body (el ‘Atifah wa-l-gasad)
From Home to School (Min el bayt li-l-madrasah)
The Devil and Autumn (el Chaytân wa-l-kharîf )
Girls Must Get Married (el Banât lâzim titgawwiz)
Children For Sale (Abnâ’ li-l bay’)
My Story with Life (Hikâyatî ma’a el zamân)
Where is My Mind? (Ayn ‘aqlî)
I Will Never Return (Abadan lan a’oud)
Oh God Grant Me Redemption (Yâ rabb toubah)
I Want a Solution (Ouridou hallan)
Bloody SunJour (Yawm el ahad el dâmî)
My First and Last Love (Houbbî el awwal wa-l-akhîr)
The Youth of these Jours (Choubbân hâdhihi el ayyâm)
The Most Beautiful Child in the World (Agmâl teﬂ fî-l-’âlam)
A World of Children (‘âlam ‘iyâl ‘iyal)
Tawhida (Tawhîdah)
Tears in the Laughing Eyes (el Doumou’ fî ‘ouyoun dâhikah)
Oh Night! Oh Time! (Ah yâ layl yâ zaman)
Bye Pretty One (Bay bay yâ helwah)
Love Sometimes Comes Before Bread
(el Houbb qabla el khoubz ahyânan)
For the Sake of Life (Min agl el hayâat)
Life is Over, My Son (Wa dâ’ el ‘oumr yâ waladî)
The Famous Case (el Qadiyyah el machhourah)
The Judge and the Hangman (el Qâdî wa-l-gallâd)
Behind the Sun (Warâ’ el chams)
For Whom the Sun Rises (Liman touchriq el chams)
Let Me Take Revenge (Da’ounî antaqim)
She is Afraid of Something (Khâ’îfah min chay’n mâ)
Intelligent but Stupid (Adhkiyâ’ lâkin aghbiyâ’)
The Circle of Suspicion (Dâ’rat el chakk)
Bayada (Bayyâdah)
I Will Return Without Tears (Sa a’oud bîlâ doumou’)
The Strong Men (el Aqwiyâ’)
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Adel Adham
(1928–1996)

Adel Adham had a liberal and outgoing upbringing in Alexandria.
He enjoyed going to the cinema, playing sports and taking
dancing lessons in the styles that were then in vogue: tango,
rumba and the foxtrot. His fair complexion, light brown hair and
hazel eyes matched this modern spirit of song, dance and sports,
and he was often taken for a foreigner in Alexandria.
One summer Jour in 1945, director Abdel Fattah Hassan and
writer Badei Khairi saw him on the beach in Miami, and, making
the mistake of others, called him khawaga. His annoyance at the
appellation soon turned to delighted surprise when they oﬀered
him a part for which his features were suited. When he passed the
screen test in Studio Shubra, he gave free reign to his imagination,
which took him on a journey to stardom. He saw himself following
in the footsteps of his movie heroes: Lee Marvin, John Wayne
and Richard Wydmark. However, the death of the director and
producer of the ﬁlm Abdel Fattah Hassan also killed his dreams of
a cinema career, which ended abruptly there.
He stayed on in Cairo – by then established as the centre of cinema
– in the hope of being discovered again. Yet all he managed to
land in ﬁve years were two dancing parts in Laila, Daughter of the
Poor (Laila bint el foqarâ’) in 1945 with Laila Mourad and in Never
Came to My Mind (Makansh ‘lbâl) in 1950 with Raqia Ibrahim.
Finally he approached his favourite star Anwar Wagdi who totally
demolished his aspirations by announcing, “Not all handsome
boys become actors. You can only be an actor in front of your
mirror.” Humiliated and defeated, he stayed on nevertheless,
looking for the chance to prove Anwar Wagdi wrong. But he fell
ill and his friend took him back to Alexandria where he locked
himself at home and would not look at himself in the mirror, for it
was his looks that had brought this doom upon him.
By chance he found Dale Carnegie’s famous book Stop Worrying
and Start Living which changed his life. He accepted an oﬀer in the
Cotton Exchange and proceeded to establish a brilliant career for
himself, scrutinizing in the meanwhile the faces and people that
his new job put him in touch with. He later said that while acting
he would recall those characters and adapt them to suit the part
he was playing.
His new job brought him luxury and prestige, but no happiness.
On the contrary, he felt that he was wasting his time and that there
was another life out there for him. He went to Cairo to visit some
friends where he could not resist the desire to pass by his friend

director Ali Reda. There, he was introduced to director Ahmed
Diaa el Din who was about to start his ﬁlm Am I Insane? (Hal ana
magnounah?). That is how his cinema career took another turn.
In 1966 he played the lead role in the play Wedad the Dancer
(Widâd el ghagariyyah) with Huda Sultan, directed by Hassan
Abdel Salam. As he played the part of Prince Youssef Kamal of the
royal family so well, he was from then on known as The Prince.

Filmography
1945
1950
1963
1964
1964
1964
1964
1965
1965
1966
1965
1966
1967
1967
1967
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1970
1970
1970
1970
1970
1971
1971
1971
1971
1972
1972
1973
1975

Laila, Daughter of the Poor (Laila bint el foqarâ’)
Never Came to My Mind (Makansh ‘lbâl)
The Dark Pair of Glasses (el Nadharah el sawdâ’)
Am I Insane? (Hal ana magnounah?)
A Weird Girl (Fatah Châzah)
The Spy (el Gâsous)
The Noble Family (el ‘Â’ilah el karîmah)
The Technical Director (el Moudîr el fanî)
The Adulteress (el Khâ’inah)
Hamdan the Knight (Fâris banî Hamdân)
The Three Adventurers (el Moughamiroun el thalâthah)
His Excellency the Ambassador (Ganab el Safîr)
The Most Dangerous Man in the World
(Akhtar ragoul fel ‘âlam)
The Thief of the Millions (Sâriq el malâyîn)
Nora (Nourah)
The Jours of Love (Ayâm el houbb)
How to Steal an Atomic Bomb
(Kayfa tasriq Qounboula Zareyyah)
She and the Devil (Heyya wal Chayâtîn)
Afrah (Afrâh)
A Sweet Jour (Youm ‘asl)
The Paper Thief (Haramî el waraqah)
The Fox and the Chameleon (el Tha’lab wel herbâ’)
The Evil Doers (el Achrâr)
Noble Thieves (Losos lakn Chorafâ’)
The Murderers (el Qatalah)
Chatting on the Nile (Thartharah fawq el Nîl)
Lady of the Black Moons (Sayedat el aqmâr el sawdâ’)
The Queen of Love (Malikat el houbb)
Music, Spying and Love
Mousiqa wa gasousiyah wa houbb)
Imtesal (Imtisâl)
The Visitor (el Zâ’irah)
The Woman who Defeated the Devil
(el Mar’ah alati ghalabat el chaytân)
Love under Rain (Houbb taht el matar)
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1975
1975
1975
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1977
1977
1978
1978
1978
1978
1978
1979
1979
1979
1979
1979
1979
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1982
1983
1983
1983
1983
1948
1948
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1985
1985
1985
1985
1986
1986
1986
1986
1987
1989
1989
1989
1989
1990
1991
1994
1994
1994
1996

Meeting with the Past (Liqâ’ ma’a el mâdî)
Lost Women (Nisâ’ dâ’i’ât)
Women and Wolves (el Ounthah wel Dhi’âb)
Women in Print (Nisâ’ taht el tab’)
Oh Wise God (Hekmitak ya Rab)
Waves without a shore (Amwâg bila chât’)
I wish I did not Know Love (Laytanî ma’reft el houbb)
The Guilty (el Mouzniboun)
The Sad Night Bird (Ta’r el Layl el Hazîn)
Barefoot on a Bridge of Gold (Haﬁya ‘ala gesr el dahab)
I Want Love and Tenderness (Ourid houbban wa hanânan)
The Miserable (el Bou’asâ’)
The Game (el Li’bah)
Devil in the City (Iblîs fî el madînah)
Masters and Slaves (Asyâd wa ‘abîd)
Stronger than Jours (Aqwa min el Ayyâm)
The Curse of Time (La’nit el Zaman)
The Sin of an Angel (Khatî’t malâk)
Let Me Take Revenge (Da’onî antaqim)
My Life is Torture (Hayatî adhâb)
Dirty Hands (el Aydî el qadhirah)
Seeds of Evil (Boudhour el char)
A Man in the Full Sense (Ragol be ma’na el kalimah)
The Devil is Preaching (el Chaytân ya’dh)
Love is not Enough (el Houbb wahdo la yakfî)
I am the Insane (Ana el magnoun)
The Shark (el Qirsh)
Where are You Hiding the Sun ?? (Ayna tokhabi’on el Chams?)
The Slaughter House (el Salakhânah)
Wedad the Dancer (Widâd el ghagariyyah)
Tannery Tower (Bourg el madabigh)
The Addict (el Modmin)
Flat Foot in Egypt
The Baker’s (el Fourn)
The Dancer and the Drummer (el Raqissah wal tabâl)
The Swindler (el Nasâbîn)
Guard Dogs (Kilâb el herâsah)
Two on the Road (Ethnân ‘la el tarîq)
The Unknown (el Maghoul)
Thieves of the Desert (Losous el sahara’)
The Doorman is in Charge
(Sâhib el idârah bawab el ‘imarah)
A Deal with a Woman (Safqah ma’a imra’ah)
The Allowed and the Prohibited (el Halâl we el harâm)
El Sayed Qeshtah (el Sayyed Qeshtah)
Snakes (el Tha’abîn)
The Revenge (el Intiqâm)
A Man for this Time (Ragoul le hadha el dhamân)
The Age of Wolves (‘Asr el dhi’ab)
The Giant (el ‘Mlâq)
The Garden of Blood (Boustân el dam)
The Price of Estrangement (Thaman el Ghorbah)
Help! (Ilhâ’ounah)
Hell Under Water (Gahîm Tahta el mâ’)
Supermarket (Soupermârkit)
The Apple of the Eye (Nour el ‘ouyoun)
The Lady’s Chauﬀeur (Sawâq el hânîm)
The Man of his Time (‘ntâr dhamânoh)
The Red Flag (el Râyyah el Hamrâh)
Suspected Relations (‘Ilaqât machbouhah)
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Hind Rustom
(1931)
Born in Moharrem Bey in Alexandria, Hind Hussein Mourad
Rustom was destined to a childhood of wandering, as her parents
got divorced and her father, a police oﬃcer, was posted in various
cities in Egypt. She did not continue her education at St. Vincent
de Paul School in Alexandria for that reason, moving to Cairo with
her father for ﬁve years, then to Mansoura, Senbelwein, Zagazig,
and Darb Negm. They ﬁnally returned to Cairo in 1946, when she
was ﬁfteen, hardly aware that an acting career was in store for
her.
It all started when she went with a friend to el Aﬂam el Motaheda
Company to take a screen test. She had no hope or intention at all
of becoming an actress, but had gone simply to see her favourite
stars. While there, she was asked to play a small part in Flowers
and Thorns (Azhâr wa achwâk). And so she was launched on her
acting career, to which her father objected strongly, but which
her mother supported.
When she married the director Hussein Reda, he gave her the
supporting lead role in Reason is Bliss (el ‘Aql zînah) in 1950. The
ﬁlm’s failure made her go back to small parts again. In 1954, as
he was shooting The Unjust Angel (el Malâk el zâlim), Hussein el
Emam noticed the girl who was playing the role of a singer and,
after consulting with the producer Mary Queeny and the actor
Hussein Riad, decided to let her act in Call Girls (Banât el layl). The
ﬁlm was such a success that el Emam gave Hind Rustom parts in
two ﬁlms in 1955. She had ﬁnally become a star, on a par with
Faten Hamama, Magda and Shadia.
After she was “rediscovered” by el Emam, Rustom worked with
directors Salah Abou Seif and Ezz Eddine Zoulﬁcar. Her rendering
of the part of a poor girl in Cairo Station (Bâb el hadîd) directed by
Youssef Chahine in 1958 was so splendid that it won international
acclaim when the ﬁlm was shown in Hollywood in 1990. In a book
about the sex symbols in the American cinema, Brigitte Bardot
was chosen from the European cinema, and Hind Rustom from
the Arab cinema, for inclusion in the chapter on non-American
actresses. Abdel Ghani Daoud claims that “Hollywood critics at
that time extolled her accomplishments and natural gifts which,
according to them, allowed her to rival the best actresses of
the age”.
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After starring in Shaﬁqa the Copt (Shaﬁqah el qibtiyyah) in 1963,
Rustom’s acting and choice of parts took a diﬀerent direction. She
was awarded Best Actress by the Association of Egyptian Cinema
Writers and Critics for her part in The Coward and Love (el Gabân
wal houbb) in 1975. This was the only award that she accepted
throughout her life because she believed “it was sincere”. She
retired after that ﬁlm, voicing dissatisfaction with the state of
cinema. She got married to Professor Mohamed Fayyad and
turned all her attention to her family and volunteer work, taking
part in one last ﬁlm in 1979, My Life is Torture (Hayâtî ‘adhab).
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Filmography
1945
1947
1947
1947
1948
1949
1949
1950
1950
1953
1953
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1955
1955
1955
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1959
1959
1959
1959
1959
1959
1959
1960
1960

Laila, Daughter of the Poor (Laila bint el foqarâ’)
Flowers and Thorns (Azhar wa achwâk)
The Father (el Abb)
The Great Sacriﬁce (el Tadheyah el koubrâ)
The Spirit and the Body (el Rouh wa-l-gasad)
According to your Budget (‘Ala ‘ad lihâfak)
Gawaher (Gawâhir)
Reason is a Blessing (el ‘Aql zînah)
Daddy Amin (Bâbâ Amîn)
The Hell of Jealousy (Gahîm el ghîrah)
The Road to Happiness (Tarîq el sa’adah)
The Triumph of Love (Intisâr el houbb)
Hearts of People (Qouloub el nâs)
Eve’s Daughters (Banât Haww’)
The Unjust Angel (el Mâlâk el zâlim)
People Come in Diﬀerent Ranks (el Nâs maqâmât)
The Swindler (el Mouhtâl)
Women Cannot Lie (el Sittât mây’rafouch yikdibou)
It Happened One Night (Hadatha dhâta laylah)
Confessions of a Wife (I’tirafât zawgah)
Call Girls (Banât el Layl)
The Body (el Gasad)
You are my Love (Anta habîbî)
The Great Love (el Houbb el ‘adhîm)
Ibn Hamido (Ibn Hamido)
A Struggle with Life (Sirâ’ ma’ el hayât)
Nights without Sleep (Lâ anâm)
Lovers of the Night (Oshak El-Leil)
I Claim my Heart Back (Roudda qalbî)
Cairo Station (Bâb el hadîd)
Ismail Yassin in the Mental Hospital
(Ismâ’îl Yâsîn ﬁ moustachfa el magânîn)
The Charmer of Women (Sâhir el nisâ’)
Touha (Touhah)
Mercy from the Heavens (Rahmah min el samâ’)
Awatef (‘Awâtif )
The Elder Brother (el Akhkh el kabîr)
The Silent Love (el Houbb el sâmit)
A Struggle in the Nile (Sirâ’ ﬁ-l Nîl)
Crime of Passion(Garîmat houbb)
Thinking of the One who has Forgotten Me
(Bafakkar ﬁ-llî nâsînî)
The Inn of Surprises (Loukândat el moufaga’ât)
Kiss Me in the Dark (Qabbilnî ﬁ-l-zalâm)
The Last Love (el Houbb el Akhîr)
Between Earth and Sky (Bayn el samâ’ wa-l-ard)
A Man With no Heart (Ragoul bilâ Qalb)
Men in the Storm (Rigâl ﬁ-l-’âsifah)

A Struggle in the Nile (Sirâ’ ﬁ-l Nîl)
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1960
1960
1960
1961
1961
1961
1961
1961
1963
1963
1964
1965
1965
1965
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1967
1967
1969
1971
1971
1972
1972
1973
1973
1974
1974
1975
1979

Love and More Love (Houb ﬁ houb)
Women and Wolves (Nesâ’ wa dhî’âb)
A Rumour of Love (Ichâ’at houbb)
Tomorrow is Another Jour (Ghadan yawmouun âkhar)
The Road of Heroes (Tarîq el abtâl)
The Adult Teenager (el Mourâheiq el kabîr)
Blood on the Nile (Dimâ’ ‘ala el Nîl)
The Prettiest Girl (Sitt el banât)
Shaﬁqa the Copt (Shafeka Al-Kebteya)
A Woman Set Aside (Imra’a ‘alâ el hâmich)
The Confessions of a Husband (I’tirâfât Zowg)
Eternal Love (el Houbb el khâlid)
The Nun (el Râhibah)
The Custody (el Wadi’ah)
Three Thieves (Thalâthat lousous)
Devils of the Night (Chayâtîn el layl)
Adam’s Apple (Touﬀâhat Adam)
The Single Husband (el Zawg el ‘âzib)
Women and Him (Houwa wa-l-nisâ’)
Sayed Darwish (Sayyed Darwich)
A Man and Two Women (Ragoul wa Imra’atân)
The Second Groom (el ‘Arîs el thânî)
Out of Paradise (el Khouroug min el gannah)
Pretty Aziza (al Hilwah ‘Azîzah )
The Queen of the Night (Malikat el layl)
My Pretty Teacher (Moudarrisatî el hasnâ’)
Den of the Wicked (Waker el achrâr)
Word of Honour (Kalimat Charaf )
Desire and Loss (el Raghbah wa-l-Jourâ’)
The Greatest Child in the World
(‘Aazam teﬂ ﬁ-l-’âlam) Lebanon
Me, My Daughter and Love (Anâ wa ibnatî wa-l-houbb)
What a Strange World! (‘Agâyib yâ zaman)
The Coward and Love (el Gabân wa-l-houbb)
My Life is Torture (Hayâtî ‘adhâb)
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Omar Sharif
(1932)

Omar Sharif was born in Alexandria in 1932 to Joseph and Claire
Chalhoub and was christened Michel Dimitri Chalhoub. He was
later to change his name and convert to Islam. Sharif was a plump
child, which worried his mother a great deal and made her send
him to an English school, Victoria College, where much care was
given to sports and healthy food. She was right about her choice,
for in less than a year Sharif had developed an athletic body.
Although the school was very strict about its discipline, Sharif
liked it and later expressed his gratitude: “Had I not joined the
school I would have been a very diﬀerent person. Sports played a
crucial role in the early years of my life and determined the road
that I later took” (Omar Sharif’s Confessions). It was also in Victoria
College that his relationship with theatre and acting began.
When Sharif ﬁnished his school education, he worked with his
father in the timber business, waiting for a chance to fulﬁll his
dream to act. In spite of the well-to-do life he was leading, he could
not give up his dream in order to follow his parents’ wishes. He
formed a theatrical troupe of students and amateurs, and usually
played the main roles. Later, the French Ambassador attended
one of the plays and congratulated him on his performance.
When all this did not convince the father to let his son proceed
with his acting career, Sharif decided to play a trick on his father
and sell the goods for less than their original price. But his father
was very patient with him and Sharif had to keep going on with
his trick. Two years later, when the losses could no longer be
ignored, the father gave up and ﬁnally told Sharif: “You want to
become an actor? Fine. Do whatever you want” (Omar Sharif’s
Confessions)
Sharif took the ﬁrst step in his career when he applied to The
Royal Academy for Dramatic Arts (RADA) in London. However,
something came up and changed all his plans. His school mate
the director Youssef Chahine, who had just come back from
America where he studied cinema, phoned him to ask whether
he was interested in a screen test for the main role in a ﬁlm he was
preparing. He remembers vividly the Jour of the screen test:
Frankly, I was terriﬁed … I was going to face the camera
for the ﬁrst time … and I was going to act in front of Faten
Hamama herself. But, again frankly speaking, I could not help
imagining my photo beside hers in the poster and my name
with hers in the news. (Saleh, p. 86)

In 1953 Sharif starred in The Blazing Sun (Sira’ ﬁ-l-wâdî) – and
married Faten Hamama two years later, in 1955. They broke up in
1974 after having one child, Tarek Sharif (born 1957), who starred
when he was 8 in Doctor Zhivago as Yuri. Sharif was once more
romantically linked to his Funny Girl co-star, Barbra Streisand.
In Lawrence of Arabia 1962, Sharif was rediscovered by another
director, David Lean:
It was luck that made me put two photos in an envelope
and send them to David Lean when he announced that he
needed an Eastern actor to play a role in his new ﬁlm. It was
luck too that made David Lean send the producer of the ﬁlm
himself to Cairo to see me … I expressed my opinion of Lean’s
ﬁlms to him in ﬂuent English… (Saleh, p.87)
This role earned him a Best Supporting Actor Oscar nomination.
Although he did not receive the award, he got another reward
from this ﬁlm: a strong relationship with the director David Lean,
who played the role of Sharif’s mentor and advised him to choose
his roles carefully.
Omar Sharif worked in American, Italian and French cinemas. As
a typical Alexandrian, he speaks ﬂuent Arabic, English, Greek,
and French, and has a working knowledge of Italian and Turkish.
In November 2005, he was awarded a medal by the UNESCO
in recognition of his signiﬁcant contribution to world ﬁlm and
cultural diversity. Sharif was chosen as the honorary president of
the Cairo International Film Festival (2006).
Besides being an actor, Sharif is also one of the world’s bestknown contract bridge players. In 1968 he formed, together with
three Italians, the ﬁrst professional team for bridge. He writes a
syndicated newspaper bridge column, and is both author and coauthor of several books on bridge and has licensed his name to a
bridge computer game. “People do not know me. … I am a very
simple person whose favourite hobby is Bridge. I have exerted
much eﬀort to master it” (El Kawakeb, January 1966).
Sharif’s journey in life and art has been once likened to a
nineteenth century novel where the hero oscillates from one
state to the other. In his book Nogoum wa Shohob fî el Cinema
el Misreyah, Ahmed Youssef sees that Sharif’s presentations on
screen reﬂect a constant feeling of alienation. Escape from time,
place or class dominates the heroes of his Arabic ﬁlms. Similarly,
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the heroes of his international ﬁlms are always strangers living
away from home. Youssef connects that to Sharif’s own childhood:
he could speak French, not Arabic, ﬂuently, although he lived with
his Syrian-Lebanese (Shawam) family, in cosmopolitan Alexandria.
This feeling seems to have increased until Sharif decided to return
home, to the place that had created the star Omar Sharif.
He seems to have made use of this “journey”. When asked about
Monsieur Ibrahim et les ﬂeurs du Coran (2003) he said: “Darling, for
the past 25 years I was making rubbish movies. I couldn’t stand
myself anymore. I thought I should make a statement as a popular
person in the Arab world. I wanted to say, look, it is possible to …
love each other.” (Time Magazine, 8 December 2003).
Rebecca Murray states in Your Guide to Hollywood Movies that
Ibrahim being a Muslim and Momo a Jew is without any signiﬁcance.
He answers, "This is one of the factors that also made me very
much want to make this ﬁlm, apart from the fact that I loved it. If
the boy hadn't been Jewish and the man hadn't been Muslim, it
wouldn't have made any diﬀerence to the ﬁlm. I don't think it's
relevant really. What makes it extremely relevant is the situation
in the Middle East. If now the Palestinians and the Israelis were
at peace, it would have no relevance – this relationship between
a Muslim man and the Jewish boy. The reason it has relevance is
because I, as a popular Arab personality – the Arab people like me
and respect me – thought it was time for me to make an ever so tiny
statement about what I thought about this whole thing. I know it
won’t change the world. It won’t stop violence, it won’t stop hatred.
I wanted to say that it is possible to love each other and to live with
each other.”
He then added, “My philosophy is that when I go out of my room,
I’m prepared to love everybody I meet, unless they’re bad. If
they’re bad, I’m prepared not to love them and to dislike them
independently of the fact that they’re Jewish or they’re Black or
White or Christian or Muslim. It’s like when we did Funny Girl during
the Six Jour War (1968). A lot of the Arab press naturally said, “This
man is a traitor. He’s kissing Barbra Streisand who’s giving dollars in
favor of Israel.” There was a lot of press asking, “What do you think of
this press saying that you kissed Barbra Streisand?” I said, “Neither
in my professional nor in my private life do I ask a girl her nationality
or her religion before I kiss her. That has nothing to do with it.”
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Filmography

Foreign ﬁlms

Egyptian Films
1954
1954
1955
1956
1957
1957
1957
1958
1958
1958
1959
1959
1959
1959
1959
1960
1960
1960
1960
1960
1961
1961
1965
1984
1989
1991
1993

The Blazing Sun (Sirâ’ ﬁ-l-wâdî)
The Demon of the Desert (Chaytân el sahrâ)
Our Good Jours (Ayyâmounâ el houlwah)
Dark Waters (Sirâ’ﬁ-l-mînâ’)
The Land of Peace (Ard el salâm)
The Land of Dreams (Ard el ahlâm)
Nights without Sleep (Lâ anâm)
Shore of Secrets (Châti’ el asrâr)
The Mistake of my Lover (Ghaltat habîbî)
Lady of the Palace (Sayyidat el qasr)
A Struggle in the Nile (Sirâ’ ﬁ-l-Nîl)
A Meeting with the Unknown (Maw’id ma’ el maghoul)
A Scandal in Zamalek (Fadîhah ﬁ-l-Zamâlik)
For The Sake of a Woman (Min agl imra’ah)
We are the Students (Ihnâ el talâmdhah)
The Pangs of Love (Law’at el houbb)
The River of Love (Nahr el houbb)
A Rumour of Love (Ichâ’at houbb)
My Only Love (Houbbî el wahîd)
The Beginning and the End (Bidâyah wa nihâyah)
The Love of the Lords (Gharâm el asyâd)
A Man in our House (Fi baytinâ ragoul)
The Mameluks (el Mamâlîk)
Ayoub (Ayyoub)
The Puppet (el Aragoz)
Masri, the Egyptian Citizen (el Mouwâtin Masrî)
Laughter, Play, Seriousness and Love
(Dihk wa lou’b wa gadd wa houbb)

1958
1961
1962
1964
1964
1964
1965
1965
1965
1967
1967
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1971
1971
1974
1974
1975
1975
1979
1979
1980
1980
1981
1984
1986
1989
1990
1990
1991
1992
1992
1992
1994
1995
1996
1996
1997
1997
1997
1998
1999
2003
2004

Goha
The Lady of Lebanon
Lawrence of Arabia
The Fall of the Roman Empire
Behold a Pale Horse
Marco Polo
Genghis Khan
The Yellow Rolls-Royce
Doctor Zhivago
The Night of the Generals
More than a Miracle
Meyerling
Funny Girl
Mackenna’s Gold
The Appointment
Che!
The Last Valley
The Horsemen
The Tamarind Seed
Juggernaut
Funny Lady
Crime and Passion
S-H-E
Bloodline
Pleasure Palace
Oh! Heavenly Dog
Green Ice
Top Secret!
Peter the Great
Ashanti: Land of No Mercy
The Opium Connection
The Baltimore Bullet
Memories of Midnight
Mayrig
Grand Larceny
Beyond Justice
Lie Down With Lions
Catherine the Great
Gulliver’s Travels
The Possessed
Lebanon - Imprisoned Splendour
Heaven Before I Die
Funny Girl/Funny Lady
The Mysteries of Egypt
The 13th Warrior
Monsieur Ibrahim et les ﬂeurs du Coran
Hidalgo

Doctor Zhivago
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Samir Sabri
(1932)

Alexandrian-born Samir Sabri studied at Victoria College and
the Faculty of Arts, English Department, before going to Oxford
University where he studied Shakespearean Drama.
As a child, he was inclined to cinema and art in general. When he
was still studying at Victoria College, the great singer Abdel Halim
Hafez introduced him to actress Lobna Abdel Aziz to take part
in her radio programme. It was perhaps this experience with the
radio, in addition to his ﬂuency in a number of foreign languages,
that encouraged Amal Fahmi, head of Middle East Radio at the
time to adopt him and give him the chance to present his famous
programme The International Club (el Nâdî el Dawlî) on Egyptian
Television.
Thanks to Abdel Halim Hafez again, Samir Sabri made it to
cinema. He ﬁrst appeared in Love Story (Hikayyet Houbb) while
Abdel Halim was singing his famous song Bahlam bîk (I Dream
of You), and it was in his last ﬁlm Father up the Tree (Abî fawq el
chagarah) that Samir Sabri played a small role. Later, director
Hassan el Emam gave him some small roles, before he was
launched into main roles in A Girl Among Girls (Bint min el banât)
in 1968, My Story with Life (Hikâyatî ma’a el zamân) in 1973, Bamba
Kashar (Bamba Kachar) in 1974, Have Pity on Your Parents (Wa bil-wâliJourn ihsânan) in 1976 and The Prayer of the Ill-treated (Do’â’
el madhloumîn) in 1977.
Samir Sabri produced about 16 ﬁlms such as Hello Captain (Ahlân
yâ kabtin) in 1978, Lips that do not Know Lying (Chifâh la ta’rif el
kidhib) in 1980, Hell Under Water (Gahîm taht el mâ’) in 1989 and
Hell 2 (Gahîm itnîn).
He is famous for his musical ﬁlms and the songs and shows in his
other ﬁlms. He lately formed a group of 45 musicians and dancers
who always appear in his successful programmes such as Hadha
el Masâ" and Kân Dhamân. In his songs he combines colloquial
Arabic words with words from other languages, something
that recalls the cosmopolitan spirit of Alexandria's golden age.
Indeed, Alexandrian born writer Ahmed Ragab refers to him as
the "Ambassador of Alexandria".
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Filmography
1962
1963
1963
1964
1965
1966
1966
1966
1966
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1968
1968
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1970
1971
1972
1972
1973
1973
1974
1974
1974
1974
1974
1975
1975
1975
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1977
1977
1977
1978
1978
1978
1978
1979
1979
1980
1980
1980
1981
1982

The Thief and the Dogs (el Liss wa el kilâb)
Without Prior Appointment (Min gheir mî‘âd)
The Rebel (el Moutamarridah)
The Game of Love and Marriage
(Lou’bat el houbb wa-l-zawâg)
The Nun (el Râhibah)
The Idiot (el ‘Abît)
Women's Enemy (‘Adouww el mar’ah)
Something in my Life (Chay’ fî hayâtî)
He and Women (Houwa wa-l-nisâ’)
The Most Dangerous Man in the World
(Akhtar ragoul fî-l-’âlam)
This Man is Driving Me Crazy (el Râguil dah hayganninnî)
Very Crazy Youth (Chabâb magnoun guiddan)
The Palace of Passion (Qasr el Chawq)
The Strike of the Beggars (Idrâb el Chahâtîn)
A Girl Among Girls (Bint min el banât)
Lovers' Island (Gazîrat el ‘ouchchâq)
Chanabo in the Trap (Chanabo fî-l-misyadah)
A Very Funny World (‘Alam moudhik guiddan)
Half an Hour of Marriage (Nouss sa'at zawâg)
Pretty Aziza (al Hilwah ‘Azîzah )
Father up the Tree (Abî fawq el chagarah)
We are not Angels (Lasnâ malâ’ikah)
The Forbidden Love (el Houbb el mouharram)
Love and Pride (Houbb wa kibriyâ’)
The Return of the Most Dangerous Man in the World
(‘Awdat akhtar ragoul fî-l-’âlam)
My Story with Life (Hikâyatî ma’a el zamân)
Searching for a Scandal (el Bahth ‘an fadîhah)
Bamba Kashar (Bamba Kachar)
The Giants (el ‘Amâliqah)
In Summer We Must Fall in Love (Fî-l-sayf lâzim nihibb)
My Beloved is Very Naughty (Habîbatî chaqiyyah guiddan)
Warm Embrace (el Ahdân el dâﬁ’ah)
A Question About Love (Sou’âl fî-l-houbb)
ToJour's Youth (Choubbân hâdhihi el ayyâm)
And the Train of Life has Passed (Wa madâ qitâr el ‘oumr)
A World of Children (‘Alam ‘iyâl ‘iyâl)
A House Without Tenderness (Bayt bilâ hanân)
Heartbeats (Daqqat qalb)
No to You who were my Love (lâ yâ man kounta habîbî)
Have Pity on Your Parents (Wa bi-l-wâliJourn ihsânan)
Good Kids (el ‘iyâl el tayyibîn)
The Karawan has Lips (el Karawân louh chafâyif )
The Fair Sex (Guins nâ’im)
Virgin but… (‘Adhrâ’ wa lakin)
The Prayer of the Ill-treated (Do’â’ el madhloumîn)
Hello Captain (Ahlân yâ kabtin)
Please God, an Apartment and a Bride
(Chiqqah wa ‘arousah yâ rabb)
Better Without Marriage (Bidoun zawâg afdal)
I Have the Wallet (el Mihfazah ma’âyâ)
The Sultans of Song (Soultânat el tarab)
Paradise at her Feet (el Gannah tahta qadamayhâ)
The Circle of Suspicion (Dâ’irat el chakk)
Lips that do not Know Lying (Chifâh la ta’rif el kidhib)
I will Write Your Name on Sand
(Sa’ktob ismik ‘alah el rimâl) Morocco
The One who Fooled the Devil (Illî dihik ‘alâ el chayâtîn)
Blood on the Pink Dress (Dimâ’ ‘alâ el thawb el wardî)

1983
1984
1984
1984
1985
1985
1986
1986
1986
1986
1986
1986
1987
1987
1988
1989
1989
1989
1990
1990
1990
1991
1991
1992
1992
1994
1995
1996
1998
2001

A Prison without Bars (Sign bilâ qoudbân)
The Defender of Poor People (Fetewwat el nâs el ghalâbah)
Take Care of Khott (Ihtaris min el Khott)
Forbidden to Students (Mamnou’ li-l-talabah)
Oﬃcials on Earth (el Mouwazzafoun fî-l-ard)
The Age of Wolves (‘Asr el dhi’ab)
Berries and Clubs (el Tout wa-l-nabbout)
A Woman in Prison (Imra’ah fî-l-sign)
Embracing Fear (Ahdân el khawf )
Closed Session (el Galsah sirriyyah)
The Age of Wolves (‘Asr el dhî’âb)
House of the Poisoned Family
(Manzil el ‘â’ilah el masmoumah)
The Accusation (el Ittihâm)
The Cursed House (el Bayt el mal’oun)
Our Congratulations (Nouchâtiroukoum el afrâh)
A Very Naughty Family (‘A’ilah mouchâghibah guiddan)
Treason (Khiyânah)
Hell Under Water (Gahîm taht el mâ’)
Hell 2 (Gahîm itnîn)
A Woman Lost her Way (Imra’ah dallat el tarîq)
The Prosecutor asks for Innocence
(el Niyâbah tatloub el barâ’ah)
A Very Naughty Girl (Bint mouchâghibah guiddan)
The Chaser of Tyrants (Sâ’id el Gabâbirah)
Mountain Boy (Ibn el gabal)
Tears of her Excellency (Doumou’ sahibat el galâlah)
I Forgot that I am a Woman (Wa nasîtou annî imra’ah)
In Summer Love is Crazy (Fî-l-sayf el houbb gounoun)
Illicit Liaisons (‘Ilaqât machbouhah)
Delicious Killing (el Qatl el lazîz)
Hell Underground (Gahîm taht el ard)
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Amina Nour el Din (1910–?)
Born in Alexandria, she developed an interest in acting when she
was still a pupil in one of the city’s many French Nuns’ schools,
frequently taking part in school productions. She also took piano
lessons, a practice quite common then, and she soon became an
accomplished player.
She held a job working with the Polish Embassy in Cairo where
she moved after her father’s death, to live in the custody of her
uncle. In 1953 she joined the prestigious National Theatre of Cairo
where she took part in a production of a Molière translation acting
alongside Raqia Ibrahim. She also joined the Tali’a Theatre Group
travelling with them to Palestine and Iraq in 1944.
In 1953 she joined Alexandrian singer Laure Dakkash and theatre
artist Zaki Toleimat on a trip to Tunisia for the inauguration of the
National Theatre of Tunis. There she performed in The Merchant of
Venice to great critical acclaim for her portrayal of Portia.
She stopped acting in 1955 never to return to the scene again.
She will continue to be remembered for a series of roles as the
polished young woman, often of aristocratic descent; and
sometimes as the house wrecker with ulterior motives. Her lean
ﬁgure and emancipated manner, quite diﬀerent from the regular
image of the typical oriental female, also cast her in the part of
the Egyptian of mixed background which may have contributed
to the genre she was typecast in.
Filmography
1937
1942
1942
1943
1943
1945
1945
1946
1946
1953
1954
1955

Omar and Gamila (‘Omar we Gamîlah)
Lost in Thought (el Charîd)
The Accused (el Moutahamah)
Daughter of Sheikh (Bint el Cheikh)
The Call of the Heart (Nidâ’ el Qalb)
Bin Narin (Bin Nârîn)
The Honeymoon (Chaher el ‘asal)
The Unknown Past (el Mâdî el Maghoul)
Back to What She Was (‘Adat ela Qwa’edha)
Conspiracy (Mou’amrah)
And the Jours have Passed (We maret el ayâm)
Confessions of a Wife (I’tirafât Zawgah)

Fouad Gaafar (1916–1973)
With a very limited number of acting parts to his credit, the interest
in Gaafar lies in the fact that he was brought to the attention of
directors by fellow Alexandrian director Omar Gemei. A quiet,
reserved man who kept a low proﬁle throughout his brief career,
Gemei managed to launch Gaafar into starring opposite names
like Egyptian megastar Faten Hamama (in Aisha) and also landing
roles in television.
However, a stilted and rather wooden performance did little to
further his very short-lived claim to a future in the ﬁeld and his
career was made up for the most part of his latter Jour ﬁlms of
second and supporting roles.

Filmography
1945
1945
1946
1947
1947
1947
1948
1950
1951
1953
1956
1956
1956
1956
1957
1966
1968
1972

Raga (Ragâ)
The Mother (el Oumm)
Love Train (Ixpris el houbb)
The Father (el Abb)
The Great Sacriﬁce (el Tadhiyah el koubrah)
The Homeless (el Moutacharidah)
El Zanati Khalifa (el Zanâtî Khalîfah)
What was Destined (Elî Inkatab ‘la el gibîn)
The Out-lawed (el Khârig ‘n el qanoun)
Aisha (‘Âishah)
Ismail Yassin in the Waxworks Museum
(Ismâ’îl Yasîn fî mathâf el cham’)
The Inspector General (el Moufatish el ‘âm)
Platform Number 5 (Rasîf nemra khamsah)
Our Greenland (Ardinah el khadrâ)
Tahera (Tâhirah)
Water Carriers’ Alley (Hârit el saqayyîn)
Adawiya (‘Adawiyyah)
Wolves on the Road (Zi’âb ‘la el tarîq)

Bahiga el Mahdi (1916 - ?)
Born Henriette Cohen, Bahiga may well have owed her new name
to Alexandrian actress Bahiga Hafez, role model and pioneer.
Bahiga el Mahdi was famous for her exceptionally uncomely
looks. She was known for portraying the ugly wife, a terror to
her husband and her daughters. Laced with comedy most of the
time, hers was not an unpopular image with the audience and
she remains endearingly remembered for being one of the very
few who dared expose her physical ugliness so candidly on the
screen.
Filmography
1935
1936
1937
1937
1938
1938
1938
1939
1939

Shalom the Dragoman (Shalom el tourgmân)
Black and White (el Abyad wel esewed)
A Night in the Lifetime (Layla fel ‘omr)
Seven o’clock (el Sâ‘ah Sab‘ah)
The Telegram (el Telegraf )
This is my nature! (Anâ tab ī Kidah)
Long Awaited for Jour (Youm el Mounah)
Osman and Ali (‘Othman wa ‘Ali)
Lend me Three Pounds (Sallifnî talâtah guinîh)

Abdel Ghani Qamar (1921–1981)
Abdel Ghani Qamar began his career in theatre and radio working
with a number of amateur and professional troupes in Alexandria
and Cairo before studying at The Higher Institute of Acting in Cairo.
He graduated in 1950 and made his acting debut the following
year in The Flowers of Love (Ward el Gharam).
Qamar joined the Ismail Yassin Theatre troupe and the National
Theatre juggling acting with a regular job as an employee at
The Alexandria Port Authority. A political militant, he voiced his
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adversity to the politics of the late President Anwar Sadat and the
Camp David Agreement.

Camelia (1929–1950)

He travelled to Iraq, a practice not uncommon as much as
reserved to the more politically oriented of Egyptian artists who
saw in Baghdad a capital of the arts worthy of the heritage. There
he took part mainly in radio productions.

Born to an Italian grandmother from her mother’s side, and a
French father, Lilliane Victor Cohen’s deﬁnitive origins and identity
remain something of a mystery. Not least since she repeatedly
claimed she was a Christian in spite of the obviously Jewish family
surname.

As an actor, he was known mainly for his portrayal of the rogue
and swindling villain to which his physique lent itself. A versatile
talent, he took part in television productions and directed one
ﬁlm for cinema in 1957, The Fisherman’s Daughter (Bent el Sayyad)
never repeating the experience.

She attended an English school in Alexandria when she caught
the attention of director Ahmed Salem who introduced her to the
world of show business in 1946 at the tender age of seventeen
but precocious well beyond her age and ahead of her Jours.

Filmography
1951
1952
1952
1951
1953
1953
1953
1953
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1955
1955
1955
1956
1956
1957
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1959
1959
1959
1960
1960
1960
1961
1961
1961
1961
1963
1963
1965
1966
1966
1966
1966
1968
1968

The Flowers of Love (Ward el Gharam)
From Heart to Heart (Min el qalb lel qalb)
I Believe in God (Âmint bellah)
The Spring Festival (Cham el nasîm)
The Conspiracy (el Mou’âmarah)
The Judgement of Fate (Houkim el zamân)
The Love of Bossayna (Gharâm Bossaynah)
Do-gooder (Fa’l khayer)
The Adventures of Ismail Yassin
(Moughamarât Ismâ’îl Yasîn)
The Blazing Sun (Sirâ’ ﬁ-l-wâdî)
Mr. Charaf (el Ostâz Charaf )
Daughters of Eve (Banât Hawwâ)
The Beast (el Wahsh)
The Demon of the Desert (Chaytân el Saharâ)
My Heart Loves You (Qalbi yehwwâk)
Fools’ Alley (Dab el mahâbîl)
The Hopes of my Lifetime (Amânî el ‘omr)
Ismail Yassin in the Waxworks Museum
(Ismâ’îl Yasîn fî mathâf el cham’)
The Inspector General (el Moufatish el ‘âm)
The Fisherman’s Daughter (Bent el Sayyad)
Bewildered Life (Hayâh ha’irah)
Midnight Driver (Swâq nos el layl)
Sultan (Soultân)
A Woman on the Road (Imra’ah ﬁl tarîq)
Jamila the Algerian (Gamîlah)
The Return of Life (‘Awdat el hayyâh)
We are the Students (Ihnâ el talâmzah)
Meeting with the Unknown (Maw’id ma’a el maghoul)
Love and Deprivation (Houbb wa hermân)
Farewell Love (Wadâ’n ya houbb)
The Call of Lovers (Nidâ el ‘oshaq)
Life and Hope (Hayyah wa amal)
My Daughters and I (Ana we banâtî)
Zizit (Zîzit)
The Swindler (el Nasâb)
Rabaa el Adawiya (Rabi’ah el ‘adawiyyah)
The Princess of the Arabs (Amîrat el ‘arab)
The Three Adventurers (el Moughameroun el Thalâthah)
Treasures (Konouz)
The Three Friends (el Asdiqâ el thalâthah)
30 Jours in Prison (Thalâthîn youm fî el sign)
Adam’s Apple (Toufahit Âdam)
It Happened in Egypt (Hadath fî Misr)
The Postman (el Boustagî)

A party going, fun loving and typical Alexandrian socialite, she
was the subject of much speculation and rumour. Her name
was linked to that of the country’s King Farouk and an alleged
relationship was more than just tabloid material.
Camelia met a tragic end in a plane crash that claimed her life in
1950 at the age of twenty-one, which further enhanced her fame
adding to the mystique of the Marilyn Monroe type ﬁgure, politics
included. Conspiracy theories and speculation about espionage
continue to fuel the imagination and tales are spun around the
diva but nothing was ever resolved.
In spite of a very short-lived career, audiences keep a warm
memory of an exceptionally pretty and attractive actress with
great Hollywood star quality, and no less tragic stature who has
made a mark in movies that are still a pleasure to watch. Atef
Salem, the ﬁrst to have discovered her, dedicated his ﬁlm Barefoot
on the Bridge of Gold (Hâﬁyah ‘alâ Guisr min el dhahab) with its
biographical allusions to her memory.
Filmography
1947
1947
1948
1948
1949
1949
1949
1949
1949
1949
1949
1950
1950
1950
1950
1950
1950
1950

The Red Mask (el Qinâ el ahmar)
All Song (el Kol yeghanî)
Fetna (Fitnah)
A woman’s Imagination (Khayal Imra’ah)
Dazed Souls (Arwâh hâînah)
Such are Women (el Sitât Kida)
El Bahlawan Street (Châri el Bahlawan)
The Penny Owner (Sâhibat el malalim)
Midnight (Nos el layl)
My Child (Waladî)
The Murderer (el Qatilah)
A Woman of ﬁre (Imraah min Nar)
Dad is Groom (Bâbâ ‘aris)
Full Moon (Qamar arba ‘tachar)
The Millionaire (el Millionair)
Mind is a Blessing (el ‘ Aql zînhah)
Last Lie (Âkhir kedbah)
The Way to Cairo (El Tariq ela el Qâhirah)
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Mounira Sonbol(1939)
Born into an upper middle class family, she attended the English
Girls’ College (EGC) in Alexandria, where a tradition of stage
productions and theatricals along with exposure to the rich
cultural scene of the time helped her develop an interest in the
performing arts.
The emancipated, more or less liberal sports loving young starlet
later studying at the American University in Cairo was spotted by
a Kawakeb magazine journalist whose attention she caught while
playing sports in the capital’s well frequented Guezireh Sporting
Club in 1956.
An all too brief acting career ensued where she took part in a
very limited number of ﬁlms before getting married and leaving
the ﬁlm scene, never to re- emerge except on rare television
appearances hosted on talk shows to share her memories of
cinema’s heyJour.
A mixed parentage of Greek blood from her maternal grandmother
and a lithe swimmer’s silhouette helped to cast her as the young,
sometimes immature, pleasure seeking and spoilt young girl, or
the seductive, allowing ‘other’ woman.
Filmography
1957
1957
1958
1958

The Prisoner of Abou Zaabal (Sagîn Abou Za’bal)
Women in my Life (Nisâ’ fî hayyâtî)
Devils of the Air (Chayâtîn el Gaw)
The Street of Love (Châri’ el houbb)

Mahmoud Qabil(1944)
Mahmoud Qabil was born in Alexandria in 1944. His family lived
in relative aﬄuence until the death of his father, when he was
11. Qabil joined the Egyptian Military in 1964, and served as an
oﬃcer until 1973. He fought in both the Six Jour War in 1967 and
the War of Attrition in 1970, both decisive wars in the history of
modern Egypt.

and audiences alike, and he soon began to gain popularity.
In 2003, Qabil embarked on a TV series about girls’ education
and inheritance in Upper Egypt. His concern with social aﬀairs
and dedication to help those in need have been remarkable
throughout out his career.
After being involved in charity work, Qabil’s eﬀorts were recognized
by the United Nations, naming him UNICEF Goodwill Ambassador
to the Middle East and North Africa in November 2003. Ever since,
Mahmoud Qabil has supported UNICEF in the development of
diﬀerent social awareness and fund-raising campaigns in favour
of children in the Arab region and beyond.
Qabil’s fame rests heavily on his television series. He is perhaps
best remembered for his roles in Where is my Heart (Ayna Qalbî)
and Ladies of Garden City (Hawânim Gârden Citî). As many a
typical Alexandrian polyglot, he is ﬂuent in English, Arabic, French,
Hebrew, and Italian.
Filmography
1973
1975
1976
1978
1994
1995
1998
2000

The Sparrow (el 'Osfour)1975
Love under the Rain (Houbb taht el Mattar)
Away from the Land (Ba'idan 'n el aArd)
The Cursed (el Mala'în)
Penalty (Darbit Gazâ')
Cheap Meat (Lahm Rikhîs)
Fine Lace (Dantella)
The Madness of Life (Gonoun el Hayâh)

Mahmoud Abdel Aziz(1946)
Mahmoud Abdel Aziz is one of those Alexandrians who keep
returning to their native city, whether in the summer for visits,
or in ﬁlms. His Why is the Sea Laughingw (el bahr biyidhak leih?) is
testimony to that sense of belonging, for it is shot in Alexandria
and echoes – or recalls – one of the oldest Alexandrian ﬁlms
The Sea is Laughing (el bahr biyidhak) which was a collaboration
between the Alexandrian Amin Attalah, Stéphan Rosti and Alvise
Orfanelli.

After this period of military service, Qabil turned to acting with
a ﬁrst appearance in 1972 in The Sparrow (el 'Osfour) directed by
famous Alexandrian director Youssef Chahine. He went on with
this acting career for some time, appearing in quite a few movies
in the 1970s. In 1980, he placed it on hold and moved to the
United States where he started his own business. Together with
his brother, Hussein, they owned Qabil Citrus Farms in the Rio
Grande Valley, Texas. He would not return to Egypt or to acting
for another 14 years. During this period Qabil developed skills
in counseling young people, which he now applies in his work
with UNICEF.

Mahmoud Abdel Aziz was born in el Wardian district in Alexandria.
He studied Agriculture as a major in the University of Alexandria
and got a BA in 1966 then later an MA in the same ﬁeld. During his
university years he was interested in acting and took part in some
plays there. Luck came his way when director Nour el Demerdash
met him and decided to give him a part in the television series
The Eddy (el Dawâmah). He caught attention then and producer
Ramsis Naguib chose him for a role in the ﬁlm Until the End of My
Lifetime (Hatâ âkher el ‘omr) in 1975. By then, he was then well on
his way to a glorious career in cinema.

Upon his return to Egypt in 1994, he resumed acting with Penalty
(Darbit Gazâ') produced by fellow Alexandrian Ikram Haggar,
and Cheap Meat (Lahm Rikhîs), a movie about the trade of young
peasant girls to rich Gulf suitors. His acting was praised by critics

At the beginning his good looks opened doors for him and qualiﬁed
him to be a star, so he was always cast in the role of the handsome
young man. In 1982 he moved in a diﬀerent direction with Shame
(el ‘âr) which brought out his latent potential by allowing him
to show diﬀerent emotions while slowly moving from good to
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evil. He then deliberately gave up the parts of handsome young
men to attempt more challenging roles. He played the part of a
father when he was still relatively young in The Virgin and White
Hair (el ‘adhrâ’ wa-l-sha’r el abyad) in 1983, and Forgery of Oﬃcial
Documents (Tazwîr fî awraq rasmiyah) in 1984.
From the eighties onwards he turned to movies that were comic
and lighthearted, but with tragic undertones, showing the
suﬀering of the underdog. In this sense he was portraying the
typical Egyptian character that transforms a tragedy into a joke,
so that life can go on. El Kitkat (1991) is a good example of this
kind of ﬁlm, where he played the part of a blind old man who lost
his eyesight but not his vision.
His television series Raafat el Haggan (Ra’fat el Hagân) won
Mahmoud Abdel Aziz immense fame and popularity which still
reverberate till now. His success in TV serials was capped with
another series, Mahmoud el Masri, which recounts the fortunes of
an Alexandrian businessman.
He received Best Actor award from Alexandria International Film
Festival for his ﬁlm The Gentleman (el Gentel) in 1996, and from
Arab Cinema Festival in Paris for his latest ﬁlm The Magician (el
Sâhir) in 2002.
Filmography
1974
1975
1975
1976
1976
1977
1977
1977
1977
1977
1977
1977
1978
1978
1978
1978
1978
1978
1978
1978
1979
1979
1979
1979
1980
1980
1980
1981
1981
1981
1981
1982

The Grandchild (el Hafîd)
Until the End of My Lifetime (Hatâ âkher el ‘omr)
Bloody SunJour (Yaum el ahad el dâmî)
Face to Face (Waghan le wagh)
Love in Miami Beach (el Houbb ‘la châti’ Miâmî)
The Sins of Love (Khatâyah el houbb)
With Love (Ma’a houbbî wa ashwâqî)
My Daughter and the Wolf (Ibnatî wa el dhi’b)
Demons (el Shayâtîn)
The Pretty Liar (el Bint el helwah el kadhâbah)
The Sad Bird of the Night (Ta’ir el layl el hazing)
Enough my Heart (Kafânî ya qalb)
A Woman with no Heart (Imra’a bila qalb)
A Woman in my Blood (Imra’a fî damî)
The Reckoning of Years (Hisâb el sinîn)
Youth Dancing on Fire (Shabâb yarqous fawq el nâr)
Shaﬁqa and Metwalli (Shafîqah we Metwalî)
That’s Wrong Lolo (‘Aib ya Loulou ya Loulou ‘aib)
Hearts in a Sea of Tears (Qoloub fî bahr el domou’)
Life is Lost, My Son (Wa dâ’ el ‘omr ya waladî)
Stronger than the Jours (Aqwa min el ayâm)
Lovers Under 20 (‘Oushaq taht el ‘ishrîn)
The Savage (el motawahishah)
Under Investigation (wala yazâl el tahqîq mostamer)
Demons (el Abâlsah)
(X) A Sign that Means Wrong
(X ‘alâmah ma’nahah el khata’)
A Love that does not see the Sun (Houb la yara el shams)
I in his Eyes (Anâ fî ‘aynihih)
Demon of the Island (Shaytan el gizîrah)
Shore of Memories (Shati’ el dhikrayât)
Farewell to Suﬀering (Wada’an lil ‘adhâb)
The Execution of a High School Student (I’dâm tâlib thânawî)

1982
1982
1982
1982
1982
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1986
1986
1986
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1988
1988
1989
1989
1990
1991
1991
1991
1992
1992
1993
1994
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
2000
2000
2002
2002

Shame (el ‘âr)
The Fool (el Ma’touh)
Lial (Liali)
Wekalit el Balah (Wekâlit el balah)
Bitter Bread (el Khobz el morr)
Love Alley (Drab el hawâ)
Those who Accept Bribes (el Sâdah el mortashoun)
The Virgin and White Hair (el ‘adhrâ’ wa-l-sha’r el abyad)
Kingdom of Hallucination (Mamlakit el halwasah)
Half a Million Pounds (Nos arnab)
Please Give Me this Medicine
(Argouk ‘atinî hadha el dawâ’)
Our Girls Abroad (Banâtonah fî-l-kharig)
House of Delinquents (Bayt el qâsirât)
Forgery of Oﬃcial Documents (Tazwîr fî awraq rasmiyah)
The Poor do not go to Paradise
Fouqarâ’ la yadkholoun el ganah)
Your Jour will come, Mister (Lak youm ya Bîh)
But Something Remains (Lakn shay’ ma yabqâ)
Execution of a Dead Man (I’dâm mayit)
El Darb el Ahmar (el Darb el ahmar)
The Flat is the Wife’s Right (el Shaqah min haq el zawgah)
Tramps (el Sa’âlîk)
The Deluge (el Toufân)
Mind You Law (‘Afwan ayohâ el qanoun)
High (el Kîf )
The Mad Woman (el Magnounah)
The Innocent (el Barî’)
Hunger (el Gou’)
Get it, Smart Alec (Hidiq yefham)
Sons and Murderers (Abnâ’ wa qatalah)
Beast Race (Gary el wohoush)
Khalil after Amendments (Khalîl ba’d el ta’dîl)
Gentlemen (el Sâdah el rigâl)
Road to Remorse (Sikat el nadâmah)
Mess (Samk labn tamr hindî)
River of Fear (Nahr el khowf )
We are all Thieves, Dear (Ya ‘azîzî kolona lisous)
The World on the Wings of a Dove
(el Donia ‘la ginah yamâmah)
Ladies and Gentlemen (Sayidâtî ânisâtî)
Abou Kartonah (Abou Kartonah)
Ika’s Law (Qanoun îkâ)
El Kitkat (el Kitkât)
Abdel Gabar’s World (Doniâ ‘Abdel Gabâr)
Spy Trap (Fakh el gawâsîs)
Three on the Road (Thalathah ‘la el tarîq)
Hodgepodge (Khaltabîtah)
The Visit of Mr. President (Ziyârat el sayid el ra’îs)
Why is the Sea Laughing? (el Bahr biyidhak leh)
The Gentleman (el Gentel)
The Captain (el Qobtân)
Harmonica (Hârmonîkâ)
El Nims (el Nims)
Desire Market (Souq el mot’ah)
A Fishy Trip (Rihlah mashbouhah)
The Magician (el Sâhir)

Sari El Naggar (1972)
Sari el Naggar received his education at a number of institutions,
beginning with the English Girls’ College (EGC) in Alexandria
before going to boarding school in England, a year in Alexandria
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again to attend the American School in Schutz, a High School
Diploma in Cyprus, and ﬁnally the American University in
Cairo.
The cosmopolitan education he received echoed his own
typically Alexandrian background, which was formed of a
mix of Egyptian and European blood and a tradition of play
readings and rehearsals held in his parents’ living room. His
early exposure to the theatre led him to major in theatre and
join an amateur theatre troupe at the AUC before landing
a part in ﬁlmmaker Osama Fawzi’s Paradise of the Demons
(Gannet el Shayateen). Since then he has played parts in
The City (El Madina), Fish Tail (Deil el Samaka), The Magician
(El Saher) and Adam’s Autumn (Kharif Adam). Apart from
his very ﬁrst shorter feature ﬁlm directed by Sherif el Adma
entitled I Don’t Want Anything (Mish Ayez Haga), his ﬁlms
were all landmark movies by respected directing artists
such as Yousri Nasrallah and Mohamed el Qalyoubi. Most of
those were award winning ﬁlms in Egypt and abroad, also
earning Sari both public and critics’ recognition and a Best
Actor Award at the 19th Alexandria Film Festival.
Casting actors for his Paradise of Demons, Osama Fawzi
explains in Al Ahram Weekly, “We look for particular features
in the cast which I did not see in mainstream actors who
have a seeming addiction to turning in typical television
performances. Out of 37 candidates who auditioned for
Hami Khalifa’s casting he selected only 3, one of whom was
Sari [because they] had a similar atypical style.” They were
not portraying villains as such, however, but tramps who for
the requirements of the production were trained to act in a
very deliberate yet controlled level of exaggeration.
Sari el Naggar’s roles are original and his performance is
inspired, breaking the mould of stereotypes and cliché
long associated with the villain as either totally hideous or
naively funny. He prefers to reject as many lesser quality
oﬀers as he can aﬀord to. “There are so many meaningless
ﬁlms being made,” he says, “that if we accept them solely
for the money factor, weighing money against art, then I’m
afraid we’ll have to ﬁnd a new name for the latter; and it’s
pathetic that people are getting funding for this kind of ﬁlm
in the name of art.”
Filmography
2004

Jour of Dignity (Youm el Karâmah)

Mahmoud Abdel Aziz in Execution of A Dead Man
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The List Goes On...

The list goes on and on to include the likes of early actors Hanan
Refaat, Victoria Cohen, Hussein and Nagat el Meligui, Mohamed
Haddad, who were all active during the early hardly documented
period and about whom little is known let alone written.
It then goes on to lesser known Alexandrian contributors to
the acting profession, such as Ahmed Luxor (1930), a graduate
of the Higher Institute of Acting typecast as the serious police
oﬃcer or stiﬀ upper lipped aristocrat; Ali Hassanein (1940) a
decade younger and late comer to acting, usually typecast as the
vagabond or the artist; to Lotﬁ Labib a Faculty of Arts, Alexandria
University graduate who started out on stage gradually making
his way to ﬁlm later to earn long deserved popularity as one of
the protagonists of most of the movies of the last decade.
Perhaps the two most proliﬁc of the contemporary Alexandrian
male actors in Egyptian Cinema toJour with deep attachments to
the city of their childhood would be Samir Sabri and Mahmoud
Abdel Aziz. The former, even with a regular TV show airing twice
weekly and a relatively busy acting schedule still ﬁnds time to
spend with family and friends there. He started a foundation for
promoting Alexandrian artists and encouraging young talents,
which is also responsible for organizing a yearly song festival.
Mention of Samir Sabri whose long time TV career has sometimes
overshadowed his cinematic talent as an actor and singer calls to
mind yet another star of television overseas: Nagui. He is one of
France's most popular TV presenters and a great entertainer in
the medium. It is, however, a little known fact that he was born
in Alexandria before leaving for Paris at the age of ﬁve. Of Greek/
Egyptian origin, his father was Professor Lotﬁ Fam who taught at
Alexandria University in the 1960s.
Mahmoud Abdel Aziz with a ﬁlmography that includes blockbuster
hits in the history of Egyptian Cinema continues his successful
career. In spite of competition and a degenerative eye condition,
he can still hold starring roles and his recent ﬁlms and parts in TV
series show great maturity. His attachment to Alexandria is clear
from all his interviews where he mentions the city with love and

recognition. He visits there often to see his mother and spend
time with cousins Yashar and Sherine Abbas, and good friend
Wassim Mohieldin in Montazah where he loves to go swimming.
Another Alexandrian but with fewer and far between links with
the city toJour is TV actor Ahmed Abdel Aziz who made his mark
especially in historical series ﬂaunting his horse-riding skills. More
recently, and counting among the younger generation is young
shooting star Ahmed Rizk doing comedy back to back with more
serious roles and gaining a large following specially among
young moviegoers.
Of the female actors, Nadia el Guindi is an uncontested ﬁlm, and
recently TV, star. Her roots with the city may have been severed
over the years, having gotten married ﬁrst to actor Emad Hamdi,
then to producer Mohamed Mokhtar and living in Cairo, but her
sea borne identity and debonaire free spirit still ﬂicker in her bold
and unabashed manner in spite of the years.
More recently, Soumayya Khashab seems to be leading with a very
successful TV series in Ramadan of 2006 starring opposite Syrian
megastar Gamal Soleiman, and opposite Abla Kamel in a series
about, more pertinently, the infamous Alexandrian murderess
duo Rayya and Sekinah.
Second in line are Nermine el Fiqqi and Ola Ghanem both
Alexandrians in the tradition of the English Language School
graduate with a certain sophistication to which another
Alexandrian and for that matter El Nasr Girls’ College (EGC) recent
graduate May Ezz el Din oﬀers a direct foil, specializing rather in
the more vulgar women’s roles, rendering them to perfection and
taking giant steps on the way to stardom.
The seat of an upcoming career in cinema is still Cairo since life in
Alexandria could posit a threat to visibility which is hardly possible
in the less entrepreneurial city it is toJour. All in all, apart from a
very few, most of the Alexandrians who made it in show business
have acquired a life in the capital, the site of the industry.
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The city that once gave the country its earliest generation of actors
is perhaps busier toJour paving the way for a new age in ﬁlm
production that may well result in a new home- grown market for
specializations including acting.
Versatility seems to be an inherent quality reﬂecting topography
and climate and acting may well be an art at which Alexandrians
could be particularly adept.
With a history already made and an industry established, the
adventurous aspect has subsided even though the risk factor still
remains, but it no longer posits the same threat of the unknown nor
probably the romantic tremor of the leap into the danger
of darkness.
Moving from their city by the sea was not so much a sacriﬁcial
oﬀering to the Nile nor as disorienting as it may seem; rather, the
call of cinema heralded the pioneers from Alexandria and gave birth
to a long line of professionals in constant ﬂux between city of origin
and the new capital of cinema. Alexandria paved the way, ﬁlled a
void, oﬀered the talents and the road map and gradually an acting
corps emerged from all around the country.
In a virtual curtain call honoring our Egyptian actors, we would
be applauding our sultry doe-eyed Latino types as well as the
sun-kissed brawny thug-type fettewa of the port area, to the
cosmopolitan mix of nationalities and social backgrounds from the
ugly Henriette Cohen to the curvaceous undulating Mediterraneantype female ﬁgure of Hind Rustom and others. All types once and
still represented by Alexandrian amateur and professional actors
of both genders, only to have initiated many more others from
elsewhere around the country to do the same and people the scene.
Alexandrian actors may be outnumbered by others but, clearly, the
curtain has not come down.

Zahret el Ola
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Omar Sharif and Zubeida Tharwat in A Man in Our House. Also starring Zahret el Ola and Rushdi Abaza.
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ADEL AMIN
AHMED ADAM
AHMED NABIL
AHMED ABDEL HALIM
AMAL RAMZI
AMIN EL HEINIDI
BASSAM RAGAB
CHEWIKAR
EMAD ABDEL HALIM
EMY
ENTISSAR
EVA
FARDOUS ABDEL HAMID
GALAL HARB
HALA EL SAFI
HALA SHIEHA
HANAN YOUSSEF
HAYATEM
HODA SHAMS EL DIN
IMAN EL BAHR DARWISH
KETTY
LAILA HEMDAN
LOTFI LABIB
MADIHA KAMEL
MOHAMED SAAD
MOHAMED SHARAF
MOHAMED SULTAN
MUSTAFA QAMAR
NABIL EL HAGRASSI
NAHED SHERIF ( BORN EL NAYYAL)
NAIMA EL SAGHIR
NAIM ISSA
NADA BASSIOUNI
NADIA EZZAT
NADIA EL GUINDI
NASSER SEIF
NELLY KARIM
NOURHAN
QATQOUTA
RAAFAT FAHIM
RAWIA ABAZA
SANA’ YOUNIS
SALAH NAZMI
SAMIR GHANEM
SAMIRA ABDEL AZIZ
SAMIRA SEDKI
SAYED ABDEL KARIM
SHAMS
SOAD HUSSEIN
SORAYA FAKHRI
SUZY KHAIRI
TALAAT ZAKARIA
TALAAT ZEIN
WAFAA AMER
WAHID SEIF
YOUSSEF DAOUD
ZAHRET EL OLA
ZUBEIDA THARWAT
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Cinemas
1. Early Projection Halls

(Cinematographs - Cinema(phones) - Cinemas)

Alexandria 1896 - 1925

Between the fact by now universally
acknowledged that in 1896, “only a few
months after the ﬁrst screening in Europe
had taken place, ﬁlms by the Lumière
Brothers soon found their way to Egyptian
audiences in Alexandria” (Shaﬁk, p. 10), and
the perception of that special historical
event seen in perspective and retrospect,
there falls a certain shadow. Blurred by
short memory and unrecorded history,
a period fraught with events and rich in
promise, is all too often buried in full glory,
and the impact of the facts remains an
understatement.
To raise a curtain on the cultural scene of
the time cinema begantheatre had already
found its way to the city, and a following
among its citizens. A certain sophistication
in taste had been acquired, and the rich
brocade of varied origins interwove into
a fabric large enough to cover a whole
spectrum that would form an audience
great enough for a novel concept in
enterprise and recreation.
And so, in keeping with the Greek origin
of the word kinema, the new form of
entertainment created a stir and took
Alexandria by storm, paving the way for
the birth of an action-packed industry and,
in future, a new form of art. Now along
with one of the Seven Wonders of the
World which once adroed its horizon, the
city could boast a forthcoming attraction
thereafter named The Seventh Art.
The ﬁrst screenings took place as early
as 1896 in the Toussoun Stock Exchange
that was later to become the prestigious
Club Mohamed Ali, and later The Horreya
Cultural Center now known as Qasr el
Ebdaa’ (Palace of Creativity). In one of the
many chambers of that establishment,
known as The Zawani Café, later screening
activities were to take place, and the

introduction of special sites for screening
did not take long to follow.
A practice and a business almost totally
embraced by resident foreigners of
Alexandria, it soon proved extremely
lucrative. Owners of café shops that served
as meeting places for stock exchange
activities (many popular cafes were known
as borsas) were mainly Italians, Greeks and
French. When local ﬁlming began, the
cameras were used as projecting devices
as well as for ﬁlming, and the acquisition
of the novel invention proved a proﬁtable
one. Families whose next of kin had been
ﬁlmed would rush to watch projections of
their loved ones at the cafés.
In his book El Yonaniyoun ﬁ el Cinema el
Misreyah, Yannis Melakhrinado attributes
the ownership of projection halls by
Greeks to their keen sense of business, but
whatever the reason and whoever else
had the bigger share of the monopoly the
fact remains that Egyptians ﬁrst joined the
market as owners only in Tanta and Port
Said where Maqar and Mohamed Osman
respectively pioneered the enterprise.
Interestingly, when cinema was introduced
to other countries in the region, it was an
Egyptian Jew who opened a cinema in
Jerusalem called The Oracle. By 1897, the
Cinematographe Lumière in Alexandria,
owned by the Italian Dello Strologo, was
oﬀering regular séances and it became
common practice to project ﬁlms during
theatre performances.

charging even less for children. First class
tickets oﬀered the beneﬁt of a comfortable
seat, whereas a third class seat aka ‘terzo’
was only a bench without a back. Cinema
Metro’s ground ﬂoor less expensive seats
had, however, a certain rangee x’ (X- Row)
which promised a better view of the
screen. Matinees and evening sessions
were held, open air cinemas thrived in the
summer, and Alexandria soon had as many
cinemas as could accommodate a growing
number of fans who had grown fond of its
entertainment value .
Proﬁts were also made on the periphery
of the business: Matussian Cigarettes
Company oﬀered free tickets to holders of
coupons found in its cigarette boxes, and
the French Chocolat Poulain made similar
oﬀers for purchase of their products. One
cinema whose roof was made of porous
wooden beams attracted moviegoers
by renting out umbrellas for a minimal
fee of a few but rewarding milliemes.
Advertisements for the diﬀerent cinemas
were made in announcements touring
the city either on banners or across
microphones heralding the use of new
equipment that would not strain the eyes
or “hammer the head with disturbing and
unbearable noise”, or as later on with the
announcement of air conditioning in the
case of Cinema Amir.

One of the ﬁrst to combine theatre and
ﬁlm was the Italian Barda who transformed
his Teatro Egyptien into Cinema Olympia;
incidentally, he was later to write the music
for Om Kalthoum’s ﬁlm Wedad (Wedâd)
a practice considered uncommon for
the diva. At Cinema Urbanora, owned by
another Alexandrian Italian, and catering
to an almost entirely Italian audience, the
Maestro Grasso and his Company of Araiis
Zani would play Garibaldi’s Royal Hymn
and celebrate the Italian National Feast in
September of every year.

Diﬀerent cinemas held diﬀerent practices.
In the very early Jours before translation
was made available, a live interpreter
was employed to narrate or explain the
drama, depending on the case. Often, in
order to please the attendance, he would
undertake to comment on the action and
predict coming events! In popular areas,
it was common practice for the camera
and projector operators to stop projection
and freeze a frame at the demand of the
audience when a speciﬁc scene would
catch their attention or raise their interest,
as in the more heated ﬁght scenes, when
members of the audience would demand
to have a scene replayed, the operator
would spool and replay the scene to the
enthusiastic applause of the people.

Ticket prices varied depending on target
audience, niche of clientele and facilities.
At ﬁrst cinemas charged up to ﬁve piasters
for the exclusivity and the novelty of the
service; soon it was to drop to three and two,

Even later, a ﬁlm was always preceded
by actualites, or later still by the Amon
Newsreel, a cartoon and scenes from a
forthcoming attraction. In the Jours of
the monarchy, the royal anthem would
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be played and the audience would stand
in reverence until it had ended. Often in
Charlie Chaplin movies, a live musician
would accompany the silent ﬁlm, visible to
the audience.
Entertainment during the intervals
became a customized service, with every
cinema oﬀering its special services.
Cinema Rio, which screened mostly Pathé
productions, had a waterworks machine
that was eye catching and mesmerizing
to watch; Cinema Royal hosted a magician
and children’s mornings oﬀering puppet
shows and marionettes.
If a power cut came between the
Alexandria audience and the ﬁlm, they
were known to chant in unison cima
awanta, hato felousna (this cinema is a
fraud, give us back our money). And the
advertisement that announced that Father
up a Tree (Abi fawka el shagara ) featured
54 kisses was taken seriously: viewers had
great fun counting together each kiss as it
came up. One, two, three roared the whole
house with delight.
Children’s birthJour parties were held
inside the cinemas, and the adjoining
cafeterias (often run by Greeks) would do
the catering of the petit pain sandwiches
and little gateaux soires. Apples dipped in
candy syrup were circulated on a tray, and
their taste still lingers on in the memory of
Alexandrians to this Jour.
So too, in the collective unconscious, are
memories of lush and elegant evenings at
the cinema. In his article, Ibrahim Abdel
Meguid tells of how an outing to the movies
was preceded by a ritual in grooming and
spraying cologne, and how a rumour that
access to Cinema Royal would be denied in
the absence of formal dress code got the
young writer and his friends fantasizing.
For the middle classes, an outing to the
cinema meant money well spent and
aﬀordable family enjoyment; for the high
society, the prospect of an evening séance
exhumed furs, jewellery, hats and often
revealing evening gowns for the ladies.

Sources for names, dates and other related
information are listed in books by well
known cinema historians. Unfortunately
not all facts tally and when they fail to do
so repeatedly it was deemed better to omit
rather than make a doubtful entry.

changed to Cinema Alhambra till the late
1990s.

Very often inauguration dates would be
contradictory let alone conﬂicting. Word
of mouth and anecdotal tales, though
useful could hardly be taken for granted
or considered authentic or totally reliable.
Many cinemas were inaugurated and shut
down only a few weeks after opening
dates, often only to re-open once again,
either by the same name or a new one.
Also, many cinemas would be owned and
run by diﬀerent people.

Cinema Eldorado, on Mehatet Masr Square,
changed to Cinema Star

Often similar names are used across a
disparate time line causing confusion
as to inauguration dates of the diﬀerent
cinemas. Likewise, the changing names
of streets over the years may create such
similar confusion.
In order to facilitate navigation through
the following pages of the streets and
cinemas of Alexandria, it may be useful to
remember the following name changes:
Rue Rosette was changed to Rue Fouad
to Tariq el Horreya or Sharia Gamal
Abdel Nasser; Rue Missalla became Saﬁa
Zaghloul, Rue Mehatet el Raml or Rue de la
Gare du Ramleh is presently Saad Zaghloul
Street; Said Street is also known as Sharia
el Ghorfa el Togariya. Rue de la Gare du
Caire is Sharia Mehatet Misr; La Place des
Jardins Français changed to Place Saad
Zaghloul to Place Orabi.
As theatres (teatros) metamorphosed into
projection halls and cinemas, or changed
owners and management, they were often
re-baptized. Here are some examples:
Aziz and Dorés Cinephone, inaugurated in
1906/7, became Cinema Belle Vue in 1908
and then Cinema Strand.
Teatro Alhambra was inaugurated as a
theatre in 1900, then used as a cinema
projection hall in 1928 and its name was

Casino Eden, inaugurated on Place Jardins
Français in 1910, changed into Grand
Cinema Excelsior.

Cinema Isis, inaugurated in 1910 on Rue
Fouad, changed to Cinema Josy then to
Cinema Plaza.
Cinema Matussian, inaugurated in 1921 on
Shakour Street, Ramleh Station, changed to
Cinema Majestic.
Cinema Ambassador, inaugurated in 1922
near Teatro Zizinia (next to Mohamed Ali
Theatre – Cordahi Complex), changed to
Cinema Royal and is currently Renaissance
Cinema Complex.
The Cordahi complex was built in 1921
on Rue Fouad. The Mohamed Ali Theatre
was built in 1929, and it was also used as a
projection hall. It became the Sayed Darwish
Theatre, and is now the Alexandria Opera
House.
Cinema Misr on el Nil Street, Karmouz,
changed to Cinema el Nil.
Cinema Moharrem Bey on Moharrem Bey
Street changed to Cinema Opera
Teatro Olympia on Rue Said el Awal,
Manshieh, changed to Cinema Rex.
Cinema Oriental, inaugurated in 1925 on
Rue de l’ancienne poste (Sharia el Bosta
el Qadeema), became Cinema Lido then
Cinema el Sharq (translation of original
name Oriental).
Cinema Roy on Ramleh Station Square,
changed to Cinema Ferial.
Teatro Zizinia inaugurated in 1863 on Rue
Rosette (later Rue Fouad) became a cinema
projection hall round the turn of the century
– exact date unknown.
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Salle de la Bourse
Toussoun Pasha
Location
Rue Bab el Hadid, (Rue de
L’ancienne Bourse)
Inaugurated in 1896
Length of viewing
30 minutes
Type of Programme
Short ﬁlms
Price of Ticket
4 Piastres (adults) 2 Piastres
(children)

Lumière Cinematograph
Location
Rue Mehatet Masr (Rue de la Gare
du Caire), near Alhambra
Inaugurated in 1896-1897,
Reopened 1899-1890 as part
of the programme of Alhambra
between Bourse Toussoun and
Teatro Alhambra, with an entrance
on Rue Moharrem Bey.
Owners
Lumière, France
Length of viewing
Short ﬁlms
Price of Ticket
3 Piastres (adults), 1.5 Piastres
(children)
Technical equipment and
machinery
Lumière projection equipment

Teatro Abbas
Inaugurated in 1904
Type of Programme
Complementary item.

Aziz & Dorés Cinephone
Location
Corner of Rue Ramleh Station
and Rue Missalla, (Lieu of Cinema
Strand, corner of present Saad
Zaghloul St. and Saﬁa Zaghloul
St.)
Inaugurated in 1906/1907
Owners
Aziz Bandarli & Umberto Dorés
Photographers
Type of Programme
Silent ﬁlms & sound movies.
Technical equipment and
machinery
Louis Gaumont
Facilities
Sound System

Urbanora Cinematograph

Teatro Alhambra, Grand

Cinema Lux (Ex. Olympia)

Location
Rue Salah el Din
Inaugurated in 1906/1907
Type of Programme
Matinée & Soirée
Class of viewers/audience
Large number of viewers (triple
the usual number) mainly from
the Italian Community
Facilities
Cooling system: 6 huge fans

Cinema ‘Arts et La Poire
Inaugurated in 1911

Location
Rue Said I
Inaugurated in 1921

Salle le Fonte
Location
12, Rue Rosette (later Rue Fouad)
Inaugurated in 1907
Technical equipment and
machinery
Louis Gaumont
Facilities
Sound System

Casino Belle Vue
Inaugurated in 1908
Type of Programme
Complementary item on an
entertainment programme

Casino San Stefano
Inaugurated in 1908
Type of Programme
Complementary item on an
entertainment programme

Grand Cinema Excelsior
– Casino Eden
Inaugurated in 1910
Type of Programme
A variety of ﬁlms from Pathé
Productions
Price of Ticket
Free entry

Rosette Gardens
(Jardins Rosette)
Inaugurated in 1910
Type of Programme
Projection of a variety of ﬁlms
at midnight, after their regular
entertainment programme

Teatro Chantecler*
Location
Rue Salah el Din
Inaugurated in 1911 (Cinema
Chantecler 1925)?
Type of Programme
Viewing rights granted from Pathé
Productions (France),
Nordisk Productions (Denmark)
Technical equipment and
machinery
Gaumont, Eclaire
* Reopened as Cinema Pathé

Cinema Palace
originally, Cinematographe Pathé
Location
Rue de L’ancienne Bourse
Inaugurated in 1911

Wekalet el Masrah wal
Cinematoghraph
Location
Bolonaki Passageway
Inaugurated in 1912
Owners
A. Brandi & Co

Cinema Empire
Location
Rue Mahatet Masr
Inaugurated in 1912

Teatro Iris
Location
13, Rue Rosette
Inaugurated in 1912

el Cinema el Misreyah
Location
Rue Ibrahim, Labban
Inaugurated in 1912
Number of seats
Can seat up to 1200 viewers
Price of Ticket:
Aﬀordable
Facilities
Arabic translation/ subtitles

Cinema Italia (Italie)
Location
12, Rue Rosette (near Salle le
Fonte)

Teatro Moderne
Location
Rue Mehatet Masr
Inaugurated in 1914
Price of Ticket
Soiree 4 - 2 - 1 Piastre(s)
(Loges) 25 - 20 -15 Piastres
Matinée 3 - 2 - 1 Piastre(s)
(Loges) 10 Piastres

Salle American
Cosmographe
Inaugurated in 1921 according to
some sources and 1925 according
to others.

Cinema Majestic
Location
Rue Ramleh Station
Inaugurated in 1922

Cinema Leon
Inaugurated in 1922
Class of viewers/audience
Local community

Salle American
Cosmographe
Inaugurated in 1925 (elsewhere
mentioned 1921)

Cinema Chantecler*
Inaugurated in 1925 (Could be
Teatro Chantecler which was
opened in 1911)

Cinema Iris
Re-inaugurated 1925

Cinema Mohamed Ali
Inaugurated in 1925

Cinema La Liberté
Inaugurated in 1925
Class of viewers/audience
Local community

Cinema Orientale
Inaugurated in1925
Class of viewers/audience
Local community

Cinema Matussian
Location
Rue Ramleh Station
Inaugurated in 1921
Owners
Matussian Cigarettes Co.
Price of ticket
Free entry for Matussian
Cigarettes coupons holders.
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Interior of Cinema Alhambra

Interior of Cinema Amir
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2. Later Cinemas

Alexandria Cinemas as listed in the Cinema Guide For Arab
and North African Countries published in 1951-1952
Alf Leila

Alhambra

Amir

Anfoushi

Location
Cinema Street, Abu Kir
Owners
Madame Georgette & Ostaz
Naguib
No. of Seats
800 Stalls
Working season
Summer only / Open Air
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Egyptian/ Arabic & American
or British
Technical Equipment
Erneman
Technical Machinery
RCA

Location
Saﬁa Zaghloul Street
Owners
Elias George Lotﬁ
No. of Seats
1373
(575 Stalls - 136 First Floor - 182
Balcony - 300 Gallery - 36 Loge)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Italian, French, Greek &
American or British - First
Viewing
Technical Equipment
Century Ashcraft
Technical Machinery
Western Electric

Location
41 Fouad Street
Opening & Closing Dates
April 1952 - Present
Owners
Fox: 20th Century Film
Company
No. of Seats
1204 (614 Stalls - 590
Balconyy)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
English- First viewing
Technical Equipment
Simplex
Technical Machinery
RCA
Technical Facilities
York Air conditioner since
its inauguration

Location
Ras El Tin
Owners
National Cinema Company:
Moh. Hassan Ghanem &
Mahmoud Youssef
No. of Seats
800 Stalls
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Egyptian/ Arabic
Technical Equipment:
G. B. Kelly
Technical Machinery
Diosonic

Bacos

Camp Caesar

Champs Elysees

Cleopatra les Bains

Location
155, Abu Kir Street
Owners
Awlad Fouad Haggar
No. of Seats
1014
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Egyptian/Arabic
Technical Equipment
Cinemechanica
Technical Machinery
Altec Lansing

Owners
Gamal Reda & Nasr Eddine
Shalaby
No. of Seats
350 Stalls
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Egyptian/ Arabic
Technical Equipment
British Gaumont
Technical Machinery
Gaumont

Location
Ramleh Station
Opening & Closing Dates
Inauguration end of 1952
Owners
Politi Brothers
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
European Films

Location
Bubastes Street, Cleopatra
Owners
Awlad Fouad Haggar
No. of Seats
1020 (980 Stalls- 8 Loge)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Egyptian/ Arabic
Technical Equipment
Saper Simplex
Technical Machinery
RCA

Olympia
Location
Anastasie Street
Owners
Mohamed Ahmed el Sayed
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Egyptian/Arabic & American or
British – Adventures
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Cinema Cosmo

Concordia

Cosmo

Eden

El Helal

Location
15, Said el Awal Street
Owners
Elias George Lotﬁ
No. of Seats
1100 (540 Stalls - 560 Balcony)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Egyptian/ Arabic & American or
British
Technical Equipment
Erneman 2
Technical Machinery
Western Electric

Location
General Earl Street
Owners
Josy Film
No. of Seats
1310
(1100 Stalls - 100 Balcony- 22 Loge)
Working season
All seasons

Location
Camp Caesar
Owners
Gamal Reda & Nasr Eddine
Shalaby
No. of Seats
350 Stalls
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Egyptian/ Arabic
Technical Equipment
British Gaumont
Technical Machinery
Gaumont

Location
El Mex Road
Owners
El Malahy & United Cinema
Company
No. of Seats
800
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
American or British & Egyptian/
Arabic (Adventures)
Technical Equipment
G.B. Kelly
Technical Machinery
G.B. Kelly
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El Montazah

El Nasr

El Sharq

Ferial

Location
14, Sidi Bishr Street
Owners
El Malahi & United Cinema
Company
No. of Seats
1000
Working season
Summer only / Open Air
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
American or British & Egyptian/
Arabic
Technical Equipment
Erneman
Technical Machinery
D3

Location
Abu Kir
Owners
David Daniel
No. of Seats
740 (700 Stalls - 8 Loge)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
American or British & Egyptian/
Arabic
Technical Equipment
Power
Technical Machinery
Standard

Location
11, Rue de l’ Ancienne Bourse
Owners
Sons of C. Bengalo
No. of Seats
1381 (796 Stalls - 450 Balcony - 27
Loge)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
European Films - First & Second
Viewing

Location
Saad Zaghloul Square
Owners
Politi Brothers & Levy Brothers &
Co.
No. of Seats
1446 (900 Stalls - 506 Balcony - 8
Loge)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Egyptian/ Arabic & American or
British - First Viewing
Technical Equipment
Century Ashcraft
Technical Machinery
Western Electric
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Florida

Fouad

Hadra

Laila

Location
Sidi Bishr
Owners
Nasr Eddine Shalaby
No. of Seats
600 (500 Stalls - 100 Balcony)
Working season
Summer only / Open Air
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Foreign
Technical Equipment
Cinemechanica
Technical Machinery
Cinemechanica

Location
13, Fouad Street
Owners
Victor Arwas & Les Films Naray
No. of Seats
735 (554 Stalls - 151 Balcony - 6
Loge)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
French & Italian - First Viewing
Technical Equipment
G.B. Kelly
Technical Machinery
G.B. Kelly

Location
El Hadra Street
Owners
Abdel Qader el Fadel & Co.
No. of Seats
1000
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Egyptian/ Arabic & American or
British
Technical Equipment
G.B. Kelly
Technical Machinery
G.B. Kelly

Location
134, Hagar el Nawateya Street,
Bacos
Owners
Egyptian Cinema Company:
Mohamed Ali & Co.
Manager
Elias George Lotﬁ
No. of Seats
875 (650 Stalls - 200 Balcony - 5
Loge)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Egyptian/ Arabic
Technical Equipment
Erneman 2
Technical Machinery
Western Electric

La Gaité

Lotus

Majestic

Majestic

Location
Pelouse Street, Ibrahimieh
Owners
Athaneos Boulos & Co.
No. of Seats
1031 (706 Stalls - 270 Balcony - 11
Loge)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
American or British Films Second & Third Viewing
Technical Equipment
G.B. Kelly
Technical Machinery
RCA

Location
96, Moharrem Bey Street
Owners
Mohamed Lotﬁ & Co.
No. of Seats
1500
Working season
Summer only
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Egyptian/ Arabic
Technical Equipment
Gaumont
Technical Machinery
Geloso

Location
36, Saad Zaghloul Street
Owners
Elias George Lotﬁ
No. of Seats
920 (700 Stalls - 200 Balcony 4 Loge)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Egyptian/Arabic -Second Viewing
Technical Equipment
Erneman 2
Technical Machinery
Western Electric

Location
36, Saad Zaghloul Street
Owners
Elias George Lotﬁ
No. of Seats
800 Stalls
Working season
Summer only / Open Air
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Egyptian/ Arabic & European First & Second Viewing
Technical Equipment
Erneman 3
Technical Machinery
Western Electric
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Cinema Metro

Metro

Metropolitan

Misr

Mohamed Ali

Location
Saﬁa Zaghloul Street
Owners
Metro Golden Mayer Co.
No. of Seats
1528 (936 Stalls- 592 Balcony)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
American or British - First Viewing
Technical Equipment
Century Ashcraft
Technical Machinery
Western Electric
Technical Facilities
Coldair Air Conditioning

Location
79, Farouk el Awal Street
Owners
D. Andreades
No. of Seats
455 (400 Stalls)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
American or British & Foreign
Technical Equipment
G.B. Kelly 12
Technical Machinery
Imperial

Location
El Nil Street
Owners
Awlad Fouad Haggar
No. of Seats
790 (635 Stall- 155 Balcony)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Egyptian/Arabic
Technical Equipment
Century Ashcraft
Technical Machinery
Altec Lansing

Location
22, Fouad el Awal Street
Owners
Pericles M. Demetrio & Co.
No. of Seats
1121 (504 Stalls - 457 Balcony - 32
Loge)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Foreign - First Viewing
Technical Equipment
Century Ashcraft
Technical Machinery
Western Electric
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Cinema Odeon

Odeon

Park

Plaza

Qais

Location
Camp Caesar Station
Owners
Aslanidis Brothes
Working season
All seasons

Location
Shakour Pasha Street
Owners
Awlad Fouad Haggar
No. of Seats
1031 Seats (823 Stalls -168
Balcony - 8 Loge)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Egyptian/ Arabic - First and
Second Viewing
Technical Equipment
Cinemechanica
Technical Machinery
Cinemechanica

Location
14, Fouad Street
Owners
Madame Mary Philipedes
No. of Seats
850 (780 Stalls - 14 Loge)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
American or British
Technical Equipment
Erneman 2
Technical Machinery
Western Electric

Location
36, Hagar el Nawateya Street,
Bacos
Owners
Egyptian Cinema Company:
Mohamed Ali & Co. Manager:
Ellias G Lotﬁ
No. of Seats
725 (510 Stalls - 95 Balcony –
4 Loge)
Working season
Summer only / Open Air
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Egyptian/ Arabic & Foreign
Technical Equipment
Erneman 2
Technical Machinery
Western Electric
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Cinema Metro
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Cinema Metro toJour

Interior of Cinema Metro after renovation
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Cinema Rio

Ras el Tin

Rex

Rialto

Rio

Location
Safar Pacha Street
Owners
Awlad Fouad Haggar
No. of Seats
1197 (949 Stalls- 178 Balcony -14
Loge)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Egyptian/ Arabic - Second Viewing
Technical Equipment
Motiongraph
Technical Machinery
Altec Lansing

Location
Tito Bey Cheeny
Owners
Elias George Lotﬁ
No. of Seats
2518 (2036 Stalls - 427 Balcony
-11 Loge)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Egyptian/ Arabic - First Viewing

Location
36, Saﬁa Zaghloul Street
Owners
John Athanasio & Co.
No. of Seats
1205 (666Stalls - 439 Balcony - 20
Loge)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Foreign - First Viewing
Technical Equipment
Simplex
Technical Machinery
RCA
Technical Facilities
Career Air Conditioning

Location
Roof Garden 37, Fouad Street
Owners
Elias George Lotﬁ
No. of Seats
900
Working season
Open Air
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Foreign - First Viewing
Technical Equipment
Erneman 2
Technical Machinery
Western Electric
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Interiors of Cinema Royal

Rio

Ritz

Royal

San Stefano

Location
37, Fouad Street
Owners
Elias George Lotﬁ
No. of Seats
1278 (727 Stalls - 406 Balcony - 29
Loge)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Foreign - First Viewing
Technical Equipment
Century Ashcraft
Technical Machinery
Western Electric

Location
Saad Zaghloul Square
Owners
Elias George Lotﬁ
No. of Seats
1584 (1484 Stalls - 10 Loge)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Egyptian/ Arabic - First Viewing
Technical Equipment
Erneman 2
Technical Machinery
Western Electric

Location
22, Fouad Street
Owners
Pericles Demetreo & Co.
No. of Seats
1224 (854 Stalls - 335 Balcony - 7
Loge)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
American or British - First Viewing
Technical Equipment
Simplex
Technical Machinery
RCA Photophone
Technical Facilities
Westinghouse Air Conditioner

Owners
Nasr Eddine Shalaby
No. of Seats
350 Stalls
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms & viewing
Foreign
Technical Equipment
Cinemechanica
Technical Machinery
Cinemechanica
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San Stefano

Sporting

Star

Location
Open Air
Owners
Nasr Eddine Shalaby
No. of Seats
900 Stalls
Working season
Summer only
Language of ﬁlms &
viewing
British
Technical Equipment
Cinemechanica
Technical Machinery
Cinemechanica

Location
Sporting Tram Station
Ramleh
Owners
Shamamah & Milamid &
Co.
No. of Seats
1000
(800 Stalls - 200 Balcony)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms &
viewing
American or British,
French, Italian & Second
Viewing of Egyptian/
Arabic ﬁlms
Technical Equipment
Cinemechanica
Technical Machinery
Cinemechanica

Location
Nebi Daniel Street
Owners
Elias George Lotﬁ
No. of Seats
814
(414 Stalls - 400 Balcony)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms &
viewing
Egyptian/ Arabic and
American or British Second Viewing
Technical Equipment
Erneman 2
Technical Machinery
Western Electric

Strand
Location
Saad Zaghloul Square
Owners
Tommy Christo & Co.
No. of Seats
1117
(796 Stalls - 206 Balcony
- 23 Loge)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms &
viewing
American or British &
European - First Viewing
Technical Equipment
Simplex
Technical Machinery
RCA
Technical Facilities
Coldair Air Conditioning

Tatweeg
Location
72, Tatweeg Street
Owners
Mohamed Lotﬁ
No. of Seats
945
(900 Stalls - 9 Loge)
Working season
All seasons
Language of ﬁlms &
viewing
Egyptian/ Arabic &
American or British
Technical Equipment
G.B. Kelly
Technical Machinery
G.B. Kelly
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3. Later Cinemas

Carrefour
Location
Moharrem Bey
Owners
Al Fotaim
No. of Screens
7
No. of Seats
2165
Working season
All seasons

Family Mall
Location
Gianaclis
No. of Screens
2
No. of Seats
380
Working season
All seasons

Good News
Location
Rushdi, Deeb Mall
No. of Screens
3
No. of Seats
400
Working season
All seasons

Kiroseiz
Location
Rushdi – Kiroseiz Mall
No. of Screens
4
No. of Seats
750
Working season
All seasons

Osman

Renaissance

Location
Smouha
No. of Screens
5
No. of Seats
967
Working season
All seasons

Location
Smouha – Zahran Mall
No. of Screens
4
No. of Seats
824
Working season
All seasons

Green Plaza
Location
Smouha
Owners
Ragab
No. of Screens
6
No. of Seats
1465
Working season
All seasons

San Stefano
Location
San Stefano Mall
No. of Screens
10
No. of Seats
1630
Working season
All seasons

Cinema Strand
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Studios
The early Jours of cinema in Egypt, as was
the case with its counterpart worldwide,
saw mainly the production of short ﬁlms,
actualities, newsreels, documentaries and
educational ﬁlms. Starting from 1929,
the production of this genre of ﬁlm took
second place when compared to the
production of the longer genre of feature
ﬁlms. As the photographers who were
shooting those ﬁlms were Alexandrians,
the ﬁrst Egyptian studios were, naturally,
located in Alexandria.
At ﬁrst, the Alexandria studios were
experimental and basic. Compared to the
others, the SITCIA studio seems to have
been a sophisticated built-to-purpose
studio spread over 600 square metres
in Hadra, but it reﬂects all the ingenuity
and improvisations of those early Jours.
In the absence of electric light for
cinematographic photography, ﬁlming
was entirely dependent on natural light
and sunlight, and thus photographers had
to make the best use of both. So the SITCIA
plateau was all glass, and the panes were
covered with black or white curtains. Next
to the studio was a lab to develop and
print the ﬁlms, and rooms for montage.
Togo Mizrahi’s studio was a converted
cinema (Dar Cinema Bacos) on Hagar el
Nawatiya Street in Bacos, and as it had no
lab, Mizrahi used to develop and print his
ﬁlms at Orfanelli’s studio. It was customary
among the early ﬁlmmakers to live either
next to the studio, as Bayoumi did, or to use
part of the house as a studio. The Lamas,
for instance, used their own villa. Orfanelli
started out by pitching a tent in his garden
in which he ﬁlmed the indoor scenes,
before moving to a larger three storey villa,
using the ground ﬂoor as plateau and the
upper ﬂoors for labs and oﬃces.
The managers and owners of those
studios were artists who usually took
part in the making of the ﬁlms produced
in their studios; they acted, directed and
supervised the technical and artistic
aspects of their productions. A studio, in its
earliest form in Egypt, was the embodiment
of the whole cinematic industry. It was

the space for creation and the realization
of the imagination, a school for artistic
technicians. It had all the makings of a
production company. Every studio had its
own staﬀ of technicians who were pioneers
in their diﬀerent specializations. They
were founded in great part by foreigners:
many already living in the city, and others
who sensed its potential and decided to
embark there and join the action. The
Lama Brothers, Alvise Orfanelli and Togo
Mizrahi are only examples of such cases.
Understandably, with such a novel art
still feeling its way, Egyptians were either
wary or not yet steeped in the technology.
Investing in it was too precarious a
risk whose calculations they could not
yet reckon with. The contribution of
Togo Mizrahi to Egyptian Cinema is of a
magnitude whose full acknowledgement
and recognition cannot be stressed
enough. Mizrahi, who had a Ph D in
Economics, took a risk and never ceased
to experiment with the business and the
genre.
The long list of names testifying to the
number and eclectic mix of nationalities
who worked in the early Jours of cinema in
Alexandria is as touching as it is impressive.
That many of those would also gamble with
investing in a new and untested medium
suggests that capital was spent in good
creed and that foreigners and Egyptians
alike felt at home in a city that had room
enough for a wide and varied network
of visitors and residents whose sense of
integrity remained unthreatened by the
blowing winds. That Josephine Sarkis was
sometimes Badreya Raafat or that Togo
Mizrahi was also known as el Meshriqi
with no eﬀect on status, assimilation and
integration, or for that matter, box oﬃce, is
a telling sign of the times.
Sweating under the same sun and studio
bulbs, united and bound together by
the same Alexandrian horizon framing
the scene of events, a good and growing
number of locals collaborated by way of
technical assistance. Thus gaining much
invaluable experience, many were able
to carry on long after their peers were
gone, forging an illustrious career as in
the case of Mohamed Bayoumi the all

round cinematographer, Anis Ebeid the
translator, and Abdel Halim Nasr the
director of photography.
With the exodus of many of the early
enthusiasts, the second line of Egyptians
found themselves with little more than
now inadequate and old-fashioned
equipment. The modesty of material left
behind was understandable given the fact
that a certain transience always loomed
upon an industry almost begun entirely by
foreigners and businessmen. A fact to which
testiﬁed the ﬁlms made, their subjects and
the handling thereof, capitalizing mostly,
for instance, on comedy and farce. Even
by way of archaeology, Said el Shimi likes
to mention that a camera he still uses for
ﬁlming under water was made for him
decades ago by the Armenian Hagop
Ohan.
The advent of Talaat Harb and his creation
of the banking industry and Bank Misr,
heralded the beginnings of a new era
in cinema. Healthy sums were invested,
funds were made available, studios were
modernized and an industry was oﬃcially
launched. Studio Misr attractd movie
makers to Cairo, but it was the outbreak
of World War II in 1939 and the German
bombs that made those who had lingered
in Alexandria, such as Orfanelli and Mizrahi,
take the plunge and move to Cairo in the
same year. It is worth noting that though
their studios were not as technically
advanced as Studio Misr, neither Orfanelli
nor Mizrahi left Alexandria because of
Studio Misr, as Ofranelli made 6 ﬁlms, and
Mizrahi 10, after it was opened.
Amnesia and myopia apart, nothing
can take away the pioneering role, its
atmosphere, its spirit and its protagonists,
represented not only by those who
peopled the studios and ﬁnanced the
primitive sets, but also by the real, life size,
larger than life plateau that was Alexandria:
the city that made it all possible. With a
shoreline stretching beyond the horizon
and in whose baptismal waters were
processed and developed the earliest
ﬁlms, Alexandria was the nurturer and
the muse, for hers was the leading role in
a long saga that was to become Egyptian
Cinema toJour.
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Studio Bayoumi, 16, Saad Zaghloul Street by Ramleh Station. Handwritten script by Dawlat Bayoumi, 2006
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1907
Studio Aziz Bandarli and Umberto Dorés

1929
Studio Togo Mizrahi

Aziz and Dorés were photographers who ﬁlmed short documentary
ﬁlms or actualities.
Address
3, Greek Hospital Street (now Istanbul Street). The studio is now the
Jewish Community Building, on the corner of Nebi Daniel and Istanbul
streets.

Location
Bacos, Alexandria
Owner
Togo Mizrahi, director and photographer
Lab. Manager
Richard Salama
Other
Studio was moved to Cairo in 1939.

1917-1918
SITCIA (The Italian Cinematographic Society) for the production of long
ﬁlms in Alexandria
Director
Umberto Dorés
Address
2, El Saraya Street, Hadra, Alexandria
Other
Equipment and studio liquidated by Banco
di Roma and sold to Alvise Orfanelli

1937
Studio Heliopolis

1926/1927
Bayoumi Photo Film

In 1948, Apostoulos Kiriazis (Greek) and Ramadan Rami (Egyptian)
established Studio Rami in Alexandria. It was closed in 1958.
Address
Tafteesh el Siouf,
(Domaine de Siouf) Alexandria.
Owner
Kiriazis & Co.
Company Address
2 Boursa El Qadeema,
(Rue de l’Ancienne Bourse), Alexandria.
Manager
Antoine Mamo
Sound Engineer
Vega
Senior Electric Engineer
Ramadan Rami
Size of Studio
800 m2

for Photography and Cinematography
Owner
Mohamed Bayoumi
Address
16, Saad Zaghloul Street by Ramleh Station
Other
Besides shooting documentary ﬁlms, the studio also worked on
photography and repairing cinematographic equipments.

1927/1928
Studio Alvise
Owner
Alvise Orfanelli
Address
18, Qaid Gohar Street, Manshieh Square, Alexandria.
and
2, Mahmoud Pasha el Falaki Street, Alexandria

1928
Studio Lama
Owner
Lama & Co
Location
Victoria, Alexandria
Manager
Ibrahim Lama
Sound Engineer
Jean Halliban
Electric Engineer
Mourad Shukrallah
Other
Was known as Studio Amon and Condor Film. Moved to Cairo later to
18, Naguib Shakour Pasha Street, el Quobbeh Gardens.

Established in 1937 by the Egyptian Society for Sound Movies (Mohsen
Szabo, Carlo Boba and Tullio Chiarini). Two years later it was sold to
Alvise Orfanelli, who moved it to Cairo, next to his studio which had
already been established there.

1948–1958
Studio Rami

2002
Studio Iskandariya
In 2002, actor Nour el Sherif, ﬁlm editor Ahmed Metwalli and director
Ali Badrakhan, started founding a studio in Amriyeh in Alexandria in
an attempt to revive the city’s past glory. Bureaucracy intervened and
the construction of the studio came to a halt. However, the eventual
establishment of this studio does hold out hope for Alexandrian
cinema.
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From left to right: Mohamed Said Hosni, Ehsane Sabri (owner of Sawsan ﬁlm) and Hosni Ibrahim Bey in The Victim
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Production &
Distribution Companies
Given the entertainment value of the medium and the audience
niche yet to grow accustomed to the nascent form, and long
before any claim to the status of art, seventh as it emerged to
be, or otherwise, ﬁlms and the making thereof were primarily a
proﬁtable adventure into the world of business.
Ever since the very ﬁrst projections of primitive slide shows
in suburb schools with children scrambling to collect money
to watch the magical invention, through the screenings in
local cafes. The owners of which soon realized the value and
encouraged the practice to the more sophisticated attempts,
production cost was always an issue of concern.
Above all cinema held the promise of a lucrative business and, in
fact, proved its potential for becoming a full blown industry in its
own right. Film as art form was still a long way to come, and the
early attempts dabbled with the medium cautiously with a keen
eye on beneﬁts material rather than otherwise.
Long, before the age of specialization, studio owners and their
technicians when they were not as was often the case, one and
the same were largely producers or contributors to a production.
Making a ﬁlm was an exercise in economy: A Night in the Life
(Laylah fî el ‘omr) cost a total of 46 L.E. 17 pts. to make, and Fiancé
Number 13 (El Khatîb nimrah talatâshar) cost Bayoumi 80 L.E.
since he was responsible for executing the ﬁlm from beginning
to end.
All through the early period one truth remains uncontested:
most, if not all those early ﬁnancial ventures with the ensuing
establishment of studios and production companies, no matter
how primitive, took place in Alexandria. By the forties most of
the production and distribution companies had, like the rest of
the cinema industry, moved to Cairo.
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Cost of a ﬁlm

Production Cost of a Film. El Kawakeb, 1952
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The following is a rough estimate of the average cost of production of an Egyptian Film. This said, ﬁlms are of four diﬀerent kinds, falling under the
categories:
Blockbuster musicals
Big budget ﬁlms
Medium or average production
Small or shoe string limited budget ﬁlms.
The table below shows the cost of production and wages paid to the diﬀerent members of the set and crew depending on total cost and budget:

Musical

Megaproduction

Average

Small ﬁlm

Studio

3500

3000

2500

1500

Actors

12000

8000

5000

3000

Director

4000

4000

2500

1500

Celluloid

1800

1500

1200

1200

Film reel

2500

2500

2500

2500

Music and Song

2500

1000

500

500

Set

2000

2000

1500

1200

Various expenses

1500

1500

1000

1000

Technicians

3000

3000

2000

1500

Printing & Developing

1200

1200

1000

1000

Extras (actors)

1000

1000

800

500

Wardrobe

500

500

300

200

Still Photography

150

150

100

100

Extra wages

500

500

300

200

1500

1500

1200

1000

500

500

300

300

38150

31850

22700

17200

Publicity
Management expenses
TOTAL

Source
Al Kawakeb Magazine. Issue 76. Special Issue, November 1952.
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1917
SITCIA (Italian Cinematographic Society)
Founded in Alexandria by Aziz and Cornel and Italian investors,
and supported by the Banco di Roma (the ﬁrst cinema production
company in Egypt)
1923
Universal Pictures Cooperation of Egypt
Address
39, Rue Fouad, Alexandria
Manager
Andrea Salib
Notes
Distribution of Univeral International ﬁlms to Egypt & diﬀerent parts of
the world
1925
The appearance of societies with distribution and screening rights
The American Union Film Society (of Prosperi)
Josy Film Society (of Mosseri)
American Cosmograph Society - United Film Service (of Chavo
and Illoni)
1927
Sawsan Film
Owner
Ehsane Sabri
Produced Eternal Love (el Houbb el khâled) in 1927 and The Victim (el
Dahiyyah) in 1928
Notes
The Victim, starring Ehsane Sabri, Ahmed Yeghen Bey, Hosni Ibrahim
Bey and Daoud Ibrahim Eﬀendi, was directed by Ehsane Sabri and
Wedad Orﬁ and written by Ehsane Sabri. It was a silent black and
white ﬁlm.
The company closed down after Ehsane Sabri, the actress and owner
of the company, and Hosni Ibrahim Bey fell in love.
1928
The Egyptian Artistic Films Society
Founded by the Italian Amando Puccini and the French Jacques
Schultz to produce Egyptian Films by Egyptian actors.
Other
Its ﬁrst ﬁlm is Souad the Gypsy (Sou’â el ghagariyyah) written and
directed by Jacques Schultz, with Fardous Hassan, Abdel Aziz Khalil,
Gobran Naoum, Mahmoud el Tonsi, Amina Rizq and Mohamed Kamal
el Masri was given negative reviews describing it as ‘insulting’ to Egypt
by contemporary critics.
1933
Montakhabat Behna Film- Ekhwan Behna (Behna Brothers)
Established by Behna Brothers: Michael & George Behna
Address
1, Rue de l’Eglise Maronite, Alexandria
Managers
Michael & George Behna
Notes
Production & Distribution Rights of Egyptian ﬁlms to all parts of the
world.
1933
Mathateia (Silvio) Alexandria Branch
Address
42, Rue Nebi Daniel, Alexandria
Manager

Elie Israel
Notes
Advertising cinema productions
The Alexandria Cinema Institute (Bayoumi)
Founder
Mohamed Bayoumi
Address
39, Rue Missalla, Alexandria
Other
Produced a 6 minute long documentary ﬁlm directed by Mohamed
Bayoumi to record the event of the moving of the columns of the
Morsi Abou el Abbas Mosque.
Produced a 50 minute long ﬁlm entitled ‘Fiance Number 13’ (El Khatîb
nimrah talatâshar) directed by Mohamed Bayoumi.
1934
Alliance Cinematographic International
Address
3, Rue de l’ Eglise Maronite.
Manager
Jean Stamatio
Notes
Distribution of European & American ﬁlms in Egypt, Syria, Lebanon,
Palestine, Iran and Iraq.
1935
International Film Distribution
Address
32, Rue Cherif Pasha, Alexandria
Manager
Jacques Cohen
Notes
Distribution of Republic ﬁlms and American action ﬁlms
1939
Egyptian Nile Valley Films
Notes
It was established after the arrival of Tewﬁk el Aqqad from Europe
where he studied cinema in European Film companies and studios.
The ﬁrst ﬁlm that was produced by the company was The Wise People
(Ashâb el ‘oqoul) starring Fawzi Mounib, Bechara Wakim, Bahiga
el Mahdi, directed by Tewﬁk el Aqqad and distributed by Behna
Brothers.
1942
Awlad Fouad Haggar
Address
30, Rue Sidi el Metwalli
Manager
Albert & Joseph Haggar
Notes
Owners of a number of cinemas (Ras el Tin, Bacos, Misr, Park, Cleopatra
les Bains ) and had screening rights of ﬁlms.
1946
Aﬂam Nareeh Company
Address
7, Rue el Borsa el Qadeema (Rue de l’ Ancienne Bourse), Alexandria.
Manager
Adriano Segouna
Notes
Distribution of Foreign ﬁlms in Egypt & Sudan
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1947
16 Millimetre Films
Year of Establishment: 1950
Address
37, Rue Fouad, Alexandria
Manager
Elias G. Lotﬁ
Notes
Distribution of foreign ﬁlms and rights of screening of
16 millimetre ﬁlms

Notes
Distribution of foreign ﬁlms
G.G. Heeny
Address
39, Rue Fouad, Alexandria
Notes
Distribution of foreign ﬁlms in Egypt & Africa

Express Film Agency
Address
37, Rue Fouad, Alexandria
Telegram
Cinema Rio Alex
Manager
Elias George Lotﬁ
Notes
Distribution of Foreign & Egyptian ﬁlms
1949
Alam el Aﬂam el Misreyah Fayed & Co
Address
13, Rue el Bosta (Rue de la Poste)
Manager
Mohamed Amin Fayed
Notes
Importing of foreign ﬁlms
1950
Tommy Christo & Co
Address
1, Rue Degla, Ramleh Station, Alexandria
Manager
T. Christo
Notes
Disribution of foreign ﬁlms in Egypt and other African Countries
Segouna & Co
Address
36, Rue Sidi el Metwalli, Alexandria.
Manager
Adriano Segouna
Notes
Distribution of foreign ﬁlms in Egypt & Sudan
1951
Giada Films
Address
37, Rue Fouad, Alexandria
Manager
Mario Fergara
Notes
Distribution of Italian ﬁlms in Egypt and Sudan
Capitol Films
Address
10, Rue Saint Saba
Manager
Edward Sag’an

References
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Michael and George Behna belonged to a family that originally
came from Aleppo and settled in Alexandria, where it started
a tobacco trade. The two brothers decided to enter the ﬁeld of
cinema to augment their wealth and social position.
They produced the ﬁrst Egyptian musical, Song of the Heart
(Ounchoudat el Fou’âd) in 1932. Because sound technology had
not yet been introduced to Egypt, it had to be recorded in Paris. In
fact, Song of the Heart (Ounchoudat el fou’âd) and The Elite (Awlâd
el dhawât) by Youssef Wahbi are considered the ﬁrst two sound
ﬁlms, as they appeared almost simultaneously.
The music of the period, called takht music, remained popular on
stage. However, coupled with the long songs sung by Nadera, the
ﬁlm did not succeed on the silver screen. It failed to appeal to an
audience that preferred a more westernized form of music for the
cinema.
After this experience, which cost them a huge sum of money, they
decided to stop producing ﬁlms and to concentrate instead on
distribution. In 1933, they established Montakhabat Behna Film
Company (also known as Ekhwan Behna) in Alexandria. They also
helped Nahas in establishing Studio Nahas.
Behna Brothers became the principal distributors of Egyptian
ﬁlms. By 1961, they had become the main ﬁlm distributors in
the Arab world and had oﬃces in Alexandria, Cairo, Baghdad,
Khartoum, Beirut and Damascus.

Filmography
1932

Song of the Heart (Ounchoudat el Fou’âd)
Photography: Tullio Chiarini
Director: Mario Volpi
Scriptwriter: Khalil Moutran
Production: Behna Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1934

Fascinating Eyes (‘Ouyoun sâhirah)
Photography: Tullio Chiarini
Director:Ahmed Galal
Scriptwriter: Ahmed Galal
Production: Lotus Films (Assia Dagher)
Distribution: Behna Films

1934

Son of the People (Ibn el Sha’b)
Director: Morris Aptekman
Scriptwriter: Morris Aptekman
Production: Morris Aptekman
Distribution: Behna Films

1935

Shagarat el Dur (Shagarat el Dourr)
Photography: Primavera
Director:Ahmed Galal
Scriptwriter: Ahmed Galal
Production: Lotus Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1935

The Sailor (el Bahhâr)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director : Togo Mizrahi
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Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films
1935

1935

1936

1936

1936

1936

1936

1936

1936

Specially not that! (Koullouh illa kidah)
Photography: Feri Farkaš
Director: Edmond Touima
Scriptwriter: Mohamed Younis el Qadi
Production: Barlant/ Prosperi Boya Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1936

Black and White (el Abyad wa-l-aswad)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Fouad el Gazayerly / Alvise Orfanelli
Scriptwriter: Fouad el Gazayerly / Fawzi Mounib
Production: El Gazayerly Films / Alvise Orfanelli
Distribution: Behna Films

1937

Song of Hope (Nashîd el amal)
Photography: Mohamed Abdel Azim & Sami Brill
Director : Ahmed Badrakhan
Scriptwriter: Ahmed Badrakhan
Production: El Sharq Films
Distribution: El Sharq Films & Behna Films

1937

Much Wealth is a Nuisance (el ‘Izz bahdalah)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director: Togo Mizrahi
Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: Togo Mizrahi Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1937

Lunatic Love (el Houbb el mouristânî)
Photography: Primavera
Director: Mario Volpi
Scriptwriter: Mario Volpi
Production: Nassibian Studio
Distribution: Behna Films

1937

Dr. Ibrahim’s Secret (Sirr el doktor Ibrâhîm)
Director: Alexander Aptekman
Scriptwriter: Alexander Aptekman
Production: Alexander Aptekman
Distribution: Behna Films

1937

Wife by Proxy (Zawgah bi-l-nîyâbah)
Photography: Tullio Chiarini
Director: Ahmed Galal
Scriptwriter: Ahmed Galal
Production: Lotus Films
Distribution: Behna Films

My Second Wife (Mirâtî nimrah itnîn)
Photography: Tullio Chiarini
Director: Tullio Chiarini
Scriptwriter: Ahmed Galal
Production: Chiarini Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1937

Abou Zarifa (Abou Zarîfah)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Alvise Orfanelli
Scriptwriter: Fouad el Gazayerly
Production: El Gazayerly Films /Alvise Orfanelli
Distribution: Behna Films

Exactly What’s Needed (‘Izz el talab)
Photography: Ibrahim Lama
Director: Ibrahim Lama
Scriptwriter: Ibrahim Lama
Production: Condor Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1937

Congratulations (Mabrouk)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director: Fouad el Gazayerly
Scriptwriter: Fouad el Gazayerly
Production: El Gazayerly Films
Distribution: Behna Films

Maarouf the Bedouin (Ma’rouf el badawî)
Photography: David Cornel
Director : Ibrahim Lama
Scriptwriter: Ibrahim Lama
Production: Amon Films
Distribution: Behna Films
Master Bahbah (el Mou’allim Bahbah)
Photography: Tullio Chiarini / Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Fawzi el Gazayerly / Shoukri Madi
Scriptwriter: Shoukri Madi
Production: El Gazayerly Films Company
Distribution: Behna Films
Song of the Radio (Ounchoudat el radio)
Photography: Tullio Chiarini
Director : Tullio Chiarini
Scriptwriter: Tullio Chiarini
Production: Chiarini Films
Distribution: Behna Films
The Banknote (el Banknot)
Photography: Tullio Chiarini
Director: Ahmed Galal
Scriptwriter: Ahmed Galal
Production: Lotus Films (Assia)
Distribution: Behna Films
One Hundred Thousand Pounds (Mît alf guinîh)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director: Togo Mizrahi
Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films
The Black Hand (el Yad el sawdâ’)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Alexander Aptekman
Scriptwriter: Amin Sedki
Production: Alexander Aptekman
Distribution: Behna Films
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1937

Seven O’Clock (el Sâ’ah sab’ah)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director: Togo Mizrahi
Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: The Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

1938

Daughter of the Boss (Bint el bâshâ el moudîr)
Photography: Tullio Chiarini
Director: Ahmed Galal
Scriptwriter: Ahmed Galal
Production: Lotus Films (Assia Dagher)
Distribution: Behna Films

1938

The Telegram (el Telegraf )
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director: Togo Mizrahi
Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: Togo Mizrahi Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1938

That’s my Nature (Anâ tabî kidah)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director: Togo Mizrahi
Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: Togo Mizrahi Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1938

1939

1939

1939

Bahbah Pasha (Bahbah Bâshâ)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Fouad el Gazayerly
Scriptwriter: Fouad el Gazayerly
Production: El Gazayerly Films
Distribution: Behna Films
Cherchez la Femme (Fattish ‘an el mar’ah)
Photography: Tullio Chiarini
Director: Ahmed Galal
Scriptwriter: Ahmed Galal
Production: Lotus Films
Distribution: Behna Films
Othman and Ali (Othman wa ‘Alî)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director: Togo Mizrahi
Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: The Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films
The Lost Treasure (el Kanz el mafqoud)
Photography: Julio di Luca
Director: Ibrahim Lama
Scriptwriter: Ibrahim Lama
Production: Lama Brothers
Distribution: Behna Films
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1939

Nights of Cairo (Layâlî el Qâhirah)
Director: Ibrahim Lama
Scriptwriter: Ibrahim Lama
Production: Lama Brothers
Distribution: Behna Films

1939

Lend me Three Pounds (Sallifnî talâtah guinîh)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director: Togo Mizrahi
Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: The Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

1939

Rainy Night (Laylah moumtirah)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director: Togo Mizrahi
Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: The Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

1939

Children of the Beloved Ones (Khalaf el habâyîb)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director: Fouad el Gazayerly
Scriptwriter: Fouad el Gazayerly
Production: El Gazayerly Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1940

The Chief Contractor (el Bâshmouqâwîl)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director: Togo Mizrahi
Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: The Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

1940

Under Fire (Tahtâ el silâh)
Photography: Primavera
Director: Fouad el Gazayerly
Scriptwriter: Fouad el Gazayerly
Production: Alvise Orfanelli
Distribution: Behna Films

1940

Rebellious Young Woman (Fatât moutamarridah)
Photography: Tullio Chiarini
Director: Ahmed Galal
Scriptwriter: Ahmed Galal
Production: Lotus Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1940

Zelikha Loves Ashour (Zilikhah touhibb 'Ashour)
Photography: Tullio Chiarini
Director: Ahmed Galal
Scriptwriter: Ahmed Galal
Production: Lotus Films
Distribution: Behna Films
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A letter from the sequestrator of the Egyptian Films Company to the sequestrator of Behna Film Selections,
requesting a list of all the Mizrahi ﬁlms in their possession
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1940

A Woman’s Heart (Qalb imra’ah)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director: Togo Mizrahi
Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: The Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

1941

Saladin (Salah Eddine el Ayyoubî)
Photography: Ibrahim Sheiba/ George Saad
Director: Ibrahim Lama
Scriptwriter: El Sayed Zeyada
Production: Condor Films (Lama Brothers)
Distribution: Behna Films

1940

Dananir (Danânîr)
Photography: Mohamed Abdel Azim
Director: Ahmed Badrakhan
Scriptwriter: Ahmed Badrakhan
Production: El Sharq Films Company (Gamal Madkour)
Distribution: Behna Films

1941

Laila the Schoolgirl (Layla bint el madâris)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: The Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

1942
1940

A Man Torn between Two Women
(Ragoul bayna imra’atayn)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director: Ibrahim Lama
Scriptwriter: El Sayed Ziyada
Production: Condor Films (Lama Brothers)
Distribution: Behna Films

Wedding Night (Laylat el farah)
Photography: Sami Brill
Director and Scriptwriter: Hussein Fawzi
Production: Isis Films (Aziza Amir)
Distribution: Behna Films

1942

The Fifth Groom (el Arîs el khâmis)
Photography: Sami Brill
Director and Scriptwriter: Ahmed Galal
Production: Lotus Films (Assia Dagher)
Distribution: Behna Films

1942

Rabab (Rabâb)
Photography: Sami Brill
Director and Scriptwriter: Ahmed Galal
Production: Gala Films (Ahmed Galal)
Distribution: Behna Films

1942

Laila (Layla)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: The Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

1940

1940

A Cry in the Night (Sarkhah ﬁ-l-layl)
Photography: Ibrahim Sheiba
Director: Ibrahim Lama
Scriptwriter: El Sayed Zeyada
Production: Condor Films (Lama Brothers)
Distribution: Behna Films
The Workshop (el Warshah)
Photography: Feri Farkaš
Director: Stéphane Rosti
Scriptwriter: Aziza Amir/ Mahmoud Zoulﬁcar
Production: Isis Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1941

Laila from the Countryside (Layla bint el rîf )
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: The Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

1942

The Wanderer (el Charîd)
Photography: Sami Brill
Director and Scriptwriter: Henri Barakat
Production: Lotus Films (Assia Dagher)
Distribution: Behna Films

1941

The Thousand and One Nights (Alf laylah wa laylah)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: The Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

1942

Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves
(‘Ali Bâbâ wa-l-arb’în harâmî)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: The Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

1941

Dangerous Woman (Imra’ah khatirah)
Photography: Feri Farkaš
Director and Scriptwriter: Ahmed Galal
Production: Lotus Films (Assia Dagher)
Distribution: Behna Films

1942

If Only I were Rich… (Law kount ghanî)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Henri Barakat
Production: Lotus Films (Assia Dagher)
Distribution: Behna Films

1942

The Accused (El Mouttahamah)
Director: Henri Barakat
Production: Lotus Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1941

The Three Musketeers (el Foursân el thalâthah)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: The Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films
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Letter from the liquidator of the Egyptian Films Company, Togo Mizrahi & Co,
to the Sequestrator of Behna Film Selections,
outlining regulations concerning the liquidation decree of 1965.
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1943

1943

1943

1943

1943

1943

1943

1944

1944

1944

The Labourer (al’Âmil)
Photography: David Cornel
Director: Ahmed Kamel Morsi
Scriptwriter: Hussein Sedki/ Mohamed Abdel Gawad/
Ahmed Kamel Morsi
Production: Modern Egypt Films
Distribution: Behna Films

Production: The Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films
1944

Nour Eddine and the Three Sailors
(Nour Eddine wa-l-bahhârah el thalâthah)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

1944

Mohamed Ali Street (Shâri’ Mouhammad ‘Alî)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Niazi Mustafa
Production: Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

1945

A Kiss in Lebanon (Qoublah ﬁ Loubnan)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Ahmed Badrakhan
Production: Artists Union Company
Distribution: Behna Films

1945

Appearances (el Mazâhir)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Kamal Selim
Production: Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

1945

Long Live Women! (Tahyâ el sittât)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

Night of Good Luck (Laylat el hazz)
Photography: Mohamed Abdel Azim
Director: Abdel Fattah Hassan
Scriptwriter: Badie Khairi
Production: Arab Films Company
Distribution: Behna Films

1945

Magda (Mâgdah)
Photography: Feri Farkaš
Director and Scriptwriter: Ahmed Galal
Production: Galal Films Company
Distribution: Behna Films

Raga (Ragâ’)
Photography: Feri Farkaš
Director and Scriptwriter: Omar Gemei
Production: Gemei Films Company
Distribution: Behna Films

1945

Laila in the Dark (Layla ﬁ-l-zalâm)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

The New Generation (el Guîl el gadîd)
Photography: Mohamed Abdel Azim
Director and Scriptwriter: Ahmed Badrakhan
Production: Modern Egypt Films (Hussein Sedki)
Distribution: Behna Films

1945

Lies, Lies! (Kidb fî kidb)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

Good Luck (el Hazz el sa’îd)
Photography: Feri Farkaš
Director and Scriptwriter: Fouad El Gazayerly
Production: Modern Egypt Films (Hussein Sedki)
Distribution: Behna Films

1945

The Great Artist (el Fannân el ‘azîm)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Youssef Wahbi
Production: The Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

Cleopatra (Cléôbatra)
Photography: Ibrahim Shabib
Director: Ibrahim Lama
Scriptwriter: El Sayed Zeyada
Production: Condor Films (Lama Brothers)
Distribution: Behna Films
Daughter of the Sheikh (Bint el sheikh)
Photography: Ahmed Khorshid
Director and Scriptwriter: Ahmed Kamel Morsi
Production: Arab Films Company (Ali el Gaberi)
Distribution: Behna Films
Valley of Stars (Wâdî el nougoum)
Photography: Mustafa Hassan
Director and Scriptwriter: Niazi Mustafa
Production: Aziza Amir Films
Distribution: Behna Films
The Right Path (el Tarîq el moustaqîm)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

Son of the Blacksmith (Ibn el haddâd)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr/Julio di Luca
Director and Scriptwriter: Youssef Wahbi
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1945

The Mother (el Oumm)
Photography: Sami Brill
Director and Scriptwriter: Omar Gemei
Production: Gemei Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1947

The Father (el Abb)
Photography: Feri Farkaš
Director and Scriptwriter: Omar Gemei
Production: Gemei Films Company
Distribution: Behna Films

1945

Bleeding Hearts (Qouloub dâmiyah)
Photography: Julio di Luca
Director and Scriptwriter: Hassan Abdel Wahab
Production: El Nojoum Films Company
Distribution: Behna Films

1947

Angels in Hell (Malâ’ikah ﬁ gahannam)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Hassan el Emam
Production: Wadi Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1946

The Pasha’s Wife (Haram el bâshâ)
Photography: Feri Farkaš
Director and Scriptwriter: Hassan Helmi
Production: Galal Films (Ahmed Galal/ Mary Queeny)
Distribution: Behna Films

1947

1946

Divine Providence (Yadu Allah)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Youssef Wahbi
Production: The Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

Perﬁdy and Suﬀering (Ghadr wa ‘adhâb)
Photography: Feri Farkaš/ Sami Brill
Director: Hussein Sedki
Scriptwriter: Mahmoud el Sabaa/ Hussein Sedki
Production: Modern Egypt Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1947

Treasure of Happiness (Kanz el sa’âdah)
Photography: Richard Salama
Director and Scriptwriter: Ibrahim Lama
Production: Lama Studio
Distribution: Behna Films

1947

Idle Mind (el ‘Aql ﬁ agâzah)
Photography: Mahmoud Nasr
Director: Helmi Raﬂa
Scriptwriter: Youssef Gohar
Production: Mohamed Fawzi Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1947

Hadiyya (Hadiyyah)
Photography: Feri Farkaš
Director: Salah Zoulﬁcar
Scriptwriter Aziza Amir/ Mahmoud Zoulﬁcar
Production: Aziza Amir/Mahmoud Zoulﬁcar Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1947

Kiss Me Father (Qabbilnî yâ ‘abî)
Photography: Feri Farkaš
Director and Scriptwriter: Ahmed Badrakhan
Production: Artists Union
Distribution: Behna Films

1947

Return of the Winner (‘Awdat el ghâ’ib)
Photography: Mohamed Abdel Azim
Director and Scriptwriter: Ahmed Galal
Production: Galal Films (Ahmed Galal/ Mary Queeny)
Distribution: Behna Films

1947

Abou Zaid el Helali (Abou Zayd el Hilâlî)
Photography: Mustafa Hassan
Director and Scriptwriter: Ezz Eddine Zoulﬁcar
Production: Mohamed Amin Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1946

1946

1946

My Cousin and I (Anâ wa ibn ‘ammî)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli/ Julio di Luca
Director and Scriptwriter: Abdel Fattah Hassan
Production: Arab Films Company
Distribution: Behna Films
Glory and Tears (Magd wa doumou’)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Ahmed Badrakhan
Production: Artists Union
Distribution: Behna Films
Beauty Queen (Malikat el gamâl)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Togo Mizrahi
Production: The Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

1946

Love Train (Express el houbb)
Photography: George Saad
Director and Scriptwriter: Hussein Fawzi
Production: The Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution: Behna Films

1946

Enemy of the Woman (‘Adouww el mar’ah)
Photography: Feri Farkaš
Director and Scriptwriter: Abdel Fattah Hassan
Production: Arab Films Company
Distribution: Behna Films

1947

Flowers and Thorns (Azhâr wa ashwâk)
Photography: Mohamed Abdel Azim
Director and Scriptwriter: Mohamed Abdel Gawad
Production: United Films Company
Distribution: Behna Films
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1947

Dove of Peace (Hamâmat el salâm)
Photography: Mahmoud Nasr
Director: Helmi Raﬂa
Scriptwriter: Youssef Gohar
Production: Artists Union
Distribution: Behna Films

1947

The First Prize (el Brimo)
Photography: Wahid Farid
Director and Scriptwriter: Kamel el Telmessani
Production: Rabha Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1947

Good Morning (Sabâh el khayr)
Photography: Wahid Farid
Director and Scriptwriter: Hussein Fawzi
Production: Rabha Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1947

Everyone is Singing (el Koull youghannî)
Photography: Bruno Salvi
Director and Scriptwriter: Ezz Eddine Zoulﬁcar
Production: Amira Amir Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1947

Daughter of the Master (Bint el mou’allim)
Photography: Feri Farkaš
Director and Scriptwriter: Abbas Kamel
Production: Yehia Ibrahim Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1947

She was an Angel (Kânat malâkan)
Photography: Mohamed Abdel Azim
Director and Scriptwriter: Abbas Kamel
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Production: Ahmed Galal Studios
(Mary Queeny/ Ahmed Galal)
Distribution: Behna Films

1947

Cairo-Baghdad (el Qâhirah Baghdad)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Ahmed Badrakhan
Production: Cinematographers Union
Distribution: Behna Films

1948

Divine Justice (‘Adl el samâ’)
Photography: Mahmoud Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Ahmed Kamel Morsi
Production: Artists Union (Helmi Raﬂa)
Distribution: Behna Films

1948

1948

A Confused Life (Hayâh hâ’irah)
Photography: Ahmed Khorchid
Director and Scriptwriter: Ahmed Salem
Production: Rabha Films
Distribution: Behna Films
In the Dark (Sagâ el layl)
Photography: Julio di Luca
Director and Scriptwriter: Henri Barakat
Production: Artists Union (Ahmed Badrakhan/ Helmi
Raﬂa/ Abdou Nasr)
Distribution: Behna Films

1948

The Duty (el Wâguib)
Photography: Julio di Luca
Director and Scriptwriter: Henri Barakat
Production: Lotus Films (Assia Dagher)
Distribution: Behna Films

1948

Love and Madness (Houb wa gounoun)
Photography: Mohamed Abdel Azim
Director and Scriptwriter: Helmi Raﬂa
Production: Mohamed Fawzi Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1948

Playing with Fire (el Li’b bi-l-nâr)
Photography: Abdel Aziz Fahmi
Director and Scriptwriter: Omar Gemei
Production: Omar Gemei
Distribution: Behna Films

1948

The Safe Road (Sikkat el salâmah)
Photography: Rashad Salama
Director and Scriptwriter: Ibrahim Lama
Production: Egyptian Lama Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1948

The Soul and the Body (el Rouh wa-l-gasad)
Photography: Bruno Salvi
Director: Helmi Raﬂa
Scriptwriter: Youssef Gohar
Production: Mohamed Fawzi Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1948

The Lost Ring (el Halqah el mafqoudah)
Photography: Rashad Salama
Director and Scriptwriter: Ibrahim Lama
Production: Ibrahim Lama Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1948

The Murderer (el Qâtil)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Hussein Sedki
Scriptwriter: Hussein Sedki/ Abdel Aziz Sallam
Set Design: Robert Scharfenberg/ Abdel Moneim Shoukri
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Production: Modern Egypt Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1948

Towards Glory (Nahw el magd)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director and Scriptwriter: Hussein Sedki
Set Design: Robert Scharfenberg
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli/ Said Shalabi
Production: Modern Egypt Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1949

Fatma, Marika and Rachel (Fatmah wa-Mârîkâ wa-Rashel)
Photography: Bruno Salvi
Director: Helmi Raﬂa
Scriptwriter: Aboul Saoud el Ebiari
Production: Mohamed Fawzi Films
Distribution: Behna Films
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1949

The Owner of Milliemes (Sâhibat el malâlîm)
Photography: Bruno Salvi
Director and Scriptwriter: Ezz Eddine Zoulﬁcar
Production: Mohamed Amin Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1950

Fate and Destiny (Qismah wa nasîb)
Photography: Mustafa Hassan
Director: Mahmoud Zoulﬁcar
Scriptwriter: Mahmoud Zoulﬁcar/Aziza Amir
Production: El A’alam El Jadid Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1950

The Shore of Love (Shati’ el gharâm)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director: Barakat
Distribution: Behna Films

1951

1951

1951

1952

The Lady of the TRain (Sayyidet el qitâr)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director: Youssef Chahine

1952

The Victor (el Mountasir)
Photography: Bruno Salvi
Director: Helmi Raﬂa
Scriptwriter: Youssef Gohar/ Helmi Raﬂa
Production: Helmi Raﬂa
Distribution: Behna Films

1955

Night of Love (Laylat gharâm)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: Ahmed Badrakhan
Production: Abdel Halim Nasr
Distribution: Behna Films

I’m Leaving (Innî râhilah)
Photography: Wadid Serri
Director: Ezz Eddine Zoulﬁcar
Scriptwriter: Youssef el Sebai
Production: Madiha Yousri Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1955

I Sacriﬁced my Love (Dahhayt gharâmî)
Photography: Wahid Farid
Director: Hassan el Emam
Scriptwriter: Youssef Gohar/ Ibrahim Emaraa
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Production: Mary Queeny
Distribution: Behna Films

The Absent One (el Ghâ’ibah)
Photography: Wadid Serri
Director: Ezz Eddine Zoulﬁcar
Scriptwriter: Youssef Gohar
Production: Mohamed Fawzi Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1960

My Father Deceived Me (Khada’anî abî)
Photography: Mustafa Hassan
Director: Mahmoud Zoulﬁcar
Scriptwriter: Aziza Amir/ Mahmoud Zoulﬁcar
Production: Aziza Amir
Distribution: Behna Films

Three Heiresses (Thalâth warîthât)
Photography: Abdel Halim Nasr
Director and Scriptwriter: El Sayed Bedeir
Production: Lola Sedki
Distribution: Behna Films

1962

The Cursed Palace (el Qasr el mal’oun)
Photography: Victor Antoun
Director and Scriptwriter: Hassan Reda
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Production: Gomhouriya Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1962

Diary of a Schoolgirl (Moudhakkarat tilmîdhah)
Photography: Victor Antoun
Director: Ahmed Dhia Eddine
Scriptwriter: Mohamed Abou Youssef/ Adli el Moualid/
Farouk Said/ Ahmed Dia Eddine
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Production: Gomhouriya Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1951

Love is in Danger (el Houbb ﬁ khatar)
Photography: John Milton/ Bruno Salvi
Director and Scriptwriter: Helmi Raﬂa
Production: Mohamed Fawzi Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1951

Roses of Love (Ward el gharâm)
Photography: Wahid Farid
Director and Scriptwriter: Barakat
Production: Mohamed Fawzi Films
Distribution: Behna Films

1951

Secrets of People (Asrâr el nâs)
Photography: Alvise Orfanelli
Director: Hassan el Emam
Scriptwriter: Hassan el Emam/ Mohamed Mustafa Sami
Sound Engineer: Nivio Orfanelli
Production: Behna Films
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Warning sent by Bayoumi to Amina Mohamed in 1934 that if she does not pay the outstanding sum of 26 pounds and 125 milliemes, he will have to resort to the law.
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The Egyptian
Cinematographic Institute
Mohamed Bayoumi’s aim was to safeguard the cinema industry in
Egypt by equipping Egyptians with the necessary knowledge that
would enable them to take cinema into their own hands. That is why he
founded the Egyptian Cinematographic Institute in 1932 at 39, Missalla
St. in Alexandria. It is worth noting that the Egyptian Cinematographic
Institute is the ﬁrst cinema institute to be founded in Egypt.
Owing to his nationalist motives, Bayoumi decided to exempt all the
students of the Institute from fees at a time when free education had
not been introduced to Egypt.
The Institute not only received many applications, which amounted
to 2000, but also received a number of donations. Cinema Rex, for
example, dedicated the income of a morning showing to support the
institute and some of the wealthy people of Alexandria, among whom
was Prince Omar Toussoun, donated money to it.
In 1932, the institute produced a documentary on transferring the
pillars that came from Italy to El Morsi Abou el Abbass Mosque.
The students of the institute made the ﬁlm Fiancé Number 13 (El Khatîb
nimrah talatâshar) under the guidance of Bayoumi who designed the
set of the ﬁlm on a piece of land owned by Prince Omar Toussoun next
to the Institute, acted, along with his daughter, wrote the script, shot,
directed, and edited the ﬁlm.
That is why the advertisements promoted it as a 100% Egyptian ﬁlm
as even the equipment used in it had been manufactured by Bayoumi
himself. It was premiered at Cinema Radio in Alexandria on 25 December
1933.
Amina Mohamed in A Night to Remember

After this ﬁlm, Bayoumi made a deal with Amina Mohamed, the famous
dancer at Alferilo’s night club in Alexandria, to shoot and direct a twentyminute ﬁlm for her entitled A Night to Remember (Leila ﬁ el omer). He
started working on that ﬁlm in December 1933.
After ﬁnishing the ﬁlm, Amina Mohamed refused to pay him the
expenses. This ﬁnancial loss seems to have led to the eventual shutdown
of the Cinema Institute in Alexandria.
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Invitation to Fiancé No. 13
National Cinema Radio
El Amiri Hospital Street, Behind Teatro Alhambra
Inivitation
Discounted Price
To watch the new Egyptian musical comic ﬁlm Fiancé No. 13 To be shown for the ﬁrst time
In addition to an astonishing programme of monologues, oriental dance, gymastics and comic sketches
presented by the King of Sports, Abdel Halim & Sons. And songs by the beloved Alexandrian singer Siham
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Application form of the Institute
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Cinema Rex ticket announcing that the proceeds will be donated to the Egyptian Cinema Institute (1933)

An invitation to attend a special screening of Song of the Heart exclusively for women.
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An announcement for 2 vacant places at the Egyptian Cinema Institute, where education was free
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Censorship
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The censorship of ﬁlms started as early as 1904, when it was
added to the law of censorship of publications that had been
passed in 1881. Soon, the question of ﬁlm censorship was to
be discussed in the newspapers. On 8 May 1911, La Réforme
announced that the governorate of Cairo had decided to
intervene in order to stop projecting ﬁlms that were excessively
realistic. The danger of such ﬁlms was that they might
encourage others to do the same. Police stations received
orders to monitor what was being shown in cinematographs
and to immediately notify the governorate should a ﬁlm go
against public morals or order.
By 1916 pressure was mounting in the newspapers. The Al
Ahram (3 March 1916) was pointing out the evils of the cinema,
using what was written in the English papers as an example. The
Times, for instance, had warned of the dangers of presenting
theft and crime in an attractive way. The Al Ahram called on the
armed forces to censor ﬁlms in an eﬀort to protect the mind
and morals of the nation, just as they had helped in the matter
of temperance, limiting alcoholic drinks, and others.
In 1918, The Deadly Flowers (el Azhâr el moumîtah), starring
Mohamed Karim was banned by the censorship for religious
reasons. The Quran had appeared turned upside down and so
the censors could not let it through.
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As displeasure grew and agitation was voiced in the papers,
censorship became more speciﬁc and organized. A ministerial
decree regarding imported ﬁlms was passed in 1921, stating
that a tax of 4% would be imposed on each reel of ﬁlm, to cover
the expenses of censorship. This would be conducted by means
of a committee that would view the ﬁlm as soon as it entered
the country. If the committee found that it contained nothing
morally oﬀensive or upsetting to state security, the ﬁlm would
be approved and its importer would be allowed to show it in
the cinema halls. If, however, the ﬁlm was banned, half the tax,
along with the customs duties, would be returned to the owner.
(El Waqa’i el Misreyah, August 1921; Ma’arad el Cinema 20 January
1929).
In Cairo the call for censorship had come from the governorate.
In Alexandria, when a member of the public presented a request
in 1923 to the Municipality that the governor should create
committees the role of which would be to preach against the evils
of the cinema, in order to counter the moral chaos resulting from
showing oﬀensive photos and scenes, the Municipality ruled that
this did not fall within the scope of its responsibilities (Al Ahram
31 May 1923).
When Wedad Orﬁ thought in 1926 of making a ﬁlm about
Islam, and Youssef Wahbi agreed to play the role of the Prophet
Mohamed, public opinion along with the voice of the Mufti and
the Azhar sheikhs rose vociferously against the project. As a
consequence of the battle fought in the papers, Wedad Orﬁ and
Youssef Wahbi decided not to go ahead with the ﬁlm.
The screening of the “Egyptian” ﬁlms Laila, A Kiss in the Desert
(Qoublah fî-l-sahrâ’) and Souad the Gypsy (Sou‘âd el ghagariyyah)
caused a furore in the press. Many denied that A Kiss in the Desert
was Egyptian at all, since of all the names appearing in the credits
only Ibrahim Zoulﬁcar was Egyptian. Others cried it was a shame
to portray Egyptians in such a base way, and demanded that the
image of Egypt had to be protected. Thus it was a few months later,
in September 1928, at the demand of Mohamed el Quiss Pasha,
Director General of General Security, Ministerial Decree number
42 for the year 1928 stated that any ﬁlms containing scenes from
Egypt had to be reviewed and approved by the Ministry of the
Interior before they were exported. Enforcing this censorship
would save the reputation of Egypt abroad. The censorship tax
would be 150 milliemes for each bobbin of the ﬁlm.
In the same year, 1928, a committee for censorship was created,
composed of the Undersecretary of General Security, the
Director of the Arts Department, a delegate from the European
Administration, and 4 inspectors from the Ministry of the Interior.
When needed, the committee could resort to specialists in the
area it was censoring. Eventually a member representing the
Ministry of Education was added. In the beginning that member
was Zaki Toleimat. Later Tewﬁk el Hakim, also from the Ministry of
Education, joined the committee.

The ﬁrst Egyptian ﬁlm to be censored in its entirety was The
Tragedy of Life (Ma’asât el hayât) 1929, directed by Wedad Orﬁ. The
Egyptian censors found that it was too full of dance and frivolity
and an oﬀense to public morals, and so it was never shown.
The other ﬁlm was Laila, Daughter of the Desert (Layla bint el sahrâ’).
It was produced by Bahiga Hafez in 1937 but was banned because
of some scenes depicting Persians in an unfavourable light. This
was during the period when the Egyptian princess Fawzia was
married to the Shah of Iran. Bahiga Hafez was compensated by
the Egyptian government for her ﬁnancial losses. In 1944 the ﬁlm
was edited and shown in cinemas as Laila the Bedouin (Layla el
badawiyyah)
In 1936 the censorship administration was re-structured to include
10 departments, of which one was the Publications Department,
empowered to enforce publication laws. In 1936, also, Ahmed Farid
el Rifai, Director of the Department of Journalism, Publications and
Culture called for the Egyptianization of Egyptian organizations.
He said that young Egyptian female graduates should be
employed to censor ﬁlms, and also suggested that the Ministry
of Education should participate, in order to more usefully employ
the cinema in the process of reform. Another addition in 1938 was
the newly formed Ministry of Social Aﬀairs, to which was assigned
the censorship of novels and ﬁlms.
Conditions in the area inﬂuenced the type of censorship that was
being practiced. Censorship was no longer concerned only with
morals and education. With the outbreak of World War II and the
declaration of martial law, censorship was enforced on all Egyptian
lands. In 1942 a military law was passed forbidding the ﬁlming of
any scenes related to the navy or army or armed forces, whether
Egyptian, British or Allies without permission from the authorities.
The 1948 war increased the vigilance of the country with further
martial laws enforcing censorship on publications, ﬁlms and all
forms of media, and the Censorship Department returned once
more to the Ministry of the Interior.
Some general principles were laid in early cinema censorship,
forbidding the violation of public morals and revealed religions,
crime, and the spreading of dangerous teachings such as
communism (El Sabah, 23 December 1928). By the ﬁfties they had
reached 30, including religious, political, social and sexual issues,
crime, and violence (Jacques Pascal, The Cinematic Guide to the
Middle East and Africa, 1954). They remained in eﬀect until 1952,
when Ibrahim Abdou, Director of the Censorship Department,
reduced them to 6 items: property, extremism, Egypt’s reputation,
religion, public morals, and slandering a public ﬁgure.
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Sample of Censorship Report
Film

The Lost Treasure (el Kanz el mafqoud) 1938
Director

the ﬁlm”). He attached the words of the song to the memorandum.
However, his brother Badr Lama presented a memorandum dated
30 October 1938 consenting to the censor’s memorandum, and
cutting all she had remarked on:

Ibrahim Lama
Script

Badie Khairi
Music and Lyrics

Youssef Salah
Starring

Badr Lama, Nazla Kamel, Gamalat Hassan,
Saﬁa Helmi, Mahmoud el Arabi, Sami Na’assan

• “I have as many women as cravats” after the second part;
• The letter that refers to the girl’s deed (For your sake, I have
sacriﬁced the purest and most valuable thing a virgin owns);
• Third scene: cut the child’s song (Oh dears, I’m in love);
• Shorten the scene of the madman and dirty children, and the
scene of the madman drinking out of the clay pot (the sixth
part).

Date of screening

20 November, Ezbekieh Gardens Cinema.
Summary of the Film
Sami, a reckless young man, seduces the daughter of the overseer
of his plantation with honeyed words. When she gives herself to
him, he abandons her. Her brother returns from Sudan and by
chance ﬁnds a letter from his sister to Sami. He decides to kill Sami
when he learns the truth. But, in the darkness, he kills his sister
instead and is jailed. A few years later he escapes and hides at
his uncle’s, until he meets an old man whom the villagers think
is mad. He is good to him and feeds him. On his deathbed the
old man tells him of the secret of the treasure and gives him a
map of the place. The old man dies and Amin ﬁnds the treasure
after many diﬃculties. He disguises himself as a maharaja, and
marries Sami’s sister, who has by chance sought asylum with his
aunt, seeking to escape the bad reputation and behaviour of her
brother. The maharaja perseveres in using his wealth to ruin Sami,
in order to avenge his sister’s honour. Sami ﬁnally comes to him
to beg for pity and mercy. The maharaja reveals all to him, but his
son, Azzam (who is also the nephew of Sami), intercedes on the
behalf of Sami, and marries his daughter.
Report submitted by the censor Zeinab Fawaz,
23 October 1938
Comments
• Cut from the second part the phrase “I have as many women as
cravats”;
• And from the third part the sentence in the letter that the girl
gave herself to him;
• And from the fourth part the scene in which the prisoner cuts his
chains and escapes.
•And in the ﬁfth part a small child sings of love and passion and
makes gestures that can never be made by a child her age, so I
think this scene should be cut;
• In the sixth part the scene in which the madman is followed by a
crowd of dirty jeering children should be cut, as well as the scene
in which the madman drinks from the clay pot.
The director of the ﬁlm, Ibrahim Lama, presented a memorandum
to the Director of Cinematic Censorship agreeing to cut what the
censor had determined (except for an ordinary song that a child of
twelve sings. “We see no reason why it should be cut, especially as
the words are not oﬀensive and its omission would greatly harm

From The Dawn of the Cinema (Fagr el Cinema)

by Mahmoud Khalil Rashed

Motion Pictures and Morals
We notice that, if used badly, motion pictures could wage war
against morals and have an evil eﬀect on virtue. How often have
obscene photographs done away with the chastity of girls and
how many scenes depicting wily criminals have overthrown the
honour of boys.
Censorship
Most governments give a great care to matters that aﬀect the
morals and behaviour of nations. In all civilized kingdoms there
is a specialized organization for the inspection of stories before
they are acted and cinema ﬁlms before they are shown, in order
to prevent any unpleasant consequences.
Censorship prevents all that may arouse the audience, such
as war scenes in times of war, or patriotic stories that provoke
downtrodden nations.
There is something censorship must pay attention to, which could
aﬀect the reputation of the kingdom and its status among other
kingdoms. Foreigners have taken many photographs of Egypt
and have shown them in their countries, to prove how civilized
Egypt is. But in most cases the photographs only represented the
most disgusting Egyptian scenes and the lowest Egyptian social
classes. This has the worst possible eﬀect on the reputation of our
country, and the government, whose duty is to create a pure and
honourable reputation, must pay attention to this issue.
The government must also forbid the taking of photographs of
monuments, except in return for a certain sum and on condition
that they must be shown in Egypt before they are shown in
other countries, for foreigners have often taken photographs of
Egyptian monuments and shown them in their countries and
their people have enjoyed watching them, while we haven’t. They
made a proﬁt large enough to tempt them to come back for more.
The government must wake up and pay attention to this matter.
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Arrival of the coloumns of Abou el Abbas el Morsi from Italy. Handwritten script by Dawlat Bayoumi, 2006.
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The Early Years of
Documentaries and Short
Films in Egypt
(1897–1939)

Documentary ﬁlms were the ﬁrst genre of ﬁlms or motion pictures
projected on cinema screens in Egypt, as was the case in the
pioneering Jours of the cinema industry in France. These were single
shots, mainly of important social or historical events. The term
documentary covers a broad category of factual or non-ﬁctional
cinematic expression, including newsreels and instructional ﬁlms.
The gradual increase in the production of long feature ﬁlms in the
late 1920s resulted in a relative decrease in the production of the
short documentary ﬁlms, putting them in ‘second place’ of interest to
audiences and producers alike.
The ﬁlms of the Lumière Brothers were shown in Egypt soon after
their debut in Europe in 1896 at the prestigious cafés of Alexandria
and Cairo. In 1897, viewers in Cairo and Alexandria watched a genre
of actuality ﬁlm. Technological limitations resulted in the production
of very short ﬁlms most of which were only a few minutes long, and
very little storytelling took place before the turn of the century.
After the screening of their short ﬁlms in Cairo and Alexandria, the
Lumière Brothers dispatched camera men to Egypt, to ﬁlm alluring
and exotic scenery and to capture major historic events. These short
ﬁlms were ﬁrst shown in France, before they toured Europe and
eventually got projected in Egypt. The documentary ﬁlm Place des
Consuls, à Alexandrie (1897) is the ﬁrst ﬁlm to be shot in Egypt by
Promio ( a Frenchman of Italian origins), delegated by the Lumière
Brothers to ﬁlm some buildings and scenes from the city.
The ﬁrst local productions were launched by the European
communities in Alexandria. Italian companies set up a professional
ﬁlm industry production in Egypt during World War I, such as
SITCIA. These attempts were later followed by those of Egyptian
businessmen who wished to invest money in cinema production.
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1896

The screening of the Lumière Brothers ﬁlm in Toussoun
Bourse (ﬁrst projection of motion picture in Egypt)
Note: The Bourse had many halls used for diﬀerent
purposes, among them was Café Zawani.

1897

The screening of the documentary ﬁlm Place des Consuls,
à Alexandrie shot by Mr. Promio on behalf of the Lumière
Brothers. This is the ﬁrst screening of “Pellicules” (celluloid
ﬁlm) ﬁlmed in Egypt.

1906

The pied-noir Felix Mesguich, an immigrant Frenchman,
shoots a documentary on the famous Egyptian historical
sites and monuments on Lumière’s behalf.

1907

Aziz Bandarli and Umberto Dorés, the pioneering foreign
photographers resident in Alexandria produce the ﬁrst
Egyptian documentary The Visit of the Khedive Abbas
Helmi to the Scientiﬁc Institute of the Sidi Aboul Abbas
Mosque.

1908

The Pathé Screening Hall, in Alexandria, shows the Pathé
Journal, the ﬁrst foreign newsreel to be shown in Egypt.

1912

The ﬁlming and screening of The Parade of the Mahmal.
Note : The festivities held by Egyptians to celebrate the
donation of the Kiswa of the Ka’aba to Mecca.
Other: In 1912, Arabic translation (subtitles), to
accompany the dialogues of foreign ﬁlms on transparent
slides reﬂected on a small screen placed near the big one,
was introduced by Leopoldo Fiorello an Italian resident
in Egypt.

1913

The ﬁlming of The War of Flowers at Gezira and The Solar
Reactor in Maadi, by Aziz and Dorés Studio.

1914

Aziz and Dorés produce a documentary on The Reception
of the National Hero: Aziz Bey El Masri, Commander in Chief
of the Egyptian Army.

1915

Aziz and Dorés produce a documentary on The Visit to
the Playground of the Veterinary Hospital of Moharrem Bey.

1917

Dorés and Cornel direct a short ﬁlm entitled Towards
the Abyss (Nahwa el hâwiyah), a SITCIA production
featuring Nina Costantinou and Miss Dorés.
The Egyptian Society of Alexandria, under the auspices of
Prince Omar Toussoun, produces the short ﬁlm The Mask
Wearer.

1918

1919

SITCIA produces two featurettes (medium length ﬁlms:
30 minutes and 45 minutes long):
The Honour of the Bedouin (Charaf el badawî) starring
Mohamed Karim, the ﬁrst Egyptian actor. The ﬁlm is
shown at the Chantecler Cinema in Alexandria.
The Deadly Flowers (el Azhâr el momîtah), starring
Mohamed Karim.
Other: This ﬁlm was never projected and is considered
the ﬁrst Egyptian ﬁlm to be banned from viewing for
religious reasons.

by Fawzi el Gazayerly and his theatre troupe, ﬁlmed by
Alvise Orfanelli and directed by Leonard Laricci, featuring
the Egyptian theatre actor Fawzi el Gazayerly and his
theatrical troupe.
1920

The production of the following documentary ﬁlms:
The Race of the Fishing Club, May 8th,, at Sporting, in
Alexandria The Race of the Fishing Club, June 26th,,
at Sporting, in Alexandria
The screening of the silent featurette (32 minutes long)
El Khala el Amrikaniya (The American Aunt) directed by
Bonvelli and adapted from an English play entitled Aunt
Charlie by the author and actor Amin Sedki.

1921

The screening of the following documentary ﬁlms in
Alexandria and Cairo:
The Return of Saad Zaghloul documenting the arrival of
this national leader to Alexandria after his exile in Malta.
Lord Allenby inaugurating the ceremony of the British
community on occasion of their oﬀering an ‘Obelisk’ to
the French community in Alexandria.
The Flower Exhibition at San Stefano
The Sugar Cane
The screening of the comic Egyptian-French ﬁlm Aziz Bey
the Anarchist (‘Azîz beh el fawdawî) ﬁlmed in France.

1922

The screening of the short documentary ﬁlms:
Alexandria
The Parade of the Mahmal.
Note: The festivities held by Egyptians to celebrate the
donation of the Kiswa of the Ka’aba, in Mecca, to the people of
Hijjaz.
The screening of the short comic ‘one act’ ﬁlm:
The Ring of Solomon (Khâtim Solimân ﬁlmed by Alvise
Orfanelli, directed by Leonard Laricci and starring
Fawzi Mounib and his troupe.

1923

The production of the ﬁrst long (80 minutes) Egyptian
documentary:
In the Land of Tutankhamun, (Fî bilâd Toutankhamon)
the ﬁrst entirely Egyptian production documenting
the discovery of the tomb by Lord Carnavon. Filmed
by Mohamed Bayoumi, directed by Victor Rossito,
starring Aristidie Hag Andrea, John Marbert, Yolande
Wiriss and the Egyptian actor Fawzi Mounib.
Note: The ﬁlm was screened at the Matussian
‘Cinemagique’ hall.
The screening of actualites that document oﬃcial events:
The Grand Sports Tournament at the Lycee Francais in
Alexandria
‘The Arrival of the Former Sultan of Turkey to Alexandria
The Parade of the Mahmal
The Return of the Mahmal Without Going Mecca.
Note: Disagreement between the Egyptian government
and the king of Hijjaz
The Arrival of Saad Zaghloul Pasha to Alexandria
The Visit of King Fouad to the Camp of Kom el Dikk

The production and screening of the ﬁlm Madame
Loretta, an adaptation of a play produced and acted
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The screening of the featurettes
The Marriage of Aziz Bey by Force, a comic Egyptian-French
ﬁlm.
Prohibited to Spit, an educational ﬁlm produced by Victor
Rossito.
Barsoum Looks for Employment (Barsoum yabhas ‘an
wazifa) (18 minutes), a ﬁlm directed by Mohamed
Bayoumi, starring Bechara Wakim, Abdel Hamid Zaki,
Mohamed Shaﬁq and Mohamed Youssef (Bayoum’s son).

1925

The Prosperi Society produces and screens:
The Sports Houses in the Police Schools in Abbassiya
The Gymnastics Tournament between the Primary
Governmental Schools in Cairo
A Great Arab Fantasy – Organised by the Animal Care
Society
The Parade of the Mahmal
The 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th editions of the Newsreel of the Orient

Mohamed Bayoumi produces the ‘Amon Newsreel’ of
cinematographic actualities. The ﬁrst issue ﬁlmed:
The Return of the Leader Saad Zaghloul Pasha (5 minutes)
is the ﬁrst newsreel ﬁlmed by an Egyptian ﬁlm maker, to
celebrate the return of Saad Zaghloul from his exile in the
islands of Seychelles.
1924

1926

The ﬁlming and screening of the short
documentaries:
The Founding of Saint Marc College in Chatby
The Arrival of Pope Mathew II to Alexandria ﬁlmed and
directed by Aziz and Dorés
The Grand Sports Festival organised by the Frères College
– (Saint-Catherine) in Alexandria

1927

The ﬁlming and screening of the short ﬁlms and
documentaries:
Abdel Meneim Mokhtar Eﬀendi, the Sportsman, produced
by Prosperi
The Arrival of King Fouad I to Alexandria
The Parade of his Majesty King Fouad in Cairo and in
Alexandria

1931

The ﬁlming and screening of the short documentary:
The Celebration of the Coronation of King Fouad I, (6 minutes)
directed by Mohamed Bayoumi

1933

The ﬁlming and screening of the short documentary:
The Moving of the Columns of El Morsi Aboul Abbas Mosque (6
minutes) directed by Mohamed Bayoumi

1934

The ﬁlming and screening of the short documentaries:
A Night in a Lifetime (Layla ﬁ el omr), produced by the dancer
Amina Mohamed and directed by Mohamed Bayoumi

The screening of the comic featurettes
The Cinema in Egypt, directed by René Tabouret and
produced by Count Zogheb and Baroness de Menasce.
The Chief Contractor (el Bâchmeqâwel), ﬁlmed and
directed by Mohamed Bayoumi, produced, written and
acted by Amin Attallah and his troupe: Adele Levy,
Bechara Wakim and Ali Tabangate.
The screening of the documentary ﬁlms
The Inauguration of the Tomb of Tutankhamun produced
by Prosperi
The Inauguration of the Egyptian Parliament ﬁlmed by
Aziz and Dorés and produced by Cinema American
Cosmographe of Alexandria
The Anniversary of King Fouad produced by Prosperi
His Majesty the King at the Mosque of Amr, produced by
Prosperi
The Voyage of King Fouad from Cairo to Alexandria,
produced by Prosperi
The Journey of the Queen from Belgium to Cairo, produced
by Prosperi
Prince Leopold Climbing The Cheops Pyramid, produced by
Prosperi
The Journey of the Mahmal from Egypt to Mecca
The Inauguration of Tutankhamun Tomb (8 minutes)
ﬁlmed and directed by Mohamed Bayoumi
The Amon Newsreel ﬁlmed and directed by Mohamed
Bayoumi screens the following national events:
Saad Zaghloul looking out of the balcony of Beit el ûmma
(“The House of the People”) to greet the people who came to
congratulate him on assembling his Cabinet
The Sports Festival Organised by the Royal Guards on the
Occasion of Coronation of the King in Abdine
Abdel Rahman Fahmi Bey Leaving Prison
Ahmed el Bassil Pasha Greeting one of the Deputies of Fayoum
The Funeral of Saad Zaghloul
A Scene from the Life of Ali Fahmi Bey, Killed by his Wife
The Return of the Mahmal Without Having Gone to Mecca (2
minutes long - ﬁlmed in 1923)
The Funeral of Lee Stack Pasha, Sirdar of the Egyptian Army and

Governor of Sudan. (5 minutes long)
The ﬁlming and screening of national events:
The Visit of the Members of the Geographic Colloquium to
Qanater, ﬁlmed by Mohamed Bayoumi
Celebrating the Founding of Fouad I Hospital, directed by
Mohamed Bayoumi

The Inauguration of Upper Egypt Club in Alexandria - Under the
Auspices of Hussein Sabri Pasha, The Governor of Alexandria (12
minutes), ﬁlmed and directed by Mohamed Bayoumi
1937

Sound is introduced to Cinematographic Actualities

1939

Studio Misr produces The Egyptian Illustrated Actualities to
cover the news of the British Forces in World War II.
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Films Set or Filmed in Alexandria

1923
In the Land of Tutankhamun
Fî bilâd Toutankhamun)
Script
Victor Rossito
Director
Victor Rossito
Production
Victor Rossito
Photography
Mohamed Bayoumi
Starring
Aristidie Hag Andrea; John Marbert;
Fawzi Mounib; Yolande Wiriss
Synopsis
The ﬁlm is about the discovery of King Tut’s
tomb by Lord Carnavon. There are scenes of
Cairo and its monuments, Luxor, and Kom
Umbo. Some drama is enacted, revealing
Egyptian noble characteristics and generosity.
Some scenes were shot in Antoniadis Gardens
in Alexandria.
1923/4
Barsoum Looks for Employment
(Barsoum yabhas ‘an wazifa)
Director
Mohamd Bayoumi
Production
Mohamed Bayoumi
Photography
Mohamed Bayoumi
Starring
Beshara Wakim; Victor Cohen; Abdel Hamid
Zaki; Mohamed Youssef; Fardous Hassan; el
Sayed Mustafa
Synopsis
This is a social comedy in which Barsoum
looks for a job, which creates all sorts of comic
situations. The ﬁlm features a Muslim, a Copt
and a Jew.

1928
The Maker of Clogs
(Sâne‘el Qabâqîb)
Director
Amin Attallah
Starring
Amin Attallah; Iris Staney
A Kiss in the Desert
(Qoublah fî-l-sahrâ’)
Director
Ibrahim Lama
Scenario
Ibrahim Lama
Photography
Meyer Alsendiski; Alvise Orfanelli
Production
Condor Film
Starring
Badr Lama; Ibrahim Zoulﬁcar; Yvonne Goeine;
Gladys Bailey; David Mifano; Mario Donato;
Matteo Levi
First Screening
25/1/1928 Cinema Metropole, Cairo; 2/3/1928
Cinema Mohamed Ali, Alexandria
Synopsis
A foreign girl is attracted to a young Egyptian
man called Shaﬁk, because of his noble
manners and courage. The villagers accuse him
of having killed his uncle. Though innocent,
Shaﬁk escapes to the desert where he becomes
a robber. His friend Mahmoud helps him prove
his innocence. He returns to his village, saves
the foreign girl Hilda from the thieves, and
marries her.
The Sea is Laughing
(El Bahr biyidhak)
Director
Stéphane Rosti; Amin Attallah
Script
Amin Attallah

Montage
Stéphane Rosti
Photography
Alvise Orfanelli
Production
Amin Attallah
Starring
Amin Attallah; Stéphane Rosti; Adele Levi;
Goubran Naoum; Selim Attallah; Hussein el
Meligui; Bahia Amir
First Screening
22/10/1928 Alexandria
15/11/1928 Cinema Olympia, Cairo
Synopsis
The ﬁlm begins with Amin Atallah watching
some girls dance on the beach. In another
scene Amin Atallah is a guard patrolling the
beach. He catches a criminal and ties him up
and drags him to the police station. Some
members of the gang free the criminal and
put in his place a black donkey, without the
guard noticing. In a third scene, a policeman
in Ramleh Station wanders oﬀ after a pretty
girl and leaves his post. When he returns he
ﬁnds that the traﬃc has become chaotic. The
oﬃcer conducts him to the police station for
an investigation, where he is locked up. When
he leaves jail, he is employed by a criminal who
had previously escaped from him.
1928
Tragedy on the Pyramid
(Fâgui‘ah fawq el haram)
Director
Ibrahim Lama
Script
Ibrahim Lama
Montage
Mohamed Karim
Photography
David Cornel; Primavera; Ibrahim Lama
Production
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Condor Film / Kawkab Misr
Distribution
Condor Film / Kawkab Misr
Starring
Fatma Rushdi; Badr Lama; Wedad Orﬁ;
Mahmoud Khalil Rashed; Fathi el Safouri; Taher
el Arabi; Mustafa Hafez; Ratiba Rushdi; Aziza
Rushdi; El Sayed Hassan Gomaa; Hassan Zaza;
Fawzi Baskharon
First Screening
5/12/1928 Cinema Metropole, Cairo
Synopsis
The wealthy young man Said meets Mounira
in Alexandria when he saves her brother Fathi
from drowning. They fall in love. His treacherous
friend, who wants Mounira for himself, tells Fathi
about the relationship between Mounira and
Said. Fathi loses his temper and slaps Said on
the face. They meet on top of the great pyramid
to talk it over, but Fathi loses his balance, falls
and dies. Selim accuses Said of killing Fathi.
Said is imprisoned, but he escapes from jail just
in time to save Mounira from Selim’s attempts
to ravish her. Said proves his innocence to her
and they are united.
1929
The Strange Adventure
(El Moukhâtra el ‘aguîbah)
Director
Gabriel Rogeogian
Script
Miss Ellen
Photography
Alvise Orfanelli
Production
Colvin Film
Starring
Aristidie Hag Andrea; Odette Reynolds; Miss
Ellen
First Screening
There is no indication this ﬁlm was
screened publicly
1930
The Miracle of Love
(Mou‘guizat el Houbb)
Director
Ibrahim Lama
Script
Ibrahim and Badr Lama
Scenario
Ibrahim and Badr Lama
Dialogue
Ibrahim and Badr Lama
Photography
David Cornel
Artistic Assistant
Hussein Fawzi
Production
Ibrahim and Badr Lama
Starring
Badr Lama; Sorayya Rifaat; Mansi Fahmi;
Mokhtar Hussein; Dolly Antoine; Nagat Ali;

George Saad
First Screening
10/12/1930 Josy Palace, Alexandria;
19/2/19131 Cinema Triumph, Cairo
Synopsis
The amateur singer Badr Eddine lives in poverty
with his friend Mokhtar in one room in Dolly’s
boarding house. He falls in love with Samiha,
the daughter of the wealthy Mustafa Bey, and
she reciprocates his love. However, Mustafa
Bey would not marry his daughter to the
impoverished Badr Eddine, so he sends her oﬀ
to her aunt to be married to a rich man. In the
meanwhile he is attacked by robbers who tie
him up. Alerted by the noise in the mansion,
Badr Eddine and Mokhtar discover what is
happening and save Mustafa Bey from the
robbers. He is convinced that Badr Eddine is
brave and noble, and consents to the marriage
with his daughter Samiha.
Cocaine / The Abyss
(El Kokaïne / El Hâwiyah)
Director
Togo Mizrahi
Script
Togo Mizrahi
Photography
Alvise Orfanelli
Production
Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Starring
Ahmed el Meshriqi (pseudonym for Togo
Mizrahi); Shalom; Abdel Aziz el Meshriqi; Fatma
Hassan; Shawki Abdallah Thabet; Mahrous el
Badawi
First Screening
25/11/1930 Alexandria;
23/2/1931 Cinema American Cosmographe,
Cairo.
The ﬁlm was screened again in 1934 when voice
was added to the silent edition.
Synopsis
A man tries to seduce his friend’s wife. She
rejects his advances and tells her husband, who
severely admonishes his friend. The treacherous
friend does not give up and, using diabolical
methods, makes of the husband a cocaine
addict. Under the eﬀect of drugs, the husband
brings about the rapid deterioration of the
family and kills his son, and is consequently
jailed. He repents his deeds, but it is too late.
The treacherous friend falls oﬀ a scaﬀolding
and dies, thus getting his due punishment.
1932
The Victims
(El Dâhâya)
Director
Ibrahim Lama
Script
Fikri Abaza
Scenario
Shahine Metwalli Bey

Dialogue
Badr Amin
Photography
Primavera
Music and lyrics
Bahiga Hafez
Production
Fanar Film (Bahiga Hafez)
Distribution
Fanar Film (Bahiga Hafez)
Starring
Zaki Rustom; Bahiga Hafez; Abdel Salam
Naboulsi; Attallah Mikhail; Nagla Abdou;
Mahmoud Hamdi
First Screening
28/11/1932 Cinema Josy Cairo (another source
1/12/1932 Cinema Cosmo). Repeated as a
sound movie in 1935 starring Laila Mourad
Synopsis
The ringleader Borai’ marries Bahiga, who
does not know that he is a drug traﬃcker. She
falls in love with Galal, the police oﬃcer who
is in charge of tracking down Borai’, and who
also marries her sister Nazek. Bahiga resorts
to music in order to forget her miseries. Galal
catches Borai’ and his gang, and Bahiga falls ill
and dies.
Mustafa, or the Little Magician
(Mustafa aw el sâhir el saghîr)
Director
Mahmoud Khalil Rashed
Script
Mahmoud Khalil Rashed
Photography
Mohamed Bayoumi; Alvise Orfanelli
Production
Institute for Science and Modern Inventions
(Cinema Department)
Starring
Mustafa Kamel Rashed; Ahmed el Sedoudi;
Michele Haddad; Yehia Nagati; Mahmoud
Qorra
First Screening
29/8/1932 Cinema Olympia
Synopsis
Mustafa visits India with his father. On the
Himalayas they come upon a highway robber
trying to stab an old man with his dagger.
They save the old man, who rewards them by
teaching Mustafa the arts of magic. Mustafa
promises to use magic for good purposes
only. The two return to Alexandria, and there
Mustafa meets a down-and-out called Bahloul
Eﬀendi. He advises the vagabond to desist from
drinking but to no avail. Bahloul goes to prison
then mental hospital, from which he escapes to
resume his life of debauchery. Mustafa meets
him for the second time and advises him again.
This time Bahloul repents and changes his life.
Mustafa uses his magic to return to him his
dignity and pride among those who knew him.
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5001
(Khamsat âlaf wa wâhid)
Director
Togo Mizrahi
Script
Togo Mizrahi
Scenario
Togo Mizrahi
Photography
Alvise Orfanelli
Production
Togo Mizrahi
Starring
Shalom; Abdou Hassan; Ahmed Meshriqi
(pseudonym for Togo Mizrahi); Dawlat Abyad;
Mohsen Ramzi; Abdou Moharrem; Abdel
Fattah Saleh; Abdel Aziz Antar; Ahmed Haddad;
Dawlat Morsi; Mohamed Sobki
First Screening
15/11/1932 Cinema American Cinematographe,
Cairo (another source 11/4/1932)
Synopsis
By a stroke of luck Shalom wins lottery ticket
number 5001 and becomes rich. Rather than
bring him happiness, this wealth causes him
trouble. He therefore goes back to his old way
of life.
1933
Fiancé Number 13
(El Khatîb nimrah talatâshar)
Director
Mohamed Bayoumi
Script
Mohamed Bayoumi
Scenario
Mohamed Bayoumi
Photography
Mohamed Bayoumi
Montage
Mohamed Bayoumi
Production
Mohamed Bayoumi
Starring
Dawlat Bayoumi; Helmi Farag
The Students of the Egyptian Cinematographic
Institute took an active part in making the ﬁlm.
First Screening
25/12/1933
Synopsis
Za’atar is unemployed and has befriended
the child Za’zou’, who plays a trick on him by
sending him a letter from a bank oﬀering him
a job. Za’atar rushes to the bank, only to be
thrown out. However, the manager of the bank
hurries after him to oﬀer him his ugly daughter
in marriage, having been already refused by 12
suitors. After some comic situations, he marries
the daughter of the bank’s manager.

Children of Egypt
(Awlâd Misr)
Director
Togo Mizrahi
Script
Togo Mizrahi
Scenario
Togo Mizrahi
Photography
Alvise Orfanelli; Abdel Halim Nasr
Production
Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Starring
Ahmed Meshriqi (pseudonym for Togo Mizrahi);
Ginan Rifaat; Dawlat Mohsen; Abdel Aziz
Meshriqi; Fikri Kamel; Hussein Ibrahim; Soliman
Yehia; Hekmat Kamel; Kiki Moharrem
First Screening
6/4/1933 Cinema American Cosmographe,
Cairo (another source Cinema Fouad)
Synopsis
Ahmed, a student of humble origins, falls in
love with a pasha’s daughter, who reciprocates
his love. They decide to get married, and her
brother Hosni, who is also Ahmed’s colleague
at college, blesses the marriage. When he
graduates with honours, Ahmed proposes
but is rejected by her father because of the
social diﬀerence between them. He sinks into
a depression and is hospitalized. Hosni and his
sister Dawlat, as well as Ahmed’s father, beg the
pasha to consent, which he eventually does
after some resistance.
1934
The Two Delegates
(El Mandoubân)
Director
Togo Mizrahi
Script
Togo Mizrahi
Scenario
Togo Mizrahi
Dialogue
Badie Khairi
Photography
Alvise Orfanelli
Music and lyrics
Zakaria Ahmed
Words
Badie Khairi
Production
Togo Mizrahi Films
Starring
Seham; Fawzi el Gazayerly; Ehsane el Gazayerly;
Shalom; Tahiya Carioca; Fikri Kamel
First Screening
17/5/1934 Josy Palace (another source Cinema
Fouad)
Synopsis
This is a comedy starring Shalom, one of the
most famous comic actors in Egypt. It marks
Mizrahi’s shift from social to comic ﬁlms.

1935
Doctor Farahat
(El Doktor Farhât)
Director
Togo Mizrahi
Script
Togo Mizrahi
Scenario
Togo Mizrahi
Montage
Togo Mizrahi
Photography
Abdel Halim Nasr
Starring
Togo Mizrahi; Fawzi el Gazayerly; Ehsane el
Gazayerly; Amina Mohamed; Ahmed el Haddad;
Zouzou Labib; Tahiya Mohamed
First Screening
7/3/1935 Cinema American Cosmographe,
Cairo
Synopsis
Farahat, the simple villager, is brought to a hotel
in the city, where the owner is told that Farahat
is an interpreter. When Farahat fails to interpret,
he is thrown out of the hotel. Dr. Helmi, who
is a resident in the hotel, makes a deal with
Farahat that Farahat will impersonate him.
Farahat thus goes to Alexandria as Dr. Helmi,
to put the ﬁancée of the real Dr. Helmi through
a test. The engagement had been arranged
by the parents and the ﬁancée has never seen
her betrothed. Farahat meets the ﬁancée who
rejects him and refuses to marry him. The real
Dr. Helmi then appears, disguised as a simple
employee, and the ﬁancée falls in love with
him. When her father insists on marrying her to
Farahat, thinking he was Dr. Helmi, he appears
as his own person to marry her, and Farahat
returns to his village.
Shalom the Dragoman
(Shalom el Tourgmân)
Director
Togo Mizrahi
Script
Togo Mizrahi
Scenario
Togo Mizrahi
Dialogue
Zaki Ibrahim
Photography
Alvise Orfanelli
Music and lyrics
Sayed Mustafa
Production
Studio Alvise
Starring
Shalom; Adalat; Abdou Moharrem; Hussein el
Meligui; Neamat el Meligui; Bahiga el Mahdi;
Hassan Rashed; Sayed Mustafa; Zaki Ibrahim
First Screening
29/3/1935 Cinema Cosmographe, Alexandria;
3/6/1935 Cinema el Ahli, Cairo
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Synopsis
A tourist and his daughter who arrive in
Alexandria are tricked by Shalom into believing
he is an interpreter, whereas he knows no word
of English. The tourist asks him to organize a
hunting trip in the desert. When a pasha hears
of this trip, he takes the tourist with him. The
daughter stays behind, with Shalom. She
convinces him that she is in love with him,
which makes him very happy, as he starts
dreaming of going to America with her. When
her father returns she tells Shalom that she is in
love with a young American, and that she had
cheated him because he had cheated them by
claiming to be an interpreter. She admits it was
just a game.
The Sailor
(El Bahhâr)
Director
Togo Mizrahi
Script
Togo Mizrahi
Photography
Abdel Halim Nasr
Montage
Togo Mizrahi
Music and lyrics
Ezzat el Gahli
Production
Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution
Behna Film
Starring
Amina Mohamed; Fawzi el Gazayerly; Ehsane
el Gazayerly; Ahmed Meshriqi (pseudonym
for Togo Mizrahi); Mohamed el Sebaie; Ezzat el
Gahli
First Screening
19/9/1935 Cinema Diana
Synopsis
Fatma, the loyal wife of a poor sailor, pawns
her jewelry to feed her son. When her husband
Hamido goes ﬁshing in the sea, her evil
neighbour Om Mahmoud tries to make use
of her kindness. She raises the hopes of the
wealthy Ali Bey that he could have some fun
with Fatma, and at the same time tells Fatma
she could ﬁnd honest employment in the house
of Ali Bey. Fatma goes to his house, taking her
son with her. Infuriated that she had brought
her son, he sends her back. In the meanwhile,
Hamidou has returned and Om Mahmoud has
told him that Fatma was having an aﬀair with
Ali Bey. Hamidou decides to kill her, but their
son tells him the truth about the visit to Ali
Bey’s house. Hamidou is convinced of Fatma’s
purity and forces the truth out of Om Hamidou.
He thanks God for the blessing that is his wife,
despite their extreme poverty.

Maarouf the Bedouin
(Ma‘rouf el badawî)
Director
Ibrahim Lama
Script
Ibrahim Lama
Scenario
Ibrahim Lama
Dialogue
El Sayed Hassan Gomaa
Photography
David Cornel
Production
Amon Film
Distribution
Behna Film
Starring
Badr Lama; Nabawia Mustafa; Mokhtar Hussein;
Amin el Nabaqui; Anissa el Misreyah; Sami
Naasan; Tewﬁk el Merdanli; Samir Lama
First Screening
28/11/1935 Cinema Cosmographe, Alexandria
13/12/1935 Cinema Alhambra
Synopsis
Maarouf the young bedouin falls in love with
Abla the dancer, and she with him. Ammar,
sheikh of the Arabs, also loves Abla. When
he ﬁnds out about Maarouf, he captures and
tortures him, and goes to Abla’s mother to
ask for Abla’s hand. Abla refuses, in spite of
all the money he tries to tempt her with. A
battle occurs between the tribes of Ammar
and Maarouf. Maarouf manages to break his
captivity. He goes to Abla and together they
escape the battleﬁeld, to be with each other
forever.
Antar Eﬀendi
(‘Antar afandî)
Director
Stéphane Rosti
Script
Zaki Saleh; Stéphane Rosti
Scenario
Stéphane Rosti
Dialogue
Ahmed Zaki Saleh
Photography
Alvise Orfanelli
Montage
Barakat
Music and lyrics
Mohamed el Kahlawi
Production
Eastern Film Company (Charles and
Henri Barakat)
Starring
Stéphane Rosti; Mokhtar Osman; Mansi Fahmi;
Samira Khoulousi; Hassan Fayeq; Serena
Ibrahim; Thoraya Fakhreddin; Mohamed el
Kahlawi
First Screening
12/12/1935 Cinema Cosmographe, Alexandria
30/12/1935 Cinema Alhambra, Alexandria

Synopsis
Hanthal Pasha tries to reform his son Kamal by
marrying him to Gamalat and separating him
from his friend Antar Eﬀendi. Kamal knows that
Gamalat and Antar are in love, so he refuses the
marriage. He and Antar run oﬀ to Cairo, where
they live with Mrs. Khadiga and her lovely
daughter Ehsan. Kamal falls in love with Ehsan,
but ruins himself and Antar by gambling and
losing all their money. He writes to his father
asking for money to pay oﬀ his debts, and for
permission to marry Ehsan. His father arrives,
bringing Gamalat with him in order to marry
her to Kamal. In Cairo, he falls in love with
Khadiga, who convinces him that Kamal is in
love with Ehsan. He consents to the marriages
of Kamal and Ehsan, and Antar and Gamalat,
and marries Khadiga himself.
Master Bahbah
(El Mou’allim Bahbah)
Director
Fawzi el Gazayerly; Shoukri Madi
Script
Fawzi el Gazayerly
Photography
Alvise Orfanelli, Tullio Chiarini
Music and lyrics
Ahmed Sabra
Production
Gazayerly Film Company
Distribution
Behna Film
Starring
Stéphane Rosti; Ehsane Gazayerly; Fawzi el
Gazayerly; Fouad el Gazayerly; Abdel Fattah el
Qossari; Hassan Rashed; Abdel Nabi Mohamed;
Fathia Fouad; Mohamed el Dib
First Screening
25/12/1935 Cinema El Nahda
Synopsis
Master Bahbah used to work as a milkman,
then became a tram conductor. One of the
passengers gives him a lottery ticket, which he
keeps in the frame of a singer’s photograph at
home. His wife sells the photograph to the ragand-bone man, who sells it and so on, till it ends
up in a cinema studio. When Bahbah’s lottery
ticket turns out to be a winner, he discovers it
is no longer safe at home. He starts neglecting
his work to look for it, so he gets ﬁred. A young
girl, Gamalat, tries to seduce him. He ends up
working in a cinema studio and ﬁnds his lottery
ticket. He donates part of the prize money to
charity and part towards setting up a factory
for dairy products. He turns Gamalat away and
returns to his wife Om Ahmed.
1936
One Hundred Thousand Pounds
(Mît alf guinîh)
Director
Togo Mizrahi
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Script
Togo Mizrahi

The Runaway
(El Hârib)

Scenario
Togo Mizrahi
Photography
Abdel Halim Nasr
Production
Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution
Behna Film
Starring
Ali el Kassar; Zaki Ibrahim; Hassan Saleh; Zouzou
Labib; Latifa Nazmi; Amina Mohamed
First Screening
1/10/1936 Cinema El Nahda
Script
A wealthy man dies, leaving in his will a hundred
thousand pounds to one of his domestics
– either Osman or the Syrian – on condition
that he marry the beautiful girl within 15 Jours
of his death. The two compete for the beautiful
girl, each trying to spoil the marriage for the
other. Osman discovers that the Syrian, who
has claimed to be single, is in fact married. The
delighted Osman also discovers that this is
the last Jour of the 15 Jours, which makes him
hasten to get married, thereby winning the
inheritance and the beautiful wife at the same
time.

Director
Ibrahim Lama
Script
Ibrahim Lama
Scenario
Ibrahim Lama
Dialogue
El Sayed Hassan Gomaa
Photography
Ibrahim Lama
Production
Tocat Lidi – Lama Brothers (Badr and Ibrahim)
Distribution
Tocat Lidi
Starring
Badr Lama; Fatma Rushdi; Abdel Salam el
Naboulsi; Imtithal Fawzi; Marguerite Sidky;
Samir Lama
First Screening
1/10/1936 Cinema El Nahda
Synopsis
Two men evade their military service and
take to the mountains. One of them dies.
The other falls in love and lives infatuated
with his beloved. He is eventually caught and
imprisoned. She declares that she will wait for
him till her returns.

The Banknote
(El Banknot)
Director
Ahmed Galal
Script
Ahmed Galal
Scenario
Ahmed Galal
Dialogue
Ahmed Zaki Saleh
Photography
Tullio Chiarini
Montage
Mary Queeny
Production
Lotus Film (Assia)
Distribution
Behna Film
Starring
Assia; Mary Queeny; Ahmed Galal; Youssef
Saleh; Hassan Helmi; Fouad el Rashidi
First Screening
14/12/1936 Cinema Cosmographe, Alexandria
Synopsis
An indulgent dancer who had lived only for
her pleasures falls in love. She repents, marries
the man she loves and has a son by him.
The husband is killed and she is accused of
murdering him. After long suﬀering the police
discover that the real culprits are a couple
who committed the crime to get the money.
The woman returns to her son to begin an
honorable life once more.

Wife by Proxy
(Zawgah bi-l-niyâbah)
Director
Ahmed Galal
Script
Ahmed Galal
Scenario
Ahmed Galal
Photography
Tullio Chiarini
Montage
Mary Queeny
Production
Lotus Film (Assia)
Distribution
Behna Film
Starring
Assia; Mary Queeny; Ahmed Galal; Youssef
Saleh; Zeinab Sidki; Mahmoud el Arabi
First Screening
9/12/1937
Synopsis
The Syrian girl Nahed escapes from her parents,
who want to marry her to someone she does
not want. On board a ship bound for Egypt she
meets a young Egyptian called Bourhan. On
board the ship there is also Mrs. Amina, wife
of Mohsen Pasha. She resembles Nahed so
closely that they cannot be told apart. Ahmed
the jeweler brings some jewelry to Mrs. Amina,
who takes them to her cabin to put them on.
By chance, Nahed is hiding in the cabin, and
sees Bourhan enter the cabin quietly, kill Mrs.

Amina and steal the jewels. Nahed puts on Mrs.
Amina’s clothes and goes to meet Bourhan as
Mrs. Amina. She confronts him and demands
her jewels. He gives them to her, then returns
with her to Mrs. Amina’s cabin. When he sees
her corpse and ﬁnds out the truth, he strikes a
deal with Nahed: they dispose of the corpse in
the sea, and Nahed signs a paper admitting that
she committed the crime. In the port, Nahed
poses as Mrs. Amina, but the husband is not
taken in. Bourhan tries to implicate Nahed by
using her confession, but his mistress kills him.
Mohsen Pasha sympathizes and lives happily
ever after with Nahed.
1937
Much Wealth is a Nuisance
(El ‘Izz bahdalah)
Director
Togo Mizrahi
Script
Togo Mizrahi
Scenario
Togo Mizrahi
Photography
Abdel Fattah Nasr
Production
Togo Mizrahi Film
Distribution
Behna Film
Starring
Shalom; Ahmed el Haddad; Hassan Hosny;
Zouzou Labib; Abdou Youssef
First Screening
7/1/1937 Cinema El Nahda
Synopsis
Two friends, Shalom the seller of lottery tickets
and Abdou Sobhi the apprentice of a butcher,
live in the same house. Their ﬁancées also live
there with their families. The butcher with
whom Abdou works dies, leaving Abdou the
shop and a vast fortune. He shares the fortune
with his friend Shalom and each marries his
ﬁancée. Their happiness increases when Shalom
buys a winning lottery ticket and becomes a
millionaire. He shares this windfall with Abdou
in order to repay the earlier debt. After some
mishaps they lose all their money and become
poor once more – but they are happy with their
lot
Shalom the Athlete
(Shalom el riyâdi)
Director
Togo Mizrahi
Script
Togo Mizrahi
Scenario
Togo Mizrahi
Photography
Tsissos; Abdel Halim Nasr
Music
Mohamed Sabri
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Production
Togo Mizrahi Films
Starring
Shalom; Bahiga el Mahdi; El Sayed Gouda;
Hassan Saleh; Stella Dozglou; Adalat; Ali Abdel
el Al; Ibrahim Heshmat
Synopsis
Shalom sells sandwiches during football
matches and consequently has good advice to
give footballers. As he is riding the Alexandria
train on his way to Damanhour, he meets Sayed
the footballer who helps him join a team. When
he is nominated to be a member of the national
team, Abdel Qader, who had been hoping to
be the one nominated, locks Shalom up to
prevent him from playing in the match. They
escape and join the team. Sayed scores the
winning goals and Shalom is lucky in love.
Congratulations
(Mabrouk)
Director
Fouad el Gazayerly
Script
Fouad el Kholi
Scenario
Fouad el Gazayerly
Dialogue
Fouad el Gazayerly
Photography
Abdel Halim Nasr
Clapper Board Operator
Emilio Kassola
Music
Mohamed Hassan el Shoga’ui
Production
Gazayerly Films Company (Fouad; Fawzi)
Distribution
Behna Film
Starring
Fawzi el Gazayerly; Ehsane Gazayerly; Abdel
Fattah el Qossari; Zouzou Shakib; Mohamed el
Dib; Sayed Soliman
First Screening
19/11/1937 Cinema Royal
Synopsis
Ahmed, the son of Master Bahbah, is upset
when he returns from Europe and is met in
the traditional way by his family. He asks his
ﬁancée Halawa to be civilized like himself. He
convinces her to go out dancing with him. He
also convinces his parents to become “civilized”
too, so they end up looking ridiculous. Master
Bahbah gets disgusted with this way of life and
goes back, with his wife, to their old traditional
and comfortable life style.
Long Live Love
(Yahyâ el houbb)
Director
Mohamed Karim
Script
Abbas Allam
Scenario

Mohamed Karim
Dialogue
Abbas Allam
Photography
Georges Benoît
Set Design
Walie Eddine Sameh
Production
Abdel Wahab Films
Distribution
Abdel Wahab Films
Songs
Mohamed Abdel Wahab
Music and Lyrics
Mohamed Abdel Wahab
Starring
Laila Mourad; Mohamed Abdel Wahab; Abdel
Wareth Asar; Mohamed Fadel; Mohamed Abdel
Qadous; Zouzou Madi; Amin Wahba; Beshara
Wakim
First Screening
24/1/1938 Cinema Royal
Synopsis
Mohamed Fathi rents a ﬂat overlooking the
mansion of Taher Pasha. From his window he
can see the window of Taher Pasha’s daughter,
Nadia. After a series of misunderstandings
which lead to his transference to Beni Souef,
Mohamed and Nadia fall in love. She begs her
father, who is his boss, to transfer him from
Beni Souef, and they get married.
1938
That’s my Nature
(Anâ tab‘î kidah)
Director
Togo Mizrahi
Script
Togo Mizrahi
Scenario
Togo Mizrahi
Dialogue
Togo Mizrahi
Photography
Abdel Halim Nasr
Montage
Togo Mizrahi
Music
Ahmed Sabra
Production
Togo Mizrahi Films
Distribution
Behna Film
Starring
Fouad Shaﬁk; Zouzou Shakib; Hassan Saleh;
Stéphane Rosti; Bahiga el Mahdi; Ali Abdel Al;
Philip Kamel
First Screening
3/3/1938 Cinema Cosmo
Synopsis
Ahmed is having an aﬀair with Nani, who
owns a boarding house in Alexandria. He
bribes Raafat, his subordinate at work who has

discovered this relationship, by increasing his
salary. Nani gets married to Dr Gamil, and they
convert the boarding house into a sanatorium.
When Ahmed goes to visit, Dr Gamil mistakes
him for a patient and starts treating him.
Ahmed escapes and returns to Cairo, where he
ﬁnds that there is a rumour that he died in a
train accident. He goes back to his wife and a
normal marital life.
Bahbah Pasha
(Bahbah Bâshâ)
Director
Fouad el Gazayerly
Script
Fouad el Gazayerly
Scenario
Fouad el Gazayerly
Dialogue
Fouad el Gazayerly
Photography
Alvise Orfanelli
Production
Gazayerly Films (Fouad and Fawzi)
Distribution
Behna Film
Starring
Fawzi el Gazayerly; Ehsane Gazayerly; Ahmed
el Haddad
First Screening
29/9/1938 Cinema Pigale
Synopsis
The casino that is run by Bahbah and his wife
in Alexandria grows in fame, and is frequented
by the notable families, among them Ghorab
Pasha el Helw and his wife Canaria. One of the
ladies falls in love with Bahbah and goes to him
in his room. At this point Abdel Mawgoud Pasha
el Tesht appears and takes Bahbah for Ghorab
Pasha, due to the incredible resemblance
between them. As he had wanted to kill Ghorab
Pasha, he now tries to kill Bahbah. Some comic
situations follow before the truth is revealed.
1941
Laila the School Girl
(Layla bint el madâris)
Director
Togo Mizrahi
Assistant Director
Ibrahim Helmi; Mahmoud Farid
Script
Youssef Wahbi
Scenario
Togo Mizrahi
Dialogue
Youssef Wahbi
Photography
Abdel Halim Nasr
Montage
Togo Mizrahi
Music and Lyrics
Zakaria Ahmed; Riad el Sonbati
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Songs
Mahmoud el Sherif
Production
The Egyptian Films Company (Togo Mizrahi)
Distribution
Behna Film
Starring
Laila Mourad; Youssef Wahbi; Beshara Wakim;
Mohsen Serhan; Mohamed Kamel; Zaki
Ibrahim; Mimi Shakib
First Screening
16/10/1941 Cinema Cosmo
Synopsis
The orphan Laila comes from Alexandria to
live with her cousins Youssef and Shaﬁk in their
mansion. She brings joy into Youssef’s dreary
life, and although he is in love with her, he
marries a loose woman who has an aﬀair with
someone else. A letter from this lover to her
falls into Laila’s hands, who tries to give the wife
good advice, but in vain. Youssef ﬁnds the same
letter, and seeing Laila as she is advising his wife,
thinks the letter is hers. So he expels her from
the house and she goes back to Alexandria. His
wife then falls from the window, and as she lies
dying she confesses Laila’s innocence and her
own adultery. He is struck with amnesia. Laila
ﬁnds out and helps him recover his memory,
and they get married.
A Groom from Istanbul
(Arîs min Istamboul)
Director
Youssef Wahbi
Script
Youssef Wahbi (adapted from The Marriage of
Figaro)
Scenario
Youssef Wahbi
Dialogue
Youssef Wahbi
Photography
Sami Brill
Production
Nahas Film
Distribution
Nahas Film
Starring
Youssef Wahbi; Raqiya Ibrahim; Beshara Wakim;
Mokhtar Osman
First Screening
1/12/1941 Cinema Cûrsale
Synopsis
The grandfather orders his grandson, who is
living in Istanbul, to come to Egypt to marry
his cousin, or else he will be disinherited. He
comes unwillingly, and on the way asks the
driver to impersonate him, in order to test
the bride. In the meantime, the bride has also
asked her maid to impersonate her, to test the
groom. The fake bride and the fake groom fall
in love, as do the real bride and groom. The
father falls in love with his widowed sister in
law. When the truth is ﬁnally revealed, there is

a group wedding.
1942
The Accused
(El Mouttahamah)
Director
Henri Barakat
Script
Fattouh Nashati
Scenario
Henri Barakat
Dialogue
Youssef Gohar
Photography
Sami Brill
Montage
Henri Barakat
Music and Lyrics
Zakaria Ahmed; Hassan Mokhtar
Production
Lotus Film (Assia Dagher)
Distribution
Behna Film
Starring
Assia; Zaki Rustom; Ashraf Abaza; Yehia
Chahine; Abdel Aziz Khalil; Abdel Fattah el
Qossari; Amina Nureldin; Zeinab Sidki
First Screening
30/12/1942 Cinema Cosmo
Synopsis
The police oﬃcer Kamel catches and manages
to convict Boraie the drug dealer. In revenge,
Boraie’s wife tries to ruin Kamel’s life. She
convinces him that his wife Samiha has
betrayed him, so he divorces her. She also
tries to ruin his son’s life, who has become a
lawyer. He eventually defends his mother in
court, where she is being tried for the murder
of Boraie, who tried to exploit her after he left
jail. The son proves his mother’s innocence and
the whole truth is revealed and the family is reunited.
1943
Cleopatra
(Cléobatra)
Director
Ibrahim Lama
Assistant Director
El Sayed Ziadeh
Script
Habib Gamati
Scenario
El Sayed Ziadeh
Dialogue
El Sayed Ziadeh
Photography
Ibrahim Shebib
Montage
Badr Abdallah
Production
Condor Film (Lama Brothers)
Distribution
Behna Film

Starring
Badr Lama; Amina Rizk; Beshara Wakim; Mansi
Fahmi; Mahmoud el Meligui; Anwar Wagdi;
Mohamed el Dib; Hassan Helmi; Salwa Allam
First Screening
4/3/1943 Cinema Cosmo
Synopsis
Cleopatra, the beautiful Ptolemaic queen of
Egypt, is surrounded by intrigues. She defeats
her rival Heremakes but is soon threatened
by the Roman danger. Antony is sent to make
her pay the tribute to Rome. They fall in love
and he convinces her to pardon Heremakes.
Octavius discovers the love story between
Antony and Cleopatra and warns Antony that
if he does not give Cleopatra up, there will be
war between them. When the war breaks out,
the treacherous Heremakes, disguised as a
soothsayer, convinces Cleopatra to withdraw
from the battle, which led Antony to believe
she had betrayed him. Heremakes then tells
Antony that Cleopatra had repented and
committed suicide, which makes Antony
grieve and commit suicide himself. He is then
led dying to her. They clasp each other and she
puts the fatal asp to her breast.
1944
Hassan and Hassan
(Hasan wa Hasan)
Director
Niazi Mustafa
Script
Aboul Saoud el Ebiari
Scenario
Niazi Mustafa
Dialogue
Aboul Saoud el Ebiari
Photography
Mustafa Hassan
Montage
Galal Mustafa
Music
Mohamed el Kahlawi
Songs
Aboul Saoud el Ebiari
Production
Nahas Films
Distribution
Nahas Films
Starring
Houriya Mohamed; Mohamed el Kahlawi;
Beshara Wakim; Laila Helmi; Fardous Mohamed;
Mahmoud Ismail; Shoukoukou; Hagar Hamdi;
Mahmoud Ismail; Abdel Hamid Zaki; Latifa
Amin; El Sayed Abou Bakr; Zaki Ibrahim
First Screening
17/11/1944 Cinema Cûrsale
Synopsis
Hassan the driver has a cousin called Hassan
Bey, who is a crook. They both go to Alexandria,
where Hassan the driver falls in love with a girl,
thinking she is a maid, and Hassan Bey falls in
love with another one, thinking she is a lady.
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When Hassan Bey ﬁnds out she is a maid, he
abandons her, and her family try to assault him.
He convinces her father that he would come
back for her, making him dissipate the fortune
that had been in his care, so that he is jailed.
1949
The Madwoman
(El Magnounah)
Director
Helmi Raﬂa
Script
Mohamed Kamel Hassan
Scenario
Helmi Raﬂa
Dialogue
Mohmed Kamel Hassan
Photography
Bruno Salvi
Camera man
Diaa el Mahdi
Set Design
Hagop Aslanian
Sound Engineer
Anton Polizoïs
Montage
Said el Sheikh
Music and Lyrics
Mohamed Fawzi
Songs
Ma’amon el Shinnawi; Mustafa el Said
Production
Mohamed Fawzi Films
Distribution
Mohamed Fawzi Films
Starring
Laila Mourad; Mohamed Fawzi; Ismail Yassin;
Mary Mounib; El Sayed Bedeir; Mahmoud Reda;
Riad el Qassabgui; Abdel Moneim Ismail
First Screening
31/1/1949 Cinema Studio Misr
Synopsis
Adel the psychiatrist goes to Alexandria and
meets his old colleague Laila who lives there
with her uncle and his wife. She is suspicious
of everything, but Adel too suspects that there
is a conspiracy afoot. He starts treating her and
ﬁnds out that she is extremely wealthy and that
her uncle is her guardian. He also ﬁnds out that
her uncle had arranged for the murder of his
brother and sister-in-law, and that he and his
two sons are plotting to put an end to Adel’s
treatment of Laila. He resorts to the police who
abort the conspiracy and ﬁnd out the truth
about Laila’s illness. Laila gets well and she and
Adel fall in love and get married.
1950
Shore of Love
(Châti’ el gharâm)
Director
Henri Barakat
Script
Henri Barakat

Scenario
Henri Barakat
Dialogue
Ali el Zarqani; Youssef Issa
Photography
Abdel Halim Nasr
Set Design
Anton Polizoїs; Naguib Khouri
Sound Engineer
Nasri Abdel Nour
Montage
Kamal el Sheikh
Music and Lyrics
Ali Farrag; Ezzat el Gahli
Production
Artists United
Starring
Laila Mourad; Hussein Sidki; Mohsen Serhan;
Tahiya Carioca; Samiha Ayoub; Stéphane Rosti;
Zaki Ibrahim; Gomaa Idriss; Mimi Shakib; Mona;
Edmon Tweima; Nahed Farid; Shaﬁk Nour
First Screening
21/2/1950 Cinema Studio Misr
Synopsis
A young wealthy man meets a young school
teacher in Mersa Matrouh and falls in love
with her. At the beginning his father does not
approve of the marriage because she is poorer,
but then he gives in. The young couple get
married and live in Cairo. His aunt, who had
been plotting to marry him to her daughter,
tricks him into believing his wife has betrayed
him. He sends her back to Mersa Matrouh. But
his friend does not believe that she can commit
adultery and ﬁnds out that the aunt is behind
all this, so she can lay her hands on his fortune.
He follows her to Mersa Matrouh where he
ﬁnds out the truth, and brings her back to Cairo
to live happily together.
The Seventh Wife
(El Zawgah el sâbi‘ah)
Director
Ibrahim Emara
Assistant Director
Atef Salem
Script
Aboul Saoud el Ebiari
Scenario
Ibrahim Emara
Dialogue
Aboul Saoud el Ebiari
Photography
Mohamed Abdel Azim
Set Design
Abbas Helmi
Montage
Ehsan Farghal
Sound
Nivio Orfanelli
Music and Lyrics
Mohamed Fawzi
Production
Mary Queeny

Starring
Mary Queeny; Mohamed Fawzi; Soliman
Naguib; Shadia; Ismail Yassin; Nour el
Demerdash; Gamalat Zayed; Ibrahim Emara;
Mohamed Kamel
First Screening
10/4/1950
Synopsis
A young man formed the habit of getting
married and divorcing his wife if she does not
get a child. When a young woman he marries
discovers she is the seventh wife, she does
not tell him she has found out the truth. She
tames him by arousing his jealousy, so that he
changes and becomes a diﬀerent man who
respects marriage.
Miss Mom
(El ânisah Mâmâ)
Director
Helmi Raﬂa
Script
Aboul Saoud el Ebiari
Dialogue
Aboul Saoud el Ebiari
Photography
Bruno Salvi
Set Design
Hagop Aslanian
Montage
Said el Sheikh
Music and Lyrics
Mohamed Fawzi
Starring
Sabah; Mohamed Fawzi; Ismail Yassin; Soliman
Naguib; Mohamed Kamal el Masri; Zeinat Sidki;
Hussein Ibrahim; Souad Ahmed; Salah Mansour;
Fahmi Amin
Synopsis
A young aspiring singer is in love with a star.
When he starts composing his new operetta
he decides that the woman to sing with him
should be a young one. She goes for the
audition and does get chosen. His father ﬁnds
out the girl’s passion for his son, so the two of
them make him believe they are in love and
want to get married. His jealousy is aroused and
he confesses his love, and his father consents to
their marriage.
Prince of Vengeance
(Amîr el Intiqâm)
Director
Barakat (adapted from The Count of Monte
Christo)
Assistant Director
Ibrahim Helmi; Mahmoud Farid
Scenario
Barakat
Dialogue
Youssef Gohar; Youssef Issa; Barakat
Photography
Julio di Luca
Montage
Fathi Kassem
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Set Design
Anton Polizoïs
Sound Engineer
Nasri Abdel Nour
Music and Lyrics
Zakaria Ahmed; Riad el Sonbati
Songs
Mahmoud el Sherif
Production
Assia
Starring
Anwar Wagdi; Samia Gamal; Madiha Yousri;
Kamal el Shinnawi; Serag Mounir; Farid Shawki;
Abdel Aziz Ahmed; Hussein Riad; Mahmoud el
Meliqui; Ali el Kassar; Riad el Qassabgui; Abdel
Rehim el Zarqani
First Screening
23/10/1950 Cinema Studio Misr
Synopsis
Hassan el Hilali is unjustly imprisoned for many
years without a trial. In jail, he meets an old
man who tells him of where to ﬁnd a treasure,
and when he leaves prison he gets hold of it.
With the help of a young woman he wreaks
his revenge on those who had conspired to
imprison him. He kills them all and marries the
young woman.
1951
Night of Passion
(Laylat gharâm)
Director
Ahmed Badrakhan
Photography
Abdel Halim Nasr
Starring
Gamal Farès, Mariam Fakhr Eddine
Farewell my Love
(Wadâ‘an yâ gharâmî)
Director
Mohamed Guemei
Photography
Mohamed Ezz el Arab
Starring
Emad Hamdi
Storm in the Spring
(‘Âsifah fî-l-rabî)
Director
Ibrahim Lama
Photography
Rashad Salama; Abdallah Ibrahim
Starring
Shadia, Samir Lama
My Mother-in-law is an atomic bomb
(Hamâtî qounboulah dharriyyah)
Director
Helmi Raﬂa
Photography
Julio di Luca
Starring
Ismaïl Yassin

1952
Âmal
(Amâl)
Director
Youssef Maalouf
Photography
Mustafa Hassan
Starring
Shadia, Mohsen Serhan
The Tiger
(El nimr)
Director
Hussein Fawzi
Photography
Feri Farkaš
Starring
Zaki Rustom, Naïma Akef
Daughter of the Shore
(Bint el châti’)
Director
Mohamed Saleh
Photography Bruno Salvi
Starring
Mohamed Fawzi, Laila Fawzi

Rendez-vous with Life
(Maw‘id ma‘ el hayâh)
Director
Ezz Eddine Zoulﬁcar
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Faten Hamama, Shoukri Serhan
1954
More Powerful than Love
(Aqwâ min el houbb)
Director
Ezz Eddine Zoulﬁcar
Photography
Ahmed Khorshid
Starring
Emad Hamdi, Shadia
Daughters of Eve
(Banât Hawwâ’)
Director
Niazi Mustafa
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Mohamed Fawzi, Madiha Yousri

1953
Rayya and Sekinah
(Rayyâ wa Sakînah)
Director
Salah Abou Seif
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Anwar Wagdi, Farid Shawki

Traces in the Sand
(Âthâr ﬁ-l-rimâl)
Director
Gamal Madkour
Photography
Abdel Aziz Fahmi
Starring
Faten Hamama, Emad Hamdi

The Night Train
(Qitâr el layl)
Director
Ezz Eddine Zoulﬁcar
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Emad Hamdi, Samia Gamal

The Farewell Dance
(Raqsat el wadâ‘)
Director
Ezz Eddine Zoulﬁcar
Photography
Ahmed KhorShid
Starring
Emad Hamdi, Samia Gamal

Deprivation
(El hirmân)
Director
Atef Salem
Photography
Mahmoud Nasr
Starring
Emad Hamdi

The Crook
(El mouhtâl)
Director
Helmi Raﬂa
Photography
Mahmoud Nasr
Starring
Farid Shawki, Hoda Soltan

Hamido
(Hamido)
Director
Niazi Mustafa
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Farid Shawki, Hoda Sultan

Have Pity on my Tears
(Irham doumou‘î)
Director
Barakat
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Faten Hamama, Yehia Chahine
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A Night in my Life
(Laylah min ‘oumrî )
Director
Atef Salem
Photography
Mahmoud Nasr
Starring
Shadia, Emad Hamdi
Rendez-vous with Happiness
(Maw‘id ma‘ el sa‘âdah)
Director
Atef Salem
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Faten Hamama, Emad Hamdi

Shoukri Serhan, Mariam Fakhr Eddine
Birds of Paradise
(‘Asâfîr el gannah)
Director
Seif Eddine Shawkat
Photography
Bruno Salvi
Starring
Mahmoud Zoulﬁcar, Fayrouz
1956
Dark Waters
(Sirâ‘ fî-l-mînâ’)
Director
Youssef Chahine
Photography
Ahmed Khorshid
Starring
Omar Sharif, Faten Hamama

1955
Our Happy Jours
(Ayyâmounâ el houlwah)
Director
Helmi Halim
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Faten Hamama, Omar Sharif, Ahmed Ramzi,
Abdel Halim Hafez

Platform No 5
(Rasîf nimra khamsah)
Director
Niazi Mustafa
Photography
Alvise Orfanelli
Starring
Farid Shawki, Hoda Sultan

Ismail Yassin meets Rayya & Sakinah (Ismâ‘îl
Yâsîn youqâbil Rayyâ wa Sakînah)
Director
Helmi Halim
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Ismaïl Yassin, Negma Ibrahim

The Date
(Maw‘id gharâm)
Director
Barakat
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Faten Hamama, Abdel Halim Hafez

Dearer than my Eyes
(Aghlâ min ‘aynayya)
Director
Ezz Eddine Zoulﬁcar
Photography
Wadid Serri
Starring
Omar el Hariri, Samira Ahmed

Samara
(Samârah)
Director
Hassan el Saïﬁ
Photography
Mahmoud Nasr
Starring
Taheya Carioca, Ismaïl Yassin

I am Leaving
(Innî râhilah)
Director
Ezz Eddine Zoulﬁcar
Photography
Wadid Serri
Starring
Emad Hamdi, Madiha Yousri

Miracle of Heaven
(Mou‘guizat el samâ’)
Director
Atef Salem
Photography
Wadid Serri
Starring
Mohamed Fawzi, Madiha Yousri

Memory Beach
(Châti’ el dhikrayât)
Director
Ezz Eddine Zoulﬁcar
Photography
Kamal Karim
Starring
Shadia, Shoukri Serhan

1957
Love Trip
(Rihlah gharâmiyyah)
Director
Mahmoud Zoulﬁcar
Photography
Bruno Salvi
Starring

The Fisherman’s Daughter
(Bint el sayyâd)
Director
Abdel Ghani Kamar
Photography
Ouhan
Starring
Abdel Ghani Kamar, Dalila
Sleepless
(Lâ anâm)
Director
Salah Abou Seif
Photography
Abdel Halim Nasr
Starring
Faten Hamama, Yehia Chahine
Ismaïl Yassin in the Navy
(Ismâ‘îl Yâsîn fî-l-oustoul)
Director
Fatine Abdel Wahab
Photography
Abdel Aziz Fahmi
Starring
Ismail Yassin
The Path of Hope
(Tarîq el amal)
Director
Ezz Eddine Zoulﬁcar
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Faten Hamama, Shoukri Serhan
Back Alive
(Roudda qalbî)
Director
Ezz Eddine Zoulﬁcar
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Shoukri Serhan, Mariam Fakhr Eddine
1958
Until we Meet Again
(Hattâ naltaqî)
Director
Barakat
Photography
Mahmoud Nasr
Starring
Faten Hamama, Emad Hamdi
Kahramanah
(kahramânah)
Director
El Sayed Bedeir
Photography
Mahmoud Nasr
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Starring
Yehia Chahine, Hoda Sultan

Starring
Abdel Halim Hafez, Mariam Fakhr Eddine

Starring
Taheya Carioca, Salah Zoulﬁcar

The Virgin Wife
(El zawgah el ‘adhrâ’)
Director
El Sayed Bedeir
Photography
Mahmoud Nasr
Starring
Faten Hamama, Ahmed Mazhar

Highwayman
(Qâti‘ tarîq)
Director
Hassan el Saïﬁ
Photography
Alvise Orfanelli
Starring
Hoda Sultan, Rushdi Abaza

The Fugitive
(El hâribah)
Director
Hassan Ramzi
Photography
Victor Antoine
Starring
Shadia, Shoukri Serhan

My Heart is on Fire
(Qalbi yahtariq)
Director
Kamal el Sheikh
Photography
Bruno Salvi
Starring
Emad Hamdi, Madiha Yousri

Girls & Summer
(El banât wa-l-sayf)
Director
Ezz Eddine Zoulﬁcar
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Kamal el Shennawi, Mariam Fakhr Eddine
Director
Fatine Abdel Wahab
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Abdel Halim Hafez, Souad Hosni

Stranded
(Imra’ah fî-l-tarîq)
Director
Ezz Eddine Zoulﬁcar
Photography
Wadid Serri
Starring
Hoda Sultan, Rushdi Abaza

She lived for Love
(‘Achat li-l-houbb)
Director
El Sayed Bedeir
Photography
Abdel Halim Nasr
Starring
Kamal el Shennawi

Abou Hadid
(Abou Hadîd)
Director
Niazi Mustafa
Photography
Ali Hassan
Starring
Farid Shawki, Layla Taher

Beware of Love
(Ihtaris min el houbb)
Director
Hussein H. el Mouhandès
Photography
Alvise Orfanelli
Starring
Maher el Attar

1959
A Meeting with the Unknown
(Maw‘id ma‘ el mag’houl)
Director
Atef Salem
Photography
Alvise Orfanelli
Starring
Omar Sharif, Samia Gamal

The Anonymous Woman
(El mar’ah el mag’houlah)
Director
Mahmoud Zoulﬁcar
Photography
Abdel Halim Nasr
Starring
Shadia, Kamal el Shennawi

Have Pity on my Love
(Irham houbbî)
Director
Barakat
Photography
Wadid Serri
Starring
Shadia, Kamal el Shennawi
A Story of Love
(Hikâyat houbb)
Director
Helmi Halim
Photography
Wahid Farid

Scandal in Zamalek
(Fadîhah fî-l-Zamâlek)
Director
Niazi Mustafa
Photography
Ali Hassan
Starring
Omar Sharif, Berlanti Abdel Hamid
1960
Love and Adoration
(Houbb hattâ el ‘ibâdah)
Director
Hassan el Emam
Photography
Wadid Serri

Abou Ahmed
(Abou Ahmad)
Director
Hassan Reda
Photography
Kamal Karim
Starring
Farid Shawki, Mariam Fakhr Eddine
A Meeting at Sunset
(Liqâ’ fî-l-ghouroub)
Director
Saad Arafa
Photography
Bruno Salvi
Starring
Rushdi Abaza, Mariam Fakhr Eddine
Goodbye my Love
(Wadâ‘an yâ houbb)
Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
Mohamed Abdel Azim
Starring
Nagwa Fouad, Moharram Fouad
Stronger than Life
(Aqwâ min el hayât)
Director
Mohamed K. Hassan
Photography
Abdel Aziz Fahmi
Starring
Kamal el Shennawi, Mariam Fakhr Eddine
Girls of Bahari
(Banât bahrî)
Director
Hassan el Saïﬁ
Photography
Fouad Abdel Malak
Starring
Riri, Abdel Salam el Naboulsi
Giants of the Sea
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(‘Amâliqat el bihâr)
Director
El Sayed Bedeir
Photography
Mahmoud Nasr; Mohamed A. Azim
Starring
Ahmed Mazhar, Nadia Lotﬁ

(El houbb kidah)
Director
Mahmoud Zoulﬁcar
Photography
Wadid Serri
Starring
Salah Zoulﬁcar, Sabah

My only Love
(Houbbî el wahîd)
Director
Kamal el Sheikh
Photography
Kamal Karim
Starring
Omar Sharif, Nadia Lotﬁ

1962
Wife Number 13
(El zawgah raqam talata‘ch)
Director
Fatine Abdel Wahab
Photography
Kamal Karim
Starring
Rushdi Abaza, Shadia

Together Forever
(Ma‘an ilâ el abad)
Director
Hassan Ramzi
Photography
Victor Antoine
Starring
Shadia, Kamal el Shennawi

Green with Envy
(El hâqid)
Director
Raymond Nasroun
Photography
Massoud Issa
Starring
Farid Shawki, Samira Ahmed

1961
Why should I live
(Limâdhâ a‘îch)
Director
Ibrahim Emara
Photography
Mahmoud Fahmi
Starring
Shoukri Serhan, Souad Hosni

Accept my Shame
(Khoudhnî bi-‘ârî)
Director
El Sayed Ziadah
Photography
Zakaria Mansour
Starring
Samira Ahmed, Kamal el Shennawi

Life and Hope
(Hayât wa amal)
Director
Zouheir Baker
Photography
Ali Hassan
Starring
Ahmed Ramzi, Iman

I am the Runaway
(Anâ el hârib)
Director
Niazi Mustafa
Photography
Massoud Issa
Starring
Farid Shawki, Mahmoud Morsi

A Man in our House
(Fî baytinâ ragoul)
Director
Barakat
Photography
Wadid Serri
Starring
Omar Sharif, Zebida Tharwat, Rushdi Abaza

Without Prior Appointment
(Min gheir mî‘âd)
Director
Ahmed Diaa Eddine
Photography
Victor Antoine
Starring
Souad Hosni, Moharram Fouad

A Man in my Life
(Ragoul fî hayâtî)
Director
Youssef Chahine
Photography
Alvise Orfanelli
Starring
Shoukri Serhan, Samira Ahmed

1963
Forever Hero
(Batal li-l-nihâyah)
Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
Clelio
Starring
Farid Shawki, Laila Taher

Such is Love

Saladin
(El nâsir Salah Eddine)
Director
Youssef Chahine
Photography
Clelio
Starring
Ahmed Mazhar, Nadia Lotﬁ
The Devil’s Path
(Tarîq el chaytân)
Director
Kamal Attia
Photography
Clelio
Starring
Farid Shawki, Rushdi Abaza
The Years of Love
(Sanawât el houbb)
Director
Mahmoud Zoulﬁcar
Photography
Wadid Serri
Starring
Shoukri Serhan, Nadia Lotﬁ
The Little Devil
(El chaytân el saghîr)
Director
Kamal el Sheikh
Photography
Mahmoud Nasr
Starring
Kamal el Shennawi, Samira Ahmed
The Last Night
(El laylah el akhîrah)
Director
Kamal el Sheikh
Photography
Abdel Halim Nasr
Starring
Faten Hamama, Mahmoud Morsi
The Fox Man
(El ragoul el tha‘lab)
Director
Nagdi Hafez
Photography
Ali Hassan
Starring
Farid Shawki, Riri
1964
The Three Bachelors
(El ouzzâb el thalâthah)
Director
Mahmoud Farid
Photography
Massoud Issa
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Starring
Souad Hosni, Hassan Youssef
Leave me & Tears
(Da‘nî wa-l-doumou‘)
Director
Ahmed Diaa Eddine
Photography
Victor Antoine
Starring
Ahmed Mazhar, Nadia Lotﬁ
A Husband on Leave
(Zawg fî agâzah)
Director
Mohamed Abdel Gawwad
Photography
Adel Abdel Azim
Starring
Salah Zoulﬁcar, Layla Taher
Running away from Life
(Hârib min el hayât)
Director
Atef Salem
Photography
Diaa el Mahdi
Starring
Shoukri Serhan, Nadia Lotﬁ
The Big Venture
(El moughâmarah el koubrâ)
Director
Mahmoud Farid
Photography
Diaa el Mahdi
Starring
Farid Shawki, Nagwa Fouad
The Port’s Girl
(Fatât el mînâ’)
Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
Clelio
Starring
Farid Shawki, Hassan Youssef
The Spy
(El gâsous)
Director
Niazi Mustafa
Photography
Abdel Halim Nasr
Starring
Farid Shawki
The Road
(El tarîq)
Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
Wadid Serri
Starring
Rushdi Abaza, Shadia

1965
Eternal Love
(El houbb el khâlid)
Director
Zouheir Baker
Photography
Ali Hassan
Starring
Hind Rustom, Hassan Youssef
The Three Love her
(El thalâthah youhibbounahâ)
Director
Mahmoud Zoulﬁcar
Photography
Mahmoud Farid
Starring
Souad Hosni, Hassan Youssef
Troublemaker
(El mouchâghib)
Director
Niazi Mustafa
Photography
Fares Wahba
Starring
Farid Shawki
Troublemakers
(El mouchâghiboun)
Director
Mahmoud Farid
Photography
Clelio
Starring
Rushdi Abaza, Nagwa Fouad
Outlawed from Paradise
(Tarîd el Fardous)
Director
Fatine Abdel Wahab
Photography
Massoud Issa
Starring
Farid Shawki, Samira Ahmed
1966
Obligatory Vacation
(Agâzah bi-l-‘âﬁyah)
Director
Nagdi Hafez
Photography
Abdel Azim Bahnasi
Starring
Fouad el Mouhandès
The Knight of Bani Hamdan
(Fâris banî Hamdân)
Director
Niazi Mustafa
Photography
Wahid Farid

Starring
Farid Shawki, Souad Hosni
Wedding Night
(Laylat el zifâf)
Director
Barakat
Photography
Kamal Karim
Starring
Souad Hosni, Ahmed Mazhar
Something in my Life
(Chay’ fî hayâtî)
Director
Barakat
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Faten Hamama, Ihab Nafei
He & the Ladies
(Houwa wa-l-nisâ’)
Director
Hassan el Emam
Photography
Mustafa Hassan
Starring
Rushdi Abaza, Hind Rustom
Sayed Darwish
(Sayyed Darwich)
Director
Ahmed Badrakhan
Photography
Ali Hassan
Starring
Hind Rustom, Karam Metawei
Life is Beautiful
(El hayât houlwah)
Director
Helmi Halim
Photography
Kamal Hassan
Starring
Nadia Lotﬁ, Hassan Youssef
1967
Autumn & the Quails
(El simân wa-l-kharîf)
Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
Clelio
Starring
Nadia Lotﬁ, Mahmoud Morsi
The Second Encounter
(El liqâ’ el thânî)
Director
Hassan Al-Saïﬁ
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Photography
Kamal Karim
Starring
Ahmed Mazhar, Souad Hosni

Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Ahmed Mazhar, Nadia Lotﬁ

Leaving Heaven
(El khouroug min el gannah)
Director
Mahmoud Zoulﬁcar
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Hind Rustom, Farid el Atrache

1969
Father up the Tree
(Abî fawq el chagarah)
Director
Hussein Kamal
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Ahmed Mazhar, Nadia Lotﬁ

Miramar
(Miramar)
Director
Kamal el Sheikh
Photography
Abdel Halim Nasr
Starring
Shadia, Youssef Wahbi

Wife without a Man
(Zawgah bilâ ragoul)
Director
Abdel Rahman Sherif
Photography
Mohamed Emara
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Layla Taher

Three Faces of Love
(Thalâth wougouh li-l-houbb)
Director
Medhat Bakir
Photography
Mamdouh Shoukri
Starring
Kawthar Sobhi, Ahmed Marei

The Three Courageous Men
(El choug‘ân el thalâthah)
Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
Kamal Karim
Starring
Rushdi Abaza, Chams el Baroudi

The Demons and Her
(Hiya wa-l-chayâtîn)
Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
Ali Khairallah
Starring
Shams el Baroudi, Adel Adham

1968
The Story of Three Girls
(Hikâyat thalâth banât)
Director
Mahmoud Zoulﬁcar
Photography
Kamal Karim
Starring
Souad Hosni, Shams el Baroudi

Struggle of the Professionals
(Sirâ‘ el mouhtarifîn)
Director
Hassan el Saïﬁ
Photography
Mohamed Emara
Starring
Rushdi Abaza, Naglaa Fathi

Me, my Wife and my Girlfriend
(Anâ wa mirâtî wa-l-gaww)
Director
Abdel Moneim Shoukri
Photography
Victor Antoine
Starring
Kamal el Shennawi

An Undistributed Honeymoon
(Chahr ‘asal bidoun iz‘âg)
Director
Abdel Meneim Shoukri
Photography
Adel Abdel Wahab
Starring
Hassan Youssef, Nahed Shérif

Seven Jours in Heaven
(Sab‘ ayyâm fî-l-gannah)
Director
Fatine Abdel Wahab
Photography
Victor Antoine
Starring
Hassan Youssef, Nagat

1970
Such Were the Jours
(Kânat ayyâm)
Director
Helmi Halim
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Rushdi Abaza, Sabah

Three Stories
(Thalâth qisas)
Director
Ibrahim el Sahn
Photography
Victor Antoine
Starring
Nahed Shérif, Salah Mansour

Mr. Bolti
(El sayyed el boltî)
Director
Tewﬁk Saleh
Photography
Wadid Serri
Starring
Ezzat el Alayli

Jours of Love
(Ayyâm el houbb)
Director
Helmi Halim

A Little Suﬀering
(Chay’ min el ‘adhâb)
Director

Girls Camp
(Mou‘askar el banât)
Director
Khalil Shawki
Photography
Diaa el Mahdi
Starring
Ahmed Mazhar, Laila Taher
Romance Vacation
(Agâzat gharâm)
Director
Mahmoud Zoulﬁcar
Photography
Mahmoud Nasr
Starring
Fouad el Mouhandès

Salah Abou Seif
Photography
Ibrahim Shamane
Starring
Souad Hosni, Yehia Chahine

The Wicked
(El achrâr)
Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
Ali Khairallah
Starring
Rushdi Abaza, Adel Adham
The Lost Love
(El houbb el dâ’i‘)
Director
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Photography
Ibrahim Saleh
Starring
Shoukri Serhan, Mervat Amin

Director
Anwar el Shennawi
Photography
Ramzi Ibrahim
Starring
Farid Shawki, Soheir Ramzi

1971
The Choice
(El ikhtiyâr)
Director
Youssef Chahine
Photography
Ahmed Khorshid
Starring
Ezzat el Alayli, Souad Hosni

Dear Daughter
(Ibnatî el ‘azîzah)
Director
Helmi Raﬂa
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Rushdi Abaza, Nagat

House of Sand
(Bayt min al-rimâl)
Director
Saad Arafa
Photography
Abdel Aziz Fahmi
Starring
Ahmed Mazhar, Mariam Fakhr Eddine

The Murderers
(El qatalah)
Director
Ashraf Fahmi
Photography
Rifaat Ragheb
Starring
Salah Zoulﬁcar, Adel Adham

Torture and Pleasure
(El mout‘ah wa-l-‘dhâb)
Director
Niazi Mustafa
Photography
Mahmoud Nasr
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Shams el Baroudi

A Nose and Three Eyes
(Anf wa thalâth ‘ouyoun)
Director
Hussein Kamal
Photography
Abdel Aziz Fahmi
Starring
Magda, Mahmoud Yassin

Date with the Lover
(Maw‘id ma‘ el habîb)
Director
Helmi Raﬂa
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Farid Shawki, Naglaa Fathi

My Wife and the Dog
(Zawgatî wa-l-kâlb)
Director
Marzouq
Photography
Abdel Aziz Fahmi
Starring
Mahmoud Morsi, Souad Hosni

1973
A Woman from Cairo
(Imra’ah min el Qâhirah)
Director
Mohamed Abdel Aziz
Photography
Kamal Karim
Starring
Mahmoud Yassin, Magda el Khatib

Miss Manal’s Diary
(Moudhakkarât el ânisah Manâl)
Director
Abbas Kamel
Photography
Abdel Moneim Bahnasi
Starring
Ahmed Mazhar, Nelly

1972
Sea Devils
(Chayâtîn el bahr)
Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
Ibrahim Saleh
Starring
Hassan Youssef, Nelly

The Girls & the Mercedes
(El banât wa-l-marsîdès)
Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
Ibrahim Saleh
Starring
Hassan Youssef, Mervat Amin

Flesh & Passion
(El ‘âtifah wa-l-gasad)
Director
Hassan Ramzi
Photography
Mohsen Nasr
Starring
Naglaa Fathi, Mahmoud Yassin

Devils on Vacation
(El chayâtîn fî agâzah)
Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
Ibrahim Saleh
Starring
Hassan Youssef, Soheir Ramzi

Love and Pride
(Houbb wa kibriyâ’)
Director
Hassan el Emam
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Naglaa Fathi, Mahmoud Yassin

The Purest Sin
(Achraf khâti’ah)
Director
Abdel Rahman Sherif
Photography
Mohamed Emara
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Nahed Sherif

The Wrath
(El ghadab)

The Imposters Gang
(Chillat el mouhtâlîn)

Barakat
Photography
Ramzi Ibrahim
Starring
Rushdi Abaza, Souad Hosni

The Cute, the Gallant and the Greedy
(El zarîf wa-l-chahm wa-l-tammâ‘)
Director
Nour el Demerdash
Photography
Abdel Moneim Bahnasi
Starring
Ahmed Mazhar, Nadia Lotﬁ
A Sweet Trip
(Rihlah ladhîdhah)
Director
Fatine Abdel Wahab
Photography
Adel Abdel Moneim
Starring
Hassan Youssef, Naglaa Fathi
Forbidden Love
(El houbb el mouharram)
Director

Hassan el Emam
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Director
Helmi Raﬂa
Photography
Kamal Karim
Starring
Fouad el Mouhandès

Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
Ibrahim Saleh
Starring
Farid Shawki, Ahmed Ramzi

Director
Saad Arafa
Photography
Diaa el Mahdi
Starring
Ahmed Mazhar, Shams el Baroudi

The Beggar
(El chahhât)
Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
Mahmoud Nasr
Starring
Mahmoud Morsi

A Woman in Love
(Imra’ah ‘âchiqah)
Director
Ashraf Fahmi
Photography
Mustafa Emam
Starring
Mahmoud Morsi, Shadia

Amira my Love
(Amîrat houbbî anâ)
Director
Hassan el Emam
Photography
Abdel Halim Nasr
Starring
Souad Hosni, Hussein Fahmi

Wild Flowers
(Zouhour barriyyah)
Director
Youssef Francis
Photography
Ramsis Marzouk
Starring
Nadia Lotﬁ, Hussein Fahmi

Nights gone Forever
(Layâlî lan ta‘oud)
Director
Taysir Abboud
Photography
Mohamed Emara
Starring
Nour el Sherif

A Woman’s Curse
(L‘nat imra’ah)
Director
Niazi Mustafa
Photography
Ali Khairallah
Starring
Farid Shawki, Nahed Shérif

The Back Staircase
(El soullam el khalfî)
Director
Atef Salem
Photography
Mustafa Emam
Starring
Hassan Youssef, Mervat Amin

Forest of Thighs
(Ghâbah min el sîqân)
Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
Ibrahim Saleh
Starring
Mahmoud Yassin, Mervat Amin

My Very Naughty Beloved
(Habîbatî chaqiyyah guiddan)
Director
Niazi Mustafa
Photography
Mohamed Emara
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Soheir Ramzi

Rascals’ School
(Madrasat el mouchâghibîn)
Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
Wadid Serri
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Mervat Amin

The Giants
(El ‘amâliqah)
Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
Ibrahim Saleh
Starring
Nahed Shérif, Ahmed Ramzi

1975
A Question about Love
(Sou’âl fî-l-houbb)
Director
Barakat
Photography
Kamal Karim
Starring
Mahmoud Yassin, Nahed Shérif

1974
Where is my Sanity ?
(Ayna ‘aqlî ?)
Director
Atef Salem
Photography
Abdel Halim Nasr
Starring
Mahmoud Yassin, Souad Hosni

Lets fall in Love in Summer
(Fî-l-sayf lâzim nihibb)
Director
Mohamed Abdel Aziz
Photography
Mustafa Emam
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Magda el Khatib

Girls & Love
(El banât wa-l-houbb)
Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
Ibrahim Saleh
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Mervat Amin
The Champions
(El abtâl)

Love 24 Hours
(Arba‘ah wa- ‘ichrîn sâ‘ah houbb)
Director
Ahmed Fouad
Photography
Adel Abdel Azim
Starring
Hassan Youssef, Soheir Ramzi
Trip of a Lifetime
(Rihlat el ‘oumr)

Sabrine
(Sabrîn)
Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
Mahmoud Nasr
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Naglaa Fathi
And Love Ended
(Wa intahâ el houbb)
Director
Hassan el Emam
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Mahmoud Yassin, Mervat Amin
Shores of Violence
(Châti’ el ‘ounf)
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Director
Taysir Abboud
Photography
Ali Khairallah
Starring
Farid Shawki, Nahed Shérif

Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
Ibrahim Saleh
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Farid Shawki

Director
Barakat
Photography
Kamal Karim
Starring
Soheir Ramzi, Mahmoud Abdel Aziz

1976
Waves without a Shore
(Amwâg bilâ châti’)
Director
Ashraf Fahmi
Photography
Mustafa Emam
Starring
Mahmoud Morsi, Shadia

1977
The Female Sex
(Guins nâ‘im)
Director
Mohamed Abdel Aziz
Photography
Abdel Halim Nasr
Starring
Adel Imam, Magda

Cat on Fire
(Qittah ‘alâ nâr)
Director
Samir Seif
Photography
Mustafa Emam
Starring
Nour el Sherif

I’m neither Sane nor Crazy
(Anâ lâ ‘âqlah wa-lâ mag’nounah)
Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
Samir Bahzan
Starring
Mahmoud Yassin

The Sins of Love
(Khatâyâ el houbb)
Director
Yehia el Alami
Photography
Ali Khairallah
Starring
Hussein Fahmi, Mervat Amin

1978
Journey inside a Woman
(Rihlah dâkhil imra’ah)
Director
Ashraf Fahmi
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Mahmoud Yassin, Nahed Shérif

The Quiet Nest
(El ‘ichch el hâdi’)
Director
Atef Salem
Photography
Mustafa Emam
Starring
Mahmoud Yassin

Such are the Jours
(Hâkadhâ el ayyâm)
Director
Atef Salem
Photography
Ibrahim Saleh
Starring
Farid Shawki, Noura

Shame on you Loulou
(Eib yâ Loulou… Yâ Loulou Eib)
Director
Sayed Tantawi
Photography
Essam Farid
Starring
Adel Imam, Nelly

Shoa’
(Chawq)
Director
Ashraf Fahmi
Photography
Mahmoud Nasr
Starring
Hussein Fahmi, Nadia el Guindi

Where is the Gateaway
(Ayna el mafarr)
Director
Hussein Emara
Photography
Mohamed Emara
Starring
Mahmoud Yassin, Soheir Ramzi

Hello Captain
(Ahlan yâ kabtin)
Director
Mohamed Abdel Aziz
Photography
Kamal Karim
Starring
Samir Sabri, Nelly

And Life Returns
(Wa ‘âdat el hayât)
Director
Nader Galal
Photography
Samir Farag
Starring
Nour el Sherif

She Fell in a Sea of Honey
(Wa saqatat fî bahr el ‘asal)
Director
Salah Abou Seif
Photography
Ramsis Marzouk
Starring
Mahmoud Yassin, Nabila Ebeid

Without Marriage is Better
Bidoun zawâg afdal)
Director
Medhat el Sebaeï
Photography
Ali Khairallah
Starring
Nour el Sherif

Away from Land
(Ba‘îdan ‘an el ard)
Director
Hussein Kamal
Photography
Abdel Moneim Bahnasi
Starring
Naglaa Fathi, Mahmoud Yassin

Barefoot on a Bridge of Gold
(Hâﬁyah ‘alâ Guisr min el dhahab)
Director
Atef Salem
Photography
Mahmoud Nasr
Starring
Hussein Fahmi, Mervat Amin

Lovers’ Path
(Sikkat el ‘âchiqîn)
Director
Hassan el Saïﬁ
Photography
Ali Khairallah
Starring
Hussein Fahmi, Mervat Amin

Tawhida
(Tawhîdah)

With all my Love and Passion
(Ma‘ houbbî wa achwâkî)

A Woman Killed by Love
(Imra’ah qatalahâ el houbb)
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Director
Ashraf Fahmi
Photography
Abdel Moneim Bahnasi
Starring
Farid Shawki, Madiha Kamel

Director
Youssef Chahine
Photography
Mohsen Nasr
Starring
Farid Shawki, Mohsen Mohie Eddine

Director
Ahmed Yehia
Photography
Samir Farag
Starring
Hussein Fahmi, Sabah

A Trip for Forgetting
(Rihlat el nisyân)
Director
Ahmed Yehia
Photography
Samir Farag
Starring
Mahmoud Yassin, Nelly

The Illusion
(El wahm)
Director
Nader Galal
Photography
Gamal el Tabeï
Starring
Mahmoud Yassin, Nelly

Folly of Youth
(Gounoun el chabâb)
Director
Khalil Shawki
Photography
Diaa el Mahdi
Starring
Ahmed Ramzi, Mervat Amin

1979
Adventurers Round the World
(Moughâmiroun hawl el ‘âlam)
Director
Mahmoud Farid
Photography
Ramzi Ibrahim
Starring
Adel Imam, Lebleba

1980
The Instinct
(El raghbah)
Director
Mohamed Khan
Photography
Said Shimi
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Madiha Kamel

1981
The Beast Within
(El wahch dâkhil el insân)
Director
Ashraf Fahmi
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Mahmoud Yassin, Nahed Shérif

Conquerer of Darkness
(Qâhir el zalâm)
Director
Atef Salem
Photography
Ibrahim Saleh
Starring
Mahmoud Yassin, Yehya el Fakharani

Intelligent… but Stupid
(Adhkiyâ’ lâkin aghbiyâ’)
Director
Niazi Mustafa
Photography
Wadid Serri
Starring
Rushdi Abaza, Adel Imam

Bayadah
(Bayyâdah)
Director
Ahmed Sarwat
Photography
Kamal Karim
Starring
Rushdi Abaza, Yousra

No my Mother
(Lâ yâ oummî)
Director
Nasser Hussein
Photography
Abdel Moneim Bahnasi
Starring
Farid Shawki, Madiha Kamel

Strange Brothers
(El ikhwah el ghourabâ’)
Director
Hassan el Saïﬁ
Photography
Mahmoud Nasr
Starring
Farid Shawki, Emad Abdel Halim

A Moment of Weakness
(Lahzat da‘f)
Director
Sayed Tantawi
Photography
Mustafa Emam
Starring
Hussein Fahmi, Nelly

Save this Family
(Anqidhou hâdhihi el ‘â’ilah)
Director
Hassan Ibrahim
Photography
Mustafa Emam
Starring
Farid Shawki, Mervat Amin

Woman without Constraint
(Imra’ah bilâ qayd)
Director
Barakat
Photography
Kamal Karim
Starring
Hussein Fahmi, Nelly

Mothers in Exile
(Oummahât fî-l-manfâ)
Director
Mohamed Radi
Photography
Abdel Aziz Fahmi
Starring
Adel Imam, Magda el Khatib

Let me take Revenge
(Da‘ounî antaqim)
Director
Taysir Abboud
Photography
Samir Farag
Starring
Hussein Fahmi, Adel Adham

My love, Forever
(Habîbî dâ’iman)
Director
Hussein Kamal
Photography
Mohsen Nasr
Starring
Nour el Sherif

Dinner Date
(Maw‘id ‘alâ el ‘achâ’)
Director
Mohamed Khan
Photography
Mohsen Nasr
Starring
Hussein Fahmi, Souad Hosni

Alexandria, Why?
(Iskandariyyah lîh)

The Night the Moon Wept
(Laylah bakâ fîhâ el qamar)

Trip of Terror
(Rihlat el rou‘b)
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Director
Mohamed Abdel Aziz
Photography
Gamal el Tabeï
Starring
Hussein Fahmi, Madiha Kamel

Director
Ali Abdel Khalek
Photography
Said Shimi
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Hussein Fahmi

Director
Ali Abdel Khalek
Photography
Essam Farid
Starring
Mahmoud Yassin, Mahmoud Abdel Aziz

1982
Collapse
(Inhiyâr)
Director
Ahmed el Sabaawi
Photography
Abdel Moneim Bahnasi
Starring
Hussein Fahmi, Kamal el Shennawi

1983
Gharib, is a Strange Kid
(Gharîb walad ‘aguîb)
Director
Kamal Salah Eddine
Photography
Mohsen Nasr
Starring
Samir Ghanem, Esaad Younes

The Addict
(El moudmin)
Director
Youssef Francis
Photography
Mustafa Emam
Starring
Ahmed Zaki, Nagwa Ibrahim

Bitter Bread
(El khoubz el mourr)
Director
Ashraf Fahmi
Photography A
li Khairallah
Starring
Farid Shawki

Kingdom of Hallucination
(Mamlakat el halwasah)
Director
Mohamed Abdel Aziz
Photography
Ramsis Marzouk
Starring
Hussein Fahmi, Mahmoud Abdel Aziz

Fatal Jealousy
(El ghîrah el qâtilah)
Director
Atef el Tayeb
Photography
Said Shimi
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Noura

Monsters of the Port
(Wouhouch el minâ’)
Director
Niazi Mustafa
Photography
Said Shimi
Starring
Farid Shawki

1984
Two on the Road
(Itnîn ‘alâ el tarîq)
Director
Hassan Youssef
Photography
Kamal Karim
Starring
Adel Imam

Execution of a High School Student
(I‘dâm tâlib thânawî)
Director
Ahmed Fouad Darwish
Photography
Abdel Moneim Bahnasi
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Soheir Ramzi

The Shore of Luck
(Châti’ el hazz)
Director
Hassan el Saïﬁ
Photography
Ali Khairallah
Starring
Said Saleh, Younes Shalabi

Sea of Illusions
(Bahr el awhâm)
Director
Nadia Hamza
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Hussein Fahmi

An Egyptian Story
(Haddoutah masriyyah)
Director
Youssef Chahine
Photography
Mohsen Nasr
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Yousra

Marzoukah
(Marzouqah)
Director
Saad Arafa
Photography
Mohamed Zaher
Starring
Farid Shawki

Jail
(El takhchîbah)
Director
Atef el Tayeb
Photography
Said Shimi
Starring
Ahmed Zaki, Nabila Ebeid

The Peacock
(El tâwous)
Director
Kamal el Sheikh
Photography
Ramsis Marzouk
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Layla Taher

Rayya and Sekina
(Rayyâ wa Sakînah)
Director
Ahmed Fouad
Photography
Mohsen Nasr
Starring
Younes Shalabi, Sherihane

The Black Tiger
(El nimr el aswad)
Director
Atef Salem
Photography
Samir Farag
Starring
Ahmed Zaki, Ahmed Mazhar

The Disgrace
(El ‘âr)

The Bribed Gentlemen
(El sâdah el mourtachoun)

1985
Rascals

Please God, a Boy!
(Yâ rabb walad)
Director
Omar Abdel Aziz
Photography
Essam Farid
Starring
Farid Shawki, Karima Moukhtar
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(El sa‘âlîk)
Director
Daoud Abdel Sayed
Photography
Mahmoud Abdel Sameï
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Mahmoud Abdel Aziz
God’s World
(Douniâ Allâh)
Director
Hassan el Emam
Photography
Ibrahim Saleh
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Maali Zayed

Director
Abdel Latif Zaki
Photography
Abdel Moneim Bahnasi
Starring
Mahmoud Yassin, Noura
Going Astray
(Inhirâf)
Director
Taysir Abboud
Photography
Mohamed Taher
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Madiha Kamel

The Pickpocket
(El nachchâlah)
Director
Helmi Raﬂa
Photography
Ibrahim Shamat
Starring
Mahmoud Yassin, Nelly

1986
The Snakes
(El tha‘âbîn)
Director
Nader Galal
Photography
Mahmoud Abdel Sameï
Starring
Adel Adham, Fouad Ahmed

Ten out of Ten
(Achrah ‘alâ Achrah)
Director
Mohamed Abdel Aziz
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Madiha Kamel, Yehya el Fakharani

The Age of Wolves
(‘Asr al-dhi’â)
Director
Samir Seif
Photography
Mohsen Ahmed
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Laila Eloui

Adieu, Bonaparte
(El wadâ‘ yâ Bonaparte)
Director
Youssef Chahine
Photography
Mohsen Nasr
Starring
Michel Piccoli, Hussein Fahmi

Desire, Envy and Revenge
(Raghbah wa hiqd wa intiqâm)
Director
Samir Seif
Photography
Mohamed Taher
Starring
Farid Shawki, Elham Chahine

The Palm
(El kaﬀ)
Director
Mohamed Hasib
Photography
Said Shimi
Starring
Farid Shawki, Farouk el Fishawi

Disgrace
(Wasmat ‘âr)
Director
Ashraf Fahmi
Photography
Ramsis Marzouk
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Shahira

Allowed and Forbidden
(El halâl wa-l-harâm)
Director
Sayed Seif
Photography
Bourhan Hammad
Starring
Adel Adham, Soheir Ramzi

1987
Path of Regret
(Sikkat el nâdamah)
Director
Hussam Eddine Mustafa
Photography
MaAmon Ata
Starring
Yousra, Mahmoud Abdel Aziz

Spider’s Webs
(Khouyout el ‘ankabout)

Murderer of Karmouz
(Saﬀâh Karmouz)
Director
Hussein Emara
Photography
Kamal Karim
Starring
Younes Shalabi, Noura
Woman of Steel
(El mar’ah el hadîdiyya)
Director
Abdel Latif Zaki
Photography
Mohsen Nasr
Starring
Naglaa Fathi, Farouk el Fishawi
Well of Deception
(Bi’r el khiyânah)
Director
Ali Abdel Khalek
Photography
Said Shimi
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Dalal Abdel Aziz
Here come the Dwarves
(El aqzâm qâdimoun)
Director
Shérif Arafa
Photography
Kamal Abdel Aziz
Starring
Yehya el Fakharani, Gamil Rateb
1988
Nawa’em
(Nawâ‘im)
Director
Medhat el Sebaeï
Photography
Mohamed Taher
Starring
Farid Shawki, Shahira
Bakiza & Zaghloul’s Arrest
(Laylat el qabd ‘alâ Bakîzah wa Zaghloul)
Director
Mohamed Abdel Aziz
Photography
Shérif Ehsan
Starring
Soheir el Babli, Esaad Younes
The Dreams of Hind & Camelia
(Ahlâm Hind wa Kâmîliya)
Director
Mohamed Khan
Photography
Mohsen Nasr
Starring
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Naglaa Fathi, Ahmed Zaki

Kamal Karim

Tarek el Telmessani

All this Love
(Koull hâdhâ el houbb)
Director
Hussein Kamal
Photography
Ibrahim Saleh
Starring
Nour el Sherif, Laila Eloui

Dr. Manal is Dancing
(El doktourah Manâl tarqous)
Director
Marzouq
Photography
Mohsen Nasr
Starring
Kamal Al-Shennawi, Nagwa Fouad

Starring
Amr Diab, Simon

1989
Bab Sharq
(Bâb Charq)
Director
Youssef Abou Seif
Photography
Ali Khairallah, Mohamed Taher
Starring
Farid Shawki, Mamdouh Abdel Aleem

1991
Troublemakers in the Navy
(El mouchâghiboun fî-l-bahriyyah)
Director
Nasser Hussein
Photography
Ali Khairallah
Starring
Hatem Zoulﬁcar, Fiﬁ Abdou

1990
Alexandria Again and Forever
(Iskandariyyah kamân we kamân)
Director
Youssef Chahine
Photography
Ramsis Marzouk
Starring
Yousra, Youssef Chahine

1992
Samara El Amir
(Samârah el Amîr)
Director
Ahmed Yehia
Photography
Ramsis Marzouk
Starring
Nabila Ebeid, Mahmoud Hemeida

1991
Warrant to Kill
(Tasrîh bi-l-qatl)
Director
Taymour
Photography
Samir Farag
Starring
Mahmoud Yassin

The Savage
(El charis)
Director
Nader Galal
Photography
Samir Farag
Starring
Mahmoud Hemeida, Yousra

Silence Everyone
(Sammi‘ hoss)
Director
Shérif Arafa
Photography
Badawi Torki
Starring
Laila Eloui, Mamdouh Abdel Aleem
A Forbidden Wife
(Zawgah mouharramah)
Director
Ahmed el Sabaawi
Photography
Samir Farag
Starring
Soheir Ramzi, Farouk el Fishawi
Half a dozen Lunatics
(Nouss dastat magânîn)
Director
Hassan Al-Saïﬁ
Photography

Mr. Dessouki at his Summer Resort
(Dessouqî afandî fî-l-masyaf)
Director
Omar Abdel Aziz
Photography
Mohsen Nasr
Starring
Ezzat el Alayli, Taysir Fahmi
The Scandal
(El fadîhah)
Director
Farouk el Rashidi
Photography
Shawki Ali
Starring
Mahmoud Yassin, Soheir Ramzi
Ice cream in Glym
(Ice cream fî glîm)
Director
Khaïri Beshara
Photography

1993
So-called Musketeers
(Foursân âkhir zaman)
Director
Medhat el Sebaeï
Photography
Ramsis Marzouk
Starring
Mahmoud Hemeida, Elham Chahine
The Wolves
(El th‘âlib)
Director
Ahmed el Sabaawi
Photography
Wahid Farid
Starring
Kamal el Shennawi, Mahmoud Hemeida
1994
The Red Flag
(El râyah el hamrâ )
Director
Ashraf Fahmi
Photography
Mohamed Taher
Starring
Mamdouh Abdel Aleem, Fiﬁ Abdou
1995
Bayada from Bahari
(Bayyâdah bînt Baharî)
Photography
Mohamed Asar
Starring
Dalal Abdel Aziz
Bekhit and Adila
(Bekhît wa ‘Adîlah)
Director
Nader Galal
Photography
Samir Farag
Starring
Adel Imam, Shérine
Too much Violence, so Little Love
(Qâlîl mîn el houbb kâthîr mîn el ‘onf)
Director
Raafat el Mihi
Photography
Mohsen Nasr
Starring
Laila Eloui, Mahmoud Hemeida
Why is the Sea Laughing?
(El bahr beyedhâk lîh)
Director
Mohamed Kamel el Qalioubi
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Photography
Samir Bahzan
Starring
Mahmoud Abdel Aziz, Hanan Shawki
Angles don’t Inhabit Earth
(El malâ’kah lâ taskon el ard)
Director
Saad Arafa
Photography
Diaa el Mahdi
Starring
Mamdouh Abdel Aleem
1996
Nasser 56
(Nâsir setta wa khamsîn)
Director
Mohamed Fadel
Photography
Abdel Latif Fahmi, Essam Farid
Starring
Ahmed Zaki, Fardous Abdel Hamid
The Gentleman
(El gentîl)
Director
Ali Abdel Khalek
Photography
Mohsen Nasr
Starring
Mahmoud Abdel Aziz, Elham Chahine
1997
Bekhit and Adila
(Bekhît wa ‘Adîlah el gardal we-l-kanakah)
Director
Nader Galal
Photography
Samir Farag
Starring
Adel Imam, Shérine
Woman and the Axe
(El mar’ah wa-l-sâtour)
Director
Marzouq
Photography
Mohsen Nasr
Starring
Nabila Ebeid, Abou Bakr Ezzat
1998
The Hero
(El batâl)
Director
Magdi Ahmed Ali
Photography
Tarek el Telmessani
Starring
Ahmed Zaki, Mustafa Qamar

Pleasing Souls
(Gabr el khawâtîr)
Director
Atef el Tayeb
Photography
Samir Farag
Starring
Sherihan, Tarek Lotﬁ
Lace
(Dantellâ)
Director
Inas el Deghedi
Photography
Magdi Radi
Starring
Yousra, Mahmoud Hemeida
2000
Zanqet el Settat
(Zanqet el settât)
Director
Alaa Karim
Photography
Samir Farag
Starring
Fiﬁ Abdou, Magued el Masri
A Man with a Past
(Ragoul lahou mâdî)
Director
Ahmed Yehia
Photography
Samir Bahzan
Starring
Kamal el Shennawi, Laila Eloui
Madness of Life
(Gounoun el hayâh)
Director
Marzouq
Photography
Mohsen Nasr
Starring
Elham Chahine, Mahmoud Kabil
2001
The Desire
(El raghbâh)
Director
Ali Badrakhan
Starring
Nadia el Guindi, Elham Chahine

2004
Alexandria . . . New York
(Iskanderiya nouy yourk)
Director
Youssef Chahine
Starring
Yousra, Mahmoud Hemida
Beach Bum
(Saye‘ bahr)
Director
Ali Ragab
Starring
Ahmed Helmi, Yasmine Abdel Aziz
Girls’ Love
(Houbb el banât)
Director
Khaled Hagar
Starring
Laila Eloui, Ashraf Abdel Baki
2005
Hamada Cast your Dice
(Hamâdah yel‘ab)
Director
Said Hamed
Starring
Ahmed Rizk, Ghada Adel
Heads and Tails
(Malek we kîtâbah)
Director
Kamla Abou Zikri
Starring
Mahmoud Hemeida, Hind Sabri
2006
Yaqoubiyan Building
(‘Emâret Ya‘koubîyyân)
Director
Marwan Hamed
Starring
Adel Imam, Nour el Sherif
The Children Ran Away
(El ‘iyâl herbît)
Director
Magdi el Hawwari
Starring
Hamada Helal, Mirna el Mohandes

2003
Sleepless Nights
(Sahâr el layâlî)
Director
Hani Khalifa
Starring
Shérif Mounir, Mona Zaki

References
Abou Chadi, Ali. A Chronology of the Egyptian Cinema in Hundred Years 1896-1994. Cairo: Supreme Council for Culture, 1998.
Kassem, Mahmoud. Dalil el Aﬂam ﬁ el Qarn el Eshreen ﬁ Misr wa el Alam el Arabi. Cairo: Madbouli, 2002.
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Foreign Films In/About
Alexandria
Cleopatra (1934)
Starring
Claudette Colbert, Warren William, Henry Wilcoxon, Gertrude Michael
Director
Cecil B. Demille
Screenplay
Waldemar Young, Vincent Lawrence
Producer
Cecil B. Demille
Editor
Anne Bauchens
Music
Rudolph G. Kopp

Ice Cold in Alex (1958)
Starring
John Mills, Anthony Quayle, Sylvia Syms, Harry Andrews
Director
J. Lee Thompson
Screenplay
T. J. Morrison
Producer
W. A. Whittaker
Editor
Richard Best
Music
Leighton Lucas
Distributers
Pathé

Claudette Colbert as Cleopatra
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Cleopatra (1963)

Son of Spartacus

Son of Cleopatra

Starring
Elizabeth Taylor as Cleopatra,
Richard Burton as Antony, Rex
Harrison as Caesar, Pamela Brown,
George Cole, Hume Cronyn, Cesare
Danova, Kenneth Haigh, Andre
Keir, Martin Landau, Roddy
Mc Dowall, Robert Stephens
Director
Joseph L. Mankiewicz
Music
Alex North
Screenplay
Joseph L. Mankiewicz, Ranald
MacDougall and Sidney Buchman
Producer
Walter Wanger

(Figlio di Spartacus) (1963)
Original Title
Il Figlio di Spartacus
Starring
Steve Reeves, Jacques Sernas,
Gianna Maria Canale, Claudio Gora,
Ombretta Colli, Roland Bartrop,
Franco Balducci, Gloria Parri,
Benito Stefanelli, Ahmed Ramzy,
Hassan Ahmed, Ivo Gerrani
Director
Sergio Corbucci
Writers
Adriano Bolzoni; Bruno Corbucci;
Giovanni Grimaldi
Producer
Franco Palaggi
Associate Producer
Arta Cinematograﬁca (S.p.A)
Music
Piero Piccioni
Editor
Ruggiero Mastroianni
Cinematography
Enzo Barboni
Production design
Ottavio Scotti
Set Design
Riccardo Domenici
Costume Design
Antonelli, Mario Giorsi

(Figlio di Cleopatra) (1964)
Starring
Mark Damon, Scilla Gabel, Paolo
Gozlino, Arnoldo Foà, Livio
Lorenzon, Alberto Lupo, Franco
Fantasia, Corrado Annicelli, Hassan
Youssef, Laila Fawzi, Abdel Khalek
Saleh, Mahmoud Farag, Samira
Ahmed, Yehia Chahine, Shoukri
Serhan
Producer
Copro Film
Director
Ferdinando Baldi
Story
Anacleto Fontini
Screenplay
Ferdinando Baldi, Anacleto Fontini,
Franco Giraldi
Music
Carlo Rustichelli
Cinematography
Bitto Albertini
Editor
Otello Colangeli

Antony and Cleopatra (1970)
Starring
Charlton Heston, Hildegard Neil,
Eric Porter, John Castle
Director
Charlton Heston
Producer
Peter Snell
Play as source material
Shakespeare’s
Antony
and
Cleopatra (1607)
Screenplay
Charlton Heston
Cleopatra (1999)
Starring
Billy Zane, Leonor Varda, Timothy
Dalton, Robert Graves
Director
Franc Roddam
Producer
Dyson Lovell
Screenplay
Stephen Harrigan and Anton
Diether
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Alexandria (2000)
Starring
Jean-Pierre
Lorit,
Camille
Panonacle,
Michele
Valley,
Angelos Antonopoulos, Irene
Inglessi, Silvia De Santis, Salvatore
Lazzaro, Katerina Helmy, Dioni
Kourtaki, Haris Mavroudis, Natalia
Kapodistria, Nikiforos Naneris,
Rénos Mandis, Elpida Braoudaki,
Panos Nikolaidis
Director
Maria Ilioú
Screenplay
Stephen Cleary, Maria Ilioú
Producers
Sylvain Bursztejn, Maria Ilioú,
Alessandro Parenzo
Music
Ludovico Einaudi
Cinematography
Yannis Drakoularakos
Editors
Kenan
Akkawi,
Giorgos
Triantaﬁllou
Set Design
Agne Doutsi, Dimitris Ziakas
Costume Design
Agne Doutsi, Miranda Teodoridou
Country
Greece, France, Italy
Language
Greek, French

Astérix et Obélix:
Mission Cléopâtre (2002)
Starring
Gérard Depardieu, Christian
Clavier, Jamel Debbouze, Monica
Bellucci, Alain Chabat, Claude
Rich, Gérard Darmon, Edouard
Baer
Director
Alain Chabat
Writers
René Goscinny and Albert Uderzo

Alexander (2004)
Starring
Colin Farrell, Anthony Hopkins,
Angelina Jolie
Director
Oliver Stone
Screenplay
Laeta Kalogridis, Oliver Stone,
Christopher Kyle
Producers
Thomas Schuhly, Jon Kilkik, Ian
Smith, Maritz Borman
Co-producer
Hans De Weers

Alexander the Great from
Macedonia (2006)
Starring
Sam Hengham, Hala Sedki, Magdy
Rashwan, Sherif Ramzi, Sherif
Gameel
Director
Jala Merhi
Screenplay
Dan Skinner
Executive Producers
Sami el Adl, Yannis Koutsomitus,
Kent Walwin
Producers
Illya Salkind, Jeﬀery Tayloer
Co-producer
Joe Majestic, Constantine de
Naray

Alexander the Great (2006)
Starring
William Shanter, Adam West and
John Cassavetes
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AlexandriaOnThe
SilverScreen

Beach Bum
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Poster of The Girl Refugee
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Greek-Speaking Films

Togo Mizrahi
Mizrahi had a successful experience with Greek cinema for he produced and
directed four Greek-speaking ﬁlms which were a success in Greek cinema theatres.
It was customary for Greek theatrical troupes to ﬁnish oﬀ their season with a
grand tour to diﬀerent countries where they would perform their plays before the
Greek communities. The largest and most important Greek community was the
one in Egypt. That is why most of the Greek theatrical troupes were in the habit of
regularly presenting their plays in Alexandria, Cairo, Port Said and Ismailia from
the turn of the twentieth century till the ﬁfties.
When Mizrahi met the Kaltos Sisters Troupe in 1937, while they were performing
in Egypt, he approached them with a translated script of a ﬁlm he had already
directed, Dr. Farahat, which he proposed to produce and direct for the troupe.
The troupe immediately agreed to his proposal and the ﬁlm was accomplished
and shown in Greece under the title of Doctor Epaminondas. The success of the
ﬁlm seems to have triggered competition for in 1938, the owner of the largest
Greek troupe, Soﬁa Fembo, approached Mizrahi with a script, which he was to
direct and produce for her and in the same year he was to direct and produce
another Greek ﬁlm for the Kaltos Sisters Troupe. Finally, in 1943, he directed and
produced The Sailor for the Kaltos Sisters, a ﬁlm which he had already directed
in 1935.
1937
1938

1943

Δκρ· Επαμινόνδας
Doctor Epaminondas (Doktor Epaminondes)
Προσφυγοπούλα
The Girl Refugee (Prosﬁgopoula)
Όταν ο σήζυγος ταξιδυει
When the Husband is Absent (Otan o syzygos taxidevi)
Καπετάνιος Σκορπιός
Captain Scorpion (Kapetan Skorpios)

Alvise Orfanelli
The success of Mizrahi’s experience with Greek ﬁlms encouraged Alvise to convert
his ﬁlm My Maid, which he had directed in 1938, into a Greek-speaking ﬁlm. He
approached Lukonoma, the Greek theatrical troupe, which agreed to his script. It
was produced and directed by Orfanelli and shot by Bruno Salvi. In the following
year he produced another Greek-speaking also starring the same troupe.
1938
1939
1954

Αραβόνας μετεμποδίων
An Engagement with Problems (Arravon met’ empodion)
Αγνούλα
Agnoula (Agnoula)
Ανεμος του μησους
Wind of Hate (Anemos tou misous, O)
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Foreign And Co-Productions

Youssef Chahine
Chahine went to Lebanon and created what
has been termed one of the best musical
comedies of the Arab cinema, The Ring Seller
(Bayaa’ el Khâwatim) in 1964. He followed
with the Lebanese-Egyptian-Spanish coproduction Golden Sands (1967), a remake
of the bullﬁghting ﬁlm Blood and Sand (1922
and 1941). Delays in ﬁlming and the eventual
box-oﬃce failure of Golden Sands caused the
director to return to his native land.
After the Six Jour War in 1967, Chahine was
selected to helm the ﬁrst Soviet-Egyptian
co-production, Once upon a time … the Nile
(1968-1972), about the building of the Aswan
dam. The ﬁlm, however, was not released
until 1972 as it underwent extensive editing
demanded by the censors.
He also co-produced with the former ONCIC
in Algeria The Sparrow (El ‘Osfour) in 1974
and The Return of the Prodigal Son (‘Awdat elibn el dâll) in 1976 and later with the French
ministry of Culture and French Television for
his more expensive projects, such as Adieu
Bonaparte! (Wada‘n Bonaparte) in 1985,
Alexandria Again and Forever (Iskandariyyah
Kamân we Kamân) in 1990, The Emigrant (El
Mouhâguir) 1994, and The Destiny (El Massîr)
1997.

Foreign & Co-produced Documentaries
1972
Salwa the Girl who Talked to Cows
UNICEF production
1974
Forward We Go
(Intilak)
Documentary (Co-produced
with Algeria)
Foreign & Co-produced Feature Films
1964
The Ring Seller
(Bayaa’ el Khâwatim)
Lebanese production
1966
Golden Sands (Rimâl min Dahab)
Lebanese-Moroccan co-production
1968
Once upon a time … the Nile
(El Nîl wa-l-haya)
Soviet-Egyptian co-production
1973
The Sparrow (El ‘Osfour)
Co-produced with Algeria
1984
Adieu Bonaparte! (Wada‘n Bonaparte)
Co-produced with France
1986
The Sixth Jour (El Yawm el Sâdis)
Co-produced with France
1989
Alexandria Again and Forever
(Iskandariyyah Kamân we Kamân)
Co-produced with France
1994
The Emigrant (El Mouhâguir)
Co-produced with France
1997
Destiny (El Massîr)
Co-produced with France
1999
The Other (El âkhar)
Co-produced with France
2000
11’09’01’
French production (In
collaboration with eleven directors)
2001
Silence.. We’re rolling
(Sokout.. ha nesawar)
Co-produced with France
Foreign-produced Plays
1993
Caligula
Comédie Française production

Adieu Bonaparte! (Wada‘n Bonaparte)
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Poster of Beggars and Nobles by Golo
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Tewﬁk Saleh

Asma el Bakry

Saleh often came up against censorship
and bureaucracy, was turned down by the
private sector and had great diﬃculties
realizing his plans in the public sector.
That is why he decided to leave for Syria
in 1969 to seek foreign production. He also
managed to secure funding for his feature
ﬁlm, Long Jours (el ayyam el tawila), from
the Iraqi Theatre and Film Organization.

Asma found diﬃculty in securing funding
for her cinematic projects because her
ﬁlms were set apart from the mainstream
commercial cinema of her country. To make
her ﬁlms, Asma sought co-productions
as in Beggars and Nobles (Shahhatin
wa nubala’), and Concert in the Street of
Happiness (Kunchirtu ﬁ darb sa‘da). She
also established her own production
company, Les Films du Palmier, in 1992 so
as not to concede to the demands of the
producers.

Feature Films
1972
1980

The Duped
(el makdu’un)
Syrian Production
Long Jours
(el ayyam el tawila)
Iraqi Production

Foreign and Co-produced Documentaries
1994

Documentaries
1977
The Dawn of Civilisation
Iraqi Production

1995
2006

Greco-Roman Museum
in Alexandria
(Mathaf el Iskandariyyah)
Co-produced by les Films
du Palmier, Agence
de Cooperation Culturelle et
Technique (France), Egyptian
National Bank and Ministry of
Culture
The Nile
French TV Production
Handcraft in the Mediterranean
UNESCO Production

Co-produced Feature Films
1990

1998

2004

Beggars and Nobles
(Shahhatin wa nubala’)
Co-produced by Misr International
Films and France
Concert in the Street of Happiness
(Kunchirtu ﬁ darb sa‘da)
Co-produced by Misr International
Films and France
Violence and Derision
(el ‘Unf wa-l-sukhriya)
Co-produced by les Films du
Palmier and France
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Jumbled Colours, directed by Ramez Mikhael, photography by Islam Ayad
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Since ﬁlmmakers and actors moved to
Cairo and elsewhere from the 1930s
onwards, Alexandria continued to nourish
the capital with photographers, directors,
producers and, of course, actors. But
though the cinema as an industry has been
dormant in Alexandria for close on seventy
years now, it shows faint signs of waking
up from its long sleep. As in the early years
of Alexandrian ﬁlmmaking, which were at
the turn of the last century, the attempts
being made at the turn of this century
are modest and experimental, but full of
promise.
A collective experience of movie making
was undertaken at the Jesuit Cultural
Centre, which has always been a venue
for cinema lovers. The late Frère Fayez el
Yassouey himself had a keen interest in
cinema, and had in 2000 produced and
directed a hundred minute long VHS
documentary for which he wrote the script
and commentary, called Bread and Salt (el
Eish Wel Malh), dealing with the Moslem
and Christian underprivileged classes
across Egypt. The perfect embodiment of
a monk devoted to community service,
he was particularly interested in helping
ambitious young Alexandrians make
their ﬁrst ﬁlms. He organized a two-year
workshop (2002-2004) on “How to make
your ﬁrst ﬁlm” with Cairo-based SEMAT for
Production and Distribution (two of whose
founders and co- founders Islam el Azzazi
and Ahmed Abou Zeid, incidentally, are
Alexandrian). After two years of intensive
training at the Jesuit Cultural Centre, the
young Alexandrians made their ﬁrst ﬁlms.
.
The Elevator
Directed by Hadeel Nazmy
12 min

Icarus
Directed by Islam Kamal

Sikotein 10.5 mm
Directed by Mohamed Salah
20 min

The Dead Won’t Mind
Directed by Emad Mabrouk
10 min

Shadow from Afar
Directed by Mohamed Rashed
20 min

Endymion
Directed by Mohamed Siam
20 min

Real One
Directed by Kaiser

The Puppet Imaginary
Directed by Yafa Guilly
20 min

Master of the Game
Directed by Ahmed el Samra
20 min
These ﬁlms have drawn attention to
Alexandria and its capacity for ﬁlmmaking,
and have inspired other Alexandrian youth
to capitalize on the invention of the video
camera to make their own ﬁlms.
It remains to be seen whether they will
move to Cairo as their predecessors had
done, or make a serious attempt at the
revival of cinema in the city of its birth.
Although some of them are pessimistic
about the future of the industry in
Alexandria, and others have still not
made up their minds, Alexandria is ﬁrmly
engraved on their hearts and minds. They
believe they cannot make ﬁlms if they are
far from the city of their dreams, the city
that inspired them.
They call themselves ﬁlmmakers rather
than directors, as they use only use
video, not 16 mm or 35 mm cameras, to
make their low budget movies. Funding,
however, remains a problem for them. They
have many hopes and little money, which
they compensate for with ambition, love
for cinema and team spirit. A look at the
credits of their ﬁlms will reveal that their
names alternate in many roles, recalling
Togo Mizrahi, Mohamed Bayoumi, the
Lama brothers and others who worked as
directors, scriptwriters, editors, cameramen
and actors. They have gone back to the
spirit of the amateur.

has already received critical acclaim and
numerous awards:
* 5th Arab Film Festival
Rotterdam, 2005
Golden Falcon in Short Narrative Competition
* 11th National Festival for Egyptian Cinema
Cairo, 2005
Shadi Abdel Salam Award for Short Narrative
Film
* 2nd Sakia Festival for Independent Films
Cairo, 2005
Golden Award
Mention for “Laila Samy” the actress for her part
in the ﬁlm
* Festival of Image
CFCC French Centre for Culture and
Cooperation
Cairo, 2005
Mention for Laila Samy the actress for her part
in the ﬁlm
* 2nd Fayoum International Youth Film Festival,
2005
Golden Award in Short Narrative Competition

Second Workshop 2005-2007
Encouraged by the success of the
workshop, the Jesuit Cultural Centre
started another one in 2005. It is being run
by Islam el Azzazi, himself an Alexandrian
who is now working in SEMAT, Cairo. The
seven participants are: Islam Ayyad, Mark
Lotﬁ, Belal Hosni, Abdullah Sharkas, Ayman
el Amir, Ramez Mikhael and Ahmed Nabil.
If the group at the Jesuit Cultural Centre
made their ﬁlms in Alexandria and are
trying to start some kind of revival in the
city itself, other Alexandrians are beginning
to establish a career in Cairo. Starting
with short ﬁlms and documentaries, like
their Jesuit Cultural Centre counterparts
– and, also, like the very ﬁrst attempts
at ﬁlmmaking – some have gone from
6 minute to 50 minute ﬁlms. They are
winning both recognition and awards.

Also in the spirit of the old Jours, when
women such as Bahiga Hafez and Fatma
Rushdi made signiﬁcant contributions
to cinema, the young women of toJour
continue to prove their mettle. The
workshop boasted among its participants
two young women of talent, Yafa Guilly
and Hadeel Nazmy, whose ﬁlm The Elevator
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Ahmed Rashwan (1969)
After earning a law degree from Alexandria University in 1990,
Rashwan proceeded to earn another one from the Film Directing
Department of the High Cinema Institute, Cairo in 1994. He worked
as assistant director with Samir Seif, Sayed Said and Mohamed
Khan, in addition to directing his own ﬁlms, which number 19 till
now. Since 1999 he has owned and managed his company Dream
Productions in Cairo. He has worked as production manager and
executive producer in several foreign and Arab productions in
America and Tunisia, and his ﬁlms have participated and received
awards in a number of national and international ﬁlm festivals.
His feature ﬁlm script 100% Alive (Miyya el Miyya Hayy) has been
awarded a prize at the scriptwriting workshop competition of
the International Alexandria Film Festival 2003. The Morning After
(El Sabah el Tali) was screened in the 15th Exground Filmfest,
Wiesbaden, Germany 2002 and at the 16th Ismailia International
Festival in the Arab Independent Cinema Section, Egypt 2002;
and Iraq, We Never Parted (Abadan Lam Nufariqahu) at the Arab
Film Festival, Rotterdam, Netherlands 2005 and the 11th Egyptian
Film Festival, 2005.
Filmography
Director
Musaﬁr Khana (Musaﬁr khana) (1993, doc, 16 mm, 9 min)
Habiba’s BirthJour (Eid milad Habiba) (1993, Bcam SP, 14 min)
Zamzam (1994, 35 mm, 12 min)
Farah’s Dreams (Ahlam Farah) (1994, Bcam SP, 15 min)
Cross Roads (Moftaraq el toroq) (1995, 35 mm, 8 min)
Inside People (Gowa el bashar) (1998, doc, 35 mm, 16 min)
A Jour like any other Jour (Yom kamithl ay yom) (2000, doc, miniDV,
23 min)
Once I Entered the Garden (Dakhalt marra el guineinah) (2000, doc,
35 mm, 10 min)
The Morning After (El sabah el tali) (2002, miniDV, 16 min)
The Law of Coincidence (Qanoun el sodfa) (2003, doc, minDV, 11
min)
Beirut: Take 1 (Beirut: awel marra) (2004, doc, miniDV, 16 min)
Arabs of Latin America documentary series: Ecuador (Selselet arab
amrika el latiniah – Ecuador)
Women and Roots (el Nissa’ wa gothourihem) (2004, doc, DigiBeta,
50 min)
The Station (El mehata) (2004, doc, Digibeta, 50 min)
Gayaquiel: Arabs of Power and Wealth (Gayaquiel: arab el qowa wal
sehha) (2004, doc, DigiBeta, 50 min)
Iraq, We Never Parted (Abadan lam naftareq) (2004, doc, miniDV,
28 min)
Saad Kafrawi: Literature of Prison (Saad Kafrawi: adab el segn)
(2005, doc, DigiBeta, 48 min)
Hassan Fathy, it’s Time for the Construction to be Completed (Hassan
Fathy, ennahu el waqt liyaktamel el bouna’) (2005, doc, DigiBeta,
52 min)

Producer
The Morning After (El sabah el tali) (2002, miniDV, 16 min)
The Law of Coincidence (Qanoun el sodfa) (2003, doc, minDV, 11
min)
Without Makeup (Bedoun makyaj) (2003, miniDV, 19 min, wr/dr
Hussam Nur el Din)
Iraq, We Never Parted (Abadan lam naftareq) (2004, doc, miniDV,
28 min)
Executive Producer
Saad Kafrawi: Literature of Prison (Saad Kafrawi: adab el segn)
(2005, doc, DigiBeta, 48 min)
Hassan Fathy, it’s Time for the Construction to be Completed (Hassan
Fathy, ennahu el waqt liyaktamel el bouna’) (2005, doc, DigiBeta,
52 min)

Islam el Azzazi (1971)
Born in Alexandria in 1971, el Azzazi earned a BA (1993) in ﬁlm
directing from the High Cinema Institute and since his Dostoevskyinspired graduation project The Beads (el Kharaz), he has directed
a further three promotional and documentary ﬁlms. El Azzazi has
coached actors, photographed and ﬁlmed theatrical productions
and directed the Arabic dialogue of Disney animation classics. He
is a founding member of the independent ﬁlm production group
SEMAT for production and distribution, and has supervised two
ﬁlmmaking workshops organized by the Jesuits Cultural Centre
of Alexandria.
Filmography
March (Maress) (1992, 35 mm, 3 min)
The Beads (el Kharaz) (1993, 35 mm, 18 min)
City of Shadow (Madina yaskonha el thel) (1994, doc, VHS, 20
min)
Fayyoum Portraits (Wogouh el Fayyoum) (2000, doc, DigiBeta, 24
min)
Dominate your Eyes (Ithakem ﬁ ‘eineik) (2003, doc, DVcam, 45
min)
Jour and Night (Nehar we leil) (2006, DVcam, 35 min)

Louly Seif (1976)
Louly Seif was born in Alexandria and graduated from the
American University in Cairo with a degree in anthropology and
a minor in ﬁlm. She worked in the ﬁeld of development, human
rights and refugee rights before she started working as an
independent ﬁlm director and editor.
More Lights Please (Ida’a akthar men fadlak) (2002)
Resurrection (el Baath) (2..3, miniDV)
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Ahmed Abou Zeid (1976)
Alexandrian born Abou Zeid studied Mass Communication
in Cairo and got his degree in 1988, after which he worked
as an assistant director (1988-1991) in several TV and ﬁlm
productions in Egypt. In 1991, he travelled to New York where
he earned a diploma in TV and video directing and another in
ﬁlm directing. While there, he worked as an assistant director in
several independent ﬁlms, as well as writing and directing the
documentary Invalid Dreams (1993) about the life of immigrant
Egyptians in New York. After returning to Egypt he wrote and
directed a number of short ﬁlms besides working as a director
for the Egyptian Television Thematic Channels (1996-2000). In
2001 he established, along with a group of ﬁlmmakers, the ﬁrst
independent production company in Egypt, SEMAT.
Filmography
Screenwriter/Director
The White Dove (el Hamama el beida) (1995, 16 mm, 15 min)
Engravings on a Ray of Light (el Hafr ‘ala sho‘a‘ men el do’) (1997,
doc. Bcam Sp, 50 min)
The Street Entertainer (el Hawi) (1999, doc, DigiBeta, 10 min)
Palestine … 52 Years of Occupation (Filistine: 52 sana men el
ihtilal) (2000, DigiBeta, 10 min)
From Afar: Trilogy of Alexandria (Men ba‘eed: tholathiyet
Iskindariyah) (2002, DigiBeta, 45 min)

Studio Iskandariya

But if a revival is really to be brought about in Alexandria, and
if it is to become a centre once more for the cinema industry,
rather than a supplier of actors and cinematographers, a proper
studio has to start functioning. Without a studio, all talent will
eventually go to Cairo in search of professional equipment. For
now, a small ‘ studio’ in Sidi Bishr serves the purpose with basic equipment that the young and enthusiastic will make do
with. Much like in the old Jours when studios had glass ceilings
and were covered in mirrors as reﬂectors, also using aluminum
sheets and later foil for the same purpose, a practice still carried
out toJour .
Young ﬁlmmakers from abroad now come to shoot their experimental work or medium length ﬁlms relying on the services of
the amateur studio and the expertise of its young owner Marc
Loutﬁ, and together with the budding young Alexandrian artists
and technicians, they all team up with the city providing more
than just the location. All this being reminiscent of the early
period, with a cycle coming perhaps full circle. Cinema expert
Ahmed Metwalli, director Ali Badrkhan and star Nour el Sherif
have actually taken that step and gone as far as build Studio
Iskandariya in Amriyeh, but red tape seems to have sealed their
fate and doomed it to death. The buildings stand, empty and
uninhabited, awaiting the release from bureaucracy that may
grant it and Alexandrian ﬁlmmaking a new lease of life.

Producer
A Glimpse at the Sky. Dir. Kamla Abou Zikri (2003).
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Ahmed El Hadri
Cinema Historian
Women were pioneer
s at a time when
they needed to
struggle and perseve
re to continue the
project. When Aziza
Amir made her film
Laila in 1927, Talaat
Harb told her the
famous statement:
“You have done wh
at no man dared to
do”, because he ha
d been unwilling to
risk a long movie,
and was content wi
th short movies.

There was a greater congregation of foreign communities in
Alexandria than anywhere in Egypt. They only had to cross the
Mediterranean by boat, as there were no planes, and they would
be in their country of origin (Italy, France, Greece), and were in
touch with their families there. So they landed in Alexandria ﬁrst.
They were in touch with what was happening in Europe, and were
aware that there was this new invention of the cinema abroad,
and so the foreigners brought the ﬁrst ﬁlms and equipment and
cameras to Alexandria to establish cinemas and it is true that the
ﬁlm industry began in Alexandria. It was much later that Egyptians
began to take part. All cinema activity began in Alexandria.
The ﬁrst ﬁlm to be projected (not ﬁlmed) in Egypt was in November
1896, less than a year after the ﬁrst screening in the world on 28
December 1895. It was in a well known place in Alexandria called
Toussoun Pasha Bourse. They were short ﬁlms that had come
from Paris. They were made in Lyons by the Lumière brothers.
They provided the ﬁlms and the equipment that would project
them, and they distributed those ﬁlms around the world.
The ﬁlms lasted a few minutes. Every half hour a new show would
begin, so every half hour the audience would leave, and a new
group would go in. But the ticket was very expensive. It cost 5
piastres, which was a huge sum. Later, it went down to 4, and
later still, when there were proper long ﬁlms, the ticket cost only
2 piastres.
Lumière would send its people to diﬀerent parts of the world.
In 1897 they sent a delegate to ﬁlm the pyramids and sphinx,
because it would be a marketable product. The delegate arrived
in Alexandria and ﬁlmed the ship as it was docking, then ﬁlmed
the Place des Consuls, where the foreign consuls had their homes,
and which is called Manshieh now.

Foreigners were interested in the ﬁlm industry. The delegate who
brought in the Lumière ﬁlms was a foreigner. He had the privilege
of showing their ﬁlms and getting their equipment, and Lumière
took half the proﬁts.
The ﬁrst cinema production in Egypt was the ﬁlm shot in
Alexandria. This is the beginning of the cinema industry, in 1907.
To document properly the history of the cinema in Egypt, we must
begin with the ﬁrst movie that was ﬁlmed in Egypt, regardless of
its length, or of its kind. It is wrong to say that the ﬁrst ﬁlm was
Laila starring and produced by Aziza Amir in 1927 because it was
a long one.
As for the ﬁrst ﬁlm made in Egypt there was a shop in Ramleh
Station called Aziz and Dorés, which was very famous. They built
a cinema there Cinemaphone Aziz and Dorés . So they thought of
getting the cameras, since they were projecting ﬁlms and also, as
photographer, they knew how to develop and print. They bought
a cinema camera and its printing equipment and a small lab from
abroad, and in June 1907 they photographed Khedive Abbas
Helmi II inaugurating an educational course in the Morsi Aboul
Abbas mosque.
Aziz and Dorés would make the ﬁlms, screen them in their cinema
ﬁrst, then distribute them around the country
Foreigners began the movie industry in Alexandria. They began
thinking of short narrative ﬁlms, but they were not successful,
because they didn’t have Egyptian stars who would attract an
audience. They brought Fawzi el Gazayerly and his troupe. He
was the ﬁrst Egyptian actor. It is true Mohamed Karim was the
ﬁrst, but he had only minor roles in 1918.
So the foreigners, whether Italian or Greek or French, thought
of bringing in Egyptians to act, Egyptians who were acting on
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stage and that was how they had become famous. Gazayerly was
the ﬁrst to act in a short narrative ﬁlm. This was all happening in
Alexandria. He acted on stage in Alexandria, and he had his troupe
with him, and as he was used to directing them on stage, he also
gave them guidance in the ﬁlm. The ﬁrst short narrative was
made in Alexandria, The American Aunt (El Khâlah el Amrîkaniyah)
starring Gazayerly.
The short silent ﬁlm Gazayerly and his troupe made, under the
direction of foreigners living in Alexandria, was The American Aunt
(El Khâlah el Amrîkaniyah). A year later Ali el Kassar and his troupe
starred in another short ﬁlm called Madame Lorrita. These were
the ﬁrst ﬁlms made in Egypt by foreigners, resorting to Egyptian
well known names, because people knew them from the theatre.
Ali el Kassar was not Alexandrian, but he came to work with the
others in Alexandria.
Mohamed Karim was enthusiastic about becoming an actor,
so he took photographs of himself in many poses, such as an
idiot, a drunkard, a foreigner etc, to show them to directors and
convince them he could act. When the Italians thought of making
ﬁlms, they thought of Alexandria. Italy was at war and so it was
easier to make them in Egypt, with Italians living in Alexandria.
They created a ﬁlm company to produce ﬁlms that would ﬁrst be
shown in Egypt then in Italy. He contacted them in order to act in
their ﬁlms. He was the ﬁrst Egyptian to appear before a camera.
This was in 1917 and 1918.
Togo Mizrahi was Alexandrian. He thought of making movies,
and bought Cinema Bacos and converted it into a studio. There
was also Alvise Orfanelli, who was in charge of the projection hall
of the Aziz and Dorés studio. He worked as an assistant to Togo
Mizrahi, and then became independent. So he had his own studio
and there was the studio in Bacos.
In Alexandria there were also the two Palestinian brothers Badr
and Ibrahim Lama. They were on their way to Palestine from
Chile, carrying with them their cinema equipment, because they
were working in that ﬁeld in Chile and were perhaps planning
to set it up in Palestine. When they found a cinema activity
already established in Alexandria, they stayed on. They made
their ﬁrst silent feature ﬁlm A Kiss in the Desert (Qoublah ﬁ-l-sahra)
projected in 1928. Before that, the ﬁrst feature ﬁlms were made
in Cairo in 1923 and in 1927. They were Laila (1927) and In the
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Land of Tutankhamun (Fî bilâd Toutankhamon) that was made
in 1923, and projected in 1924. The Lama Brothers made the ﬁrst
long ﬁlm in Alexandria, A Kiss in the Desert (Qoublah ﬁ-l-sahra),
which would make it the third long ﬁlm in Egypt. These were the
beginnings in Alexandria
Mahmoud Khalil Rashed is from Alexandria. But Mohamed
Bayoumi started in Cairo, then moved to Alexandria. He started
as a photographer with a studio, then had his own cinema
equipment, which he sold to Bank Misr.
Most of the cinema pioneers were women. They had admirers
who would fund those productions. There were Aziza Amir and
Fatma Rushdi and Assia.
Fatma Rushdi had a Jewish admirer, Elie Derie who would fund
all her whims.
Women were pioneers at a time when they needed to struggle
and persevere to continue the project. When Aziza Amir made
her ﬁlm Laila in 1927, Talaat Harb told her the famous statement:
“You have done what no man dared to do”, because he had
been unwilling to risk a long movie, and was content with short
movies.
They realized that the industry could not go on in Alexandria.
They needed well known actors, who were all acting on stage in
Cairo. So the cinema had to move there, but the pioneering start
was in Alexandria.
Alexandria inﬂuenced the ﬁlms of Youssef Chahine. The ﬁlms
of Shadi Abdel Salam and Tewﬁk Saleh do not concentrate on
Alexandria. But when Youssef Chahine made his autobiographical
movies starring a protagonist called Yehia instead of Youssef,
they were all about the developments in Egyptian history as
they were reﬂected in his life in Alexandria. They were even
called Alexandria, Why? (Iskandariyyah lîh) and Alexandria Again
and Again (Iskandariyyah Kamân we Kamân), and his last movie
is called Alexandria, New York (Iskandariyyah…NewYork), so the
name appears in the title. He was the one who was born and
brought up in it and it formed part of his consciousness.
Ahmed Metwalli is creating a complete studio in Borg el Arab, with
an adjacent hotel, where artists coming from outside Alexandria
could stay while working in the studio.
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Farida Marei
Cinema Historian

Of course Alexandria was a pioneer in the ﬁeld of the cinema. The
ﬁrst cinema hall in the whole of Egypt was the Toussoun Bourse
in Alexandria, where the ﬁrst ﬁlm was projected on 5 November
1896, less than a year after the ﬁrst ﬁlm was shown in France by
the Lumière Brothers. The cinema began in Alexandria when the
foreigners obtained exclusive rights to screen ﬁlms, and they
opened cinema halls in Alexandria. Two weeks later, a foreigner
obtained exclusive rights to open a cinema hall in Cairo, and
projected the ﬁrst ﬁlm on 16 November 1896.
Films were projected for a long time. The Lumière Brothers found
that their ﬁlms had generated a great interest, so they sent
delegates all around the world, to ﬁlm movies that would attract
people from all countries. Some of them came to Alexandria and
Cairo and ﬁlmed movies about Egypt. So it started with one cinema
hall, and then they became two and three and started increasing.
The Lumière Brothers made ﬁlms and exported them around the
world, and the foreigners had the exclusive rights to screen them
in Egypt. The Lumière Brothers took into consideration people’s
tastes, so there were movies on sports and science and so on.
The foreigners of Alexandria played the main role in the cinema
and laid its foundations. They were the ones who introduced it to
Egyptians, and acquired the rights to open cinemas and to shoot
ﬁlms. Without the foreigners of Alexandria, this invention would
have arrived much later.
The ﬁrst specialized magazine on the cinema was issued in Cairo,
called El Sowar el Mutaharika. The second in the Arab world
was Ma‘rad el Cinema and it was issued in Alexandria in 1924,
1925 and 1927. It was stopped because there was not a large
enough audience to support it. But these magazines played an
important role in that they drew the attention of a great number
of youth who developed an interest in the cinema and called

for the creation of a cinema industry and cinema companies. So
when the cinema industry started, it grew on fertile soil that was
ready for it, not in an atmosphere that opposed and fought it,
considering it an unreligious and atheistic practice. There are a
lot of Arab countries where the cinema industry did not grow
because it was looked upon as a work of the devil. But in Egypt
the cinema industry did not have this problem.
There was an active ﬁlm critic called El Sayed Hassan Goma’ in
Alexandria, and he is considered the ﬁrst ﬁlm critic in the Arab
world. He was a primary school teacher and was passionate about
the cinema. These specialized papers played a role by providing
all sorts of news to those interested in the cinema. He wrote a
lot about the cinema from Alexandria and was an editor-in-chief
of several Alexandrian specialized magazines. When Ma’rad el
Cinema was shut down, he became editor in chief of ‘Alam el
Cinema, also in Alexandria. So Alexandria had a role to play in
the press, cinema halls, distribution, and advertising. He then
moved to Cairo because ‘Alam el Cinema closed down, and Dar el
Helal did not have a specialist to write about the cinema, so they
created a new magazine El Kawakeb to be solely on the cinema,
and requested him to supervise it. But Alexandria remained ﬁxed
in his heart and sometimes he would write from there.
Before feature ﬁlms were made, there were the short
documentaries which were the ﬁrst attempts at ﬁlm making,
such as Bayoumi’s The Return of Saad Zaghloul from Exile, and a lot
of other ﬁlms, and he opened in Alexandria an institute to teach
the art of the cinema. Then there was Mahmoud Khalil Rashed,
who was a science teacher and investigated the scientiﬁc side of
movie making, that is, how things work together for the ﬁlm to
ﬁnally come out. He published a lot on that topic, and made a
ﬁlm, The Little Magician (el Sahîr el saghîr) in Alexandria. The role
of Alexandria in the cinema industry cannot be ignored.
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Togo Mizrahi came later. He established a studio and so did the
Lama Brothers. All those who worked in the cinema made studios.
They were very primitive but very successful, which was due to
the fascination of the audience with this new art. People could
not get over the fact that ﬁgures were moving on the screen. All
those people created studios but when they wanted to grow and
increase their activities, they went to Cairo.

in Alexandria. The cinema began and ﬂourished in Alexandria,
and drew a large audience, and then moved to Cairo since it was
the capital, where there were more people with higher incomes.
Besides, the stars were concentrated there, since the theatre was
livelier there and was the chief source of actors and stars.

Bahiga Hafez had an enormous role to play in the Egyptian
cinema. To begin with, she was the ﬁrst member of an aristocratic
family to enter this ﬁeld. In those Jours, people did not respect
this art. Men were respectable artists, but the actresses were from
Syria and Lebanon. If an Egyptian woman joined the ﬁeld, a lot of
rumours were circulated about her that aﬀected her reputation.
Bahiga Hafez came from an ancient line, and was educated and
spoke several languages. Also, she did not stop at acting, but
also composed music. She composed the music for all her ﬁlms,
which was a precedent as women did not compose the ﬁlm
music in Egypt. Unfortunately, she never won the acclaim she
deserved. She died poor and alone in a tiny ﬂat. The government
did not help her. She also had a very valuable library which the
government should have taken care of. But sadly, this is what
happens to artists in this country.
The problem with Fatma Rushdi is that she was torn between
the cinema and the stage. She started out on stage, and came
from a family of artists, such as her sisters Ratiba Rushdi and Ensaf
Rushdi… so like them she too acted on stage, and created her
own troupe, The Fatma Rushdi Troupe, and married a theatre
man. She went to the cinema because all the others did, such as
Aziza Amir and Bahiga Hafez and Assia and Mary Queeny and so
she said why not me? But she burned one of her ﬁlms after she
saw it, as she said it would ruin her artistic reputation. Afterwards
she directed for her own self the ﬁlm Marriage (El Zawag). She
made several ﬁlms, some of which still remain; that is, not all of
her ﬁlms are lost to us.
In the early Jours French women sometimes acted in Egyptian
ﬁlms. A French woman acted in The Elite (Awlâd el dhawât) and
also a French woman acted in Yaqout (Yâqout). But the French
press protested because of the way the French women were
portrayed: as home breakers who ruined the family and stole the
husband from his wife and children, as well as his money. This
was not how the French liked their women to appear in Egyptian
ﬁlms.
Alexandria had the same role to play in the ﬁeld of the cinema
as New York. The cinema began in New York, being a large city.
But when the cinema started growing and becoming an industry,
they thought of creating a special city for the cinema, so it moved
to Los Angeles, and created Hollywood. The weather was good in
Los Angeles, and there used to be a problem regarding ﬁlming
and they had to stop ﬁlming when the weather was bad, or when
it rained or was cloudy. And in Los Angeles the weather is very
similar to the weather in Egypt, so that natural lighting made the
cinema industry move to Los Angeles. The same thing happened
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Yacoub Wahbi
Cinema Critic & Historian

The cinema began in Alexandria because of its proximity to
Europe, and the fact that there were so many Europeans in it, such
as Greeks, Italians and so on. Those foreigners created a dynamic
cultural movement. That is why the beginning of the cinema was
in Alexandria.
The cinema industry eventually moved to Cairo because it was
the capital and that was natural, especially as the cultural life
there was quite vibrant. Another reason was the need for actors,
who were numerous more in Cairo, and ample use was made of
the theatre, which was to be a great source for the cinema.
The theater fed the cinema not only with actors but also with
plots, which were mostly derived from French plays.
I would like to raise the question of why cinema production did
not continue in Alexandria. Why did they not develop studios, so
that we could say “This ﬁlm is an Alexandrian production”? When
they transferred their activities to Cairo, no one stepped in to
continue. For instance, Togo Mizrahi moved to Cairo, but nobody
took over from where he left. Then Mohamed Bayoumi stopped
working in Alexandria to go to work in Studio Misr with Talaat
Harb. The Alexandrian artists should have gone on producing
ﬁlms.
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My father was three when he came to Alexandria. He was born
in Aleppo at the end of the 19th century. But it was the patriarch
of the family, my uncle Rachid, who started the family wealth.
He more or less invented the kind of tobacco that is smoked in
the narghile and convinced the Greek tobacco manufacturers,
the Cotarellis, to manufacture this tobacco – moassel. This was
the origin of the family fortune. The oﬃce still exists: 1, Maronite
Church Street, Manshieh.

how we evaluate cosmopolitanism, which was creative and fertile.
It is not at all the caricature we think of, people who hardly spoke
Arabic, etc. This kind of people could not create or integrate. They
might have had money and made investments, but that is not
what powered the engine. My parents were that engine and in
my opinion they were 100% Egyptians. Those were people who
knew how to integrate the wealth they integrated from diﬀerent
sources.

The family started the ﬁlm business to augment the material
success with social success. They chose a new industry, which was
full of foreigners, a new cultural milieu of artists that attracted
them, providing social recognition. Towards the end of the 1920s
they began to import Charlie Chaplin and Laurel and Hardy ﬁlms.
These were the ﬁrst foreign ﬁlms that they imported and subtitled
or dubbed. The dubbing was done by university professors, not
just any old translators!

I have thousands of posters and documents about the history of
the cinema. For instance, the ﬁrst Greek speaking ﬁlms were made
in Alexandria, not Greece. My father was the producer and the
director was Togo Mizrahi, while all those who participated were
of diﬀerent nationalities. Egyptians also played an important role
in those ﬁlms. These were Egyptian productions, because even
people like Togo Mizrahi, who were called “foreigners”, were in fact
100% Alexandrians. I remember, for instance, that in his speech,
insults, and comportment, my father was splendidly Alexandrian.
Thus to say someone was a “khawaga” was all wrong. Togo Mizrahi
was Egyptian. This wealth of cultures was principally Egyptian.
And so those who went to Italy or France grouped together. The
Egyptian Jews in France were diﬀerent from the rest: they were
Alexandrians.

They started producing movies in the 30s. One of their ﬁrst
productions was Frankel cartoons, animations. They were the
only ones to have faith in Frankel and the world of animation. The
Frankels were two Jews who lived in Alexandria – true Alexandrians.
They followed Walt Disney and launched themselves very slowly.
They created the ﬁrst animated Egyptian hero, Mech Mech. They
spent seven years looking for a producer till my father took them
on.
There was a certain atmosphere which helped development in
all domains. It wasn’t just an economic growth but an accrued
richness, a mix that would help bring everything to perfection,
which would propel you forwards. Cosmopolitanism was an
engine which would move you forwards, like new countries in
the style of the USA are driven forwards. There was the proper
social climate which helped the many nationalities that had
amalgamated to blossom. This was exactly what we had in
Alexandria during the 19th and early 20th centuries, up to the
40s and 50s. The diﬀerent communities made of Alexandria the
engine for the whole of Egypt and made it rank third in the world
in the manufacture of cigarettes and in the ﬁlm industry. This is

My family became the principal distributors of Egyptian ﬁlms
in the Arab world. By 1961 we had oﬃces in all the Arab world:
in Baghdad, Khartoum, Beirut, Damascus. At the beginning my
father used to produce ﬁlms but he lost colossal amounts of
money. For instance, he lost a lot of money in 1936 with Song of
the Heart (Onchoudat el foâd), which was the ﬁrst Egyptian sound
movie. The public was still at the stage of ﬁnding out its taste;
for instance, they didn’t know then whether musical ﬁlms would
be successful or not. They were trying things out, like a typically
Occidental historical ﬁlm that would be translated or adapted.
By the 1940s the studios had started moving to Cairo. In 1961 this
saga ended, with the sequestrations of the Nasserite regime.

Source
EuroMed Heritage II Program “Mediterranean Voices: Oral History and Cultural Practice in the Mediterranean”. Cited in Voices of Cosmopolitan
Alexandria. (eds). Mohamed Awad & Sahar Hamouda. Alexandria: Bibliotheca Alexandrina, 2006
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Filmmakers from the Jesuit Cultural Centre
The ﬁlmmakers speak about the opportunity the Jesuit
Centre gave them through its workshop
Ahmed el Samra
Before the Jesuit workshop, my knowledge of ﬁlmmaking was
spontaneous not academic; I could talk but not write poetry.
The Jesuit workshop gave me the opportunity to learn about the
history of the cinema and how to make a ﬁlm. It also gave me the
chance to interact with the trainers and participants to formulate
my own identity.
Islam Kamal
Before the Jesuit workshop, we loved cinema and wished we could
make ﬁlms. The Jesuit Centre not only gave us the opportunity to
make ﬁlms but also to show them to an audience.
Emad Mabrouk
Before joining the workshop, I had already made a ﬁlm and I
thought that I knew everything about ﬁlmmaking. But on joining
the workshop, I came to realize that learning about cinema is
endless.
Hadeel Nazmy
Of course the Jesuit workshop gave me an excellent opportunity
as it enabled me to know more about images, digital technology,
how to make my ﬁrst ﬁlm and what a ﬁlm is in the ﬁrst place.

so that we have a more or less common background under
one sky before the open skies of satellite. We are the children
of national television programmes Nadi el Cinema and Oscar on
ThursJour and SaturJour of every week. We owe a cultural debt to
The Seventh Art magazine, a publication sponsored by actor and
cinema buﬀ Mahmoud Hemeida whose attempts to sustain the
magazine cost him out of pocket expenses.
Undeniably, the Jesuit experiment and the Alexandrian experience
came together for me providing the impetus to propel me in
the right direction. Loyalty to the Jesuit Centre is immediately
apparent as its name is mentioned, and the memory of the late
Frere Fayez is evoked. I am told that Mohamed Rashad’s next ﬁlm
is entitled Maxim in memory of a monk known to Rashad.
The ﬁlmmakers expressing diﬀerent views as to whether
they will stay in Alexandria or move to Cairo
Emad Mabrouk
As for me, I can’t leave Alexandria. Whenever I have to leave
Alexandria, I can’t stay away from it for more than a week.
If one’s ﬁlms are related to the city, it would be diﬃcult to part
with it because if one is to go to another place, one would not be
able to express oneself.

Mohamed Siam
It was a pioneering step in Alexandria. We always used to complain
about the centralization of ﬁlmmaking in Cairo. It is a problem for
us Alexandrians to stay in Cairo for a long time to study cinema.

Ahmed el Samra
I have an opinion. Deﬁnitely I want to remain in Alexandria. It is
a unique city. I’m not biased but anyone who lives in Alexandria
and tries to understand it will ﬁnd it diﬀerent and unique. Cairo
is a market.

Mohamed Rashad
All of us wanted to go to Cairo to study cinema but it was diﬃcult.
Had it not been for the Jesuit workshop, we would not have been
ﬁlmmakers.

I ﬁnd that the distinction we have derives from the fact that we
are in Alexandria; we edit, ﬁlm and make everything in Alexandria
and I believe Alexandria deserves this. It deserves to have its own
ﬁlmmakers who speak about it and its people.

Two years ago no one in Alexandria would have thought about
making ﬁlms but the Jesuit workshop made nine ﬁlms at one
go and there are more ﬁlms to come with the new workshop. I
believe this is good.

Islam Kamal
I don’t know where I will go but even Cairo is too confusing; if
Alexandria is too quiet, Cairo is too noisy. So I don’t know. But
what I’m sure of is that if there is no commercial demand for
the ﬁlms made in Alexandria, there won’t be a tangible cinema
movement in Alexandria. It is a matter of supply and demand. I’m
not sure that what is happening now will move things forward.

Mohammed Salah aka Zambouzo
For me the Jesuit experience was slightly diﬀerent since I had
already been working in its library and was familiar with the
premises and the spirit of the place, and the workshop was almost
a natural continuation of an atmosphere privy to the Centre and
which I had soaked up as an avid ﬁlm lover regularly attending
screenings at its cinema club.
What we have in common is that we are the children of a
Television generation well before the advent of “the dish” culture,

Mohammed Salah aka Zambouzo
What matters most is sustainability; one cannot talk serious
continuity without that concept. Alexandria runs in our veins, as
the adage goes, but little is happening here: people in Alexandria
tend to talk rather than act, and when they dream, their dreams
can only come true in Cairo. I do not wish to go to Cairo, but I realize
it is a decision that will have to be made, no matter how long I try
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to postpone it. The ultimate aim is cinema, not some remote ideal
or nostalgia that will serve no purpose after all. I wish Alexandria
were the same city it used to be in the 1920s and 30s, but with
violence breaking out in the once pluralistic and cosmopolitan
city, one of the last ties with a glorious past has been severely
severed. Cinematically, there is a tentative movement towards
attempts at alternative cinema, always a good ﬁrst step ... Where
it will go from there remains to be seen; but the thought that
Mohamed Bayoumi was unearthed after all those years of total
oblivion sparks some hope for the unknowns bearing the brunt
of exhuming a body draped in the Alexandrian ﬂag. (Salah likes to
emphasize that after the initial screening of his ﬁlm in France, he
insisted that its Egyptian debut take place nowhere other than at
The Jesuit Cultural Centre.)
Team spirit among ﬁlmmakers
Hadeel
The nine ﬁlms were based on the idea of role reversal. At a time I
would work as an assistant director and at another time I would
work as an executive producer or editor. So it was all based on the
idea that the nine helped one another because they spoke the
same language.
Mohamed Siam
Till now we help one another. After we ﬁnished the workshop
ﬁlms we helped each other to make other ﬁlms. I think this team
spirit springs from the fact that we are in Alexandria because in
Cairo the mood is charged and people take and don’t give.
Islam Kamal
We are a team and we work together because we are only nine
ﬁlmmakers working in Alexandria and there isn’t a large number
of people interested in making ﬁlms in Alexandria.
Ahmed el Samra
In our ﬁlms the roles were ﬂexible. We used to help one another
regardless of the job description because what we were concerned
about was the ﬁlm. I don’t care whether my name will be written or
not. I loved the experience. The idea of cooperation between nine
Alexandrians who had the same dream and who decided to make
it come true is diﬀerent and unique. There is another workshop
and we’re waiting to see its outcome. I wish them good luck.

The Elevator
Hadeel Nazmy
The ﬁlm presents a repressed girl in her late twenties who comes
under sudden detention inside an elevator due to a breakdown.
She receives a wrong telephone call from a man. The speaker
starts to ﬂirt with the girl and the call is gradually transformed
into a sentimental relation which allows the girl to discover a new
silenced aspect of herself. The idea is that social traditions and
norms curb this girl who needs to discover herself even if this
discovery takes place during a crisis.
Mohamed Siam
Women are very inﬂuential. Women in the cinema are few but
their contribution usually has a strong impact. They don’t enter
the ﬁeld of the cinema to joke or waste time. If male ﬁlmmakers
could be categorized into serious or trivial, women ﬁlmmakers
are always serious because they know what they want. Hadeel’s
ﬁlm is a case in point. It drew attention not only to our ﬁlms but
also to SEMAT and the Jesuit Centre thanks to the prizes it got.
Islands
Mohammed Salah aka Zambouzo
My ﬁlms are mainly about alienation and the plight of isolation
in a society torn apart by irreconcilable diﬀerences and lack of
communication and empathy, hence the choice of Islands for
the title of my longest ﬁlm (50 minutes) where the characters
live in lonely spaces longing and failing to reach out. One of
the characters (by the name of Caroline) is constantly engaged
in writing and mailing letters addressed to none other than
herself, we are shocked to ﬁnd out; and an aging lonely Mathilda
ﬁnds solace in pouring milk in her tea and watching in childlike
amusement as they merge to form clouds to the sound of her
frenzied giggling. (Asked whether the Christian ﬁrst names were
intentionally chosen, Salah smiles dismissing the thought, saying
the names were inspired by those of neighbours and a childhood
friend. The ﬁlm runs parallel to Kubrick’s Full Metal Jacket in
the background, to evoke a backdrop of underlying violence
threatening to emerge, as Salah believes it already has.)
The ﬁlm had rave reviews in the Arabic press, especially in Lebanon,
where one critic notes that despite, and perhaps because of the
lack of traditional Alexandrian iconography, the ﬁlm comes oﬀ as
a true Alexandrian ﬁlm void of folkloric cliché, a lyrical paradigm
of meaningless references that only eclipse a vision in need of an
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Sound Movies: Past, Present and Future
by El Sayed Hassan Gomaa
These Jours people talk of nothing but
sound ﬁlms. Some are in favour of it,
defending it with all their might and
predicting for it a wonderful future. Others
are pessimistic and foretell its doom,
accusing its supporters of madness.

diﬀerent machines whose inventors had
managed to combine sound and picture.
These were Vitaphone and Movietone,
from which branched out other machines
such as Photophone, Phototone,
Filmaphone and so on.

This ﬁlm, The Jazz Singer, is about the life
of the actor, who sang some of the songs
that had made him famous on stage. The
ﬁlm also included some short dialogue
that led to the success of the ﬁlm and of Al
on the silver screen.

We cannot stand on the side of either.
Sound movies have not spread suﬃciently
in our country for us to judge objectively
on either opinion, or to determine whether
they will succeed or fail.

The concept of the Vitaphone is the same
as the old Photoﬁlm. It contains a wax
cylinder on which all the diﬀerent sounds
are recorded and which are synchronized
with the ﬁlm when it is screened. But with
the Movietone and the machines that
branched from it, sounds are recorded on
the side of the ﬁlm. They are converted
into ﬂuctuations of light and shadow,
which are converted once more into
sound when light reaches it from a special
projecting machine, as we have seen with
The Show Boat which was recently shown
in Alexandria and Cairo. At the beginning
of the ﬁlm a piece of music was projected
for ten minutes, during which we saw the
light and shadow ﬂuctuations from which
the sounds were transmitted in such a
way that it was easy for the spectator to
understand the way sound was being
conveyed with the ﬁlm.

Warner Brothers was thus convinced that
the audience favoured sound movies,
and made arrangements to produce a
large number of them. One of the earliest
sound ﬁlms was adapted from the story
The Terror which was put on stage by the
English writer Edgar Wallace. London and
New York critics declared it a failure from
the acting point of view, but it brought
much ﬁnancial gain for the company that
produced it.

But this will not deter us from discussing
the eﬀort that scientists are making in the
ﬁeld of the sound movie, and the stages
it passed through to reach the state in
which we see it; or rather, we hear it.
The First Step
Some people might think that the
sound movie was invented yesterJour,
or is a recent invention. But the facts are
diﬀerent. Those who have been following
the development of the cinema since it
was invented until this Jour see the story
diﬀerently, and say that from the very
beginning – when ﬁlms were being shown
in lowly taverns and were watched by
the basest of people – eﬀorts were being
made to combine cinema and sound.
The ﬁrst time the sound movie was heard
was 17 years ago. So says Edward Wood
the English cinema writer. He had heard,
at that time, two sound ﬁlms, one of
them a tune by a singer and the other a
musical piece by a violinist. The sound
was not recorded on the ﬁlm itself, but
on a photographic cylinder connected to
a machine called the Photoﬁlm, so that
sound would be transmitted at the right
time to match the scene that was being
shown on the silver screen.
The result was reasonably good, but
not satisfactory enough. So scientists
continued
introducing
important
improvements to arrive at perfection.
Each had his own method and went about
his improvements in his own way, so that
in the end there were several names of

The Vitaphone
Warner Brothers, the American company,
was the ﬁrst to use Vitaphone and own its
monopoly. It tried out the invention for the
ﬁrst time in 1926, and transferred through
it musical pieces sung by Martinelli (of
the New York Metropolitan Opera) for the
ﬁlm Don Juan starring John Barrimore. At
the beginning of the ﬁlm there was an
oral introduction given by Paul Hayes, the
general supervisor of cinema companies
in Hollywood. This experiment was so
successful that Warner Brothers produced
a number of musical ﬁlms using the
Vitaphone, each one of which was hugely
successful.
The company then thought of producing
sound movies in which the actors actually
spoke. Its managers looked for an actor
who could star in their ﬁrst “talking” ﬁlm,
and they decided upon an actor who used
to act on the American stage: Al Jolson.

America’s Mania for Sound Movies
This amazing invention caused a stir in
America. Directors observed its enormous
success and the mania for sound movies.
The old system was turned upside down,
and new halls were created for the ﬁlming
of sound movies. And so everything
changed, and now many stars who acted
on stage were able to venture into an area
that had till then been closed to them, for
they had always been denied roles in the
cinema, regardless of how minor those
roles were. The way was also opened for
those who were not so good looking.
They became rivals of the stars of the silver
screen because they had voices that were
suitable for sound movies. Competition
increased between companies regarding
sound movies, so that each adopted its
own way of directing its ﬁlms and none
now produced silent movies.
But were these sound movies successful?
No. A great deal failed and the cinema was
almost destroyed. It was only because the
audience loved new spectacles that it
went on ﬂocking to cinemas to see and
hear sound movies, which guaranteed
enormous gains for these companies.
However, critics declared a bitter war on
ﬁlm directors, while the theatre threatened
the annihilation of this new fad, called
sound movies, which was competing
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with the theatre, if directors continued to
disregard proper craftsmanship in their
work when it came to projecting clearly
audible sounds. Cinema critics were
unanimous that sound was making the
cinema lose its magic and beauty, as well
as the stars who had led to the rise of this
art.
Production companies ﬁnally woke up.
Each one began to pay full attention
to the production of sound movies.
Directors were no longer content with
actors whose voices were simply suitable.
They moved on to stars with unsuitable
voices and hired elocution specialists to
train their voices to become suitable for
recording. This idea had great results. If
it so happened that a box oﬃce star had
an unsuitable voice, another actor would
be brought in to record his voice and that
would be played during the ﬁlm, and the
audience would imagine that this was the
voice of the star acting in front of it.
This trick worked perfectly. This was proven
to us when we saw and heard Laura in The
Show Boat. In one of the scenes she had to
sing, but as hers was not a singing voice,
it was replaced with the voice of a singer.
Many must have noticed that her voice
was softer in song than it was in speech.
Thus directors managed to protect a lot
of actors from failure, and guaranteed a
future full of success for the cinema, after it
had been threatened with total collapse.
Sound Movies and Languages
Production companies were not satisﬁed
with producing ﬁlms in only one language.
They realized that if it was limited to
one language, the ﬁlm would not be
distributed all over the world. So they
started training the actors to act in other
languages. Soon actors were able to act
in several languages, whereas previously
they had known only one.
Directors also started preparing to direct
ﬁlms that spoke Esperanto, a language
that aspired to be a universal language.
So they did all they could to save sound
movies. They also produced sound cinema

newsreels, so that the world would not be
deprived, for instance, of hearing a speech
given by Signor Mussolini, or a lecture
delivered by Bernard Shaw. This was not
limited to speech; you could also hear the
sound of aeroplanes and ship horns and
so on. So that as you sat in the cinema
watching the ﬁlm, you would imagine you
were sitting with the people whose voices
you heard and living in the same place
that you were watching and
listening to.
The Future of Sound Movies
In the face of all this, and of the ﬂood of
sound movies produced by American and
German companies, critics had to admit
the success of sound movies, though
some still think this is a temporary victory
that will be followed by a horrible failure.
When all is said and done, it is diﬃcult
to determine anything now. All new
inventions go through terrible diﬃculties
at ﬁrst, in addition to all sorts of people
who make fun and gloat. Only time will
tell. Neither silent movies nor any other
invention will ever be safe from attacks
and criticisms in the beginning.
If silent movies are based on strong
foundations, they will succeed like any
other invention, but if they are founded
on something ephemeral, then they will
surely fail.
El Helal Magazine. December 1929

El Sayed Hassan Gomaa
( ? - circa 1957 & 1959)

El Sayed Hassan Gomaa belongs to the
earliest Alexandrian generation of ﬁlm
critics; in fact, he is considered the ﬁrst
cinema critic in Egypt and the Arab world.
After El Sowar el Motaharika, the ﬁrst
cinema magazine, was no longer issued
in Cairo, he decided along with a number
of amateur friends, such as Mohamed
Abdel Latif and Abdel Qader Baraka to
start a magazine, Ma‘rad el Cinema, in

1924. It was established in Ramleh Station
Street in Alexandria. Gomaa took part
in editing this magazine and he and his
friends published their articles in it. It is
considered the ﬁrst specialized cinema
magazine in Alexandria and the second
in Egypt, as the ﬁrst cinema magazine, El
Sowar el Motaharika, was issued in Cairo
in 1923. This magazine was only issued 3
times: on 17 December and 24 December
1924, and on 18 April 1925. After its
disappearance, he issued a low-budget
one, Kawkab el Cinema, in the school he
was working in. He used to approach the
production and distribution companies in
Alexandria for news and photos which he
could incorporate in his magazine.
After that, he issued a newsletter called
Al’aeb el Cinema in Alexandria. He also
took an active role in founding Mena ﬁlm,
which was a club for the lovers of cinema
in Alexandria. It was established in 1926 in
Alexandria and it issued a newsletter.
After the establishment of Condor ﬁlm
in Alexandria by Ibrahim and Badr Lama,
Gomaa contacted them and took part in
the shooting of their ﬁrst ﬁlm A Kiss in the
Desert (Qoublah ﬁ-l-sahrâ’). He sent news
about the progress of the ﬁlm to El Balagh
el Esbou‘i. He also worked as an assistant in
their second ﬁlm A Tragedy on the Pyramid
(Fâgui‘ah fawq el haram). After Condor ﬁlm
moved to Cairo, he became the editor-inchief of ‘Alam el Cinema which was issued
in Alexandria in 1929.
His professional career began in 1930
when he joined Dar el Helal in Cairo.
He started supervising and writing in El
Kawakeb which was established in 1932 as
a supplement to El Mossawer, and assisted
Fikri Abaza, the editor of El Mossawer.
Though the move to Cairo signaled the
beginning of his professional career, it
made him leave Alexandria, his native
city.
His articles reveal the extent and range
of his interest in the cinema and how
knowledgeable he was in all its areas.
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How The Cinema Began In Alexandria...
Ten minutes spent with Mr. Conegliano and Signor Rambaldini
in that dark and animated room of the management of the
Alhambra. The show is about to begin in ten minutes and Bettino is
gracious enough to receive me. There is even a crowd in the room:
no doubt they are friends. The amused smile on Mademoiselle
Léa’s face shows that she is listening to the interview with great
interest…
‘The ﬁrst cinema camera to be imported into Egypt, was by my
late father, Salomon Conegliano. It was a Lumière camera. That
was at the end of the last century (in 1898, I think). It was set
up in an annex of the old Alhambra Theatre, which at that time
was located in the Rue de la Gare du Caire. Short two to three
minute ﬁlms were projected there, including the inevitable
Arroseur arrosé which must have been seen the world over! The
projection room, which was hermetically closed, was dark red
to make the projection appear bright, because at that time, the
sheet which served as a screen had to be transparent and the ﬁlm
was projected behind the screen!”
Signor Rambaldini reminds us how at the turn of the century
there were at least three cinemas competing against each other
for the Alexandrian audience: the Cosmograph, the Urbanora and
the Belle-Vue. In 1908, the Eden Casino was inaugurated with its
double act of cinema and music hall. Located by Ramleh Station,
the Eden had the peculiarity of having two projectors in the
same room. Whilst a short comic ﬁlm was being shown on one
side of the room, on the other the audience would be clapping
to a drama in three acts… and which lasted twenty-ﬁve minutes!
Those who were not happy simply had to change places!
Oh the beautiful ﬁlms of the Jour! L’Abîme (The Abyss) the ﬁrst
great ﬁlm in two parts with the Swedish star Asta Nielson (that
was perhaps in 1912); Les Tentations de la Grande Ville (The
Temptations of the Big City), La Jérusalem Délivrée (Jerusalem
Delivered) — all Swedish ﬁlms from the “Nordish Film” Company (I
am just guessing at the spelling).
“The ﬁrst American ﬁlms,” adds Mr. Conegliano in turn, “appeared
in 1914. One of the ﬁrst produced by the Laski Company was
Among Eagles. Newcasts were also given: the ﬁrst were produced
in France by Méliès. But that takes us so far back.”
And while Signor Rambaldini is reliving the past, we feel the
urgent need to return to the present and the lights of the city.
Good Gracious! A camera is worse than an old wardrobe for
giving one the blues!
S.V.
SunJour 7 June 1936
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Sample excerpts from separate interviews from
Cine Images in the late nineteen twenties :
The Sacriﬁces of an Actor
How many a sacriﬁce does an actor make of which the audience
is never aware!? Would those who envy actors, and aspire to
becoming one themselves, be ready to willingly take the risks
actors sometimes have to take?
This week, the ﬁlming of A Storm in Springtime was completed.
It is the latest production by Egyptian Lama Productions and
the latest movie to be directed by Mr. Ibrahim Lama, the famous
action movie director. The movie had been fully prepared for
release, when the director discovered that an entire scene of the
star Samir Abdallah [Samir Lama] crossing a stream at the Qanater
el Kheireya had been stolen while the movie was transferred
between the studio and the lab. There was no other way but to
re-shoot the scene. The young popular star Samir Abdallah had
to swim across the whole stream all over again in this freezing
winter. Some technicians suggested that Samir should have a
glass of wine to warm him up. But Samir did not drink; in fact,
he hated alcohol. However, he resignedly decided to obey the
director’s orders, and early in the morning that same week,
crossed the stream which was known for its extreme coldness.
Moreover, since the shooting of the movie was undertaken in
parts, Samir had to swim across the stream repeatedly, in parts …
All for the sake of the movie!

Sami Brill
Sami Brill, [cinematographer of Russian origin, born in Palestine]
is having his hair groomed by his barber Mitzo; I manage to
interview him hurriedly:
Q. So, pleased to be back in Alexandria?
A. Always happy to come back, and delighted by the landscape.
Q. Do inform us, what is it like to ﬁlm in our country?
A. Well, in spite of the breathtaking scenery and charming
weather, alas, the dust can come between them and the camera.
A particle of sand or dust will easily fall on the lens causing
unwanted eﬀects in the photography. Luckily, I have been able to
work a way around this problem now, but it took some eﬀort. Of
course, at ﬁrst, I thought the bright sunlight would be an asset but
soon I had to be dealing with other issues. [Mitzo gets somewhat
impatient, unable to handle his client who is busy answering our
questions. Although Mr. Brill has a slight physical deformity in
the form of a pronounced hunch, he is extremely winsome and
charming.]
Q. Given those contrary conditions, would you still like to repeat
the experience of shooting here?

A. Oh yes, I would love it. In many ways it is pure magic. And on
the personal level, my father in law lives in Cairo, which makes it
all the more like home.

On cinema, science and culture; and
aspiring to a cinematic career
From an interview with Alexander Farkaš ( aka Farkache)

Cinema for me was a family aﬀair. Four of us brothers are in the
movie business, one way or another. Over there ( pointing at the
cameraman) is Francois, better known as Ferri, doing his work
behind the camera. From childhood we have always played with
cameras but were not allowed to even consider a professional
career associated with ﬁlming before ﬁnishing our studies. We
are all university graduates and we fully realize the importance of
a formal education and classical formative training. I graduated a
chemical engineer, and like all my brothers studied philosophy as
well. I do not regret it, of course, and would advise young cinema
aspirers to do the same; I cannot impress on them enough how
much classical studies have enhanced our careers and helped
us perfect our craft. Do not for a minute think that one can step
into the world of ﬁlm through the door of ignorance, for like all
art that of the screen exacts a profundity of knowledge and a
diversity of skills.
Generally speaking, success requires toil, perseverance and a
willingness to make sacriﬁces. I must say that cinema is a science
one has to take seriously, one starts out a schoolboy, hardworking
and disciplined; but no matter how talented by nature, there is
always a technique that one must learn. It takes patience and
tenacity to be able to slowly but surely make one’s mark. Filming
and repetition of shooting a scene can be exhausting for cast and
crew, and one has to be able to remain calm and controlled.
The artist will be required to lead a healthy life, without indulgence
or excess; for once he has signed a contract, he is expected to
conform to the demands of his director and producer. He cannot
aﬀord to miss Jours on the set on account of illness or fatigue,
and he will be expected to help the production rather than cause
heavy losses. If he stays up too late or drinks too heavily, an
artist will never be able to cope with our strenuous life- style of
eighteen straight hours of work often on a single scene. He owes
it to his co- workers, his director and to his image to look after
himself. Candidates should not imagine that life on the set is an
ongoing ball.
[On keeping a spotless reputation]
No scandals, either! Our stars must have an impeccable reputation
so not to feed the tabloids and earn the disdain of the public.
Look at what happened to the genius Charlie Chaplin following a
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scandal in his private life. It is wrong to imagine that scandal will
attract publicity, for its sensationalism is short- lived. Even if some
curiosity is aroused by it at ﬁrst, it soon fades and makes way for
merciless criticism.
[ On working in our studios, and his disciples]
What a joy and what a passion it is to conduct work in a studio….
sometimes for Jours on end without feeling the need for food
or sleep. Here in Egypt, my pleasure is unlimited, not least due
to a wonderful group of four or ﬁve extremely talented young
Egyptians, chosen from amidst hundreds of eager candidates;
and I have no doubt that by training them they will become great
stars in their diﬀerent specializations. Their desire to succeed,
their eagerness to learn and their enthusiasm encourage me.
Comment by the interviewer:
By now, the end of the interview, I can feel the enthusiasm rise
in Mr. Farkaš voice and his face lights up with a keen expression
of love for the art of cinema. With such a competent master of
his technique, and a man of his experience, I am reassured that
our young apprentices will become brilliant assets to our national
cinema.

Cinema Audiences
From an interview with cinema owner Spiro Raissi on the
Egyptian, and especially, the Alexandrian audience. 1930.
Q. How much of a ﬁnancial risk is the business of owning and
running a cinema?
A. Nothing venture, nothing gain. One must go by a gut feeling
and a sense of daring to take calculated risks. But the key to success
is to be attentive to the demands of your niche of clientele and to
be willing to satisfy at all cost. We were the ﬁrst to slash ticket
prices and to introduce ﬁlms at exactly the same time they would
be showing in Paris and London, if not even before. This drew
audiences by the hundreds.
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Q. How would you describe the Egyptian audience?
A. It is certainly the most diﬃcult public to satisfy. We deal here,
and especially in Alexandria, with spectators who are the most
cosmopolitan possible and it is there the dilemma: how to please
such a wide variety of diﬀerent tastes?!
Q. What ﬁlm genres appeal the most to our audiences?
A. (Without hesitating) Comedy for sure, and melodrama. A happy
mean between the two will satisfy only a few, so you can imagine
the diﬃcult task ahead of us when traveling to choose our
ﬁlms. We try to ﬁgure out the impossible because apart from its
diversity, it is also a very erratic audience whose reactions can be
hard to anticipate. Ah, yes! I forgot to mention the huge budget,
blockbuster type of historical productions which also ﬁnd great
favour with our mixed audiences.
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The League Of Nations In The Rise Of Our
Cinema
Anonymous

All nations that got involved in the cinema industry resorted to
foreign expertise and experience. Even America itself, which is
the world leader in the cinema business, called upon European
masters to further improve the industry.
After Egypt had crossed the ﬁrst phase in its cinematic production,
it inevitably resorted to Western cinema experts, and when sound
movies started being produced in Europe, our companies sought
help from European artists.
And so at the beginning we went to them because we did not
have cinema studios suﬃciently equipped to record sound
movies. But this was not enough, especially as ﬁlming sound
movies was diﬀerent from ﬁlming silent movies. Abdel Wahab
therefore had to bring over cinema photographers especially
from France to shoot his early ﬁlms. These would return home
once the shooting of the ﬁlm was ﬁnished – until Abdel Wahab
asked for them again.
Abdel Wahab went on doing that until we began to have cinema
photographers he could trust, especially after the outbreak of
World War II, when it became impossible to bring over European
photographers to supervise his work in Egyptian ﬁlms.
Some European photographers managed to settle down in
Egypt, and have been ﬁlming our movies until now. Among
them are the Hungarian photographer Feri Farkaš and the French
photographer Sami Brill. Before them, there were two Italian
photographers who had been ﬁlming our movies, Primavera and
Tullio Chiarini, but when the war broke out between the Allies
and the Axis, these two photographers went back to their home,
Italy, and no news has been heard of them since. There was also
another Italian photographer before them, who used to ﬁlm our
early ﬁlms. This was Cornel, who grew old and died in Egypt. Di
Luca is an Italian photographer who is still working in Egypt.

There were foreign directors as well. When Studio Misr was created,
the director Fritz Kramp was brought over to himself direct the
ﬁrst production of the studio, which was Wedad, starring Omm
Kalthoum. He believed that not all the ﬁlms that the Egyptian
companies produced had to be ﬁrst class. There should be one or
two great ones a year, and the rest should be ordinary but strong.
He was also inclined towards introducing the comic element
into Egyptian ﬁlms, because the audience preferred comedy and
entertainment to other themes. Kramp produced another ﬁlm
for Studio Misr, Lachine. The script was written by a German, and
translated by Studio Misr men. Kramp returned to Germany when
international signs warned of the outbreak of war.
Another director was the Italian Mario Volpi. Nahas Film employed
him to direct its ﬁrst ﬁlm Song of the Heart (Onshoudat el Fouâd).
Fanar Film, established by Bahiga Hafez, also employed him to
direct its second ﬁlm, The Accusation (El Ittihâm). Volpi did not
stay long in Egypt before returning to Italy.
Later on, Studio Misr brought over from France Monsieur Andrea
Venio to set the aﬀairs of the Studio in order and organize a new
artistic programme for it. He stayed in Egypt for a few years and the
Studio beneﬁted a great deal from his expertise. His programme
included the same idea the German director Kramp had voiced
earlier, which was to incorporate comedy into Egyptian ﬁlms.
Venio worked on that theme to include popular comic ﬁlms in
the Studio’s programme. The ﬁrst of these was The Station of
Entertainment (Mehatet el Ons) starring Ali Kassar and Aqila Rateb.
The other ﬁlm was Women are in Danger (El Sittat ﬁ Khatar) starring
the late Ehsane Gazayerly. When his contract ended he returned
to France, leaving behind in Egypt a book he had published in
French called Cinema, in which he wrote about the cinema as
an art and an industry, and included some photographs and
information on Egypt.
El Kawakeb. Issue 33. Special issue. 1951

The Armenian community is the most active in the Egyptian
cinema. At their head is Hirant Nassibian, who has a studio by the
same name. It includes many specialized Armenians, working as
sound and light engineers and set designers, as well as others
who worked at developing and printing the ﬁlms.
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THE BIRTH OF THE SEVENTH ART IN ALEXANDRIA

Seasons Of Fires In The History Of The
Egyptian Cinema
Anonymous
As fate would have it, a ﬁre broke out in Studio Misr in the
year of the Egyptian cinema’s silver jubilee. Its victims were a
number of old ﬁlms that had been put in a special store room
in the basement of the studio. From there, the ﬁre spread to the
Montage Section next to it and consumed some new ﬁlms which
were to be released that season: Nahed, directed by Mohamed
Karim for Raqia Ibrahim; Heart to Heart (el Qalb lel qalb) directed
by Barakat for Assia; Faith (el Imân) directed by Badrakhan; Night
Train (Qitâr el layl) directed by Ezzedine Zoulﬁcar; and The Good
Citizen (el Mouwatin el salih) directed by Gamal Madkour for the
Ministry of Health. Other victims of the ﬁre were equipment for
the montage and screening of ﬁlms, all of the latest technology
developed by manufacturers of cinema equipment. That was the
worst event in the year of the Egyptian cinema’s silver jubilee,
but it was not the ﬁrst of its kind in the history of our cinema.
There had been other ﬁres before, some causing heavy losses,
and others that were minor.
Studio Misr was itself the stage for the ﬁre that started in the
Montage room when the late Kamal Selim was working on the
ﬁlm Determination (El ‘Azîmah) to be screened in 1939. The
deceased had just left the montage room in the lab, and was in
the studio courtyard nearby. He saw smoke streaming out of the
window, and nearly lost his mind when he saw the danger that
threatened all the eﬀort he had put into directing the ﬁlm. He
burst into the room, only to ﬁnd the ﬂames devouring all the ﬁlms
around. The deceased quickly snatched the boxes containing
the chapters of the ﬁlm Determination and threw them out of
the window, thereby saving most of them. In the process he was
severely burned in the face and arms. Meanwhile, the studio men
had started putting out the ﬁre before it spread to the rest of the
lab.
When he directed Child of the Desert (Ibn el Sahraa) in 1942,
Ibrahim Lama did what the late Kamal Selim had done. A ﬁre
broke out in Studio Lama, which contained all the old ﬁlms as
well as the new ones, including the above mentioned ﬁlm.
Without thinking, Ibrahim Lama rushed into the store house to
combat the ﬂames and save what he could of the ﬁlm boxes.
These included a great number of rare “raw” ﬁlms dating to the
period of World War II. His face and arms were so severely burned
that he had to be taken to hospital for treatment. The negative of
Child of the Desert (Ibn el Sahraa) perished in the ﬂames, so he had
to shoot it again after he left hospital.
As with Studio Misr, there was another ﬁre in Studio Lama two
years ago. It was around noon when the grand plateau caught ﬁre.
Samir Abdallah and the photographer Rashad Salama were ﬁxing

the sound of the ﬁlm A Storm in Spring (‘Âsifah ﬁ-l-rabî’) when the
room suddenly burst into ﬂames. Samir and the photographer
managed to escape before the ﬁre surrounded them. Ibrahim
was then in the lab of Studio Nassibian in Faggala. As soon as
he was notiﬁed by phone he hurried to the studio, only to ﬁnd
that the tongues of ﬂame had eaten the grand plateau and all the
equipment and electric lamps it contained. They had just been
bought by the deceased Ibrahim Lama from the States when he
had traveled there, and were being used for the ﬁrst time. As the
ﬁre had consumed the boxes of the ﬁlm A Storm in Spring (‘Âsifah
ﬁ-l-rabî’) in the sound room, the ﬁlm was re-shot.
There was also a ﬁre in Abdel Wahab’s Film Company, when
it was situated in El Saha Street, Rushdi Pasha, next to Omar
Eﬀendi Stores. One night, people saw smoke coming out of the
windows of the second ﬂoor ﬂat where the administration of
the company was. The ﬁre department was notiﬁed, as well as
Mr. Abdel Wahab and Mr. Karim, who both hurried there to save
as many ﬁlm boxes as possible. The ﬁre was quickly contained
and prevented from spreading to the other parts of the building
which were inhabited by residents.
We ﬁnally go back to 1932, when Mrs. Aziza Amir had ﬁnished
producing her ﬁlm Repent your Sin (Kaferi ‘an Khatî’tek). One
night, she was in her apartment in Zamalek, preparing the boxes
she would send to a cinema that would run the ﬁlm on trial after
midnight, before it was to premiere properly. Suddenly Aziza
heard a small “pop” that she did not pay attention to. Then, after
the pop, there was a whistle and a hissing like that of a snake.
Aziza felt some heat beneath her feet. She raised her eyes, only
to see tongues of ﬂame spreading quickly and surrounding her
from all sides. She forgot herself and tried to save what she could
of the ﬁlm, while the ﬁre spread throughout the room and to
the furniture and the ﬁlm boxes. In a split second the room had
turned into an inferno. Aziza tried to escape but couldn’t because
of the density of the smoke clouds. Outside the room, her mother
screamed. The neighbours and passers by saw the ﬂames spread
outside the house. Voices rose, asking for help. Zeinab Sedki,
who lived in the same building, screamed like a madwoman, and,
calling out Aziza’s name, rushed into the midst of the ﬂames to
save her. Aziza had fainted. She carried her in her arms outside
the house. The ﬁremen had arrived. They surrounded the ﬁre and
worked their pumps till they put it out. But the box of the positive
of the ﬁlm Repent your Sin (Kaﬃri ‘an Khati’atek) had burned in
the ﬁre. Luckily, the box containing the negative had not been in
the room, or Aziza’s loss would have been tremendous.
El Kawakeb. Issue No. 33. October 1951.
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Art Will Take The Lead
by Hassan Fayeq

Life Is A Stage
by Zeinat Sedki

Egypt has thus moved to take its right. Since we have all agreed
that we will either die or drive away the colonizer …, what is
expected from us, as artists, is to take the lead. During times of
peace art is to teach, in times of war, it is to lead.

Zeinat Sedki is known as a comic actor; very few know her as
a philosopher and expert in life and people. This article was
dictated by her, and we [the magazine] only changed the style.

Egyptian artists are of diﬀerent kinds: they either work for fame,
money or for art’s sake. ToJour, they will work, prior to anything
else, for the sake of their country and its welfare.
We have had enough of “enthusiastic” songs with repeated words
and imitated rhymes. What we need now is living songs emerging
from the spirit of the people and rhymes coming out of their anger
and revolution. We have had enough of myths and imaginative
stories; we want real plays of struggle …
In 1919, we Egyptian artists did our best. I believe toJour’s artists,
after half a century of continuous progress, have better tools than
ours and are more capable of serving our country … Or do we
want people to say that the “national spirit” of artists in 1919 was
stronger and that their belief in their cause was greater?
El Kawakeb. Issue 25. December 1951

Life is but a great stage on which only one old play is performed with
no changes. However, people never get bored with it. Although it
is the very same play that is performed every Jour, some people
see it as a comedy while others regard it as a tragedy.
In fact, those who consider it a comedy live longer as they enjoy
each and every minute in their lives.
I came to realize that life is nothing but a comic play that arouses
laughter… In fact, it is a silly one, but since we have to watch it
anyway why not laugh and enjoy it even if we are deceiving
ourselves.
Happiness is cheap and within reach; sadness, on the other hand,
is very expensive … One cannot overcome disasters by just
being sad, but one can overcome them by believing that they are
nothing but a joke from fate that will soon pass unnoticed in the
midst of joy.
For example why do we mourn for our friends and lovers who pass
away … Are we sure that they are on their way to hell? Would our
grief make them proud among their fellows that they left behind
people who appreciated them? Would destiny have pity on us
and bring them back to life?
Why do we feel miserable because of poverty and happy to be
rich … Are the rich happier than poor people?
Nonetheless, a touch of happiness replaces misery … Happiness
makes the poor take beans for a turkey and patched clothes
for silks. Sadness on the other hand duplicates their sense of
humiliation resulting from poverty.
That’s the diﬀerence between those who smile to life and those
who do not …those who consider life a comic play and those who
see it as a tragedy.
Let’s enjoy ourselves; it doesn’t matter.
El Kawakeb. Issue 25. December 1951.
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I Like Men’s Roles
by Fatma Rushdi
I have, in the course of my career, performed on stage a great
many characters but have never known so much gratiﬁcation as
from my depiction of men’s roles...
Men’s roles require skill and ability, a certain je ne sais quoi
that only the female psyche can provide. The parts, though not
necessarily the men, are somehow more profound; and to me, for
one, they are a great challenge to my talent.
The character of Tou Tou when rendered by me on stage was
met with such huge and unprecedented success that I performed
it hundreds of times. I also acted the part of Caesar in the play
by Ahmed Shawki Bey a number of times. And always to great
acclaim.
I have performed and I have known success, and I owe this
foremost to my unrelenting eﬀorts to understand and study the
characters I portray, so that I can “live” their experiences to the
point of total assimilation.
At the time, some thought I was insane, that it was too bold for
a woman to take such initiatives, but I believe that I have proved
to them beyond doubt that a woman can well assume those
masculine roles in the best way possible. For I have had great
success.
I have appeared in historical plays from L’Aiglon to The Two
Homeless Children. It has been my conviction that men’s roles are
of superior quality to those of women. There are immortal roles
that have been performed on the stage all over the world and
they are the basis of theater the world over.
Those very roles though not destined for women, are most suited
to their psychological and emotional make up. Those roles suit the
very nature of womanhood because they denote a universality
of human nature that only she can portray. For her sensitivity,
intelligence and cunning will be her keys to unraveling the
depths of these rich and complex characters. Only a woman can
get under the skin of a character and make it breathe through
her very pores.

Apart from make up and costume, of course, the rest is talent. It is
the artistic talent of a woman that will determine her failure and
success at interpreting male roles. May it be likewise noted that
the ﬁgure of the actress is of utmost importance, for it should ﬁt
the part like a glove. A curvaceous overly feminine body cannot
successfully represent a man’s, and this is where many women
have been miscast and have therefore failed.
Men’s roles have attracted me most because doing them is
representing Art for Art’s sake, regardless of gender. I am an
actress who loves Art for its own sake, sublime and supreme. The
texts of men’s parts are of such profundity and genius that I have
found lacking in female roles, and that is a great temptation for
the actress with the artist within.
That men have been luckier in the ﬁeld of acting is understandable
and unfortunate. But it is woman who has a real, inherent,
intrinsic, instinctive ability to perform the act of acting. Woman is
by her very nature an actress, a multi-facetted versatile creature
with far reaching means to her ends.
All in all, and in spite of the superior quality of male roles the
number of outstanding female actors all over the world has
managed to exceed by far that of outstanding male actors. It is
more possible for women to portray men than it is for men to
portray women for they are not as richly endowed.
When all is said and done, an actress can take it upon herself
to render the male character more and better than the male
portrayed, to give a performance less ﬂat and more fulﬁlled than
that given by a man. And herein lies the beauty of a feminine
expression of the male, and the splendour of her creation. Not to
mention the ultimate: the inﬂuence on the spectator’s innermost
being, on his heart.
El Kawakeb. Issue no. 25. February 1951.

Tou Tou has been successful onstage because it represents
irresponsible modern Jour youth, and it was a triﬂe of a challenge
for me playing that role. I had to have my hair sheared for the
part, and I did not mind that in the least. In historical plays, make
up is more than enough to patch the diﬀerences in appearance.
It can do wonders to enhance more than just the physical, for
even power and self assertion have something to beneﬁt from
appropriate make up.
The Small Eagle
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A Voice From The Past:

I Studied Cinema In Germany Thanks to Egyptian Cigarettes

by Mohamed Bayoumi

In the section “Believe it or Not”, we had remarked that the
photographer Mohamed Bayoumi was one of the ﬁrst to work
in the cinema in Egypt. … And here he is, narrating for us some
of his memories about studying photography in Germany, and
his ﬁrst eﬀort at producing Egyptian ﬁlms.
Throughout my education, and up until I joined the army,
photography has been my ﬁrst love. The “camera” was my
constant companion.
In 1919 I was made a reservist because I had participated in the
national movement. As Germany had ﬂung its doors wide open in
welcome of Egyptian students, I spent 6 months there, spending
my few pounds in it to enjoy its famed arts and photography. I
spent 7 Jours in the Leipzig exhibition, concentrating on the
cinema photographic equipment, and a desire was born within
me to study this art.
When I settled in Berlin, I did all I could to get closer to those
working in the cinema. Egyptian cigarettes had a major role to
play in cementing the friendship between me and the master
of German directors, Wilhelm Carol, who paved the way for me
in Diva Studios: ﬁrst as a visitor, then as a second. An excellent
second had nominated me to work with him in a ﬁlm because of
my black hair and eyes.

cinematic newsreel called Amon, and used to shoot it myself, and
develop and print it all in the small lab I had created.
I was not content with this newsreel, and decided I wanted to
produce ﬁlms so that I could give the audience Egyptian ﬁlms.
The ﬁrst ﬁlm I produced was a light comedy with a popular theme.
It was natural therefore that the heroes of the ﬁlm would eat the
traditional Egyptian meal: a pot of molokhiya. But it was this pot
that caused the ﬁlm to be censored; the censor claimed that this
pot ridiculed the Egyptian people, and banned the ﬁlm!
I took this shock well, and embarked on directing another comedy
called Master Bahbah Looks for Employment. I gave the main part
to my young son, and with him there were famous actors such
as the late Beshara Wakim, and Abdel Hamid Zaki and Fardous
Hassan. But before the ﬁlm was ﬁnished, my son died. It was a
terrible shock, and I could not go on with the ﬁlm.
In 1924 I contacted the late Talaat Harb Pasha, and proposed to
him that I would ﬁlm the stages of constructing the new building
of Bank Misr from beginning to end. He welcomed the idea. The
execution of the idea was the beginning of the contact between
me and the Bank.

While I was immersed in the Berlin cinema circles, I met the
German photographer Boehringer. I became friends with him
because of Egyptian cigarettes, which had a magical eﬀect on
Germans!

One of its employees thought of establishing a cinema studio
aﬃliated to the Bank. This idea resulted in the fact that I moved my
cinema lab to the Bank in February 1935, and from then till 1936
I worked for the Bank as a cinema photographer. I then resigned
from this job to establish a studio specialized in photography in
Alexandria.

This photographer was most generous with whatever information
he had regarding the art of cinematic photography. He eventually
made me his assistant, and so I started practicing photography.
Afterwards, I worked in a lab for developing and printing ﬁlm,
and studied all I needed to know in that area.

My sojourn in the port lasted for a while, till I was called to the
Egyptian army in 1937, after I had been an army reservist for
around 20 years. Most of my service was spent in the Western
Desert, and my task was to move the Bedouins from the danger
zones behind the ﬁghting armies.

In October 1921 I left Germany, armed with a wealth of information
I was determined to bring to Egypt to revive a new industry that
was non-existent. I suggested the idea of establishing a cinema
company to some wealthy gentlemen, but none believed that
such a venture would succeed in Egypt. So I decided to undertake
the project myself. I brought the equipment with the help of my
friend the photographer, Boehringer. I started by directing a

After that I volunteered in the Palestine war, and when it was over
I withdrew, watching from afar the development of Egyptian life
and art, which has been remarkable.
El Kawakeb. No. 25, February 1951.
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I Wish For The Egyptian Cinema In
The New Season
by Mohamed Karim

The new season has arrived, carrying hope for those who work in
the Egyptian cinema. They all wish that Egyptian ﬁlms can match
the great strides of the blessed renaissance that is shining on the
new era in Egypt. The director, Mohamed Karim, who has been in
the Egyptian cinema for almost 25 years – since it started until now
– talks about these hopes and wishes.
I wish that history would not repeat itself. Producers should not
imitate the other ﬁlms presented on screen, as had happened
during World War II and after that, when all the ﬁlms went round
and round the same circle of coarse comedy. This made Egyptian
ﬁlms lose the respectable reputation they had 20 years ago.
Most of our cinematographers are now concerned with producing
ﬁlms that deal with purges and with defaming the past era, as
well as glorifying the new one. I would not hate for this to be the
message of our cinema, but I would hate for all our ﬁlms to deal
with this issue, and for some to make cheap use of it, thereby
countering its real meaning and boring the audience with a single
theme that is being constantly repeated on screen.
The leaders of our blessed movement should not be lax about
giving permits to all and sundry to use our armed forces in ﬁlms
about the duties of the army. First of all, it must be ascertained
that the theme of the ﬁlm is respectable, and that the producer
has the necessary means, otherwise the ﬁlm will end up being
cheap propaganda for the army and its heroes. We would like our
army to be gloriﬁed on the screen, but not for the glory to be
exaggerated.
I wish that in the new season we will have new suitable stories
related to humanistic, social and national issues.
There is a great scope for our writers, and there is ample ﬁnancial
reward, yet I ﬁnd a sorry shortage in good stories. The great
writers say they have no time to write for the cinema. That is why
we put an advertisement in the papers asking for a story for Mr.
Mohamed Abdel Wahab’s new ﬁlm, which cost more than 300
pounds. We received hundreds of topics, but sadly there was not
among them a single one that would do. This is a shameful thing,
and I started to think we do not have the culture of stories. The
proof of this is that when the Ministry of Social Aﬀairs organized
a competition for writing stories, not one got ﬁrst prize, and most
of the stories we got were “borrowed” from foreign sources. We
could have been spared all this suﬀering if our great writers had
given us at least some suitable ideas, and we could have written
the dialogue and scenario under their supervision.
I wish that we could pay more attention to “new faces”. We are
very poor when it comes to our actors and actresses. For the past

15 years we have been using the same faces over and over. 15
years ago I was accused of introducing a new face to the screen,
and if it was successful, I would soon replace it with another one.
I used to do that in order to give other people a chance, while
the ones I had already helped managed to make their own way
to success. So I hope that producers would make this sacriﬁce of
looking for new faces and of spending money to prepare them
for the screen.
I wish that songs would not be the main feature in all our ﬁlms.
Musical ﬁlms should be limited to well known singers in Egypt.
Inserting songs in ﬁlms does more harm than good, because the
audience is beginning to appreciate the humanistic themes in
ﬁlms, and forcing unnecessary songs makes the themes lose their
power.
I also hope that we could stop showing dances in our ﬁlms. I am
not saying we stop them forever, but for a while. We should have
a “cease ﬁre”, and if we feel that the audience misses them, we
could bring them back.
I wish that advertisements could become less exaggerated. We
don’t want to read about the magniﬁcent so and so, or what a
genius so and so is. We don’t want to hear about the Film of the
Season, or Egypt’s Number One Actress. These adjectives and
epithets do more harm than good. That is why I want proper
advertisements, based on experience, studies and a proper
understanding of the psychology of the audience. I would like
each director and actor to refuse that his name be associated
with an adjective that is exaggerated.
I wish, and am very concerned, that in the new season our ﬁlms
should be premiered in respectable cinemas. The authorities
should force all large cinemas to dedicate eight weeks in winter
and the same in summer to Egyptian ﬁlms. This way, everybody
would appreciate the value of our ﬁlms – or at least, the good
ones will ﬁnd their way to audiences in large cinemas.
I wish that the papers, especially the daily papers, would pay more
attention to writing about the Egyptian cinema. I have noticed
that, sadly, some papers are more interested in Hollywood than in
the Egyptian cinema. Also, not much is written about the Egyptian
ﬁlms that are being shown. Some would say that there are too
many ﬁlms showing and that there is no space to write about
them all. They are perfectly right, but they could choose the good
ones to write about, and disregard the poor ones. Nobody who
wants to do his work well can ignore criticism, for it points to the
wrong that must be avoided in the future.
El Kawakeb. Issue 67. Special Issue. November 1952.
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The Revival Of The Alexandrian Cinema
Anonymous

The history of the Egyptian cinema bears witness that, since we
began working at it, Alexandria has played a leading role in the
cinema industry. There was more than one studio in it, and more
than one company. In the years before World War II, it produced
more than half the total of Egyptian cinema productions.
Consequently, many ﬁlm-makers who lived in the second capital
had to move to Cairo to resume their work there.
ToJour, Alexandria is trying to restore the position it had
held as the leader in the cinema industry. One of its sons, Mr.
Ramadan Rami, has established a modern studio, to bring back
to the city its past cinematic activity. Mr. Rami is an Alexandrian
businessman and he holds a degree in Electrical and Mechanical
Engineering. In 1942 he joined Studio Misr, bringing a good deal
of his technical expertise to its lab. Eight months later he went
abroad to augment this expertise with broader knowledge, then
returned to Alexandria, his home town, to establish a studio that
carries his name: Studio Rami.
Mr. Rami said in an interview that he had noticed that a lot of
cinema companies came to Alexandria to shoot some scenes
there, and that they had to carry all their equipment from Cairo
because none was to be found in Alexandria. He wanted to ﬁll in
this gap by creating the studio. As an Alexandrian, he also found
that it was not ﬁt for such a city to be without a studio that would
help establish an artistic unity between the sister cities.
He added that the next step he took was to establish a ﬁlm
production company, and he had in fact started, though on a
small scale, with the ﬁlm The Fisherman’s Daughter. He hopes that
the company will soon grow, as he has been working on making
it capable of increasing cinema productions and thus the cinema
industry in Alexandria. The current boom in the city, which has
been brought about by the blessed revolution, has encouraged
its children to return to it the position it had previously held in the
cinema industry. They will undoubtedly do that, in accordance
with the satisfaction Dr. Hussein Fawzi, the Undersecretary of
Public Guidance, evinced when he visited Studio Rami regarding
the eﬀorts that Alexandrians are making to revive its arts. The
project to support the cinema is now concerned with helping
those who work in it, and Alexandria will surely receive its share
of this aid.
El Kawakeb. Number 327. 5 November 1957.
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On The Egyptian Silent Film
by Bahiga Hafez

At the beginning of this [twentieth] century, the cinema was not
at all every young person’s dream, and its lights did not attract
attention or appeal to hearts. The cinema was a “shame” every
family tried to avoid. This is exactly what happened to me, and to
Youssef Wahbi, whose story is known to anyone interested in the
history of the cinema in our country.
My story with the cinema began in the twenties of this [twentieth]
century. The grand master of the Egyptian cinema, Mohamed
Karim, was looking for a new female face for the role of the heroine
in the ﬁlm Zeinab. He searched high and low, going to gatherings
and salons, looking with care for this new face, declaring he did
not want a face people knew from the stage. The theatre was
already a well established genre, standing ﬁrmly on its feet,
while the cinema was still trying to walk, like a weak toddler. At
that time the young men ﬂocked to the theatre, many of them
forming associations for amateurs. They were inﬂuenced by
ﬂimsy cinematic shows, so that each one dreamed of becoming
a Douglas Fairbanks or a Charlie Chaplin or some other Western
movie star whose silent ﬁlms were being shown in the few
projection halls in Cairo and Alexandria.
In truth, I was very interested in art. I studied music and waited for
any opportunity to watch foreign ﬁlms in Alexandria. I was also
following from afar the activities of the Egyptian amateurs, for it
was not possible for young Egyptian women to mix with men.
I used to sneak out to watch some of the ﬂimsy ﬁlms which
were being shown in cinemas in Alexandria. These ﬁlms were
not enthusiastically met, for they were attempts that lacked the
elements of material and artistic success. They also lacked money,
experience and art. One of the ﬁlms I saw in the twenties of this
[twentieth] century was Master Barsoum. I don’t remember who
directed it.
At this time Mohamed Karim had returned from Germany after
having studied production there. Before that, he had started out
as an actor, appearing in silly roles in early cinematic attempts. One
of the papers published an announcement that Mohamed Karim
was preparing to direct the ﬁlm Zeinab, taken from the novel by
Doctor Mohamed Hussein Heikal, and that he was looking for a
fresh face not yet burnt out by the theatre to play the heroine’s
role.

I never thought circumstances would place me in the way of
Mohamed Karim, or that he would choose me for the leading role
of his ﬁlm. But Fate ordained that I would play this role. Mohamed
Karim saw me at a party. I caught him staring at me, as I was
stealing a look at him. Suddenly he left his seat and approached
me. He greeted me in French, and we started chatting. Then
he surprised me by nominating me for the leading female role
in the ﬁlm Zeinab. We did not talk for long, for he was surprised
by my enthusiasm and consent, despite whatever my parents’
disapproval would bring upon me.
I began work with him around 1927. It took us 21 months to
complete the ﬁlm, though during this whole period we only
worked 2 months and a few Jours. The reason was that we did
not have the necessary technical equipment, and Mohamed
Karim was trying his best to get round this problem. The cameras
were operated by hand, and the methods of developing ﬁlm were
primitive. Also, there was no cinema studio or a lab to develop
ﬁlms. There was no lighting equipment, so ﬁlming had to be done
in sunlight, or in places without ceilings, or in corridors lined with
silver paper that would reﬂect the light.
Mohamed Karim had a bad temper that was aggravated by lack
of equipment and all the problems we had and which we tried to
solve by ﬁlming outdoors. But these problems began to decrease
when Youssef Wahbi, the ﬁlm producer, built a simple studio of
mud in Imbaba – which later became Madinet Nasr – and which
included several theatres and a glass studio. This primitive studio
relieved many of their diﬃculties, although it was practically
unequipped. And with all this, we still lacked the human element.
People would run away from Mohamed Karim after he had spent
time and money on them. For instance, he had agreed with some
farmers upon some work, and had spent many hard Jours training
them and rehearsing in front of the camera. But when the Jour for
shooting came, they all disappeared from sight – from the village,
in fact. And so work would stop till we found the runaways and
convinced them to come back.
There was nobody around responsible for the ﬁlm or its production.
Karim alone was the director, producer, make- up artist, registrar,
and he also operated the clapperboard.
When Karim made use of background music to aﬀect the
psychology of the actors during the ﬁlming of a scene, the
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peasants recruited to work as extras would leave their work to
dance to the music.
What annoyed us most was sometimes, in cloudy weather, we
had to wait for a whole Jour for the sun to shine. And sometimes
no sun shone for Jours on end. When we were in Fayoum shooting
a scene there, we would wait for a long time for the sun to shine,
and would often return home in the evening without having
done the Jour’s work. And how often the car broke down, so we
had to spend the night on the empty road and face the attacks of
wolves and other wild creatures.
Once, in winter, Karim tried to shoot a scene in which the heroine
would walk in the ﬁelds, in the pouring rain, and then ﬁnd shelter
under a tree, after her clothes had got thoroughly wet. Having
failed to control the weather, Karim had this ingenuous idea. He
put up some wood scaﬀolding and attached to them the garden
sprinklers. All this exhausted me and I fell ill. We would shoot
the scene several times. I felt terrible pains and was conveyed to
hospital suﬀering from appendix pains.
Some unforgettable memories have to do with the problems
we had in moving and transporting the cameras. This was very
diﬃcult for the photographer and the director, and cranes and
chariots had not yet been invented. But the genius of Karim
surmounted this problem. He invented a means of moving the
camera, by placing it on the front of the car and making it move
carefully.

These two ﬁlms were enormously successful, and I repeated The
Victims as a sound movie. This was after a sound engineer called
Szabou had invented a recording machine.
In the meantime Talaat Harb had begun building Studio Misr.
This led me to produce my new ﬁlm Laila, Daughter of the Desert
(Laila Bint el Sahrâ’), which took 5 months to ﬁlm. It is about the
attempt of Kisra an Cherwan, a Persian king, to rape a Bedouin
girl. She resists him, and with the support of her tribe, overcomes
him.
The ﬁlm was projected and won acclaim like no other Arabic ﬁlm.
But then the sister of the former King Farouk married the Shah
of Iran, and this marriage was the death knell of the ﬁlm. Orders
were issued to ban it.
This of course caused me an enormous ﬁnancial loss, as I had
invested all I possessed in that ﬁlm. I abandoned art and the
cinema, and became a recluse. Recently, after the Egyptian
revolution, I managed to get a permit to show the ﬁlm in full.
El Helal. October 1965. Issue 10. pp 27-31

The movie was ﬁnally ﬁlmed, and developed, after an enormous
eﬀort. It was shown in Cinema Metropole, behind Cicurel Stores.
It was a huge success, because it was the ﬁrst serious attempt in
the Egyptian cinema. On the Jour of the premiere, I was surprised
to see my family there. My success as the heroine of the ﬁlm was
one of the factors that made my family forgive me, so that the rift
was healed and all went back to normal between us.
The Jours passed, and I began to seriously consider storming the
ﬁeld of cinema production. My ﬁrst idea was to produce musical
ﬁlms for which I would write the music and lyrics, and record them
on records. But Mohamed Karim and Youssef Wahbi surprised me
by visiting me at home and oﬀering me the leading role in the
new ﬁlm The Elite (Awlâd el Dhawât), which was going to be shot
in Paris because now that sound movies had appeared in Europe,
this would be a sound movie.
So I gave up my project, and accepted. We left for Paris and started
work on the ﬁlm. But Youssef Wahbi and I disagreed over some
technical matters and I refused to go on with the ﬁlm, locking
myself up in my room. Friends tried in vain to resolve this issue,
for each of us insisted on our point of view. I returned to Cairo
after giving up my role, and hired a lawyer to sue Youssef Wahbi
for recompensation. This matter caused an uproar in the cinema
circles, and in the papers and magazines, so that this interest
became a huge advertisement for the ﬁlm.
I then went on with my ideas regarding art. I established a cinema
company, through which I produced a ﬁlm called The Victims (el
Dahâyâ), followed by another called The Accusation (al Ittihâm).
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Cinema Cinema
by Ibrahim Abdel Meguid

Late last summer I took a stroll down Saﬁa Zaghloul Street in
Alexandria, as I am often wont to do whenever in the city; stopping
by Ramleh Station to check out the book vendors. I will always
remember the late ‘Am Sayed, who sold me books when I could
aﬀord to buy them, or just loaned them to me when I could not.
May God rest his soul. Oftentimes, I take a diﬀerent route, going
in the other direction starting with Ramleh Station, crossing Saﬁa
Zaghloul and Rue Fouad and back down Nebi Daniel to Saad
Zaghloul and back again to Ramleh Station where I would spend
some time in Calatheia or Trianon.
Why for the life of me and how many times I take those roads, I
often wonder … thousands of times, no doubt. I have done this
ever since I was a child of ﬁve coming from Karmouz, until I left
Alexandria at the age of twenty ﬁve and later on during all my
uncountable visits. And although it seems to me always that I roam
the streets aimlessly, the truth of the matter is that I had grown
addicted to walking by the cinemas on those streets, stopping to
inspect photos of actors and the posters in the window display at
the entrance of Cinema Rialto.
Walking through Rue Fouad late last summer, I noticed the shut
down of the cinema by that name, as well as Cinema Plaza;
and on the following visit I noticed that the former was being
transformed into a Wedding Hall. I later learned that the same
fate awaited Plaza Cinema as well. I cringed as I always did each
time I heard of what was befalling and becoming of cinemas in
Alexandria.
I had long known that demolishing movie houses in all Arab
countries was not a random act but a carefully planned conspiracy
and business-minded strategy with locations used for more
lucrative ventures. But more importantly, behind all this lurks
a growing streak of ultra conservatism verging on radicalism
that sees in the very art of cinema a threat of haram or what is
forbidden by religion; a notion hitherto all too alien to us.
Those who hold those views could never imagine that someone
like yours truly would suﬀer for the simple reason that it was in
these very cinemas that I received my ﬁrst initiation into the value
of the imagination and the imaginary world. That by pulling
down those ediﬁces they deprive people of one of the greatest
festive pleasures; for watching a movie at the cinema is greater
and by far more enjoyable than watching it on television for the
simple reason that in the cinema you watch a movie in a ritualistic
group atmosphere amidst an awesome silence worthy of that art

and in consummate oneness with the rest of the viewers.
Alas, those ﬁne human emotions do not pose any hindrance to the
ignorant desert Wahabi notions of haram and its sledgehammer.
How many a cinema has been demolished in Alexandria? No less
than thirty: starting with El Nasr Summer Cinema in Dekheila a
long time ago, to Montaza Open Air Cinema, through El Helal in
Qabbari and Cinema Misr in Karmouz on Nile Street (known as
El Nil Cinema), Cinema el Gomhourya in Ragheb, Cinema Star in
Mahatet Masr, Tatweeg in Anfoushi, Cleopatra in Farahda, Cinema
Rex, Ritz, Alhambra, Cosmo, El Sharq, Park, Majestic in Manshieh
and Ramleh Station, Cinema Qais, Cinema Laila in Bacos, Cinema
Sporting, La Gaité and Odeon. Other second and third class
cinemas have all been brought down and converted to buildings
and malls or workshops and warehouses. All that in a city that
has known the beginnings of cinema screening before any other
in Egypt only one year after the ﬁrst Lumière projection in Paris in
the year 1985. A city that has witnessed the establishment of the
ﬁrst cinema studio in Egypt at the hands of Mohamed Bayoumi in
the 1920’s of the past century.
For me cinema was an important factor contributing to my cultural
make up: for after a period during which my imagination soared
in pursuit of mythology and larger-than-life heroes … followed
knowledge. Nearly each movie had behind it a literary work
that I sought and read. Cinema opened a door for me to world
literature introducing me, for example, to Margaret Mitchell after
watching Gone with the Wind, Herman Melville after I saw Moby
Dick, Dostoevsky after The Brothers Karamazov, Greek mythology
after the Hercules series of ﬁlms, Tolstoy after Anna Karenina and
Hemingway after A Farewell to Arms; which last ﬁlm in particular
I remember watching at Cinema Fouad when I was only twelve
years old, it being my ﬁrst experience of that particular theatre.
Every visit to a second or third class cinema had a story or
anecdote involving me and my friends: starting with skipping
school, tramhanging, buying tickets from the black market,
making passes at the girls, smoking our ﬁrst cigarettes and later
buying books at Ramleh Station. With the amelioration of our
ﬁnances, going to the movies became an experience in sensual
pleasure: from selecting clothes and hairstyle, to wearing French
cologne and polishing our shoes etc. At the guichet (ticket booth)
of Cinema Plaza sat a pretty girl I will never forget, and in Cinema
Metro sat an even prettier demoiselle; I wonder where they are
toJour …
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Akher Sa'a. No. 1042, 13 October 1954

Cinema Alhambra was the students’ hideaway on MonJours, and
Cinema Plaza was reserved for ThursJours. The Majestic always
smelled bad, its only credit being its location right across from
Mohamed Ahmed the famous ‘foul and falafel’ shop (ex Benjamin)
which sold aﬀordable sandwiches. Going to Cinema Royal, on the
other hand, was always a treat since it was claimed that it imposed
a formal dress code and that anyone not properly attired would
be denied entry into its premises. God knows where on earth this
rumour ever came from! Going to Cinema Amir was more like
visiting a friend’s beautiful home, both small and cosy in spite of
the air condition in summer. The ultimate in cinematic pleasure
was a trip to the Metro Cinema which was the embodiment of
a strange yet authentic experience that transported one to the
heart of Hollywood and beyond
No wonder then that those cinemas took center stage in my
writings, especially in my novels: The House of Jasmine and Birds
of Amber. As a preparatory stage schoolboy I was able to cite over
a hundred ﬁlm titles from memory, sometimes more … up to a
hundred and ﬁfty; had I not become a novelist, I may well have
been a ﬁlm historian! Yet however etched and engraved in my
soul all this history is, toJour’s reality can boast no trace of this
past splendour. The people of Alexandria have been deprived of,
among other things, a source of endless pleasure with utmost
spiritual and cultural impact.
ToJour in Alexandria only eight cinemas remain: Radio and Royal,
the Compounds and one in Agami. Low income areas, in spite of
their predominance and all the construction taking place there,

have all, without exception, been deprived of them, thus leaving
millions of Alexandrians with the only alternative form of much
less delightful or meaningful entertainment that is the television
set. For television, even at its best, can never hope to aspire to the
level of entertainment the experience of going to the cinema can
provide.
What a gaping diﬀerence between a pleasure hardly sought,
experienced in the banal and mundane comfort of one’s home,
and a pleasure sought and gone after even out of one’s way: the
latter warms the heart and lights up the spirit with joy, from the
moment one leaves the house through the whole séance at the
movie, and after and beyond. It remains ingrained in the psyche,
enriching the imagination, leaving unforgettable memories and
the viewer avid for knowledge. One’s whole vision of the world is
altered, and insight is gained.
Such was the inﬂuence of cinema on me, and so it remains to
be with multitudes the world over, every single Jour, as long as
cinemas continue to exist.
Now I question: who can make the case and advocate a cinema in
every district, and who will champion the cause and implement it
in our city, in Alexandria: City of Cinema ….
Alex Med Newsletter.
Issue 3. May – July 2006.
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Mahmoud Abdel Aziz in Why is the Sea Laughing, directed by Mohamed el Qalyoubi
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Alexandria Again and Forever:
A Second Look Back
When the ﬁlm Lumière and Cie was made in 1995 with the
collaboration of 41 directors from all over the world, one of
whom was Alexandrian Youssef Chahine, Roger Ebert had
this remark to make: “It is really interesting that it was only the
American directors who attempted to tell stories with their ﬁlms.
The European, African and Asian directors were content to create
moods or atmosphere”. And this is what we, too, have sought to
do in this catalogue: try to recreate the mood or atmosphere of
the Alexandria that gave birth to the seventh art in Egypt, and
continues to nurture artists with cinematic talent and leanings.
Thus, this is not the last word, and would never claim to be
the deﬁnitive in the history of the cinema in Alexandria. In all
fairness to research, this is not the end and can only hope to be a
beginning: an introduction to which this is an addendum.

and an ability to blend with the primary colours of its landscape.
Historically, too, Alexander’s empire moulded an état d’âme and
a rich cultural heritage that produced a global citizen, a man for
all times and seasons, who was wise, informed and sensitive,
yet culturally rooted and enhanced, ethnically grounded and
positively engaged.

The research carried out was both intensive and extensive, and in
good creed we admit some omissions and curtailments that have
had to be made here and there to make this catalogue possible
in its present form including its wealth of photographs. To extend
a photographic metaphor, we have explored angles through
a variety of lenses ranging from the wide angle to zoom and
portrait. The whole is seen through a ﬁsh eye whenever possible.

The epicurean value of entertainment cannot be emphasized
enough, and for the Lumière brothers to set their sights on
Alexandria was a stroke of visionary genius. Thanks to their
photographic experience, they understood the appeal of people
“caught in the act of living”, as one early critic put it – and where
better than Alexandria to put this into practice. It was a state of the
art technology meeting a state of the art life-style. An epicurean
culture mingled with a typical joie de vivre gave the city a ﬂavour
so unique, a certain je ne sais quoi, a perfect formula, almost as to
provide a recipe for success.

Like all the ﬁrsts we have encountered, we wish to look back on
this work with some satisfaction, and a lot of hope that more will
follow by amateurs and professionals alike. For the city that has
contributed to entertainment history deserves every research
into a cinematic past we may at times lament, but do not wish to
mourn. In the following pages we will take a second look both at
the Alexandrian experience and at the catalogue, trying to sum
up at times and at others to add a few points or names, as well as
suggestions for further research and exploration.
I. The Sea is Laughing: The Setting
New men arrived from other lands, having had a dream like theirs,
and in the city of Zobeide, they recognized something of the streets
of the dream.
Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities
Once upon a time, one is almost tempted to begin, and to add, “and
a very good time it was.” But we do not want to turn this backward
glance into a nostalgic look at a bygone Alexandria; rather, it is a
gaze at the city by a Mediterranean that runs deep in Alexandrian
veins and gives its citizens her distinctive stamp wherever they
are, wherever they go. The sea, the waves, the occasional storms,
and the temperance of climate dictated an attitude of tolerance

Such a landscape, deﬁned by the sea, peopled from around
the Mediterranean and harbouring an epicurean tradition of
community, friendship and entertainment, made Alexandria
the perfect port of debarkation for the camera and its men. If
cosmopolitanism is akin to chemistry and atoms, it is little wonder
that the human chemistry between the locals and the expatriates
created also labs and studios.

Bred in an emancipated and avant garde society that appreciated
the art of life, the Alexandrian citizen had an entrepreneurial spirit,
a culture of setting precedents, a culture of the open house, of
the conscious eﬀortless eﬀort to communicate and to entertain
and please. Alexandrians had the greatest luxury of all, the right
to choice – for real cosmopolitans do not insist that everyone
become cosmopolitan. They are pluralistic and respectful of the
choice of individuals. By virtue of a moral geography, Alexandria
was not fenced in on itself nor isolated and not insular to what
was happening in the world. It was a magnet where the otherwise
marginalized had admission and could occupy the foreground and
live in the midst of its people rather than on the side, as did our
cinema pioneers, many coming from around the Mediterranean.
If the setting and its people were in a way conducive to the actual
industry, Alexandria, with its illustrious past, heroes and immortal
dramas was and continues to be the subject of numerous historical
movies, beginning with Lama’s Cleopatra in 1943 down to the 2006
Alexander the Great production starring William Shanter, Adam
West and John Cassavetas. Alexandria is also the site of more
modern historic moments, such as the nationalization of the Suez
Canal announced in Alexandria in Nasser 56 and the aftermath of
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the 1952 revolution played out in the cosmopolitan city and the
changes it witnessed in Naguib Mahfouz’s classic Miramar. Both
Alexandria and its citizens made history and made the city home
to a romance between Egypt and the cinema.
II. Behind the Camera: Studios and Cinematographers
In looking at the ﬁrst studios and those who manned them, we
initially meet the masters, who carried foreign – particularly Italian
– names: Dorés, Mizrahi, Orfanelli, along with a host of foreign
and local names. Together they collaborated by way of technical
assistance in primitive studios that were a challenge to work in.
Hagop Ohan, the Armenian working with Alvise Orfanelli, recalls
in his memoirs working in studios that were originally garages,
and Abdel Halim Nasr likewise states that equipment consisted
of an antiquated camera, a few light bulbs and wooden frames
covered in papier maché. Filming indoors was an ordeal and the
genius of a director was measured by his ability to stage as many
outdoor scenes as was possible to contrive, which was no less
daunting with shots taken mostly on rooftops at the mercy of
the weather and with the threat of the sets being blown to the
winds.
Starting out as teacher and apprentice, foreigners and locals
worked together until an industry was able to stand on its own feet
with a wholly Egyptian crew of technicians and cinematographers.
Until well into the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century, xenophobia
was hardly an issue, and integration was no threat. Accepting
one another and respecting their diﬀerences, people accepted
the other. Often, the other was the subject of hearty amusement,
even if some claim that the other was portrayed unﬂatteringly, it
was always out of candour and love. In his poem “Cosmopolitan
Greetings” Allen Ginsberg says: “Candour ends paranoia” and,
indeed, although one could laugh at an Ali el Kassar or a Shalom
for their otherness, one loved them and went to watch them and
they were no less game: acting, and producing, as in the case
of Shalom, since for the true cosmopolitan minorities, and, for
that matter, women too, there is no room for fundamentalism or
chauvinism. Togo Mizrahi did more for Egyptian cinema than is
commonly known and his enterprise attests not only to a keen
business mind but also to a shrewd understanding of Egyptian
nature, a feeling not possible without compassion and empathy.

would advertise a ﬁlm by citing the number of jokes it had and
the laughs it assured (in Arabic also referred to as eﬀet) as with
Ismail Yassin movies, and many others. Or citing the kisses by
number as with Father up a Tree (Abi fawk el shagara) where the
ﬁlm boasts its 54 kisses and becomes the second largest grossing
ﬁlm in Egyptian cinema. Badr Lama and Togo Mizrahi were joined
by a third, an Egyptian who seems to have known the trick of
attracting an audience. With the ﬁrst ever trick in Egyptian
cinema, Mahmoud Khalil Rashed made an instant box oﬃce hit
with Mustafa, or the Little Magician, which was hugely successful
because of the special eﬀects used. Later still Niazi Mustafa
would ﬁnd similar success with his series of The Disappearing Hat
(Taqeyet el ikhfa) ﬁlms following earlier less successful attempts
by Ahmed Galal and Youssef Chahine.
A studio master like Alvise Orfanelli kept a low proﬁle and worked
hard at making a name but always kept his expenses so low that
the young Abdel Halim Nasr was denied a raise even at the cost of
leaving the studio, which he did. This brings us to a more obvious
form of collaboration between Mizrahi and the young apprentice,
for the role he played in furthering his career is unequivocal. We
hear of instances later on when a foreign owner would deny a
young Egyptian entry into his studio, commissioning him only
to lesser jobs than that of ﬁlming. This is evident in the case of
Gaston Madri and Wahid Farid, and of a young Egyptian averse
to the patronage or the “import” of foreign technicians – but this
was later in the century and historic events had begun to reshape
the culture. Besides, this was happening in Cairo especially after
World War II and bombardments had a hand in pulling the
red carpet from under the feet of Alexandria. Already a new
atmosphere was burgeoning and with it a new attitude. The
typical Alexandrian ethos had been the passing on of the torch
from the older generation to the younger local one.
While Alexandrian Italians such as Dorés, Mizrahi and Orfanelli
were our earliest ﬁlmmakers, our Greeks, too, were extremely
active, and the business of ﬁlming and screening was divided
almost entirely between them. There were Greek make up artists
such as Mitzo who is said to have even written a script and it is
known that Faten Hamama, dubbed The Lady of the Arab Screen,
would speciﬁcally ask for the poster of her ﬁlm to be painted by
the Greek Vassilou.

Mizrahi quickly and early on realized that Egyptian audiences had
a leaning for comedy on the one hand, and melodrama on the
other. So with an eye on his audience and his money, he invested
in ﬁlms introducing Ali el Kassar and Fouad el Gazayerli and
Shalom, creating a mix that would challenge the assumptions of
any xenophobic.

One look at the credits of our old ﬁlms shows the foreign inﬂuence
of Mediterranean origin. From the music scores to the furniture
stores, names like music composer Andrea Ryder, Isaac the dance
trainer, those of furniture shops owned by Armenians and Greeks
who would rent their furniture out to the studios, as well as carpet
dealers, the Italian Salvi, scrolled down right to the end.

If the Lama brothers produced their great Bedouin ﬁlm inspired
perhaps by Hollywood, Mizrahi’s inspiration came from the
Egyptian people. However, both have given us what constitutes
our early cinematic heritage. An interesting coincidence between
Lama’s use of the word “kiss” in the title of his movie and Mizrahi’s
penchant for comedy as a proven recipe for commercial success
is demonstrated in later instances of cinema advertising. Posters

With Mohamed Bayoumi and Mahmoud Khalil Rashed we move
into a more national Egyptian realm and the ﬁrsts that they
pioneer are a pride to the industry. So too with Mohamed Karim,
whose ﬁlms provide the themes recurrent in Egyptian cinema to
this Jour.
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Bayoumi’s ups and downs created a small masterpiece that was
Barsoum Looks for Employment, featuring a Jew and a Moslem
both facing the same problem of poverty and hunger and ending
up sharing the same plate of food. In one of its scenes, a picture
of Saad Zaghloul is drawn on a wall side by side with one of Jesus
Christ wearing the crown of thorns, and wailing by the wall were
the protagonists, each saying his own prayer for a job and a crust
of bread.
We have also charted the early documentaries relying mainly on
Ali Abou Chadi’s book as our source. If any additional information
came our way we would include it, but if not authenticated, we
preferred a void to an untruth or an inaccuracy, even at the cost
of the accusation of not being thorough.
With the cinematographers ends a chapter for which we chose
examples. Three of the Egyptian moviemakers who made it
abroad, in Hollywood, France, Germany, and in neighbouring
Syria and Iraq were of Alexandrian descent. The three are rooted
in Egyptian soil and have inhaled the Alexandrian sea air. Shadi
Abdel Salam, Youssef Chahine and Tewﬁk Saleh are a perfect
example of the versatile Alexandrian character, very diﬀerent the
one from the other, but at the end of the Jour, like the sun, setting
in the same horizon.
Down the star walk of fame we were able to trace additional
names who were born though maybe not bred in Alexandria, or
who were not born in Alexandria but who lived there for a while
and made it abroad rather than in Egypt, indicating that a tiny
drop of Alexandrian blood running in the veins goes a long way.
These names include Chirine el Khadem, Ibrahim Moussa, Ossie
(Osman Ragheb), Mohamed Metwalli and the newest addition
Mohamed Ali who won the 2006 Alexandria Film Festival Award
for a well made ﬁlm championing liberation and equality for
women, and starring Tunisian born actress Hind Sabri. Breaking
a frontier taboo and bridging a cross cultural gap seem to come
naturally either as a belief or a second nature to the typical
Alexandrian artist.
We can also mention Francesco Freda in Italy, Vassilis Vafeas in
Greece, the Hakim brothers and Jeanne Sorel in France, Anne
Freeway in Hollywood, Ibrahim Moussa in Germany and Italy,
and Dodi el Fayed in England. And as a drop of Alexandrian
blood did go a long way indeed to paint the Mediterranean
with its ex-enclave minorities, we have a second generation “exAlexandrian” Maria Iliou whose mother lived in Alexandria and
dictated the story of the daughter’s ﬁlm romance. There is also
Maria Klonaris whose father was born in Alexandria and was a
practicing gynecologist, and seems to have had some remotedistance geographic and genealogical eﬀect on his daughter.
Apparently, while going through her father’s ﬁles as a child, the
picture of a hermaphrodite, adding the paradox of androgyny to
the Alexandrian paradox of polarity, became the emblem that
shaped her cinematic vision, creating a whole trend in the 1970s,
and receiving European and international acclaim. Interesting,
too, is that the famous Futurist Marinetti for whom Futurism is
“grounded in the complete renewal of human sensibility that has

generated [our] pictorial dynamism” should have been born in
Alexandria. Gregoire Solotareﬀ now in France, son of Dr. Henri el
Kayem who was once the medical attendant to the Egyptian crown
prince, studied medicine like his father but then chose to write
children’s books and together with his sister Nadia to illustrate
them using his mother’s Russian name. Solotareﬀ’s books have
been made into a series of ﬁve animated short ﬁlms based on
his picture book Loulou (1989). Others born in Alexandria and of
renown for artistic achievement, we can cite Moshe Mizrahi born
in 1931 and active in Israeli cinema, with a ﬁlm echoing almost
identically a later Egyptian ﬁlm, both bearing the same title Father
of Girls (Abou el banat).
To crown it with an Academy Award for technical excellence we
have come across Fouad Said, the inventor of the “cinemoblie”,
perhaps not born in Alexandria at all, although the possibility
does exist. Fouad Said grew up in the studio of his maternal
uncle by a name no other than Joseph Aziz – whether he was
directly related to Aziz Bandarli of the very early period, or just
an apprentice or whether the name is a mere coincidence, we
do not know for sure. But the studio which later became Studio
el Ahram was founded by the Armenian Hagop Ohan, himself a
Cairene who trained and worked for a while in Alexandria and
who may have brought with him some technicians from there.
When it comes to cinematographers (photographers, technicians,
directors – those who trained in studios) one seems to belong to
an Alexandrian past either by descent or association or a blend of
both. So those were formative years that shaped an outstanding
technical achievement, earning Fouad Said material and moral
returns and national pride for the country he left behind.
Romantically one extends an honorary, virtual, almost hereditary
aﬃliation and citizenship valid long after passports and residence
permits expire and nationalities change and geographic maps of
nations are altered by history, for together we share a human
heritage born of a common background. The same goes for
the compatriot, or the son or one of even later descent – for in
our culture we say that a blood aﬃliation will hold on for seven
generations. It is in that spirit of the compatriot without rigid
spatial frontiers that one embraces a Dodi el Fayed or a Hakim
brother or a Vassilis Vaﬁas or even a Maria Klonaris, and by
association of proximity to Cairo, the possible legitimacy of a
Fouad Said. Even a transient passage through Alexandria may
leave its cinematic mark on an artist with such an inclination.
Osman Ragheb, born in Nablus, Palestine, spent his formative
years in Alexandria and made his cinematic debut in 1944 with
Youssef Chahine while both were schoolboys at Victoria College,
making together a short “ﬁlm” called School Life. Now a German
national, Osman Ragheb – known by the name of Ossie – has an
extensive ﬁlmography including Schindler’s List in which he acted
and others where he was assistant director and dialogue coach.
We adopt them all with open arms, and tend to over-trace the
linealogy and to boast a kinship if we can, out of a natural desire
for fraternity perhaps, but mostly because we can trace the crop
to the original seed and to a memory undimmed by departure.
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III. Before the camera: The Actors
From the early Jours, Alexandria had its fair share of actors, actresses
and stars. They were pure Egyptians as well as pure foreigners, and
often they were of mixed heritage and blood. Regardless of race,
acting in the early ﬁlms was neither sophisticated nor cultivated.
It was basic, and very often naïve. The art was new and those who
were drawn to it had a calling certainly other than money since
it paid precious little. Besides, it was exhausting and shooting
conditions, being primitive, were excruciating.
Silent movies, which had in part been created by women who
demanded a certain standard, and which in turn had made stars
of these daring and committed women, were soon succeeded
by sound movies, which those stars could not survive. Their
acting, which had hitherto depended on their eyes, generally
quite expressive, became more aﬀected and false. This may also
explain another point: whereas there was a fascination with
comedy, our three actress/producers (Aziza Amir, Bahiga Hafez
and Fatma Rushdi) ventured on serious ﬁlms with either patriotic
undertones or serious social themes, as well as adaptations from
literary works, whether Egyptian or foreign. There was almost
an attempt at almost highbrow cinema with the women, none
of whom produced any comedy. Some did have comic roles, but
they were not the stars and often they could not qualify as divas,
as with the ugly Bahiga el Mahdi (Henriette Cohen) or Badriya
Raafat (Josephine Sarkis) who was fat.
As with the cinematographers, actors and actresses eventually
left to Cairo or Europe and Hollywood. In addition to the wellknown cases documented in this catalogue, we have traced those
with some form of link to Alexandria. Ann Greenway, Jeanne
Sorel, Dinos Iliopoulos, Sean Delon and Chris Maher were born in
Alexandria. None of them, with the exception of Delon, has worked
in Egyptian productions but have pursued careers abroad. Many
of them, too, have worked in diﬀerent specializations. Even those
who ended up producing, or owning production companies, also
did some acting.
Ann Greenway was born in Alexandria on August 15th, 1902,
the daughter of the American ambassador to Egypt. She acted
mainly in the theatre opposite Ed Wynn in Carnival and even
starred in George le Maire’s Aﬀaires. In 1929 producer William
le Baron cast her as the ingénue lead in Half-Marriage, but her
screen appearances remained limited. She died in California in
June 1977. The Greek Dinos Iliopoulos – a great comedy actor
– was born in Alexandria in 1915. His Peloponnesian father was a
businessman and after the crash in 1929 Dinos left with his family
to Marseille, then left them to continue his studies in Athens. In
1954 he formed a theatre group of his own with Mimis Fotopoulos,
creating one of the best comic duos seen in Greece. He continued
acting on stage and in the cinema well into the 1970s, receiving
the King George I Award for his contribution to acting. He died
in June 2001 of a lung infection. Jeanne Sorel was also born in
Alexandria in 1913 before making it big in New York and England,
both as an actress and a musician. Her origins are unknown but
she is probably of Egyptian Jewish descent.

Foreign stars whose nativity in Alexandria is sometimes contested
are Anna Magniani and George Raft. Some sources say Anna
Magniani was born in Alexandria, while others cite Rome as her
homeland, though conceding that her father was from Alexandria.
Hollywood star George Raft is also said to have been either born,
raised or lived for some time in Alexandria, but this has not been
substantiated by any reliable record, so we cannot testify to the
fact. An alleged birth name Raphtopoulos or Raftakis remains
a matter for speculation. George Guetarie was most likely born
in Alexandria but little is known of his years there. Strangely
enough, we have encountered similar uncertainties with some of
our Egyptian actors: a case in point being Abdel Fattah el Qossari,
whose school Jours at a Freres school are sometimes speciﬁed as
having been at Saint Marc College in Alexandria. However, in his
case, the information is generally eclipsed by a keener interest
taken in his alleged upper middle class background contrasting
with his famous impersonations, as well as an understandable
desire to appropriate the famous to one’s camp. With scrutiny the
list gets longer, but we have tried to narrow our margin of error.
We have examples of actors who may have graced our screens
once or twice never to repeat the experience, or with whom we
lost touch when they went abroad. Of these, Ms. Elias Bondi,
who taught at the EGC in her early twenties, took part in Wife
Number 13 (el Zawgah raqam talatachar) starring Rushdi Abaza.
Likewise, Corinne Negm Eldin had minor roles in a few Egyptian
ﬁlms, including one by Youssef Chahine. The same goes for
some women actors from the upper middle classes who literally
had a shot in front of the camera just once at the insistence of
a producer or a director who was either a true admirer, or who
hoped to promote their ﬁlms by advertising well-known family
names, as in the case of Kismet Chirine.
There are also Egyptian Alexandrians who are working as actors
abroad. Chris Maher was born in Alexandria as Maher Butros but
left Alexandria for Toronto when he was nine. He studied acting
and soon had parts mainly as the villainous Arab, “a role I will
never do again,” he says. He changed his name to Christopher
Maher, but despite the change, he was still oﬀered evil Arab
roles. “I was typecast as the dumb Arab, or a bad Arab, one or the
other. It depressed me, and I just refused to do any more.” He has
not stopped acting, and after 9/11 he found a number of more
interesting and less stereotypical Arab roles. Besides Enough, he
has appeared on Fox’s 24 playing a deputy prime minister, and
twice on CBS’s The Agency. Sean Delon was born and raised in
Alexandria. His mother is half Greek, half Italian, and his father
is Egyptian. He studied acting in America, much to his engineer
father’s discontent. However, with his son’s success he is now the
proud father of a rising star. After graduating from the USC School
of Theater, Delon returned to Egypt and broke into television and
cinema. He landed roles in Hero in Action and A Woman from Tel
Aviv and Sweet Guys. He is currently back in the USA working on a
script he co-wrote with David Degan about an Israeli and Egyptian
star-crossed couple in love. It is interesting to note the choice of
name this aspiring actor has made, by coupling Sean as in the
English-speaking Bond, with Delon borrowed from the French.
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Examples abound, but not all have been mentioned unless they
testify to theory or syndrome. But one thing is obvious; although
cinema had become physically remote from the homeland of
Alexandrians, the call could still be heard from afar and from
overseas, and there seems to be an innate desire to answer that
call.
IV. Film
THOMPSON: Well, Mr. Bernstein, you were with Mr. Kane from the
very beginning…
BERNSTEIN: From before the beginning young fellow. And now it’s
after the end.
Citizen Kane
The catalogue would not be complete without a list of the early
attempts at making ﬁlms: the early very short pre-documentary
types, some of which could be compared to present Jour home
videos or tantamount, at best, to video art in its earliest stages,
through the longer feature ﬁlms as we know them toJour. In
compiling ﬁlmographies of actors or cinematographers, we relied
mainly on Mahmoud Kassem’s and Magda Wassef’s monumental
references. We did not venture to examine the documentaries, nor
the Amon Newsreel, which was the brawn and brainchild of early
Egyptian pioneer Mohamed Bayoumi. Unfortunately, acquisition
of footage was not readily available and therefore historical and
technical assessment would leave much to be desired were we to
attempt a ﬂeeting or purely theoretical discussion of them.
Replaying Egyptian cinema history without the early ﬁlms would
result in a diﬀerent reading of the cinematic historical and
sociological map. The very existence of the Egyptian cinema had
a cumulative and lasting ripple eﬀect. Without the early ﬁlms that
shaped a whole consciousness, elements of continuity traceable to
those early Jours that established its pedigree signature tradition
would be lost. Egypt’s stars had great popularity in the Arab world
and its dominance is often said to have shaped a consciousness
far beyond its local borders, with Egyptian cinema often referred
to as “occupational” in its invasiveness. Spoken Egyptian Arabic
gained its popularity and became familiar to all the neighbouring
countries owing to the popularity of Egyptian actors and the ﬁlms
they starred in.
Early cinema established patterns that remain evident to this
Jour. It is to people like Togo Mizrahi and the early amateurs and
entrepreneurs and their investment in the new medium that we
remain grateful as Egyptians and even as dwellers of the larger
Mediterranean. Even beyond the Arab borders, the ﬁrst Greek
speaking ﬁlms were made in Alexandria by Mizrahi and Orfanelli.
Greek stars found their way to Egypt to have their ﬁlms produced
and executed by investors and technicians and ﬁlmmakers in
Alexandria. Those ﬁlms would star Greek actors, such as La Vembo
and Paraskevas, who reveled in the success such ﬁlms would bring
them. It is said that as late as the 1950s Cakoyanis made a ﬁlm in
Egypt and that his second ﬁlm Stella (1955) was produced by the
Greek Egyptian Milas.

Melina Mercouri, a former Greek actress turned minister of culture
starred in Stella, and is reported to have also acted on the stage
of a Greek theatre of variétiés in Ibrahimieh. Interestingly, the
musical score of her famous ﬁlm Never on a SunJour has provided
the music of one of the signature songs about Alexandria, lyrics
by Salah Jahine. Baha’ Jahine, the lyricist’s son, recounts how
as a child he went to see the movie and was so struck by the
music that his father wrote the lyrics that same Jour to set them
to the music that had so enchanted his son. (The song tells of
how Alexander lay on the shores of Macedonia and dreamed of
Alexandria; incidentally, it was ﬁrst sung at an Alexandrian Film
Festival by Samir Sabri, also an Alexandrian). A similar interesting
coincidence is when Alexandrian born Demis Roussous, son of
dancer and actress Nelly Mazloum, teamed up once again with
fellow Greek composer Vangelis to make a song set to the musical
score of Alexandrian Dodi el Fayed’s production Chariots of Fire
for which task the former Aphrodite’s Child Greek Vangelis was
speciﬁcally assigned by el Fayed.
We are indebted, too, to early themes which still recur until now.
The ﬁrst ﬁlm to demonstrate a major motif in Egyptian melodrama
was Laila, and seduction is still at the core of our ﬁlms to this
Jour. Mohamed Karim likewise introduced in El Warda el Beida
one of the core narratives of Egyptian cinema: the young and
poor worker who falls in love with the daughter of the wealthy
employer. Incidentally, just as ﬁlms produced by pioneer Egyptian
women had on several occasion political undertones, so too was
a later ﬁlm about Algerian resistance ﬁghter Gamila Abou Hreid
produced by Magda who also starred in the Chahine Jamila the
Algerian. Interestingly Aziza Amir too had portrayed a Tunisian
and a Palestinian, which may be explained as an unconscious
desire to legitimize and glorify the otherwise perhaps frowned
upon practice of ﬂirting with a medium deemed unbeﬁtting for
either gender. So that those more serious and patriotic attempts
would, as it were, elevate their ﬁlms to a diﬀerent status of
respectability, and provide a raison d’être for their ﬁlms.
So, as individuals and as a nation we remain indebted to those
early times of cinema. Furthermore, the state’s appropriation of
private networks especially after the later sequestration that led
to the closing down of the businesses of Togo Mizrahi and Behna,
for instance, would itself have been impossible without the early
eﬀorts. For without the early achievements, later ﬁlmmakers
would not have had the technical know how, skill or expertise, or
even the necessary audience support to sustain the industry.
The last legacy of the early period is that it opened up spaces for a
national cultural production. While these spaces were not always
active, they managed to create opportunities for expression in a
medium that “lends itself to public life and participation” so that
Egyptian cinema toJour remains viable because of and thanks
to past eﬀorts. And even if economic, social, artistic and other
inﬂuences and conditions have had their bi-polar moments
of depression and repression, richness and otherwise, it is
emotionally and intellectually ﬁrmly and inextricably rooted in
our psyche. It is a legacy that cannot be overlooked.
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VI. Cinemas, the Screening Cathedrals
As the cinema business became more competitive, the number
of cinemas expanded. The predictably reassuring incoming
returns on investments and the interest in movie- going taken by
more classes than those who had more readily caught on at ﬁrst
accounted for more eager venturing into the business of cinema
ownership and renting. Cinema was no longer an exclusive
entertainment solely for the upper and middle classes, nor for the
foreigners or the mixed nationals, and demand exceeded supply
in a movie-loving and movie-going city.
The catalogue provides a chronicle of Alexandrian early and later
cinemas with as much information on them as could be gathered,
highlighting aspects of screenings such as mixed programmes to
ensure viewership if low turn out of an audience was feared, and
various related practices.
Cinemas were owned mainly by Greeks and Shawam whose keen
sense of business drew them into the enterprise. Often owners
of more than one cinema like Elie Lotﬁ or Fouad Haggar would
give the right of utilization to others to run them. Sometimes,
however, weak seasonal downturns would force a cinema to
close for a short period of time, often to re-open by another name
on the same street, or in a new location. Sometimes there would
be several cinemas in diﬀerent places carrying the same name.
All of this made the task of locating some of the cinemas on the
Alexandrian map somewhat arduous.
After the early period of imported movies, followed by that of the
home made ﬁlm, American and European movies were rented
to cinemas by the metre for a ﬁxed price with the “Alexandria
market covering two thirds of local distributors’ costs and Cairo
responsible for the remaining third”. It was a growing market
second in the region only to British South Africa.
Branch oﬃces of American and French distribution companies
opened in Egypt and Universal Pictures had its Near East regional
headquarters in Alexandria which served as a transit point.
An orientation emanating from the European dominated free
trade regime in Egypt since the 19th century made for relatively
liberal trade policies, so that even after Egypt obtained tariﬀ
autonomy in 1930 when the last agreement with the European
powers expired, ﬁlm tariﬀs remained low and restrictions on ﬁlm
imports remained few. However, a closure of the market was an
inevitable outcome of monopolistic tendencies and later of the
sequestrations when a good deal of the business slowed down
and many previously active distributors and cinema owners left
the country or simply quit the business.
After the 1950s customs duties were raised on foreign ﬁlms by
25% limiting the import activities of local distribution. In that
respect, too, remnants of past liberalism remained for decades
and well into the Nasser era, to whom we owe the release of the
ﬁlm A Little Fear (Shei’ men el khowf ) which was feared by the
authorities to be an oﬀense to his person, for its depiction of
a village led by a dictator with hints to Egypt under the Nasser

regime. However, after viewing the ﬁlm privately he asked for its
release uncensored. Repeated calls for protectionist measures
against the threat of competition from ﬁlm imports made by
Egyptian ﬁlmmakers and The Cinema Chamber were met with little
response declaring “competition to be the heart of commerce”,
and even the relatively high taxes imposed on the entertainment
sector did little to restrict the ﬂow of foreign pictures into the
country: an open orientation adopted from the Jours of cinema’s
tender age, and to which we are positively grateful. And so cinema
audiences acquired a habit for something which, unlike other
commodities, did not threaten to be abolished or boycotted and
simply disappear from the entertainment routine of the average
Egyptian into which it had gradually come to set in.
Movie houses were erected in diﬀerent architectural styles:
an accent on the status of cinema venue as a “building”, as
architecture was the celebration of an institution taking root:
Cinema Gaumont was advertised as a “Screening Cathedral”. A
history of cinema theatres is certainly a thing of the future; there
is already a distinct impression that the “logic by which they were
often shaped depended both on the kind of product they oﬀered
and on their surrounding environment” which goes to explain the
wide variety of venues Alexandria had, from the rooﬂess summer
cinemas to the cinemas in more or less popular or elegant
residential areas of the city catering to varying audiences.
Cinemas whose plan derived from the theatre, with a grand front
entrance, a spacious lobby, seats and stalls according to class, a
screen and next to it, possibly a piano, if not an orchestra pit, is
a thing of the past. However, the masonry construction suggests
that the cinema is here to stay, to become a social reality, and a
means of communication and entertainment boasting continuous
production answering to settled demand just as the industry
established itself as a reality with staying powers to challenge,
like Talaat Harb with a shrewd business sense, the famous quote
of Auguste Lumière that “cinema is an art without a future”.
V. The Phoenix Rising from the Ashes: a Hundred Years On
If this is only a footnote to our research about the legacy of
Alexandrian cinema in a hundred years, and a backward look that
is not an elegy but a gaze, a few last points need to be addressed.
The establishment of the cinema industry in Cairo was helped by
the creation of Studio Misr, and was augmented by the outbreak
of World War II, when thousands ﬂed from Alexandria to Cairo
escaping German bombs and the German threat advancing
on Alexandria from Alamein. But if in 1939 the temporary
exodus of Alexandrians was to Cairo, the nationalizations and
sequestrations of the 1960s led to a ﬁnal wave of exodus – this
time beyond the borders of Egypt altogether, sounding the
death knell of the cosmopolitanism that had given birth to the
art. However, as a little Alexandrian blood goes a long way – as
far as Cairo, Europe and Hollywood – the harking back to the city
on the Mediterranean has been constant. Alexandria continues to
ﬁgure as a site for nostalgia, as in Maria Iliou’s Alexandria (2000),
but equally importantly, to nurture cinematic artists.
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One observation remains relevant. Whereas the early pioneers
undertook to produce and direct as well as act, very few modern
ones such as Samir Sabri have considered the attempt, or rather,
the adventure. With the cinematic seat established in Cairo, the
move to the capital is itself the physical and psychological trip
that the Alexandrian citizen considering a career in movies ﬁnds
himself making. But with the experimental movies of the Jesuit
Cultural Centre came a whole list of potential actors, producers
and directors. Interestingly enough we see an Alexandrian woman
funding the production of another Alexandrian female director
Louli Seif, whose ﬁlm Resurrection was produced by Wafa’ Wali, in
the tradition of the pioneering mothers who broke taboos, and
gambled with money and repute to go, like true pioneers, the
unknown way.
With the studio in Amriyeh, and more experimental video art as
encouraged by the various cultural centres, and with Alexandria
gaining a certain reputation as a neo-incubator of young directors
from abroad using local facilities including even those of a local
studio – albeit primitively equipped – the hope to resurrect a
bygone past in a technically and digitally enhanced present
remains a bright prospect. With it, the man power both behind
and before the camera is bound to come alive.

Stills from School Life, Youssef Chahine’s ﬁrst ﬁlm, which he
made in 1944 with Osman Ragheb while they
were at school in Alexandria.
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